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FOREWORD
IT is, perhaps, significant that no history of Gibraltar seems to

have been published for nearly seventy years.. Now that the

Mediterranean route to the East is being challenged, it may be

a suitable moment to reconsider the traditions and policies

which are bound up with our occupation of The Rock3

. If it

becomes necessary to develop an entirely new Mediterranean

policy to meet the altered balance ofpower in Europe, it would

be lamentable if this were to be based on false historical analo-

gies, or upon old prejudices which have not been properly
related to the modern world. This must be my justification

in writing a book which is designed to fit Gibraltar into the

complicated and tangled skein of contemporary history.

I should like to thank my nephew, Mr. Nigel Harvey, for

some suggestions and information about air power and shipping.

G. T. G.

BISHOPSTEIGNTON,

S. DEVON.



WHEN the last shot had been fired at Waterloo, Great Britain was indis-

putably the first Power in the world. From that day to this we have rim

a career, almost without a check, of what has been called unexampled

prosperity. Yet at the end of these fifty-five years English officers tell us

that they can scarcely show their faces at a table d'hdte in Germany without

danger of affront. English opinion is without weight, English power fa

ridiculed. Our influence in the councils of Europe is a thing of the past*

We are told, half officially, that it is time for us to withdraw altogether
from the concerns of the Continent; while, on the other side of the Atlantic,
Mr. Emerson calmly intimates to an approving audience that the time is

not far off when the Union must throw its protecting shield over us in our

approaching decrepitude. We are still able to make ourselves hated; we
cannot save ourselves from being despised. . . . We are perplexed, impa-
tient, irritated; and with perfect justice. We are not conscious ofany serious

decay in our national character and spirit; we have not been niggardly in

our supplies.

JAMES ANTHONY FROXTDB-

Short Studies on Great Subjects.
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PART I

FORTRESS AND BASE FOR
SAILING SHIPS





CHAPTER I

JEBEL-TARIQ,

r
|pHE

Thames has been, described as liquid history',

JL Assuredly Gibraltar can only be considered -as petrified

history. It is impossible to look upon Gibraltar as if it was, like

Aden, merely a strategic point- a great mass of rock, fashioned

by man into a fortress and overlooking a harbour and a naval

base. The question of its retention, development or abandon-
ment cannot be decided by considering only its immediate

utility or vulnerability. To every European the name suggests
a group of ideas, and arouses certain emotions. In the Spanish
mind Gibraltar, the Jebel-Tariq of earlier times, is bound up
with traditions of the Reconquista, of their struggle against the

Moors. It is remembered for its fourteen sieges, in eight of

which Christians were opposed to Moslems, and of which
the last three were attempts to win back the Rock from

England.
In England the Gibraltar tradition

5

is less vivid than in Vic-

torian times, but the Rock has a place, and an important place,
in the mental hinterland in which our political ide&s and pre-

judices mostly originate. It is bound up in our minds with sea-

power, with Trafalgar, with our struggles to prevent, first a

French, and then a German hegemony over Europe, with our

development of an Empire in the East, and with our route to

India. We like to see in its dignified strength the characteristics

of our race. Perhaps there is no better proof of its place in

English life than that it is habitually known as 'the Rock',

without other qualification.

Those Europeans who are neither English nor Spanish, and

may, perhaps, have no great love for British imperialism, will

still hold the Rock in some regard. To them it is a little like

what the Bastille was to Frenchmen in the eighteenth century.
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In later days the Bastille had been of small importance as a

prison, but it was the symbol of a regime, and its fall signified

the end of an era. The physical grandeur of the Rock, added

to vague memories of sieges and battles, makes it seem the con-

crete emblem of our power. To millions on the Continent

Gibraltar is the great and rather arrogant symbol of British

Imperialism.
Gibraltar has also a more primitive appeal, which has cer-

tainly influenced its history in the past, and may have survived

subconsciously till to-day. Man has always been affected by
freaks of nature, and especially by great masses of stone rising

sheer out of the desert or the sea. Their grandeur and unex-

pected beauty give them a religious significance. The Chinese

and the nomadic tribes have generally regarded them as having
a beneficent influence, 'as the shadow of a great rock in a

thirsty land
5

. Romans and Hindus have preferred to look upon
them less seriously, as the discarded weapons or playthings of

their Gods dropped perhaps by Hanuman on his way to

Lanka. Mons Calpe, as Gibraltar was known in classical times,

and Mons Abyla, on the opposite side of the Straits, were the

Pillars of Briareus to the Greeks, and the Pillars of Hercules to

the Romans.
In Christian times any strange-shaped mass of rock was apt

to become a holy place. Travellers in Spain will have noticed

the tendency for such queer mountains as Montserrat or Cova-

donga to be treated as having a special sanctity. The Chapel
of St. Europa at Gibraltar was a famous centre for pilgrims all

through the two and a half centuries when it was in Spanish
hands, before the English captured the Rock and turned it

strictly to secular uses.

In writing of Gibraltar it will be necessary to travel over
some ofthe ground covered by the general historian. The Rock
has played a part in several wars and in many diplomatic
struggles, but only those episodes will be stressed which seem
to have contributed to the 'Gibraltar tradition', or which bear

upon the present value and utility of the Rock to Great Britain,

12



JEBEL-TARIQ,
Some mention must be made of the early history of Gibraltar,
because its connection with the long struggle against the Moors
affects the Spanish attitude towards the British occupation, and
hence is germane to our later problems.
The two great masses ofrock on each side of the Straits must

have struck the imagination of travellers from the earliest times,
but there is no evidence that either of these mountains were

Dccupied or used before the Moorish invasion of Spain. The
country round is strewn with Phoenician and Roman remains,
but the two mountains were probably no more than landmarks,
forming a magnificent gateway out into the Atlantic. Garteia
was an important city, and its site was near Mons Galpe, but it

seems to have lain west rather than east of the modern Alge-
ciras, which is over four miles across the bay. Until the eighth
century a few fishermen and goatherds probably shared the

jfjitude of the great promontory with the monkeys which

appear to be indigenous there.

A vast barren rock, like Mons Calpe, would have little impor-
tance in history until it was needed as a stronghold. There are

better natural ports along the southern coasts of Spain for deal-

ing with the local trade, and the hinterland of Gibraltar is cut
offfrom the rest of Spain by mountains and hilly ground. As a
fort Gibraltar has merits which early appealed to the ambitious
or predatory foreigner. It provided a foothold in the Iberian

Peninsula for an invader wishing to attack Spain from the
south. With the development of ocean shipping the Rock and

Bay were destined to become a natural base for naval activities

,in the western Mediterranean.

These two possibilities correspond to the two main phases in

the history of the Rock. The first was the period ofseven and a
half centuries when it was used by the Moors to facilitate move-
ments north and south across the Straits, and then to act as a
frontier fortress for the kingdom ofGranada. The second phase
was the two hundred and thirty years ofthe British occupation,
which has lasted until the present time, when it would seem
that a third phase may be beginning.

13
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In between these two periods was an era of stagnation, when

the Rock was in Spanish hands.

The final defeat of Islam in the fifteenth century left the pro-

montory of little strategic importance until the advance m sea-

manship and naval construction had turned the straits into a

highway, east and west, for commerce and for fighting ships,

From then onwards Gibraltar began to be looked upon abroad

as a likely base for naval operations. Its possibilities
were

already recognized in the seventeenth century. Cromwell, in

1656, discussed with Blake the advisability of taking Gibraltar,

which 'ifpossessed and made tenable by us, would be an advan-

tage to our trade and an annoyance to the Spaniard'. The

discovery of America and the growing naval ambitions of the

English in the Mediterranean thus led to this second phase,

when Gibraltar was acquired on account of its controlling

position on a trade route to the East, and upon the normal

passage-way for war-ships between the south of France and the

Atlantic. All except the first chapter of this book will deal

either with the second phase of Gibraltar's history, or with

those recent developments which seem to presage the beginning

of a third phase in the existence of the Rock.

The natural advantages of Mons Calpe as a stronghold are

obvious. The promontory, on which the rock stands, runs about

three and a half miles due south. The first mile is an isthmus of

sand about half a mile wide, but growing broader towards the

north. It never rises more than a few feet above sea level

Known to the Spaniards as the Devil's Gate, the isthmus has

provided the defenders of the Rock with a magnificent 'field of

fire' for all types of weapons, from spears to machine-guns.
From the flat stretch of sand the rock rises, almost sheer, to a

height of over a thousand feet. This north end ofthe mountain

is called the salto del lobo* or wolf's leap. From there a well-

marked ridge forms the backbone of the Rock. It rises to some
fourteen hundred feet at Middle Hill, then forms a saddle, and
reaches another high point at 'O'Hara's Tower', which over-

looks the Straits, and from which the Rock slopes gradually to

14



JEBEL-TARIQ
the sea. Then come two plateaux. The first is known as Wind-
mill Hill, and below that lie the Europa flats, about a mile long.
In early days the flats were the most vulnerable point on the

promontory for attacks from the sea.

The east side ofthe Ridge is far more abrupt and inhospitable
than the west. The cliff drops almost sheer from the Ridge for

some three hundred feet. It can only be scaled with the greatest

difficulty, and very few attempts have been made to attack

from this side in all the fourteen sieges which Gibraltar has
suffered. From every point ofview it was natural that from the

earliest times of the Moorish occupation the harbour and town
should have been built on the western slopes. They were well

out of range from the mainland until the middle of the nine-

teenth century, also the Bay of Algeciras was protected from
Mediterranean storms, and was a good refuge for small sailing

ships threatened with being driven westward into the Atlantic

by the dreaded Levanter wind. Until aeroplanes and high ex-

plosives revolutionized war, the Rock, even with its town and

harbour, remained one of the most remarkable natural strong-
holds in the world, almost impregnable from land or sea if it

were seriously defended.

The Straits, though they often look placid enough, provided
an additional security from attack so long as boats were still

dependent on oars and on sails. The water is never still. A
powerful current runs eastward into the Mediterranean along
the northern coast. 1 On this account it was often difficult for

galleys or sailing ships to reach the Straits from the Mediter-

ranean, while vessels from the Atlantic, running before a

westerly wind, would have trouble in making the Bay, and
sometimes be carried past into the Mediterranean.

The traditional account of the Arab invasion of Spain
describes how Count Julian, furious at the rape of his daughter,

Cava, by the Visigoth King, Roderic, conspired with the Arab

Governor, Musa-ibn-Noussir, to send an expedition across the

1 There is an undercurrent, about 100 fathoms down, which runs west-

ward into the Atlantic.
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Straits from Geuta. Many legends, Moorish and Christian,

have grown round this story. The invasion, at least, is historical

The first expedition was led by Tarif-abu-Zara, who landed

his small army some miles west of the bay of Gibraltar near

where the town of Tarifa still bears his name. This was in the

year A.D. 710. Tarif pillaged the surrounding country, and

then returned. In the following year a larger force of some

eight thousand men disembarked near the rock. This army,

composed entirely of Berbers, was commanded by the Persian

freedman, Tariq-ibn-Zeid.
1

Tariq was the first person to use the rock as a stronghold,

He made it the starting-point for a campaign which was to end

in the defeat of Roderic and the subjugation of a large part of

his kingdom. It is only fitting that his name should be per-

manently connected with the promontory, the potentialities of

which he recognized, and on which he built a fort. The
c Moorish Castle', of which the ruins still exist, was probably a

later erectibn on the site ofTariq's building ofA.D. 725. At any
rate, the old Mons Calpe became known as Jebel-Tariq, or the

mountain of Tariq. The Moors attempted to change the name
a few centuries later into Jebel-el~Fath, the mountain ofvictory,
but the older name has survived, and the English have cor-

rupted it to Gibraltar. Mons Abyla, on the other side of the

Straits, was also given a new name about this epoch. It is still

known as Jebel-Musa after the chieftain who was approached
by Count Julian. He was the master ofTarifand Tariq, but he

eventually fell into disgrace with his Caliph.
For some centuries after the invasion of Spain through Jebel-

Tariq very little is known about the history of the Rock, The
invaders, under Abdur Rahman III and the great Almanzur,
swept into every part of the peninsula, and the Christians were
confined to Leon and a few parts of Catalonia* Only after the
death of Almanzur did the Moslems begin to break up into

factions, and emir would fight against emir, 'Localism' seems
to be a disease indigenous to the soil of the peninsula. By the

1 R. Dozy: Histoire des Mussulmanes d'Esfiagne, ii, 32-5*
16
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beginning of the eleventh century these divisions had led to

such a revival of Christian arms that the Spanish Moslems

summoned their co-religionists from across the Straits of

Gibraltar.

The first comer was Yussuf-ul-Tashvin, the Almoravid. He
defeated Alfonso VI at Zallaca, in 1086, and would have estab-

lished himself as ruler over Moslem Spain if a new inrush of

Almohades from the Atlas mountains had not first conquered

Morocco, and then swept through Spain. The Almohades were

a puritan sect, not unlike the modern Wahabis, and far less

tolerant than their Moslem predecessors, who had for the most

part lived at peace with the Christians. Their intolerance

achieved what had before seemed impossible. They united all

Christendom against them, and during the thirteenth century

Spain was gradually won back by James I of Aragon and St.

Ferdinand of Castile.

Throughout this period Gibraltar was the normal landing

place for Moslems, and Algeciras the usual base of operations.

Yussuf retreated to the Rock when attacked by the Almohades,
but does not seem to have held it. It was probably not fortified

properly until the twelfth century, though in 1069 orders were

sent to the Governor of Algeciras by the emir Motadhid to

rebuild the battlements. For the first six centuries ofthe Moslem

occupation it was never involved in the struggle between

Christians and Mohammedans unless we include one curious

incident which occurred about the year 1 100. It had, perhaps,

some significance, that the first Christian attack upon the Rock

should be made by seamen from the north of Europe

King Sigurd of Norway had set out upon a crusade. The

Saga of his adventures describes his arrival by sea at the Straits

of Gibraltar, and his attack upon a party of Saracens, 'who had

their fortress in a cave, with a wall before it, in the face of a

precipice'. There follows an account of a successful landing,

and the final smoking-out of the garrison by burning trees

outside their cave.

There is probably some basis of truth in this tale. Such an

17
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expedition did set out from Norway, on a combined crusading

and marauding expedition,
and it reached the Mediterranean.

The King, after sailing all the way to the Straits, may well have

landed and fought the first lot of infidels with whom he came

into contact. The story is interesting because it suggests that

the early occupants of the Rock had already begun to use the

caves fissures, and potholes which abound in this limestone

mass/ These have always added greatly to its value as a fortress.

They form natural arsenals, storehouses, and gun-emplace-

ments, and for centuries they have been increased and improved

by artificial quarrying and tunnelling until the whole rock is

honeycombed with refuges, and hidden lines ofcommunications.

The Moors were gradually swept out of the north and west of

the peninsula until, by 1266, there was little Moslem territory-

left except the kingdom of Granada. Gibraltar and its neigh-

bouring town of Algeciras acquired a new importance. They

were no longer the base of operations in Spain from Morocco,

The last influx from that country was the invasion of the

Almohades. Granada had to defend itself, and Gibraltar now

became an outpost of this kingdom, blocking the Christian

advance from Seville and Xeres. This was the period from

which dates the Spanish tradition about Gibraltar. The long

death struggle of Granada was a time of great individual but

small collective achievement on the Christian side. The long

centuries of war had developed a knightly class, portrayed in

the innumerable libros de Caballeria which upset the light balance

of Don Quixote's brain.

A great part of this later tradition and literature turned upon
the slow reduction of Granada, and in this war Gibraltar was

marked out, not only as a fortress romantically situated, but as

the southern point of the peninsula. It was possible to look

across the Straits to Morocco from which fresh Moslem armies

were always expected, though they never came, except in the

form of a piratical raid from Sail.

Between 1309 and 1462 the Rock of Gibraltar was to endure

eight sieges, and both sides came to look upon its possession as

18
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a symbol of their power. Some fortifications had been added
in the twelfth century, but it would seem that the place was but

weakly held when it was besieged and captured by Don Alonzo
de Guzman, head of a family whose name will always be con-
nected in Spanish history with Algeciras and Gibraltar.

There is a curious charter granted in 1310 by King Ferdi-

nand, the first Christian monarch to be master of the fortress.

It is clear from this document that he intended to turn the port
into a naval station, a base for the galleys belonging to the

knights of St. John as well as for his own ships. Ferdinand was
also determined to collect a Christian population in a port
which can have offered only a very precarious and uncomfort-
able existence to its inhabitants.

The charter lays down that-

those who shall proceed to Gibraltar and shall be inhabitants
and dwellers therein, whether swindlers, thieves, murderers
or other evildoers whatsoever, or women escaped from their

husbands, or in any other manner, shall be freed or secured
from punishment; and those who shall live and dwell in the
town or its territory shall neither be threatened nor have

injury done to them: not being traitors to their lord, breakers
of the king's peace, or one who shall have carried off his

lord's lady, for these shall not be protected, but punished as

they deserve.

It has always been difficult to collect a suitable civil popula-
tion willing to inhabit the Rock, and work in the port. The
terms of Ferdinand's charter foreshadow the queer, cosmo-

politan and lawless crew who were gradually to settle on the

western slope of the promontory. The new garrison survived

the second siege, in 1315, but succumbed before a more deter-

mined Moslem attack in 1333. The cupidity and corruption of

the Spanish Governor, Vasco Perez de Meira, added to the

horrors ofa siege in which both food and firewood were lacking.
After twenty-two years the Rock was once more in Moham-
medan hands.

Alfonso XI made two attempts the fourth and fifth sieges

19
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to recapture the fortress, but he died of plague during the last

effort of 1350, and the campaign was then abandoned. 1 In

this fighting round Algeciras and Gibraltar he seems to have

had the help of knights errant from the rest of Christendom.

It was about this epoch that Chaucer's Verray parfit gentil

knight'

In Gernade at the sege eek hadde he be

Of Algezir, and ridden in Belmarye . . *

Froissart also talks of the English 'Conde de Arbi' and Conde

de Solusber (Derby and Salisbury), who fought at Algeciras.

Although most ofSpain was in Christian hands by the middle

of the thirteenth century, the kingdom of Granada survived till

1492, protected by its mountains, and until the last thirty years

by Gibraltar. During this period the inhabitants of the Rock

seem to have been little better than pirates, and their predatory-

habits made them intolerable to the feudal chiefs in the Christian

parts ofAndalusia. The head of the Guzmin family at Medina-

Sidonia planned an attack upon the Rock as a private venture.

An attempt was made to land on the flats south ofthe town and

citadel, but it failed and the drowned body of de Guzman was

taken by the Moors. They refused to accept any ransom for it,

and, following their custom, they hung the body in a cage from

the walls ofthe castle. There it was to remain for a generation,

in fact until the siege of 1462, when the fort passed finally into

Christian hands. De Guzman's disastrous attempt was the first

time that artillery was used at Gibraltar. The attack also

proved that the defences of the town on the south-west side

were more powerful than the Christians had supposed.
The final loss of the fortress was due to internal treachery,

and to the general decay of the Moorish dynasty rather than

to any weakness of the fortifications. No more help was to be

expected from Morocco by the fifteenth century. The special

importance of Gibraltar had therefore disappeared when it was
1 The Moors from Gibraltar are said to have attended his funeral un-

armed.

20
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finally taken thirty years before the fall of Granada as part
of the general campaign.
A violent quarrel between the two Christian commanders,

Don Rodrigo Ponce de Leon and the Duke of Medina-Sidonia,
occurred during the almost bloodless siege the eighth in its

history. The dispute showed the readiness of the Christians to

fight each other, even before they had finally settled with the

Moslems, and was a foretaste of the civil wars by which Spain
was to be disturbed for some years.

The siege was nearly abandoned, and probably the fortress

would not have been taken had it not been for the pertinacity
of the plebeian Alcalde or Mayor of Tarifa.

Thus Gibraltar passed into Christian hands, and its name was

woven into that mass ofhistory and legend which is connected in

the Spanish mind with the Reconquista. It is not true that Spain's

'early national story is that of an agelong devotion to an ideal*.

As a matter of historical fact, the idea of the Reconquest
only took shape in the last stages of the struggle with the

Moors. It was not a mystic ideal which saved the quarrel-
some Christian kingdoms in the north of Spain, but the fact

that the Muslims never succeeded in acclimatizing themselves

north of a certain line. . . . The programme of the Recon-

quest seems to have been introduced into Spain from France

by the monks of Cluny; just as the programme of a holy war

against the Christians was brought from Africa by the

Berbers1

In assessing the importance of Gibraltar to Spain it is the

legend, and not historical accuracy which is important. The
tolerance of the early Muslims, their friendly relations with

many of the Christian kingdoms, the fact that the Spain of

Ferdinand and Isabella had forgotten the Visigoths, and hardly
looked upon the expulsion of the Moslems as a reconquest all

these modifications and compromises disappear in the Catholic

epic of the recovery of Spain from the infidels. Gibraltar is left

1
J. B. Trend: Alfonso the Sage, 35.
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as part ofa simple legend firmly embedded in the mind of every

Spaniard, except those few who have avoided a clerical up-

bringing in their youth and the influence of nationalist writers

in their adolescence.

Soon after the last ofthe Moors had marched out ot Gibraltar,

a quarrel about its ownership broke out between King Henry

of Castile and the Duke of Medina. The latter, as head of the

Guzman family, claimed the fortress as part of his fief. In the

end he gave way, but trouble broke out again.almost imme-

diately. The King was anxious to attract a Christian popula-

tion to the Rock. A new Charter was issued, which offered

special privileges to the few inhabitants who were living there

already. This gave great offence to the neighbouring towns

and to the feudal chiefs of Andalusia. Discontent came to a

head when Henry, under duress, had to recognize Alfonso as

his heir in a disputed succession.

Estevan de Villacreces was Governor of Gibraltar in 1466

when this trouble led to the Duke of Medina renewing his

claim, and deciding to back that claim by force. Thxis began,

as part of a civil war, the ninth siege, one of the fiercest in its

history. Villacreces was an energetic and stout-hearted de-

fender. He had little difficulty in proving that the castle could

not be taken by direct assault with the armaments then avail-

able. He was, however, cut off by sea as well as by land, and

for fifteen months the garrison held out on a diet of roots and

grass. At last, in June 1467, Villacreces was forced to surrender

to the Duke's son, Don Enrique de Guzmdn. A year later the

son was able to obtain a royal decree granting the Duke and

his heirs the right to hold Gibraltar in perpetuity, with its forti-

fications, territory and possessions.

On the accession of Ferdinand and Isabella a more peaceful

era began. The Duke of Medina, now fully reconciled, was

made Marquess of Gibraltar, and for thirty-four years the for-

tress remained under his dominion and that of his son.

The de Guzman regime does not seem to have been popular

among the inhabitants. The town had now grown to some size,
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and had already become an important depot for munitions. In

1501 Isabella felt strong enough to reclaim the promontory,
and it was annexed to the Crown without any serious opposi-
tion. The town was presented with a coat of arms. The crest

was the traditional key, with the inscription: 'Seal of the noble

city of Gibraltar, the key of Spain'. A less welcome proof of its

new status was the formation of a large penal settlement on the

Rock, numbers of criminals being sent to help in extending the

fortifications and in repairing the defences.

Spain soon relapsed into civil war, and DonJuan de Guzman
made another attempt to recover his old possession by force.

He withdrew after a four months' siege. Gibraltar was far too

strong to yield to an attack from a feudal lord, but as has

happened repeatedly in its history its fortifications were al-

lowed to deteriorate during the period ofpeace which it enjoyed

during the first halfofthe sixteenth century. Ayala, the Spanish
author of the famous eighteenth-century history of Gibraltar,

describes the complete neglect into which the defences had

fallen during the rule ofDon Alvaro de Bazan after 1535.
x The

walls w6re dilapidated, few guns were mounted, and peculation
had dissipated most of the stores and munitions which had been

assigned to the fortress.

A new danger was to come from the African side. Turkish

pirates infested the western Mediterranean and were the effec-

tive masters of the sea. Operating from Algiers, one of their

leaders, called Barbarossa, had learnt from Moorish sources

about the weakness ofGibraltar's defences, about the loot which

might be won, and also about the easiest method of attack. In

August 1540 sixteen ships, with some 2,000 soldiers, were

rowed across the Mediterranean a thousand Christian slaves

worked at the oars, a presage of the rape which was to follow.

The force was landed on the southern end of the promontdry,

apparently without any opposition, and completely sacked the

town, pillaging it and taking the inhabitants prisoner. They
1
Lopez dc Ayala; Historia de Gibraltar, 1782. This was published during

the siege. A translation by J, Bell appeared in 1845,
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failed to take the castle. Turning to the other side of the bay,

they treated Algeciras in the same manner. A truce was then

called, and some of the prisoners were ransomed. 1

The Turks in the end did not get away with their booty.

News of their raid had reached Cartagena in time for the fleet

to put out to sea, under Don Bernardino de Mendoza, A fierce

naval battle took place in which the pirates were defeated. It

was, however, many years before Gibraltar recovered. Ulti-

mately the raid led to a complete reorganization ofthe defences.

Two Italian engineers, Don Juan Calvi in 1552, and his rival

'El Fratino', some years later, drew up plans which were par-

tially put into operation. Batteries were constructed along the

western coast and others were built to protect the town from

the south.

For over a century Gibraltar was at peace. Turkish pirates

might appear in the Straits, but except for one abortive raid in

1556 they did not attempt another attack on the Rock, From

time to time a pestilence would sweep through the town which

seems to have been insanitary and filthy to a degree unequalled

in Spain. In 1609 the last of the Moors were expelled from

Gibraltar, as from every part of the Peninsula, and the popula-
tion had to be recruited from the most undesirable elements,

but only Christian or Jewish.
There must, of necessity, be many longueurs in any account of

a port and garrison town. Some historical background is, how-

ever, necessary in order to appreciate first the Spanish, and

then the British attitude towards the Rock. Christian Spain
held Gibraltar for just under two and a half centuries, from

1462 to 1704. All through that period Spaniards seem to have

been obsessed with the idea of Gibraltar as a fortress protecting

1 A long account of this affair is given in a contemporary document
which appeared in 1 566. It is written in the form of a dialogue. According
to this only seventy inhabitants, mostly children and young girls, were taken

away. This 'Dialogo entre Pedro Barrantes Maldonado y un Caballero

extranjero* is reprinted in Tres Relaciones Historicas, published by Ginesta in

1889.
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their country from Africa, holding the north and south route,

and almost impregnable except against internal treachery.

They were content to look upon the Rock as the key to Spain
from the south. It had been unhappily lost for a long time, but

now by the grace ofGod was restored. As any idea of a serious

invasion receded Gibraltar tended to become a place of pil-

grimage rather than a fortress. The new rulers of Spain were

unable to re-orient their ideas to see that Gibraltar had a new
function and a different future as soon as the Moorish threat

was ended.

It was not that Spain, united under Ferdinand and Isabella,

was either stagnant or slothful. The expulsion ofthe Moors and

the extension of religious persecution may have impaired her

vitality, but her geographical situation and the sea-going

traditions of her people gave Spain a large share in the ex-

ploitation of the new worlds which were opening to Europe in

the sixteenth century.

The harbours ofBiscay and Santander, ofVigo and Ferrol,

of Cadiz and Seville, woke to a new life with the expansion
ofoceanic enterprise. New adventures crowded in, new rival-

ries revealed themselves, new combinations were formed for

attack and defence. Spanish diplomacy was compelled to

work upon a large canvas.1

Unfortunately for Spain, her kings and statesmen of this cen-

tury, owing to their religious inhibitions and their obsession

with dynastic ambitions and intrigues, were unable to give her

people the lead they required.

Paradoxically enough the neglect of Gibraltar may have

been due to the traditional terror of the Moors which survived

long after any possible danger threatened from North Africa,

except the casual raids from Corsairs. Readers of Don Quixote

will remember how a dread ofthe Moors seems to be continually

.present in the minds of ordinary Spaniards, though Cervantes

was writing over a century after the fall of Granada. A good

* H. A. L. Fisher: A History ofEurope, 482.
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example was the shepherd who ran shouting for help and

calling up the militia when Zoraida and her Moorish guide

reached the shore.
.

This feeling discouraged either the people or their rulers

from following the natural line of expansion southwards. In-

stead of a movement which would have made Gibraltar and

Geuta the keys to North Africa, the Spaniards embarked on

far more hazardous ventures in America and in distant seas,

The north and south passage of the Straits was left to small

trading vessels. As a military route it ceased to exist.

One reason why the Spaniards failed to make use of Gibral-

tar, or to extend southwards was the natural indolence of the

Andalusians. The character of the population round the Rock

has Jbeen an important factor in its history. A modern Spanish

writer has remarked that
c

Andalusia has fallen into the hands

of all the violent people of the Mediterranean, and always in

twenty-four hours, so to speak, without ever offering resist-

ance.' l The Spanish Empire was the product of the seafaring

Basques and the energetic Catalans, of the north rather than

the south, of individual adventurers rather than of the Court.

It was only by sheer chance that Christopher Columbus sailed

to America under a Spanish flag. His original proposals had

been rejected by the Government. In such enterprises Anda-

lusia took little part, while the area round Gibraltar was cut

off even from the rest of Andalusia, and allowed to decay in

peace.
Another weakness of Spain, which was to have its influence

on the fate of Gibraltar, was the aristocratic preference for

fighting on land. The gentry flocked into the army, but seldom

joined the navy. Even when obliged to fight on the sea they
still thought in terms of galleys and soldiers. This was the

tradition .of the sixteenth century. The great sea battle of

Lepanto, where Don John of Austria, brother of Philip II,

inflicted a crushing defeat on the Turks, was really *a clash of

military row-boats' rather than a naval engagement.
1
Ortega y Gasset: Invertebrate Spain, 98.
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The crews who manned the Invincible Armada, collected

from the sea-going populations of the Mediterranean, were
many of them novices in the management of sailing ships in
the open Atlantic, and acted as mere underlings of the

soldiers, whom it was their privilege to carry from Spain to

England.
1

In England there was an aristocracy of the sea; in Spain only
a military aristocracy. This is well illustrated by the history of
the Armada. The English commander was Lord Howard of

Effingham, an Admiral. The Spanish expedition was led by a

General, the Duke of Medina-Sidonia, head of the de Guzman
family, which had been so intimately connected with Gibraltar.

The Duke entreated the King to release him from this task for

"he said, he knew nothing of the sea, and was, moreover, what
is known as a bad sailor. Philip explained that the true Admiral
was the Lord'. 2

There were, and are still, races in the peninsula with an
ocean mentality especially the Basques in the north and the

Catalans in the west but the Spaniard and the Italian are

primarily men of the inland sea. Their tradition is that of the

Corsair, thinking in terms of light quick boats, seldom far from
the land. Don Vicente Blasco Ibanez, writing of the watch-

towers along the eastern coast of Spain, said:

They were the fortifications of an age-long struggle, a fight
which had gone on for ten centuries between Moors and
Christians for the command of the sea; a war of piracy in

which the men ofthe Mediterranean divided by religion but
one in soul had continued the adventures of the Odyssey
down to the beginning of the nineteenth century.

3

It may not be fanciful to see, in still more recent times, some
survival ofthat primary difference between the English and the

Mediterranean races. Certainly it was the failure of the de

Guzmdns and their like, in the sixteenth century and onwards,

1 G, M. Trevelyan: History of England, 353.
a S. de Madariaga; Spain, 69.

3 V. B. Ibafiez: Mare Nostrum.
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to think in terms of sea-power, or rather of ocean-power which

la? olead ultimately to the loss of Gibraltar, and to it. per-

manent occupation by a country of which the whole pohtica

philosophy was founded upon ideas of sailing ships and naval

bases, of galleons as mobile fighting units, and of colomes as

trading stations or points on trade routes.

As the tradition of the Moorish wars grew more dim, Spain

began to degenerate in other ways. The seventeenth century

saw her falling more and more under the thraldom of those

reactionary forces which are part of the 'Black Legend -feudal-

ism clericalism, and the military caste system. It is, perhaps,

significant that nothing of any importance appears to have

happened at Gibraltar throughout the seventeenth century.

In 1589 the fortifications were once more modernized, on this

occasion by an engineer called Daniel Speckel. The Govern-

ment seems to have considered that Speckel made the Rock

impregnable for all time. For the next hundred years ordnance,

personnel and stores were allowed to deteriorate as would all

medieval armaments which were not frequently used.

From time to time the fortress might see something of naval

warfare, and a great action was fought in its bay during the

war against the United Provinces. Alvarez d'Avila, the Spanish

admiral, had been ordered to cruise near the straits, in order

to prevent the Dutch from entering the Mediterranean. Heems-

kerk was sent to reconnoitre, and found a Spanish fleet twice as

strong as his own, sheltering under the Castle instead ofstanding

out to sea. The whole incident is typical of the weaknesses dis-

played by Spanish admirals at this period. Heemskerk sailed

into the harbour and inflicted a complete cjefeat on d'Avila,

who lost his own life and some three thousand soldiers. The

Spanish fleet, unable to manoeuvre in that
ccpfined space, was

a helpless victim to any professional sailor^ and the Castle,

with its short range guns, could do nothing to prevent the

catastrophe. ;

The Spanish Government does not seem to have known that

Cromwell had seriously considered attacking Gibraltar. Blake
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had been sent into the Mediterranean in 1655, and soon made
himself respected by destroying a fleet of Barbary pirates in

Tunis. In that year war broke out with Spain. Cromwell, as

has been mentioned, wrote to his 'generals at sea', Blake and

Montague, about the possibility of taking Gibraltar. It would
'enable us, without keeping so great a fleet on that coast, with

six nimble frigates lodged there, to do the Spaniards more
harm than by a fleet, and ease our charge.' General Montague
wrote to Secretary Thurloe discussing the plan in greater detail;

I perceive much desire that Gibraltar should be taken; my
thoughts as to that are, in short, these that the likliest way
to get it is by landing on the sand and quickly cutting it off

between sea and sea (a plan partly carried out ere this, as we
showed before), or so secure our men there that they may
hinder intercourse of the town with the main: frigates lying
near to assist them: and it is well known that Spain never

victualleth any place for one month. This will want four or

five thousand men, well formed and officered.

The letter is interesting because it suggests what was probably
the English naval opinion about Gibraltar at that time. It is

clear that Montague has a considerable respect for the fortifica-

tions and natural advantages of the Rock, but he has a com-

plete contempt for Spanish efficiency in preparing for a war.

There is further confirmation about the Republicans' intentions

in a remark recorded by Samuel Pepys, in his Naval Minutes.

Either Sir Richard Haddock or Sir John Narborough once

told him that 'had not the ship which was sent by Oliver with

spades and wheelbarrows been taken, he had certainly taken

Gibraltar and made it an island'. It would, one feels, have

required more than spades and wheelbarrows to remove
c

such

quantities of sand', but those were heroic times. Obviously
from Montague's letter the idea of cutting through the isthmus

was considered to be feasible, but there is no evidence that it

had been attempted by the Spaniards or the Moors. In later

days the 'inundation' was made which enabled the western

side to be flooded,
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General Blake wrote in 1657 suggesting that Tangier might

be obtained by bargaining with the Portuguese, He seems to

have had an unjustifiably low opinion of the town," and his

contempt for the local inhabitants was hardly upheld by the

experiences ofthe English garrison when the town was occupied

a few years later.

There is a castle in the Streights mouth which the Portugals

have called Tangar . . . and which if they would part with it

withal, it would be very useful to us: and they make very little

use of it unless it be for the getting ofBlackamoors for which

His Highness may give them leave to trade. An hundred men
will keep the castle and half a dozen frigates there would

stop the whole trade in the Streights to such as shall be

enemies to us.

It may be considered fortunate, at least from the English

standpoint, that Oliver Cromwell's shipload of wheelbarrows

did not reach its destination. General Blake's suggestion only

anticipated affairs by five years. Catherine ofBraganza brought
to England as part of her dowry what the General would have

liked to have got by bargaining. The fate of Tangier in English

hands, its abandonment after twenty years' occupation, make
it most unlikely that Gibraltar would have been permanently
retained if it had been taken by Cromwell. Almost certainly
it would have been restored to Spain, for political or other

reasons, some time after the Restoration. In that case it would

hardly have been allowed to remain in the defenceless and
derelict condition which enabled Admiral Sir George Rooke to

capture it so easily half a century later.

Both Spain and England were destined to pass through
periods of national and maritime decay during the seventeenth

century. In 1667, only a decade after the brave days of Blake,
the Dutch fleet was in the Medway, and British ships were laid

up for want of money to pay the crews. But however badly
England might be governed, the outward thrust of her people
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still continued. This tendency was furthered by the acquisition
of Bombay and Tangier. Although the occupation of Tangier
was to be a short and unhappy episode, it is probable that both

settlements helped to quicken the popular interest in the Straits

of Gibraltar.

The Dutch were destined to humiliate England during the

unhappy reign of Charles II, but they had previously done

much to help England's ultimate expansion by the series of

defeats which they inflicted upon the Spanish Navy. The
destruction of d'Avila's fleet at Gibraltar was only one ofmany
reverses suffered by Spain at the hands of the Dutch. The two

most memorable were the battle of the Downs in 1639, when
Van Tromp defeated Oquendo, and the four days' running fight

off the Coast of Pernambuco in the following year, Spain was

rapidly degenerating into a second-class Power in the century
before England occupied Gibraltar. Soon after these naval dis-

asters Portugal declared her independence. The long and futile

war which followed this revoltfrom 1640 to 1668 exhausted

both countries, while it widened a breach which has never been

closed.

From i665]onwards Spain was ruled by the imbecile Charles

II. For thirty-five years he survived, helpless and without an

heir, while all the world waited for his death, and the struggle

over the succession which was bound to follow. England may
have had her reverses in this period, and her Revolution of

1688, but when the war of the Spanish Succession broke out at

the end of the seventeenth century, she was in a far better case

than her old rival and enemy.



CHAPTER II

CAPTURE BY THE ENGLISH

3 y the end of the seventeenth century Gibraltar seems to

Jjhave been in a state of complete decay. To a great extent

it was the victim of religious intolerance and obscurantism.

The expulsion of the Moors not only prevented movement and

traffic between Morocco and Spain, but it had a deadening

effect on both countries. The healthy commercial life of each

was atrophied. A few feluccas might skim across the Straits,

'as a sea-duck flies and swims', but Geuta and Gibraltar de-

generated into old ruined walls and quays, where undisciplined

soldiers waited listlessly for pay which never came, or watched

without comprehension the increasing traffic passing between

the Atlantic and the Mediterranean.

For some twenty years, between 1662 and 1683, they had a

new neighbour at Tangier, where a few thousand British

soldiers held the fort, carried on a desultory war with the sur~

rounding Moors, and made spasmodic attempts to turn this not

very promising site into a naval base. This curious incident,

which really presaged the occupation of Gibraltar, is chiefly

remembered by the evil behaviour ofthese regiments when they

were brought back to England and fought at Sedgemoor. It

is perhaps natural that the English should not care to dwell on

this miserable and disgraceful business, which was, however, to

have important consequences.

Tangier had been continuously occupied either by the Portu-

guese, or by Spanish and Portuguese conjointly, for nearly

two centuries when the town passed to Charles II as part of

the dowry which came with the unhappy Catherine of Brag-

anza. There seems no justification for Blake
r
s contemptuous

description of it in 1657.
'

It had a flourishing trade, a large

European population, a fine Cathedral, many good buildings
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and several religious houses. Within two decades the English,
by their corruption, intolerance and bad government, had
completely ruined the place.
Samuel Pepys, who went out with Lord Dartmouth in 1683,

in order to arrange the withdrawal, has left some account of
the appalling condition into which the garrison and town had
degenerated under the drunken and disreputable Colonel

Kirke, the twelfth Governor in twenty years.

To show how little he [Kirke, the Governor] makes of
drunkenness (though he will beat a fellow for having a dirty
face or hand), I have seen, as he has been walking with me in
the street, a soldier reel on him as drunk as a dog, at this busy
time too, when everybody not on guard is at work. He hath

only laughed at him and cried, 'The fellow has got a good
morning's draught already!' and so let him go without one
word of reprehension. . . .

My Lord Dartmouth going the round, and I with him, to
the Mole, this Oct. 23rd at night, my Lord found one officer

of the guard drunk, below the church, and another, asleep on
his bed below that, at the head of the Mole . . .* -

It was as 'Kirke's Lambs' that these same regiments were to

earn an unenviable fame two years later, after they had returned
to England, and were used to put down Monmouth's rebellion.

By the time Pepys arrived in Tangier it was probably too late

for him even to understand the extent of the damage which
had been done during the early years of Br^teh rule.

From the very beginning the English seemed to have alien-

ated the Portuguese population, so much so that a great
majority gathered their possessions and went back to Lisbon.

;
The English have been accused of destroying the Catholic

churches, and imprisoning the Dominican and Franciscan
fathers in the Cathedral. A few years later they still further
reduced the population of the city by driving out the Jews.

2

n^,i jj>..>$ /' <
;

f

,

1 John Smith: Life, Journals and Correspondence of Samuel Pepys, i, 432.
2 G. H. Stuart: The International City of Tangier, 98.
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There are no signs that the authorities in London were aware

of the havoc caused by their own mismanagement. They seem

to have believed that the partial construction of a mole was at

least an equivalent for all that they had destroyed or allowed

to decay. Three arguments appear to have weighed with

Parliament when the question of withdrawal was being dis-

cussed.

The first was political. There was jealousy of a standing

army under the King's control, and a strong suspicion that

Tangier was a secret 'nursery for popish soldiers'. This feeling

was naturally strengthened by the probability of James suc-

ceeding his brother Charles. The other reasons for abandon-

ment were more practical. The town, which had at first been

hailed as
c

a Jewell ofimmense value in the royall diadem', had

proved itself difficult to defend and expensive to maintain. It

had been exposed to continual attacks from a local chieftain,

called Ghailtan, who was suspected of receiving munitions and

helpfrom Spain. Unlike Gibraltar, Tangier was vulnerable from

the land side. This was the first impression which Pepys re-

ceived when he landed in September, 1683.
*

But, Lord, how
could anybody ever think a place fit to be kept at this charge,

that, overlooked by so many hills, can never be secured against

an enemy/
x

The town had certainly endured a state of semi-siege for

most of the twenty years. The Sultan, Mulai Hafiz, had done

his best to make the place uncomfortable, and undoubtedly
considered that he had won a victory when Lord Dartmouth

blew up the mole, and withdrew his troops. This belief was

reflected in the rather contemptuous treatment which we re-

ceived from the Moors in the eighteenth century.
Ten years after the abandonment of Tangier, England was

involved in a war which took her fleet into the western Mediter-

ranean. But in the war of the League of Augsburg she was

fighting on the same side as the Spaniards along with the

Dutch, Austrians and Germans, against Louis XIV. It was a
1 John Smith: Life etc. ofSamuel Pefys, i, 355,
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six years* war, 1691-7, which brought little credit to English

arms, the management both of the army and navy showing
evidence of divided counsels at home, and a long period of

weak and corrupt administration. The army, which suffered

defeats at Steinkirk and Landen, met with the worse treatment.

The navy, largely owing to the efforts of Samuel Pepys, made a

better showing.
In this war, which was little more than a prelude to the

greater war of Queen Anne's reign, Gibraltar played a small

part. Sir George Rooke, convoying English and Dutch ships

into the Mediterranean, fell in with a powerful French fleet

near Gape St. Vincent. The result was inconclusive, but the

convoyed ships found their way into Gibraltar, and appear to

have been sufficiently protected by the Spanish land-guns to

discourage any French attempt to follow them. The incident

is of some importance, because it may have forced upon the

English admiral's mind the necessity for a naval base in this

area for any operations in the Western .Mediterranean, either

the blockading of the southern coast of France, or the sending

ofassistance to insurgent movements at Barcelona or in Italy, or

the mere convoying ofmerchant vessels destined for the Levant.

Tangier, partly owing to its poor harbour, had proved useless*

Inevitably the naval mind would turn to the possibility of

taking^ Gibraltar, if Spain were an enemy instead of.an ally.

Within five years after the Treaty of Ryswick (1697) this

opportunity was to present itself.

The War of the Spanish Succession, 1701-13, was a struggle

for the possession ofan Empire almost as incapable ofdefending

itselfas was China at the beginning ofthe present century. That

Spain had retained her colonies in Flanders, America, and

Italy was due to her allies, and to the inertia ofher subjects. It

was almost inevitable that a European war should follow the

death of Charles II in November, 1700, leaving two rival

claimants to the throne Philip, the grandson of Louis XIV,
and the Archduke Charles, the Austrian candidate. Opinion
in England was divided, suggesting a modern analogy. The
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Tories, hating William III and his Partition Treaties, were in-

clined to acquiesce in French predominance over Spain.

The Whigs, with wider vision, saw that Louis XIV's acceptance

ofthe crown for Philip would mean that French hegemony over

Europe which they had always dreaded, and the dictatorship of

the 'same Grand Monarch wlio had burned the Palatinate,

dragooned the Pope, and revoked the Edict of Nantes'. 1

In the end Louis went too far, as is the way of absolute

monarchs, and provoked the war with England which the

divided loyalties of the English had afforded him an easy op-

portunity of avoiding. He seized the Barrier towns of the

Netherlands, proclaimed his intention ofgiving France a virtual

monopoly of trade with the Spanish-American colonies, and

later completed his provocations by recognizing the Pretender.

The Francophil Tory members ofthe House ofCommons finally

gave way under pressure of a great popular movement, of

which the famous 'Kentish Petition' was a symbol. The Grand
Alliance was formed between Austria, Holland, England and a

few of the small German states. It was the beginning of the

war in which all the ambitions of the Grand Monarch were to

be destroyed, either on the banks of the Danube or in the mud
ofFlanders. But although this war is chiefly remembered by the

brilliance of the Duke of Marlborough, by Blenheim, Ramilies,

Malplaquet, there was a war by sea which was less spectacular,
but almost as important, and this is more germane to our

subject.

The two most important duties of the navy were to watch or

blockade the French fleet in Toulon, and to assist the various

dissident elements in the Iberian Peninsula which might be
induced on one pretext or another to oppose the accession of

Philip V to the throne. These elements were Portugal, which
had already won and maintained her independence; the Cata-

lonians, who had unsuccessfully demanded theirfueros, or pro*
vincial privileges from Philip; and finally certain Valencianos
who also had their quarrel with the central government. Of

1 G. M. Trevclyan: England Under the Stuarts, 465.
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these, the Portuguese were by far the most important, and the
first naval campaign of the allies was an attack on Cadiz in-

tended to impress the King of Portugal, who was waiting to see

which was likely to be the winning side.

The Cadiz venture was undertaken by thirty British, twenty
Dutch ships, and by a military force under the Duke of Or-
monde. It was a disgraceful failure, recalling in the general
lack of foresight and co-operation the calamitous raid on
that port made by Buckingham in 1625. The effect was well
calculated to destroy any hope of a Spanish rising against
Philip in the South.

Cadiz was bombarded to the injury of the inhabitants.
Meanwhile the Puerto de Santa Maria on the other side ofthe

bay was occupied by the English and Dutch, who applied
themselves to drunkenness, the rape ofwomen, and deliberate
insults to the Roman Catholic religion three kinds of vio-
lence exquisitely adapted to excite the scorn and hatred ofthe

people of Andalusia. After a month and a little more of

wrangling with one another, the chiefs, who could agree on

nothing else, agreed to come away.
1

It was fortunate that, as in the case of the capture of Gib-
raltar two years later, the opposition was equally ineffectual,
and an opportunity was given to retrieve this disaster by a very
brilliant feat of arms. Three months after the withdrawal from
Cadiz the fleet broke the boom at Vigo Bay, stormed the forts,

and destroyed a number of treasure galleons as well as some
French and Spanish men-of-war.

The attack was doubly successful, for it brought Portugal
into the war on the side of the Grand Alliance. From this time

onwards Lisbon was used as a base for British and Dutch

operations.

Though Lisbon was to prove invaluable as a victualling and

refitting base in the Atlantic, it was a very long way from the

east coast of Spain, and still further from Toulon. It is true

1 D. Hannay: Short History of the Royal Navy, ii, 60.
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that Barcelona was captured by a daring and unconventional

raid in 1706, but it did not fill the requirements of a base.

Looking at the strategic problem with a seaman's eye, the need

for other bases in the western Mediterranean must have been

apparent from the first.

There were two places which seemed to satisfy all the

essentials, of which the most important were a good harbour-

age, and some strong point which could be defended from land

or sea. Tangier had been discarded chiefly because of its poor

harbour and vulnerability from the land. Gibraltar and Port

Mahon in Minorca were both admirably suited to the purpose,

especially the latter with St. Philip's castle at the mouth ofa long

sheltered inlet. The capture of Gibraltar in 1704 and then of

Port Mahon in 1708 followed logically from the special needs

of a naval war against France. The power which could use

these three points: Lisbon, Gibraltar and Port Mahon, could

claim to hold the Western Mediterranean in fee.

Mahan, in his classic Influence ofSea Power on History
f

,
has thus

analysed the strategic reasons which may have led to the

capture of Gibraltar:

Rooke, in seizing Gibraltar, had the same object in view

that prompted the.United States to seize Port Royal at the

beginning of the Civil War and which made the Duke of

Parma urge upon his king, before sending the Spanish Great

Armada, to seize Flushing on the coast of Holland advice

which had it been followed, would have made unnecessary
that dreary and disastrous voyage to the North of England,

1

It is sometimes forgotten that, just as the Sudan was taken

by a combined Egyptian and British force, so Gibraltar fell to

the allied fleets of England and Holland. There were three

Dutch admirals at the Council ofWar held in the bay ofTetuan,

July 1 7th, 1704. Their contribution in ships and personnel

was, however, comparatively small for a country which had
threatened London from the sea, less than forty years before.

1 A, T. Mahan: Influence ofSea Power <m History> $12.
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The preoccupation of the Dutch with the land war enabled

England to gain a predominance over Holland at sea which
was never afterwards seriously challenged.

According to the Spanish historian, Ayala, the Governor of

Gibraltar had been continually asking for reinforcements. The
garrison was undoubtedly very weak, and Ayala's statements
that

c

the defence could scarcely muster eighty well appointed
men' is borne out by a passage in the Memoirs of the Due de
Noailles.

Depuis trois semaines le Due de Gramont ayant su, par une
lettre de gouverneur de Gibraltar que la place etait reduite a

cinquante hommes de garnison, sans munitions de guerre,
sans canons en etat de tirer, avoit presse Phillipe de faire

expedier les ordres pour sa defense.

The Rock was certainly not in a condition to stand a serious

attack, and the Council of War seems to have debated more
about the feasibility of holding Gibraltar after its capture than
about the difficulty of taking it. Before any attack was made a

demand to surrender the fortress was sent by the Landgrave
of Hesse, who was the senior officer on the Allied side, to the

Governor, Don Diego de Salinas. The letter took the form of a
summons to hand over the fort to the Archduke Charles 'as the

legitimate and rightful King of Spain'.

By the time the Governor had received the letter there were

forty-four British and Dutch men-of-war in the Bay, accom-

panied by six frigates and some fire-ships, Two thousand

marines under the Prince ofHesse were landed near the isthmus

on July 2 1 st. The Governor may have hoped for reinforce-

ments, or decided that at least a show of resistance was politic.

The summons was answered by an avowal of loyalty to Philip.
Sir George Rooke gave orders on the 22nd for the combined

fleets to begin the cannonade of the forts and town. This was

done with a will, some 15,000 shot being fired, an expenditure
of ammunition which hampered the fleet in later actions

notably at the battle of Malaga.
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The Rock garrison could not make any effective reply. A
chaplain on one of the British ships, the Reverend Thomas

Pocock, has left an account of the attack in his diary. His des-

cription of rounding the point is interesting because it suggests

the traditional religious importance of the Rock before its

capture.

The chapel is dedicated to Saint Europa, whose image is

here saluted by all Papish ships that pass the Streights, and
here are two small cannon planted to answer the salutes,

which made bold to treat us a little more freely with shot at

our c6ming into the Bay; but they did not kiss our ships.

Deo gr.

The townsfolk fled down to the flats round Europa Point,

while the garrison, abandoning the Mole, confined themselves

to some upper batteries. The one Spanish success was the ex-

plosion of a mine under a landing party, and this caused sixty

casualties, the greater part of the losses incurred. Otherwise

an unequal struggle was soon over and a flag of truce was

displayed. Articles of Capitulation were arranged with the

Governor, and the garrison was allowed to withdraw under
honourable terms, being even allowed to take with them 'three

piece of brass cannon'.

The summons to surrender had been issued in the name of
the Archduke Charles, and the Prince of Hesse raised the

Imperial standard on July 24th, but Sir George Rooke seems to

have insisted almost immediately upon Gibraltar being trans-

ferred to the British Government. The Imperial banner was
therefore hauled down and the city formally occupied in the
name ofQueen Anne. A garrison of i,poo men was landed and
remained in possession.

1

The capture does not seem to have created very much stir at

1 The dates in the text are 'Old Style'. Spain adopted the Gregorian
calculation before England. The date August 3rd for the capture of
Gibraltar appears in all Spanish and some English text-books. This date is

'New Style': Blenheim was fought on August I2th, New Style.
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the time. To contemporary Continental ideas it was entirely
overshadowed by the battle of Blenheim a few days later.

For a full week after his sun had set for ever on the banks of
the Danube, Louis hunted and prayed, disturbed by no news
worse than that the English fleet had put some men ashore at

Gibraltar, who had climbed the rock and taken the castle.

'It is impossible to imagine how careless the Spaniards are/
said the courtiers. 1

In England there was a tendency to be sceptical about the

value of the new acquisition. The Whigs were inclined to ex-

tend their suspicions and dislike of the Tangier venture to

Gibraltar. Unfortunately Sir George Rooke was a pronounced
Tory, and his achievement suffered from the belittling of his

political opponents then in power, just as Marlborough's cam-

paigns suffered from the jealousy of the Tories later in Qjieen
Anne's reign. Bishop Burnet probably voices the conventional

views of his party in his History of his own Times.

It is much questioned by men who understand these

matters well, whether our possessing ourselves of Gibraltar

and our maintaining it so long, were to our advantage or not.

It has certainly put us to a great charge, and we have lost

many men on it.

He does, however, go on to agree that the Spaniards, 'who

should know the importance of the place best' have been 'at a

much greater charge to recover it'.

English authorities note with surprise, but without any expla-

nation, that almost the entire population of Gibraltar fled from
the town, though one ofthe articles ofwar specifically promised
that 'the inhabitants, soMiers and officers who may choose to

remain in Gibraltar shall ibe conceded the same privileges they
had in the time of Carlos II, their religion and all the tribunals

shall remain intact . . .' The truth would seem to be most dis-

creditable to the English, and has therefore been suppressed in

English books.

1 G. M. Trevelyan: England Under the Stuarts, 492.
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Gibraltar, during the previous century, had become an im-

portant religious centre. The hermitage of 'Our Lady of

Europa' was a well-known object of pilgrimage. The Nunnery
of Santa Clara and the Convent of San Juan de Dios after-

wards converted into barracks and a storehouse were large

establishments. The Church had, in fact, been far more enter-

prising and active than the army. Into this little town were

suddenly thrown some eighteen hundred soldiers and sailors

contemptuous ofSpaniards, hating
c

popery', extremely addicted

to drink, and introduced to the heady brandy and potent

liquors of the south. Mention has been made in the account

left by Samuel Pepys of the drunkenness of men and officers at

Tangier. Undoubtedly the men landed at Gibraltar were ofthe

same kidney. The Rev. Thomas Pocock was presumably well

inured to the habits of his flock, but he was shocked by the

wanton destruction of all Catholic churches. 'Every church in

Gibraltar was sacked save one, a good priest staying behind to

save the Church of St. Mary,' Some attempt was made to stop
the looting, but not many were punished. A few men were
sentenced to death to discourage the others, the choice being
made by throwing dice. One British marine 'was hanged after

he had thrown dice with a Dutchman, who had 10 and the

Englishman 9'.*

Anyone who has read contemporary accounts of British

soldiers and sailors in the early eighteenth century can imagine
what was bound to happen when these alcoholic and sex-

starved men were let loose in a southern port. Ayala*s

description of the sacking of Gibraltar is borne out by the

chaplain's diary: the destruction of churches and ill-treatment

of the civil population closely resembling the orgy which
followed the capture of Puerto de Santa Maria. There is no
reason to doubt its substantial accuracy.

The Prince of Hesse remained as Governor, with some
troops and i ,800 English sailors, who committed a thousand

1 See an article by D. Hudson: Cornhill Maga^ne) 1933, 251-7,
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excesses in the ruined city. They profaned all the churches

except the principal one, which was zealously defended by the

curate Padre Juan Romero. But the greatest disorders were
committed at the hermitage of 'Our Lady of Europa

5

; they
treated the Holy Image with derision and cut off the head of

the Infant she held in her arms . . . Many females experi-
enced insults and outrages, whence arose numerous sanguin-

ary acts of vengeance on the part of the inhabitants, who
murdered the perpetrators and threw their bodies into wells

and sewers. In this deplorable state of things the unfortunate

citizens who, having defended themselves with valour and
obtained an honourable capitulation, might have remained
unmolested in Gibraltar embraced a resolution of which

history affords few examples . . . they determined on quitting
for ever the place of their birth rather than submit to foreign
domination. 1

The exact causes of this exodus may be disputable, but there

is no doubt about its extent. Very few Spaniards lived on the

Rock during the eighteenth century. Their dwelling-houses
were taken by Jews, Genoese, Moors, and occasional political

refugees. Their religious buildings were put to secular uses.

Very slowly, better relations were established between the

garrison and their Spanish neighbours, but these were again

interrupted by the sieges of 1727 and 1779-83.
For many years after the capture of Gibraltar the garrison

remained confined to this very narrow area, but gradually a

better discipline was enforced and a more decent standard of

life attained than had existed in Tangier. The town, however,

was allowed to grow up with little control, and became a centre

for contrabandists, adventurers, refugees and prostitutes. No
serious attempt was made to improve its sanitation or limit the

haphazard erection ofhouses. For over a century it was periodi-

cally visited by epidemics, which gave it an unenviable repu-

tation throughout Europe.
It is impossible to appreciate the condition of Gibraltar for

its first century or so under British rule, without considering the

1
Ayala: Historia.de Gibraltar, The translation is fromJames Bell's version.
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type of sailor and soldier who formed the bulk of the floating

English population.

One has but to read the books left to us by the sailors to

realize the peculiar horror of the life between-decks. Cooped
up there, like sardines in a tin, were several hundreds ofmen,

gathered by force and kept together by brutality. A lower-

deck was the home of every vice, every baseness and every

misery. The life lived there was something like the life of the

negro slave who happened to be housed in a gaol.
1

The sight and smell of the lower-decks of an eighteenth-

century ship were sufficient to revolt the least squeamish in an

age when manners were not too nice. Dr. Johnson saw in a

ship a poor alternative to a jail. 'When you look down from

the quarter-deck to the space below, you see the utmost

extremity of human misery; such crowding, such filth, such

stench!'

The present generation has almost forgotten Smollett, but

the second volume of Roderick Random is worth reading to see

what was the human basis on which our sea-power was built,

right up to the time ofNelson. To many sailors their landing at

Gibraltar would be the first escape from a floating hell, where

they lived in daily fear of being flogged, where they suffered

'barbarous discipline, bad pay, bad food, bad hours of work,
bad company, bad prospects'.

In a man-of-war you have the collected filths ofjails; con-
demned criminals have the alternative ofhanging or entering
on board . . . There's not a vice committed on shore that is

not practised here; the scenes ofhorror and infamy on board a
man-of-war are so many and so great that I think they must
rather disgust a good mind than allure it,

2

When the British ships belched up these men to form a

landing party or provide a garrison, as at Gibraltar in 1 704, it

1
J. Masefield: Sea Life in Nelson's Time, 210.

2 E. Thompson: Sailors
9

Letters. Quoted in Mascfield's Sea Life in Nelson's

Time, 123.
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was inevitable that every kind of infamy should have occurred.

It was equally inevitable that, once the promontory was occu-

pied, a large part of the population should consist of the 'girls

and Jews' who were so prominent amongst the dock-side in-

habitants of all ports where British ships congregated. Much of

what happened could have been foreseen from the release of

sex-ridden men of powerful physique and no morals, but the

attacks on churches and images were to remain a peculiar and
marked feature of the occupation of southern ports by British

sailors.

After a year or two certain Spanish Catholic churches were

reopened and services were resumed for the very much dimin-
ished Catholic population. But the general attitude continued.

We read in Ayala's History of images being smuggled out of

Gibraltar, dressed as men and mounted on mules. Generally

speaking all Catholic symbolism was treated with contemptu-
ous hostility, an attitude which survived for nearly a century.
There was a curious example of this during the great siege,

some eighty years later. It may be quoted as showing the

vitality of these anti-Catholic prejudices.
An image of the Virgin Mary was discovered in the ruins of

one of these churches, which had been destroyed by gunfire.

A court-martial consequently sat, with mock ceremony,
and her ladyship was found guilty ofdrunkenness, debauchery
and other crimes, and condemned to the whirligig, whither

she was immediately carried in procession. The governor, at

guard-mounting, discovered the poor Virgin in confinement,
but expressed his disapprobation of the action and ordered

her instantly to be removed to the White Convent, where,

by-the-by, she was by no means exempt from further insult

and disgrace. If a bigoted Spaniard could have beheld this

transaction, he probably would have thought the English
worse than heretics . . .*

1 John Drinkwater: History of the Siege ofGibraltar, 182. First published in

1785, it was reprinted in 1916. References will be to this last edition, pub-
lished by John Murray.
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In this contemporary account of the siege by the well-edu-

cated and admirable Captain Drinkwater, surely the 'operative
3

word is the adjective 'bigoted' as applied to the possible Spanish

critic. Between English and Spanish in that century there was

a great gulf fixed.

The traditional hatred from the sixteenth century took a long
time to die, and was heightened by a natural antipathy. The

Spaniard looked upon the Englishman as a complete savage.
The Englishman found the Spaniard lazy and inefficient.

Nothing could have been more absurd than the idea that, how-
ever much opposition there might be to Philip's accession, it

would be likely to crystallize round "a few Dutch and English
soldiers -and sailors. The intervention idea was a complete

failure, but it has some slight historical significance in connec-

tion with Gibraltar. The Rock was taken by the British and
Dutch in the name of the Archduke Charles, at a time when
these two Powers were supposed to be helping the Spaniards
to put their lawful monarch on his throne.

The French and Spanish replied to the capture of Gibraltar
with a double attack by land and sea. Sir George Rooke,
pulHng out of the port, had to seek water and provisions in

Morocco. There was hardly water enough for the new garrison
on the Rock. Almost immediately he was engaged with the
French fleet under the Count of Toulouse, in the severe but
indecisive battle of Malaga. According to some accounts the
British failure to press home their early advantage was partly
due to the inordinate waste of ammunition in the attack on
Gibraltar. Ultimately, however, the Count of Toulouse with-
drew to Toulon, and a squadron under Sir John Leake could
be detailed to stand by Gibraltar when it was attacked from
the land side.

The twelfth siege ofGibraltar was undertaken by some 12,000
men under the Marquis of Villadarias. The total garrison, still

under the command of the Prince of He?se, seem to have num-
bered under three thousand, the original 1,800 having been
augmented by Spanish deserters and a few units put off British
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ships. Twenty pieces of cannon were raised near the Land
Port gate, and the 'inundation' was constructed for flooding a

southern portion of the isthmus. Sir John Leake returned to

Lisbon to refit, and received a rather grudging letter from the

Admiralty concerning the supplies for which he had asked.

I need say nothing ofthe order that comes with this for your
supplying the garrison of Gibraltar, which the Queen thinks

it is very much to her service to keep, tho
5

at an expense to her
which should indeed be borne by the two Kings of Spain and

Portugal.

It seems clear that at this time the British Government still

considered Gibraltar as a war-time capture, and had not got
accustomed to the idea of its permanent occupation, Leake
returned to the Rock to find some twenty French men-of-war

lying in the Bay. These were expelled, sunk, or driven ashore,

but the enemy land forces succeeded in driving their trenches

well across the isthmus, especially on the west side. By the end

of October they had advanced far enough to attempt an attack

on the Rock from the east.

A goatherd, one Simon Susarte, offered to show the French a

track up the mountain. After a preliminary survey a band of

500 men managed to get to the top of the Rock by night,

without the garrison being aware of their presence until after

dawn. A small British guard at Middle Hill was surrounded

and killed, while the whole of the 500 were being brought up
with the help of ropes.
The only hope for an expedition of this sort was that it

should be supported by a vigorous general attack. Owing to

the usual jealousy between French and Spanish commanders,
this attack was not made, and the unfortunate band ofmen
with only a few rounds of ammunition apiece and a precipice
behind them were surrounded and forced to surrender.

Thus ended one of the few attacks on Gibraltar from the east.

The siege dragged on through the winter. Louis sent Mar-

shal Tess6 to replace Villadarias in order to see if it was possible
*
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to finish, off a venture which was really demonstrating the im-

possibility of taking Gibraltar against a serious defence without

having control of the sea. The Marshal found the Spanish

leaders as feckless as ever. 1 would not trust a Spaniard, how-

ever brave, with the defence of a steeple; they fight duels, but

to fight as a body, and for their country, is an idea which never

enters their heads/ * In April, 1705, he decided to raise the

siege, only leaving a skeleton force to preserve the land

blockade.

This successful defence, which admittedly drew off a large

part of the French and Spanish armies south of the Pyrenees,

also had an effect on English public opinion. Although the

commanding officer was a German and a considerable pro-

portion of the garrison Dutch, we can find in contemporary
writers and news sheets the first traces of a national pride in

their possession, of a popular sentiment about the impregnable

Rock, which was not reflected among the more practical-

minded men of affairs. Both the 'City', so far as it was politi-

cally conscious, and the 'Services' probably thought more

highly ofMinorca, which was taken in 1 708. Gibraltar was not

yet the gateway to the East and was for some time considered

by the Admiralty chiefly as a strong point on our line of com-

munications to Minorca, which was the real base of operations

against Toulon and the south of France.

The politicians, less interested in strategy, recognized that

Gibraltar had a 'prestige value
5

to Spain, and all through the

next sixty years there were statesmen ready to use the Rock as

a bargaining counter in negotiations with Madrid. We shall

find Stanhope, Townshend, and even the elder Pitt ready to

cede Gibraltar for advantages elsewhere. It was only after

another and far greater siege with an Englishman in com-
mand and a garrison more definitely British that this popular
sentiment became too strong for any statesman to risk its 'ren-

dition' to Spain except under compulsion.
1 De Tess6: MSmoires. See also Rambuteau: Lettres du Marshal de Tessj,

230-8.
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During the last six years of the war Gibraltar played a com-

paratively humble part as a port of call and as a refitting base

for the British squadrons which were gradually assuming com-
mand of the seas round Spain. The land forces used in the

capture of Barcelona were commanded by Prince George of

Hesse, who embarked at Gibraltar and took some of his old

garrison with him.

The war practically came to an end with the death of the

EmperorJoseph in 171 i, though the Treaty of Utrecht was not

signed till 1713. Under this treaty England was assigned both

Port Mahon and Gibraltar. Article X begins as follows:

The Catholic King does hereby for himself, his heirs and

successors, yield to the Crown of Great Britain the full and
entire propriety ofthe Town and Castle ofGibraltar, together
with the Port, fortifications and forts belonging to them.

There followed certain other clauses, not all of which seems to

have been observed by the English. One condition was pos-

sibly
cmore honoured in the breach

5

, but it was certainly

broken.
cHer Britannic Majesty does consent and agree that no

leave shall be given under any pretence whatever either to

Jews or Moors to reside or have their dwelling in the said Town
of Gibraltar.' The British, probably influenced by their dislike

of Catholicism, encouraged or connived at the settlement of

those who were outlawed by the Spanish religious enactments.

The Jewish community seems to have remained, and one reads

of a Jewish leader who exercised control over it, and was re-

sponsible to the authorities. Gibraltar became the natural

refuge for political and religious dissidents of all sorts, in much
the same manner as the French settlements at Pondicherry and

Chandernagore, where opponents of the Indian Government

have from time to time taken refuge. This undoubtedly in-

creased Spain's anxiety to recover possession of the Rock.

Such evidence as exists certainly suggests that the corruption

and brutality which disfigured the Services at this period, had

very full play in this isolated place, and that many of the worst
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features of Tangier during its term of occupation were repro-

duced on the other side of the Straits. Captain Sayer, in his

History of Gibraltar, quotes at length from a pamphlet written

about the time of tJtie treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle. It gives the

emoluments of the Governor in 1729, and suggests the kind of

'graft* which was then in force. The account receives some
confirmation from certain weaknesses in the administration

which were apparent all through the eighteenth century.

THE GOVERNOR'S ANNUAL PERQUISITES

Dollars

5,000 butts of wine ..... 10,000

1,000 butts of brandy and rum . . . 9,765
1,200 ships anchorage and 3 dols . . 3,600
60 Jew and Genoese porters . . . 2,160
Christmas boxes from Jews, etc. . . . 1,000
Permits for entering town . . . . 1,000

Jews, hawkers and pedlars.... 500
Wine licences ...... 600
Ground Rents . . . . . . 1 0,000
Mediterranean passes to foreigners . . 1,000
To occasional remunerations and squeezings. 2,000
As principal goatkeeper .... 500
As cow-keeper ...... 500
As head butcher . . . . 4,000
As poulterer ...... 500
As chief baker ...... 1,000
As head gardener ..... 500
As master fisherman . . . . 500
As tallow chandler ..... 2 ooo
Public jobs, wharfage, etc. . , . 2,'ooo
Miscellaneous .....

The Governorship was not exactly a sinecure, but it was an
extremely lucrative post, and a succession of second-rate
soldiers built up a bad tradition for extortion. Even those early
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Anglo-Indians, who went out to the East intent upon "shaking
the pagoda-tree' , could hardly have improved on the system of

perquisites which was developed by these early Governors of
Gibraltar. The efficiency of the fortress and the health of the

garrison must have suffered from these exactions, and from the

rules and restrictions necessary to collect them.
The author of the pamphlet writes :

The whole art ofplundering is so magically conducted that
it never comes to the ears of his Majesty, nor is laid before the

legislature. If an officer complains, he is kicked out of the

town; if a housekeeper, he is dispossessed; if a foreigner he is

dungeoned and stript; if a BarbaryJew, he is transmitted to a
brother bashaw at Tetuan, where perhaps he is hanged out-

right.
1

This unhappy business about the Governor's perquisites was
to continue throughout the eighteenth century. It cropped up
again after the great siege, even after the decent and honest
administration of General Eliott. The Governor, during the

Napoleonic Wars, was expected to make up his income from
such items as the sale of licences to sell drink, which brought in

sums like 7,000 a year. A greedy unscrupulous Governor, of

whom there were several before 1770, could use his almost un-

limited authority in the area to establish a universal system of

monopolies which can best be described by the American word
'racket'. A writer in the Gentleman's Magazine of 1757 describes

how it worked.

The governor permitted but one butcher to exercise his

calling in the garrison, and that in return for this monopoly,
His Excellency's table was furnished with meat gratis, while

the officers could not obtain even a quarter ofmutton without

first offering its equivalent to the governor. Nay, if by great
favour he had given leave to any officer of the garrison to

keep a cow, a goat, or a sow, he would forbid them to kill

anything without first obtaining his permission for it, and
threatened to break an officer or chaplain of the garrison

1
Captain Sayer: History of Gibraltar9 258-9.
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for disobedience, because each of them had killed a

sucking-pig without his knowledge or consent.

An even more remarkable case is mentioned in Sayer's

History. A Captain Preston, of Fowkes' Regiment, bought a

turbotfrom a fisherman, though the man protested that he had

first to offer it to the Governor. For this the officer was court-

martialled. Apparently presuming quite correctly that he

was bound to be cashiered, he put in a written defence that

has a certain humour, and still more candour. He pleaded that

I had nothing but pease pudding for my dinner, and would

keep the fish. I protest that I never did refuse to obey any
lawful order . . . but all his orders relating to fish at Land-

port, as well as to the other provisions brought to the town
are evasive and fallacious.

He then goes on to attack the Governor with a freedom.which

must have come from despair of winning his case. His plea is

justification.

The first is well known to you all, gentlemen, by the present

scarcity and want of almost everything; and the other, I say,
is from the Governor's severity; for have not all his orders a
selfish vieW, and tendency to distress? Has he not forbid

bringing into town any provisions, but in such as he is inter-

ested? Has he not ordered all bundles and baskets to be
searched at the gates for beef or mutton? Is it not with the

greatest reluctance he suffers any cattle to be landed for the

use of the poor sick seamen in the hospital? . . . Has he not

inhumanly whipped a soldier of the regiment I belong to,
for killing a sheep of his own, by sentence of an illegal court
created by himself, called a garrison courtmartial, which

deprives every commanding officer ofthe power of appointing
regimental Courts-martial invested in him by the I yth Article
of war? Would he suffer so much as a sheep to be brought
ashore for any private family?. . .

The speech is too lengthy to be given in Ml, but it is suffi-

ciently detailed to show, by inference, the kind of financial
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graft which the Governor's system involved. Unfortunately
there has never been any place for village Hampdens, either

in the army or in the cantonment towns of the Empire. The
unfortunate Captain Preston was cashiered and disappeared
from history after making this remarkable protest.
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CHAPTER III

A MEDITERRANEAN BASE

WHILE
Gibraltar was gradually settling down to the dull

but disorderly life of an eighteenth-century garrison

town, the fortress was the object ofa series ofcomplicated diplo-
matic intrigues which began immediately after the Treaty (or
more accurately the Treaties) of Utrecht had been signed. To
describe these from the standpoint of Gibraltar would be like

explaining a game of chess by the effect of each move upon a

single pawn an 'advanced' pawn, it is true, on an important

square, but one which remained stationary during the pro-

ceedings. This might be an instructive exercise, but one un-

likely to be appreciated by modern readers. Some account of
these negotiations must, however, be given because they had
their influence on the traditional British view of the Rock.

Just as Europe since the Great War has been dominated by
attempts to maintain or reverse the Treaty of Versailles, so

diplomatic efforts for over two decades after 1714 were concen-
trated upon the maintenance or reversal of the Treaties of
Utrecht. The new factor which caused an apparent reversal

of the old Whig foreign policy was the emergence of an aggres-
sive and moderately efficient Spain under the guidance of
Cardinal Alberoni and Philip's queen, Elizabeth Farnese.

Spain had been the chief loser under the Treaties. Austria
had taken the Spanish Netherlands, Milan, Naples and Sar-

dinia; Sicily had been assigned to Savoy; Great Britain had
been given Gibraltar, Minorca, and the Asiento concession. 1

Alberoni began his new policy by attempting to recover the
Italian territory. He was at first inclined to come to terms with

England. The Whigs were back in power, and were anxiously
1 The Asiento was the right oftrading African slaves and other goods to the

Spanish Indies.
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engaged in establishing George I securely on the throne
and in weathering the first Jacobite rising of 1715. Faced by
these difficulties, it was natural enough that Stanhope should
be prepared to negotiate with Alberoni, especially in regard to

amending the unsatisfactory trade arrangements of 1713. It

was equally natural that the Whig statesman should include,

among the bargaining counters, the return of Gibraltar which
his party had never rated highly.

This first phase ended in 1717. Stanhope, while keeping on

comparatively friendly terms with Madrid, had been building

up the Triple Alliance with France and Holland. France and

England were drawn together by their statesmen's desire to

ensure the future of their rather unstable dynasties. Their
next approach was to Austria.

Alberoni saw himself confronted with a new combination
of Powers, and with the need for choosing either to come in

with them on such terms as he could obtain, or else to proceed
with his own grandiose schemes, which included the support
of the Pretender in an attack on England. Among the terms

offered by England and France to Spain were the return of

Sardinia in exchange for the final evacuation of Sicily and,
once more, the surrender of Gibraltar.

The success of the Spanish venture in Sicily, where they had
landed 30,000 men, and their hopes of developments in the

Baltic seem to have persuaded Elizabeth Farnese and her

Minister to challenge the new combination. Ill-luck, treachery,
and the effective use of sea-power by the British, all combined
to ruin Spain's first attempt to recover her Empire. The Span-
ish intrigue in Paris failed. Charles XII ofSweden, from whom
Alberoni expected so much, died in Norway before some petty

fortress, and finally Admiral Byng, who had sailed to the

Mediterranean in June, 1718, completely destroyed the Spanish
fleet off Cape Passaro, leaving the Spanish expeditionary force

isolated in Sicily.
1 This important victory on August i ith was

1 This Admiral Byng was, of course, the father of the Admiral who was

to meet such an unhappy fate thirty-eight years later.
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followed a week later by Austria's adhesipn to the Quadruple

Alliance.

Thus ended the first phase of Anglo-Spanish relations, in

which it would seem that Gibraltar, as an 'advanced pawn' not

too well supported, might twice have been sacrificed to ensure

a better position for the remaining pieces. An abortive attack

was made upon the Rock in 1720. Its decisive defeat was

partly due to the Governor of Minorca, Colonel Kane, who

sent reinforcements and supplies into Gibraltar at the critical

moment.
Further French victories in Spain and Cobham's expedition

to Vigo completed the defeat of Alberoni's diplomacy. Grim-

aldi took his place, and in 1720 Philip accepted the Quadruple
Alliance. The Treaty ofMadrid established a defensive alliance

between France, Spain and Great Britain, but before it was

signed, ii? 1721, Philip made another determined effort to

obtain the return of Gibraltar as one of the conditions. This

demand was made through the French Regent, and it is clear

that Stanhope would have liked the deal to go through, claim-

ing commercial privileges in exchange. But he had not con-

verted his own Cabinet, far less British public opinion, such as

it was. There is a revealing letter from Stanhope to the Minister

in Madrid.

We have made a motion relative to the restitution of

Gibraltar, to pass a bill for the purpose of leaving the King
the power of disposing of that fortress for the advantage of his

subjects. You cannot imagine the ferment which the proposal

produced. The public was roused with indignation at the

simple suspicion that at the close of a successful war, so un-

justly begun by Cardinal Alberoni, we should cede that

fortress . . . We were accordingly compelled to yield to the

torrent, and to adopt the wise resolution of withdrawing the

motion; because, if it had been pressed, it would have pro-
duced the contrary effect to what is designed, and would

perhaps have ended in a bill which might for ever have tied

up the King's hands. Such being the real state ofthis business
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you will endeavour to explain to the Court of Madrid that ii

the King of Spain should ever wish, at some future day, to

treat concerning the cession of Gibraltar, the only method oi

succeeding would be to drop the matter.1

It is possible that Stanhope may have been using the vagaries
ofthe British Parliament as seen through the feyes ofan abso-

lute monarch in order to retreat from some over-optimistic
statements made in early negotiations. But Stanhope clearly

thought that the barren Rock would be well exchanged for

Florida or part of St. Domingo. He felt that Gibraltar had a
6

prestige value
*

to the Spaniards far higher than its strategic
value to England, and that this difference should be exploited.
Townshend attached more importance to Parliament than did

Stanhope, nevertheless he agreed to the transaction, provided
Florida was given as an equivalent.
The negotiations fell through, ostensibly because the Spanish

King, claiming that he demanded Gibraltar as a right, would
not hear of conceding any territory

c

as an equivalent
5

, though
the concession might presumably have been made on some
other account. The Treaty ofMadrid was signed in 172 1 with-

out any mention of this awkward subject. Spaniards^ who had
been led to expect the rendition of Gibraltar, were furious, and

Philip pressed Townshend who had taken Stanhope's place
for a letter from King George promising the ultimate return of

the fortress.

It is evident, both from the demand and from its partial ful-

filment, that at some period since Utrecht a definite promise
had been given to Spain, which could never be made public in

England. Under the advice of Townshend and Garteret, the

King replied to Philip:

I no longer balance to assure your Majesty ofmy readiness

to satisfy you with regard to your demand touching the resti-

tution of Gibraltar, upon the footing ofan equivalent, promis-

1
Stanhope to Sir Luke Schaub, March 28th, 1720. The complete letter

is given in Captain Sayer's History of Gibraltar) 157-9.
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ing you to make use of the first favourable opportunity to

regulate this article with consent of my Parliament.

This, written in April, 1721, was not considered sufficient

by Philip, and a second letter was despatched which omitted the

mention of an equivalent, but left in the proviso about Parlia-

ment. Not unnaturally, the letter was for two years the subject

of a bitter controversy between the two Courts. Philip held

that it was a direct promise, and that the proviso about Parlia-

ment was a secondary matter which did not invalidate the

definite undertaking.
1

Negotiations dragged on until war broke out again in 1725,

when Austria was brought into an alliance with Spain by the

new Minister Ripperda. The Emperor pledged himself to

recover Gibraltar and Minorca, while the foundation of the

new East India Company of Ostend threatened Dutch as well

as English interests in the East. Ripperda himself fell from

grace, afterwards disclosing the terms of this Treaty to the

British Minister at Madrid, in whose house he took refuge. It

would seem that aid also had been promised to the Pretender.

War with Spain began informally, and preparations were
made in the first months of 1727 to resist the thirteenth siege of

Gibraltar.

The Spaniards, who had already been deserted by the Em-
peror of Austria, made no attempt to obtain control of the sea

round Gibraltar, but trusted to an ordinary frontal attack by
infantry and artillery. They had the advantage of being able

to build trenches and make other preparations before the

garrison knew that war had commenced. The two sides really
drifted into war, General Clayton, who was in command,
accepting the Spanish insistence on building certain fortifi-

cations as being an act of war. By that time, February, 1727,
the two forces were well within musket range.
The Spanish expeditionary forces were soon in difficulties.

Many leading soldiers, including the veteran Villadarias who

1 See W. Coke: Memoirs of the Kings of Spain, iii, passim.
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had conducted the former siege, believed that a direct attack

was bound to fail. All through the siege there were British

ships in the harbour, able to rake the isthmus from the bay, or

go round to the east side, as did the Tiger, and enfilade forces

attacking by land. Fresh supplies and reinforcements for

Gibraltar were continually arriving by sea.

Sir John Fortescue discovered an entertaining Journal kept

by an officer during the siege.
1 It certainly does not give the

impression that the garrison ultimately increased to 5,400

troops were ever seriously perturbed. The most remarkable

features of this curious siege seem to have been the number of

Spanish deserters, and the bad quality ofthe British guns. Over

900 Spanish soldiers slipped across to the British lines, and 78
out of 126 guns on the Rock blew up. A few extracts from the

journal may illustrate the casual nature of the war, the extra-

ordinarily bad discipline in this garrison town, full of 'Jews and

girls', and the general attitude of the officers.

Came a deserter who reported that while our guns were

firing at them, an officer pulled offhis hat, huzzaed and called

God to damn us all, when one of our balls with unerring

justice, took off the miserable man's head, and left him a

miserable example of Divine Justice.
A poor lady, by name Childley, was confined to the black

hole or dungeon for the space of a night but next day to make
her amends for lack of company she was most formally con-

nected to a pretty wheel or whirligig in the form of a bird-

cage for better air. . . .

This was the contrivance which was kept for the correction of

naughty ladies. It survived as we have seen until the great

siege.
2

Five Cameronians deserted and being fired at, they

dropped, but are to remain to rot as a terror to the rest.

1 Extracts from the journal were printed in The Times, August 19-23,

29-
a See above, p. 45.
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Nov. 5. This being our annual thanksgiving for delivery

from the Popish gunpowder, and having no diversion, a lady,

for cheating the sick men of necessaries of life and some other

liberties and indecencies, was put into the before described

whirligig . . .

Although at one period the Spanish brought up enough

artillery to give the fortress a very severe bombardment, they

were badly supplied otherwise, and began to crumple up when
Lord Portmore, who had arrived from England with reinforce-

ments, started a counter-attack, with mortars and light guns.

In June the Spaniards asked for, and obtained a truce. This

remained in force until the preliminaries of peace were agreed

upon in the following year.

During the siege only seventy-four officers and men were

killed on the British side, which suggests that artillery was at

that time more noisy than effective, and that the war was

carried on in the rather haphazard way to which the Spaniards
were so prone e.g. breaking offfor the midday siesta, a habit

which survived till 1936. A sidelight on the war was the

appearance of the Duke of Wharton, who was visiting the

Spanish side during the war.

Being come to the camp they persuaded him to go into the

trenches, which one day he ventured to do having prepared
himselfby something more than his usual quantity of liquor,
and he met with an accident that determined him not to run
a second risk of that nature. A piece of shell took him upon
his instep, and laid his foot open to the heel . . .*

The vagaries of aristocratic but alcoholic Englishmen who
choose to fraternize with their country's enemies are a sad but

perhaps a sufficiently familiar subject. Rather grimmer is the

story of the two Moors which appears in the same Journal ofan

Officer, with its delightful touch of confirmatory evidence at the

end. A conspiracy had been discovered to seize the gates and

open them to the enemy during the siege.

, Journal of the Siege.
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Two Moors, the chief agents of the Spaniards, were found

guilty, and were put to death and afterwards flayed; their

skins were then nailed to the gates of the town, where they

appeared in the same proportion as when alive, and being

large gigantic fellows, as the Moors in general are, they were

ghastly spectacles.
The best part ofthem were remaining when we came away.

Nature had sent them into the world with their hides tanned,
so that the heat of the sun, which is very intense at Gibraltar,
could add little to their original dusk; but it had so hardened
them that they soon seemed equally solid with the gates
themselves. After the siege they were very much lessened by
the curiosity of our people, who cutout a great many pieces,
of them to bring to England, one of which to gratify our

readers, may be seen at Mr. Warner's, the publisher of this

treatise.1

With the Treaty of Seville, 1729, there began a period of

eleven years' peace, which was based ultimately on an under-

standing between France and England, or rather, between those

two diverse characters, Sir Robert Walpole and Cardinal

Fleury, the strange allies who managed 'to repress the com-
bative instincts of Europe', at least for a decade.

In the Parliamentary debates which preceded the Spanish
settlement, the Opposition succeeded in forcing the Govern-

ment to place upon the table the letter from George I to

Philip which had caused so much controversy between London
and Madrid. An overwhelming majority in the Lords then de-

manded that the King of Spain should be asked to abandon,

finally and specifically, all claims to Gibraltar. No more than a

silent consent could be obtained from Madrid.

The fortress was not mentioned in the Treaty, but the Spani-
ards did at last begin to act as if they accepted the permanent
loss of the Penon, the name usually applied to a rocky promon-
tory. They constructed a powerful line of fortifications across

the isthmus, but out of range from guns on the Rock at that*

1 Ibid.
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time. On the English sides the northern forts were improved,

and nearly all the Spaniards expelled, their remaining religious

buildings being taken for military purposes, while their houses

were occupied by the Jews and Genoese, who now formed the

bulk of the resident population. The garrison settled down to

its first decade of peace. It was also to be a period of decay.

A character in one of Conrad's novels complained that men
and ships rot in ports. This was certainly true of eighteenth-

century navies ships, men and dockyards. The wooden ships

had only a short effective life and grew foul at anchor. The

personnel recruited in such a lamentable way, soon disappeared

during peace-time, leaving the ships in charge of a few tough

.characters, who would often turn them into floating brothels.

For a long time after the vessels were recommissioned the crews

were too clumsy to .handle them, and the men took time to

acquire that pride and pugnacity which were so necessary for

success. The decay was equally marked if the boats stayed in

foreign ports. Lord St. Vincent wrote from Lisbon in 1796:

*I will not lie here a moment longer than is necessary to put us

to rights; for you well know that inaction in the Tagus makes

us all cowards.' x

A long period ofpeace meant that the navy had to be entirely

reorganized when war began. It is doubtful whether any

country in Europe would have endured the expense of keeping
a fighting navy in proper condition in peace-time. Certainly
none did. The deterioration in the ships was equalled by that

in the dock-yards, which were then notoriously corrupt, and
in the out-lying naval bases, like Gibraltar. As the writer of the

Journal remarks 'Here is nothing to do, nor any news, all

things being dormant, and in suspense with the lawless diver-

sions of drinking, dancing, revelry, whoring, gaming, etc., and
other innocent debaucheries . . . worse than Sodom and Gom-
orrah.' Men and material went to pieces, and most of the

money voted for the Navy was diverted. 'My guns are in the

Ministers' pockets,' as a French Admiral once said. Inevitably
1 Brenton: Life of St. Vincent, i, 395.
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each new war began with a series of disasters and disappoint-
ments.

It was fortunate for England that her only serious rivals,
France and Holland, not only suffered in the same way, but had
this additional disadvantage. They had both been previously
so deeply engaged in land wars that they had allowed England
to retain virtual command of the sea. It was probably this fact

alone which saved Gibraltar during the two decades which
followed the peace. The Spanish 'War ofJenkins' Ear 5

, fought
round the question of the Asiento concession, began in 1739,
but was soon merged into the greater War of the Austrian
Succession. England started with a considerable numerical

advantage over France and Spain, but her naval ventures, first

in the West Indies and then in the Mediterranean, were some
of the most inglorious in her history. Expeditions to St. lago
de Cuba and Cartagena both met with disasters. In 1744 our
fleet in the western Mediterranean 'struggled out from Hyeres,
foul from long lying at anchor, anfi clumsy from want of

practice'.
1 It entirely failed to cope with the French and

Spanish squadrons from Toulon.

The long series of courts-martial for cowardice are the most

eloquent proof of the state to which the navy had degenerated,
and it was only the weakness of our opponnents which enabled
us to keep without difficulty our two outposts at Gibraltar and
Port Mahon. The war closed on a slightly better note with
Hawke's successes in the West Indies, the capture ofLouisburg,
and some strengthening of our position in the East. But the
Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, in 1748, left England as the very
damaged Mistress of the Seas, reduced to cashiering admirals
because their captains would not follow them into action*

Some attempt was made to take advantage of the lessons

learnt in this war. A new Naval Discipline Act was passed in

1749, but England was badly served by her politicians, and the

decay of English sea-power continued during the interval

before the outbreak of the Seven Years' War in 1756. It was
1
Hannay: Short History of the Royal Navy, 112.
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not that Newcastle was thrown into an unexpected war. Since

1754 it had been clear that the struggle in Canada was bound

to bring us into conflict with France in Europe. Kaunitz, the

Imperial Chancellor, was determined to bring in Austria on the

French side. A paralysis had seized the British Government, and

it was only when more vigorous minds came to power that the

position was partially retrieved. As Pitt said:
c

lf he saw a child

driving a go-cart to the edge of a precipice with the precious

freight ofan old King and his family, he was bound to take the

reins out of such hands.* It was fortunate for England that in

those first years the incompetent Louis XV was ruling France,
and had not really come to terms with Madrid. As it was,

the threats to Minorca and Gibraltar were to prove serious

enough.
It is possible that the preparations for an invasion of England

were simply a form of bluff in order to draw attention from the

more serious effort against Minorca. The threat was certainly
successful in distracting the Government from its traditional

policy ofkeeping" the French fleet bottled up in Toulon, or even

from sending adequate supplies and reinforcements to Port

Mahon and Gibraltar. All through the winter of 1755-6 the

reports of naval preparations at Toulon reached London, but

it was not until April that Admiral Byng at last set sail on the

ill-fated expedition which was to end in his court-martial and
execution. By that time a French expeditionary force of some

13,000 men was already on its way to Minorca.

Byng, taking one regiment with him, arrived at Gibraltar

where General Fowke was in command of a depleted garrison

numbering some 2,700 men. Here the Admiral learnt that all

of Minorca, except St. Philip's castle, was already occupied by
the French. A Council ofWar was called by Fowke. It prob-
ably settled Byng's fate. The Admiral weakly accepted their

findings, presumably because they fitted in with his own ideas.

The first was that it would be impossible to land troops on
Minorca, and hence that it was not worth taking on a full regi-
ment. The second was that Gibraltar was in serious danger.
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These decisions were well adapted to persuade the unfortunate

Byng that Minorca was as good as lost, and that his main duty
was to protect Gibraltar rather than relieve Port Mahon.

Byng was, of course, the wrong man for the post. A dull

pompous fellow, he owed his position entirely to being the son

of his father, who had defeated the Spanish fleet off Gape
Passaro some thirty years earlier. 'At the age of forty-three he
had risen to the exalted rank of vice-admiral, during a war

lasting nine years, without ever commanding a squadron or

even a single ship in any important action.' x He had been a
member of the House of Commons since 1748.
The Admiral was now called upon to make a rapid and very

difficult decision, a decision which would have tried a far abler

man. He had arrived at Gibraltar to find a great disaster, the

loss of Port Mahon, almost complete. The military commander
had advised him that

the Toulon squadron, by the best accounts the Council have
received, is at least equal in force, ifnot superior to that under
the command of Admiral Byng; and should the British fleet

be any way weakened by an engagement or any other acci-

dent, the garrison of Gibraltar would be exposed to imminent

danger; and as the garrison stands at present, it is not more
than sufficient for the common duty of the garrison.

A more experienced naval officer would have instinctively dis-

trusted this advice from a commanding officer who was not
threatened by land or sea.

Fowke was subsequently court-martialled for his share in the

loss of Minorca. If it is advisable or necessary to shoot com-

manding officers pour encourager les autres, then Fowke should

have suffered with Byng, so as to remind the army as well as

the navy of the lesson which had been forgotten in the last

twenty years, that Gibraltar was impregnable so long as

England still held command of the sea, and without that com-
mand it was valueless. On this occasion Spain was not even at

1 B. Tunstall: Admiral Byng, 12.
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war with England, so that there was no immediate threat from

the mainland.

There was also a second argument which should have been

decisive to a sailor. Gibraltar as a base was of little use for

operations against Toulon without Minorca. This was shown

very clearly two years later, when Pitt was ready to offer Gib-

raltar to Spain in return for assistance in recovering Minorca.

But the rot which affected both the services at the beginning of

the Seven Years' War made it difficult to consider matters of

general strategy.

Byng was not encouraged to be enterprising by finding that

Gibraltar was almost useless as a refitting base. His complaint
sent immediately to the Admiralty describes a state of affairs

almost Spanish in its casual inefficiency.

I am sorry to find when enquiring at the naval office here

that there are few or no stores in the magazines to supply any
of the squadron that may want them; and it appears by a

letter received from the store-keeper and master shipwright
that the careening wharfs, storehouses, huts, etc., are entirely

decayed, and I am afraid we shall find great difficulty in

getting them repaired, there being no artificers to be got
here; and at, present we can have no assistance from the

carpenters of the fleet, on account of our sailing.
1

It was from a Gibraltar so ill-equipped and so timorous in its

councils that Admiral Byng went out to fight his inconclusive

battle off Minorca, when both fleets met and withdrew. Byng
then retreated to Gibraltar, having neither relieved Minorca,
nor strengthened the garrison at Port Mahon, nor accomplished
the more feasible and important task of cutting off the French
communications with Toulon.

After the battle the Admiral seemed to be still obsessed by
the idea of a threat to Gibraltar, presumably from the sea.

Another Council of War was held on board, and this decided
that the Rock would be in danger if any misfortune befell the

1 Letter given in full. B. Tunstall: Admiral Byng, 84-7.
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fleet. Accordingly they withdrew and left the unfortunate

garrison at St. Philip's castle to hold out as best they could

under that cheerful, but almost bed-ridden octogenarian,
General Blakeney. OnJune 28th Port Mahon surrendered, the

news rousing that ferment in London which led to the court-

martial of Admiral Byng. Although the proceedings against
him were little creditable to the country and still less to its

Ministers, they marked the beginning ofa national revival, and
of a new spirit which Pitt was able to translate into action.

Probably at that date the loss ofMinorca caused a deeper feel-

ing than would have followed the fall of Gibraltar. Certainly
Mr. Secretary Pitt had no doubts about their relative value. In

August, 1757, we find him writing to the Minister at Madrid
for Spain was still nominally at peace urging him to ap-

proach the King about possible assistance against the French.

Pitt quotes the minute addressed to the King of England.

. . . overtures of a negotiation should be set on foot with

that Court in order to engage Spain, if possible, to join her

arms to those ofyour Majesty for obtaining a just and honour-
able peace; and, namely, for recovering and restoring to the

Crown of England the most important island of Minorca,
with all the ports and fortresses; as well as for re-establishing
some solid system in Europe; and inasmuch as it shall be
found necessary for attaining these great and essential ends to

treat with the Crown of Spain concerning an exchange of

Gibraltar for the island of Minorca, with the ports and

fortresses, their Lordships are most humbly of an unanimous

opinion that the Court ofSpain should without loss oftime be
sounded with respect to their disposition. . . .*

The proposal was made too late. Spain was already de-

termined to remain neutral, or else to enter the war on the side

of France, as she ultimately did in 1762. But the offer of ex-

change is interesting, for it suggests that the authorities still

held a lower opinion of Gibraltar's importance than did the

1 Letter to Sir Benjamin Keene, Correspondence of William Pitt, i, 247.
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business men of London and the mass of the British people.

They were probably influenced by the views of successive

Governors, who may themselves have been prejudiced by their

enforced exile in a confined and not very salubrious area.

Lord Tyrawley, who seems to have been an enterprising

Governor, had in the previous year expressed his detestation of

the place. In August, 1756, he had written to Henry Fox:

You will find that I am not so thoroughly satisfied that

Gibraltar is so formidable a place as the common cry thinks

it; but that it would want time, money, and ability in the

distribution of both to make it so. That Gibraltar is the

strongest town in the world, that one Englishman can beat

three Frenchmen, and that London-bridge is one of the seven

wonders ofthe world, are the natural prejudices ofan English
coffee-house politician. I am doing some little matters here

that add I think to the strength of it; but much more ought to

be done that I cannot take upon myself to work upon without

orders. ,

I really grow tolerably weary of Gibraltar, which is in all

respects upon the most scandalous foot that ever town was,
that pretends to call itself une place de guerre; though so exactly
consistent with our notions of this sort of thing, that I assure

myself it will never take any other form.

In spite of Spain's participation in the war Gibraltar was not

put to any severe test. The Rock developed a new strategic

value. Owing to the loss rfMinorca it was not possible to make
an effective blockade of Toulon or the south coast of France.

A squadron was accordingly kept near Gibraltar in order to

prevent any French men-of-war from sailing through the Straits.

Occasional expeditions were made into the Mediterranean, and
from these the fleet returned to the Rock for minor repairs. In

1759, for example, Admiral Boscawen had several ships

.damaged off Toulon, and was able to have them refitted at

Gibraltar. 1

1 The 'refitting' meant, of course, only the replacing or repairing of

damaged parts of the super-structure. There were no docks at Gibraltar
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The course of this war, which ended with the Treaty of Paris

in 1763, demonstrated the value of sea-power, and suggested

that sea-power was always dependent on suitable bases. Louis-

burg was taken in 1 758, and Madras became a base in India for

a successful struggle with the French. It was not only in the

great naval battle ofQuiberon that the English established their

naval superiority over the French, but they carried on the war

in almost every part of the world. Quiberon meant the des-

truction of the Brest fleet, and the end of all ChoiseuFs hopes for

an invasion of England. Yet, important as was Hawke's great

victory, it was Pocock and Kempenfeldt in the East and

Boscawen in the West, who were turning England into a great

imperial power. Gibraltar was no longer merely the nearer

but less important of two bases for the blockade of Toulon. It

was becoming also an outpost on an empire route.

By the Treaty of Paris Minorca was restored to England by
the French, who also acquiesced in the retention of St. Vincent,

Dominica, Tobago and Senegal. Canada, Nova Scotia and

Cape Breton were ceded to England. A number of other cap-

tured ports, Belle Isle, Guadeloupe, Martinique, etc., were re-

turned by the British; Havana and Manila were handed back

to Spain. Bute's lamentable diplomacy neither propitiated

France, Austria and Spain, nor did it establish the sea control

which might have been the result of Pitt's victories. A new and

unhappy period was to begin in which absolutism in England
was joined with inefficiency. Choiseul settled down to build

a new French fleet, while the British did little to avoid that

naval deterioration in peace time which had been so apparent
in 1740. Some technical improvements were made, and the

navy had learnt much about the art of fighting and navigating

ships of war, but there were no radical reforms. The old b^r-

barous methods of recruiting and disciplining the sailors were

until towards the end of the nineteenth century. Ships could be brought up

against the wharves, but nothing could be done to the hulls. The system

used at home of raising ships by means of 'sheer-hulks' old ships cut down

to the water-line does not seem to have been practised at Gibraltar.
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little modified, and the politicians of the new regime were as

feckless and corrupt as ever.

Fourteen years later, just before the outbreak of war against

France and Spain, England was probably more isolated and in

greater peril than at any time before the twentieth century.

Yet we find the same complacent attitude of the Ministers

towards a navy which all professional men knew to be in a poor
condition. In 1777 the Opposition complained of the smallness

of the fleet.

The reply was that 'we have now forty-two ships-of-the-Hne
in Great Britain (without counting those on foreign service),

thirty-five ofwhich are completely manned and ready for sea

at a moment's notice ... I do not believe that cither France

or Spain entertains any hostile disposition towards us; but

from what I have now submitted to you, I am authorized to

affirm that our navy is more than a match for that of the

whole House of Bourbon/ It must however be said that this

pleasing prospect was not realized by Admiral Keppel when

appointed to command in the following March, and when

looking at the fleet with (to use his own expression) *a seaman's

eye
5

;
and in June he went to sea with only twenty ships.

1

A weakness of English democracy, especially when it is

working badly and in a one-sided manner, is the tendency for

a privileged party to avoid criticism by keeping our rather in-

sular population from any knowledge of the real conditions and

dangers abroad. The ascendancy of the King's party provides
a good example of this. Looking back on this period, the opti-
mism and confidence of Ministers were so clearly misplaced
that they cannot have been sincere* In 1777 England was al-

ready fully embroiled irTthe American affair. *The skirmish at

Lexington (April igth, 1775) had shifted the colonial question
from the council chamber of the statesmen to the field of the

soldiers.' 2

It must have been equally well known in England that

1 A. T. Mahan; Influence ofSea Powr on History, 341,
2 C. Grant Robertson; England Under th& Hmmnan$, 263,
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France and Spain, still bound by the 'Family Compact' of

1761, were preparing for a war in which they intended to re-

cover colonies and also Gibraltar. In 1776 George III had

already been forced to bring over 2,000 Hanoverians, who were

sent to Gibraltar and Minorca in order to free British troops

from those garrisons. At the same time he was approaching the

rulers of Brunswick, Waldeck and Hesse Cassel with a view to

hiring mercenaries for America. Yet all this time the Navy was

left in charge of the corrupt and almost ludicrously inefficient

Lord Sandwich. Money voted for repairing ships disappeared
between the Exchequer and the dockyards.
There was the notorious case of the Dragon. Parliament

had voted ^27,000 for its repair, and over 10,000 for its

stores, yet after seven years nothing had been done. She was

still lying empty and rotting in Portsmouth Harbour, when

Burke threw the book ofthe estimates across the Speaker's table,

'knocking over a candle, and all but breaking the shins of the

Treasurer of the Navy, Welbore Ellis'.

Such were the unhappy preliminaries to the great wars of the

later 'seventies, when we seemed to be fighting all Europe, and

America was struggling for her independence. France joined

battle in 1778, Spain the next year, and the Dutch in 1780.

At that time the French Navy numbered 122 vessels, of which

73 were ships of the line. The Spanish Navy, more numerous

than effective, comprised 141 vessels, 62 being of the line. The

Dutch had fallen from their old seventeenth-century supre-

macy, and had only 26 line-of-battle ships, but their personnel

was probably as good as any in the world.

The decay in our naval position was paralleled by the

neglect of our out-lying strongholds. A Commission was sent

to Gibraltar in 1769 to examine the defences, but nothing was

likely to be done under the ineffable Lord Sandwich. Chatham,

from time to time, would return to the attack. A speech of

1770 is interesting because it showed Chatham's appreciation

of Gibraltar's different functions, and of its dependence upon
the command of the sea.
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The third object indispensable as I conceive in the dis-

tribution ofour navy, is to maintain such a force in the Bay of

Gibraltar as may be sufficient to cover the garrison, to watch

the motions ofthe Spaniards, and to keep open the communi-

cation with Minorca . . . Two regiments of400 men each, at

a time like this, are sent to secure a place of such importance
. as Gibraltar! a place which it is universally agreed cannot

hold against a vigorous attack from the sea, ifonce the enemy
should be so far masters ofthe Bay as to make a good landing,
even with a moderate force. The indispensable service of the

lines requires at least 4,000. The present garrison consists of

2,300 . . .

Junius, who takes up the attack, presumably parodies Lord

Sandwich when he makes that worthy reply to Chatham's

criticisms:

Supposing the noble lord's argument to be well founded,
and supposing Gibraltar to be now unluckily taken, still,

according to the noble lord's own argument, it would be no

great matter; for although we are not masters of the sea at

present, we probably shall be some time or other, and then,

my lords, there will be no difficulty in retaking Gibraltar. 1

There is a painfully modern ring about this apologia. Cer-

tainly nothing much was done about the Rock until, in 1777,

General Eliott was appointed Governor. He was undoubtedly
a professional soldier of the best type. Intelligent and a good
linguist, he had fought at Dettingen and had served through
the Seven Years

5 War under the Duke of Cumberland. At the

age of fifty-nine he was given charge of Gibraltar. He found
the magazines and stores depleted, the parapets crumbling, the

ditches choked with rubbish, and the garrison far below

strength. For two years he pestered the Government to give
him reserves of food, to renew the fortifications, to bring the

garrison up to strength, and to come to terms with the Em-
peror of Morocco, upon whose good offices Gibraltar was

1 Letters qfjunius^ iii, 293.
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largely dependent for supplies. It would be difficult to exag-

gerate the importance ofthe connection with Morocco through-

out the eighteenth century.

The maintenance of the fleet and garrison required the

maintenance of friendly relations with Tangier and Tetuan,

the only places where the English hospitals could obtain

sustenance for the sick, who without their assistance would

have died of hunger ... On the other hand the Moors had

need of England, who in exchange for provisions furnished

them with munitions of war.1

None of his requests received serious attention, except that

a few more troops were sent. The friendship of the Emperor

was neglected. It will be seen that during the siege he was at

first unfriendly, and then definitely hostile. The Spaniards had

given him a large bribe, and a favourable treaty. Whatever

Eliott managed to achieve during his two years' preparation,

must have been done on his own initiative. He was fortunate in

having as second-in-command, General Boyd, who had made

a name for himself at the siege of Minorca twenty years before.

Between them they seem to have patched up the defences as

best they could, and laid up such stores as were available

locally.

Such were the preliminaries to the great naval war, in which

Gibraltar was to endure its fourteenth siege, the longest and

perhaps the most severe in its history. Official incompetence
and corruption had ensured our complete unpreparedness.

Even strategically we were weaker in one important respect

than during the previous war. France, disregarding our half-

hearted protests, had annexed Corsica in 1769. This was to add

considerably to the difficulties of our fleets in the western

Mediterranean, and was partly responsible for the loss of

Minorca in 1782.
The omens must have seemed very propitious to the Spanish

King, when he joined with the French in their attack on

1 G. H. Stuart: The International City of Tangier, 14.
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English naval supremacy. In Europe there were three objec-

tivesthe destruction of the Channel fleet, with a view to an

invasion of England, the recapture of Minorca, and the taking

of Gibraltar. It was only in the second of these ventures, the

taking of Minorca, that the French and Spanish combination

was to prove successful.
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CHAPTER IV

THE GREAT SIEGE

A GENERATION which has seen one great European war and

is continually apprehensive of being drawn into another,

is not likely to be much interested in the military aspects of an

eighteenth-century siege. War was still a very casual affair.

Officers, in those pre-Revolution days, were expected to ob-

serve Us convenances. The Comte d'Artpis, as will be seen, sig-

nalled his arrival by sending a present offruit to the Governor,
who showed an unexpectedly democratic turn of mind by

talking about distributing it among the garrison. All through
the operations the opposing leaders maintained a courteous

exchange of letters on such subjects as the treatment of pris-

oners. The Spaniards never failed to observe that midday truce

which enabled them to eat their meal, 'make their digestion',

enjoy their siesta. Over considerable periods in the three and
a half years' struggle only three shots a day were fired by the

investing force, and the total casualties among the garrison as

the direct result of bombardments, sallies and general fighting

were under four hundred killed out of a force which varied

between five and seven thousand strong. By modern standards

it would be reckoned a small and not very sanguinary affair,

but it was one of the most famous sieges in the eighteenth

century and attracted great attention throughout Europe.
Much of the 'Gibraltar tradition' in England must date from
this period.

We have abundant information about the siege. Five officers

of the garrison four British and one German have left de-

tailed accounts in the form ofjournals or diaries which have
since been published.

1 From these we could easily construct

1 The fullest account is by Lieut. John Drinkwater. His History of the Siege
was published in 1783. A new edition appeared in 1905 (John Murray).
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(From a contemporary Spanish plan)
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a day-to-day commentary on the operations betweenJune, 1 779
and February, 1783. The siege began by a formal visit from

the Governor to congratulate General Mendoza on his pro-

motion. This occurred three days after the declaration of war

on June i6th, the news not Jiaving yet reached the British.

Regular hostilities began on the sist, but they did not at first

entail more than a strict blockade on the land side. Exactly a

month later Spilsbury notes The Guards to mount without

powder in their hair. Two soldiers under sentence of death

forgiven.'

General Eliott had under his command some 480 artillery

men, 120 engineers, five British and three Hanoverian regi-

ments; altogether a little under 5,400 officers and men. The
German contingent numbered 1,342 officers and men. They
must have been a valuable element in the garrison, for they
were better disciplined and far more sober than the British

regiments, with whom, however, they seem to have got along
well enough.

1

The Germans conduct themselves very differently from our

young people, for though young, sprightly and even buckish,

they never appear in any riot, or in doing anything that can
bear the least censure; how different their education. 2

Admiral Duff had command, in the harbour, ofone ship of the

Samuel Anceli's Journal appeared in 1784. It is a series of letters to his

brother. Captain Spilsbury's diary was obviously not intended for publica-
tion and was not printed till 1908. The anonymous NachrichUn von Gibraltar,

by a Hanoverian officer, and an anonymous journal by an English officer,

also appeared in 1784. Ayala's Historia de Gibraltar appeared in 1782, but he
has little about the siege except to wish the Spaniards success. Spilsbury was
in the isth, Ancell in the 52nd and Drinkwater in the 72nd regiment.

1 *Ich kann nicht genugsam ruehmen, wie freundshaftlich die Englaender
von hochsten bis zum geringsten gegen uns sind.' Nachrichten von Gibraltar,

33-

The three German regiments kept 'Gibraltar* as a battle honour, and
were known as the 'Gibraltar battalions'. Their special badge was used in

the European war of 1914-18.
2
Spilsbury: Journal, 70.
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line, three frigates, and a sloop. The enemy fleet had a con-

siderable preponderance, with several ships behind a boom at

Algeciras, on the opposite side of the bay, and a small fleet

across the Straits at Ceuta. The original policy of the Spanish
Government was to starve out the garrison, only pushing their

defences very cautiously southward across the isthmus. No
serious attempt was made for some months to bombard the
town or forts, either from the land, where distances were still

too great, or from the sea, where the British ships as well as the
forts commanded the east side of the bay. Drinkwater records
in January, 1780, seven months after the beginning of the siege,
'a woman, passing near one of the houses, was slightly hurt. It

was singular that a female should be the first person wounded
by the enemy at this remarkable siege/

*

The sea blockade from Ceuta was never very effectively

organized. So long as the Emperor of Morocco was neutral,

feluccas found their way from the African side. Occasional

privateers would make the harbour, though they usually had
few supplies on board. Sometimes 'arrived a Venetian, laden
with fruit, etc.; the dons fired several shots at her*. But these

fitful and irregular supplies were not enough to feed the garrison
and a civil population of some thousands. Ultimately they de-

pended upon convoys from England. Eliott's chief difficulty
was to prevent demoralization among the soldiers, living on a

poor ration which we can now see was lacking in certain

vitamins. The value of lemon-juice as an anti-scorbutic was
learnt during the siege, but does not seem to have been under-
stood at the beginning. All through the war we read of
soldiers trying to desert, sometimes they would find their way
down the precipitous east side of the rock. About fifty men
escaped altogether during the siege, or lost their lives in the

attempt. Many more deserted soon after the end of the siege.
The Governor set a good example to the garrison, and en-

forced his discipline with humour. He himself 'was remarkable
for an abstemious mode of living seldom tasting anything but

1 A History of the Siege, new ed., 88.
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vegetables, simple puddings, and water; and yet was very hale,

and used constant exercise.'
l He had to deal with officers who

were continually quarrelling there were half a dozen duels

during the siege and with men who grumbled, drank, and

were apt to loot the townsfolk. His methods were direct.

It seems one 58th was overheard saying that if the Spani-
ards came, damn him that would notjoin them; the Governor
said he must be mad and ordered his head to be shaved, to be

blistered, bled, and sent to the Provost on bread and water,
wear a tight waistcoat, and to be prayed for in church.

The day before yesterday one 58th was hanged on the

Grand Parade at guard-mounting, at the door of the store he

had been robbing.
Three women flogged through the camp for buying stolen

goods. Lieut. , 56th, in arrest for plundering wood from

Mr. Balling's house.2

Eliott's troubles were partly due to his diffidence in not com-

mandeering and controlling all the stores available on the

Rock. Trade still remained in the hands of the Jews, who
exercised a despotic control over prices which was only tem-

pered by occasional physical violence and looting. Towards
the end ofthe siege, when the town was heavily bombarded and

most of the inhabitants fled out of the buildings, it was dis-

covered that considerable hoarding had been going on by the

various traders. It is possible that only the Jews could deal

with the Moorish and Genoese sailors, but the system ofprivate

trading was bound to lead to abuses, and every account of the

siege is full of complaints about the profiteering and chicanery

practised by the local traders.

From one point of view it might be argued that Gibraltar

was never really besieged. The land blockade was, of course,

complete. The sea blockade, against local and isolated ships,
was moderately effective. But the French and Spanish fleets

did not succeed in preventing the arrival ofany one ofthe three

1 Drinkwater: op. cit., 76.
2
Spilsbury: op. cit, 7, 31, 37.
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large convoys which came out from England supported by
British men-of-war. The difficulties and privations under which
Gibraltar suffered were really a measure of the demands made

upon the home Government by a naval war which extended

over half the world. On each of the three occasions when a

naval expedition was sent out, they successfully landed fresh

troops, replenished their supplies and their munitions, and
embarked a number of invalids.

The first of these convoys reached the Bay in January, 1 780,
at a time when food was as scarce as it ever was during the

siege. Admiral Sir George Rodney was in command of a fleet

which was considerably stronger than the Spanish, and on his

way to the Straits he had captured an isolated Spanish ship of

the line with fifteen merchantmen. This huge convoy first put
into Tetuan and then crossed the Straits, apparently without

trouble or opposition. Gibraltar can hardly have seemed like a

beleaguered town when the bay was filled with the fleet, the

transports, the storeships, and the fifteen captured merchant-

men, most of which had been assigned to the use of General

Eliott. 1

The arrival ofRodney meant such an important break in the

blockade that the real siege might almost be said to begin with

his departure. A new regiment, the 73rd, was landed, and

numbers of invalids and others were embarked. Stores were

landed sufficient for a year's supply to the garrison, and the

routine of a blockaded fortress could be begun again, this time

on a better footing than in the previous June. The Spaniards,
on the other hand, must have seen that their original idea of

1 If anyone still reads the adventures of Baron Munchausen they may
remember that he went to Gibraltar *with a provision fleet under Lord

Rodney's command to see my old friend, General Eliott'. It was then that

he accomplished those remarkable feats ofgunnery. Raspe's book, published
in 1 785, is historically interesting in the knowledge which it shows of the

details of the siege. It refers specifically to Drinkwater's book. The Baron

takes credit for the great explosion, mentioned by Drinkwater as occurring

in the Spanish camp. Munchausen, 'dressed in the habits ofa Popish priest',

stole across to the enemy lines and blew up their guns.
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starving out the garrison had failed, and was likely to fail again.

They did not, however, begin their serious plan for a direct

assault until the following year. Throughout 1780 they con-

fined themselves to tightening up the local blockade. This line

of action was probably dictated by Florida Blanca, who was at

that time negotiating with the British Government. Difficulties

had already arisen between the French and Spanish Govern-

ments, and Gibraltar was, as so often in the eighteenth cen-

tury, considered by the English as the most tempting bait with

which to angle for a separate peace.

These negotiations were carried on in secret through an Irish

priest called Hussey. The British Government appears to have

been willing enough to consider the "cession of Gibraltar in

exchange for Porto Rico, and for the abandonment by Spain of

the 'Family Compact'. The business seems to have fallen

through because the French probably suspecting what was

going on made counter proposals, promising a more active

assistance in the attacks upon Minorca, Jamaica and Gibraltar,

and also offering to bring Russia into the 'armed neutrality'

scheme, which was aimed at British sea-power. On the English
side it is probable that Lord North knew that the cession ofGib-

raltar would be very unpopular among business men and among
the people generally. The successful defence was one of the

few cheerful features of a war which was not progressing too

well.

The summer of 1 780 proved an unhealthy and unhappy sea-

son for the garrison. The convoy had only been able to leave

the usual hard tack. The lack of fruit, vegetables and fresh

meat became far worse a few months later. This was chiefly

due to the defection of the Emperor of Morocco. In spite of

many requests from Eliott and from Logic, the political officer,

the British Government had done little to placate this weak and
venal potentate. The Spaniards, on the other hand, had bribed

him by 'renting' the ports of Tetuan and Tangier for 7,500

annually. The Emperor accordingly declared war against

England in August. He seized any British ships in his ports, and
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expelled Logic, who was nominally British Consul at Tangier,
and had been using his position to collect supplies and informa-
tion for General Eliott. From this time onward the sea blockade
was fairly effective as against all the smaller craft.

By the spring of 1781 the garrison had again run very short
offood, while the local blockade had cut offthe town's supplies.
Urgent requests were sent to England at a time when the

Admiralty was faced with the task of keeping the Brest fleet

under the Gomte de Grasse from getting across the Atlantic.

They agreed, however, to send a convoy to Gibraltar, and
Admiral Darby was given the double responsibility. He
failed to stop the Comte de Grasse, but he managed to relieve

Gibraltar.

On April i2th the British fleet, with 97 transports, storeships,

etc., arrived off the Bay. On this occasion the Spanish, though
unable to tackle the fleet at sea, succeeded in making matters

very unpleasant in Gibraltar itself. During the course of the
last twelve months they had gradually pushed forward their

land batteries on the isthmus, while Admiral Don Barcelo at

Algeciras had fitted up a number of 'gun boats', felucca rigged
and with double banks of oars, with which they got out into the

bay at night and fired into the town. Just before the arrival of
the convoy these did great damage among the poorly built and
inflammable houses.

The unloading ofthe convoy was followed by unhappy scenes,
which suggest some considerable deterioration in the garrison*
Relief at having food and drink again, combined with the des-

truction ofhouses in the town, resulted in a great deal oflooting.
'Such a scene of drunkenness, debauchery, and destruction was

hardly seen before/ writes Captain Spilsbury in his diary for

April 1 5th. During the next six weeks the Spanish batteries by
day and their gun-boats at night continued the work ofblowing
up the town. The comment of F. G. Stephens, writing in 1872,

may help the modern generation to understand the nineteenth-

century view about such an attack upon a purely civil popu-
lation.
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Exasperated at the arrival of the second relief, the Spani-
ards, defeated in their hope of famishing the English de-

fenders, had recourse to this alternative, a dreadful and cruel

one so cruel that, even in the recent Civil War in the

United States, all but fanatics denounced the atrocity of

bombarding cities in order to annoy forts which could not be
reduced by any such savage measures. One hundred and

seventy cannon and eighty mortars, widely distributed before

Gibraltar, began to bombard the place about eleven o'clock
on the 1 2th April and continued at the work for six weeks

following, expending fifty-six thousand shot and twenty thou-
sand shells. To what end was all this effectual, does the
reader think? Seventy men of the garrison were killed! l

To understand the effect which the shelling of the town of

Gibraltar had upon contemporary opinion, it is necessary to

see it through the eyes of people to whom the bombing of

Madrid and Barcelona would have seemed like a return to the

worst period of the Dark Ages. It must also be remembered
that little was then known about the effectiveness of artillery
for destroying fortified buildings. One of the reasons why this

siege aroused so much interest in Europe was that various ex-

periments were tried in order to meet the practical difficulties

of long-range cannonading. Early in the siege a Captain
Mercier had tried the effect of time-fuses against the Spanish
fortifications on the isthmus.

. . . their parties were at too considerable a distance (being
near a mile) to be materially annoyed by our shot; and the
works being surrounded by sand, the large shells sunk so deep
that the splinters seldom rose to the surface. An experiment
was therefore recommended by Captain (now Major) Mer-
cier, of the sgth regiment, namely to fire out of guns 5^ inch
shells, with short fuses; which were tried on the 25th and
found to answer extremely well. These small shells, according
to

^Captain Mercier's method, were thrown with such pre-
cision, and the fuses cut by calculation with such exactness,

1 F. G. Stephens; History of Gibraltar, 261.
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that the shell often burst over the heads of the enemy and
wounded them before they could get under cover.1

The ordinary round shot seem to have been quite ineffective

against fortifications. Quick-eyed boys used to be posted to

watch for the smoke, and had time to warn their companions,
in case the shot should enter an embrasure. Two such boys
'were possessed of such uncommon quickness of sight as to see

the enemy's shot almost immediately after they quitted the

guns'. Their warnings were not always heeded.

A shot came through one of the capped embrasures . . .

took off the legs of two men belonging to the 72nd and 73rd
regiments, one leg of a soldier of the 73rd, and wounded
another man in both legs; thus four men had seven legs taken
off and wounded in one shot. The boy who was usually
stationed on the works where a large party was employed to

inform the men when the enemy's fire was directed to that

place, had been reproving them for their carelessness in not

attending to him. 2

Apart from such carelessness the solid round-shot did ex-

tremely little damage to buildings or trenches. The garrison

began experimenting with red-hot shot. These were difficult

to manage, but ultimately were found invaluable against the

enemy's ships when in the later stages of the siege 'floating

batteries', a much larger form of 'gun-boats', were brought into

action by the Spanish.
Eliott loved trying new instruments of war. At one time he

had a 'ballista' constructed. 3 Another curious experiment was
made by a Lieutenant Healy, in the Artillery. He devised

some mortars by cutting holes in the solid rock. A copper
tube, full of powder, was fitted into the base. This contrivance

fired off stones 'with great success'.4

After the bombardment of the town had destroyed most of

1 Drinkwater: op. cit., 70.
2 Id.

3 H. Wilkinson: Engines of War.
4 F. Grose: Military Antiquities, ii, 161.
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the civilians' houses, the investing forces concentrated on the

isthmus fortifications, and upon a gradual advance by parallel

trenches. It was a curious feature of this siege that considerable

numbers of Spaniards deserted and came over to the British

lines. Attempts to escape from a confined and badly-fed garri-

son are understandable, but Spilsbury's diary records almost as

many deserters into as out of Gibraltar. Some of these men
described the extremely careless way in which the Spanish lines

were guarded, and in the autumn Eliott decided to make a

sortie.

A third ofthe garrison, some 1,900 men, were detailed for this

attack, which took place on November 26th, under charge of

Brigadier-General Ross. Starting at midnight they got across

the three-quarters of a mile of neutral ground before an alarm

was given. Two Spanish mortar batteries and three six-gun
batteries were put completely out of action.

The business now commenced, the workmen and seamen

began with their tomahawks, devils, and warlike combus-

tibles, to set the batteries on fire, while the artillery spiked up
ten mortars and eighteen pieces of cannon ... in a few
minutes the isthmus appeared an entire blaze, and the

reflection of the light was so great, that a person might have

perused a book upon our batteries. . . . Our gallant and
veteran Governor went out to be an eye-witness of the trans-

action . . . and when the business was fully accomplished, he
smiled and said to the men, 'Look round, my boys, and view
how beautiful the rock appears by the light of this glorious
fire/ 1

The garrison only lost four men in this action, but they des-

troyed the work ofseveral months. The Spanish army seems to

have been extremely slack after a long period of such a desul-

tory investment of the promontory. This kind of semi-siege is

not conducive to good discipline, though it appears that some

attempt was made to punish the guards who had not even been
able to keep watch on a frontage of less than a mile.

1 Ancell: Journal, 146.
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The enemy [wrote Drinkwater] had not yet thought proper
to take any measures toward extinguishing the flames, but

avenged themselves by a brisk cannonade upon the town. In
their camp several men were executed, who probably might
be some of the unfortunate actors in the late disgrace.

1

After this sortie, life resumed its usual course, but it was now
over nine months since the last convoy. The garrison and
townsfolk began suffering from those various ills, such as scurvy,
which come from certain deficiencies in diet. They had 700
men on the hospital list, and found it difficult to keep enough
soldiers for the guards or to man the guns. From the first

there had been a shortage of trained artillerymen, which had
been made up by training 200 men from the line regiments.
The actual losses from sickness are uncertain. From time to

time ships would reach the harbour in December, 1781, two
ordnance ships arrived. These would take offsome ofthe worst

cases. It would $eem, however, that disease carried off at least

twice as many as the war itself. During the whole siege only

333 officers and men were killed in action, but during the four

years some 536 died of sickness, and this figure does not include

those who died of scurvy. For some reason no return was made
of the latter, though they certainly numbered some hundred

or more.

The next year began gloomily enough. The garrison's losses

had been far heavier than in the previous year. Drinkwater

gives the casualties for the last three-quarters of the year 1781
as 122 officers and men killed, 46 'disabled', and 400 wounded.

Supplies were also shorter. Communications with Minorca had
been maintained with fair regularity up till the end of 1781.
These now stopped, and with them such vegetables and other

commodities as were sometimes received from that island.

Port Mahon had now been surrounded for some time, and in

February the Due de Crillon, who had landed with a large

force, obtained the surrender of Fort St. Philip, the fortress in

which General Blakeney had been besieged in 1756.
1 Drinkwater: op. cit, 212.
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This was a double blow. It left Gibraltar as the last British

stronghold in the western Mediterranean, and it released a

large force of French soldiers under an enterprising leader, to

begin a new attack on Gibraltar. During May some 9,000 men

were landed by transport at Algeciras, and by the middle of

June General Eliott learnt that the Due de Crillon was in com-

mand of the combined French and Spanish armies. This was

to begin a new phase in the siege.

In some respects Eliott was in a stronger position than a year

before. The sea blockade seems to have slackened off during

the spring. Spilsbury reports the arrival, almost weekly, of

some men-of-war with an occasional store ship. On March

24th two frigates, four transports and a storeship came into the

bay and landed a new regiment, the gjth, while they were also

able to evacuate a number of sick. The garrison in this way
seems to have been raised to about 6,000 men, though Spilsbury

did not think much of the new drafts. The gyth Regiment very

sickly and the Hospital much crowded/ he notes a week after

their arrival. A few weeks later he writes: 'A picquet was de-

manded from the gyth, but they could not furnish it. So much
tor young Regiments.'

It is probable that a certain malaise was affecting all those

who had been through the siege. 'Several Captains have taken

great pains to get home and to sell out, but have been refused.' l

Desertions were commoner among the men, and quarrels

among the officers. Spilsbury's diary for April 2nd, 1782, reads:

Wind the sanpie. Last night came in a deserter, and one

39th deserted from Land Port and was much fired at; he had
stolen a watch, and died as soon as he got to their works.

Two officers 73rd had a duel, one wounded both feet . .

The Dons have another encampment.

During the summer we find entries such as:

May igth. Three 58th deserted last night, but being pur-

1 Drinkwater: 259.
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sued to-day, they threw themselves down the back of th<

Rock, and their bodies w;ere found below.

May 25th. Wind easterly. At 6 a.m. arrived a small xebecl

privateer, 10 guns, from Leghorn, with despatches for the

Governor, and to inform him of the preparations making by
Spain and France for the attack of this place. An Officer and
12 Corsicans intended for Minorca are arrived in her. A
Sergeant gyth stabbed himself in two places.

July 1 2th. One ysrd told his dream, he pretends fore-

knowledge, that this place will be taken in three week! after

it is attacked; the men have a number of stories aiflongst

themselves, but their allowance ofgrog is drunk before night,
and they are obliged to go to bed sober, so no wonder they
have disagreeable dreams.

The Governor had a short way with prophets. They were

ordered to be kept in confinement till the period of their

prophecy was over, and then whipped.
The mention of the Gorsicans links up the siege with Napo-

leon, for a group of volunteers from the island reached Gib-

raltar on a British ship from Algiers. 'Signor Leonetti, nephew
to Pascal Paoli, the celebrated Corsican general, with two offi-

cers, a chaplain, and 64 volunteers came as passengers in these

vessels to offer their services to the Governor.' x They remained

until the end of the siege. General Paoli was, of course, the

nationalist or 'patriot' leader who carried on such a long

struggle for his country's independence. Napoleon's father was

his adjutant, and Paoli played an important part in the early

life of the son. At the time of the siege the General was an

exile in London, a great friend of Boswell, and sometimes the

host ofDr. Johnson, who
c

loved to dine' at his house, though he

affected a contempt for his ideas. Paoli was to go back to his

country and establish, with British help, a short-lived govern-
ment in 1 795. It will be remembered that the young Bonaparte

seriously considered joining the British Army ms an artillery

officer.

1
Spilsbury: 69.
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The Due de Crillon brought with him a French engineer, the

Chevalier d'Argon, who had suggested to his Government a

combined land and sea attack, the latter being based on a new

type of battery ship. Some of these were constructed on the

other side of the bay. Ten large ships were cut down, and the

batteries built up on what the English would have then called

the 'sheer hulk
5

.

Each battery was clad on its fighting side with three suc-

cessive layers ofsquared timber, three feet in thickness; within

the wall ran a body of wet sand, and within that again was

a line of cork soaked in water ... To protect the crews

from shells or dropping shot, a hanging roof was contrived,

composed of strong rope-work netting, covered with wet

hides, and shelving sufficiently to prevent the shot from

lodging.
l

These were far more formidable than the old gun-boats
5

which the Spaniards had used to bombard the town at night.

Presumably they were made on the spot, because they must

have been entirely unseaworthy and were only intended for use

in the bay. The English watched them being made throughout
the summer: they seem to have found the spectacle amusing.
In August Spilsbury notes that 'the Dons seem to have nearly
finished their junk ships'. Everything was being prepared for

the final attack. In the middle of August the firing of many
salutes showed that the Comte d'Artois had arrived to see the

culmination of a siege which had now become a military pilce

de thSdtre for Europe.
War was still very much the sport of kings, and His Royal

Highness sent a present of ice, fruit, and vegetables to the

Governor, while the Due de Crillon was at pains to inform

General Eliott of the honour which had been accorded to their

little affair. His letter deserves quoting, because of the light

it throws upon the pre-revolutionary French attitude towards

war, an attitude which men like Eliott did not fully share.

1
Sayer: History of Gibraltar, 371.
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Sir-
His Royal Highness Comte d'Artois, who has received per-

mission from the King his brother to assist at the siege as a
volunteer in the combined army, ofwhich their Most Christian
and Catholic Majesties have honoured me with the command,
arrived in this camp the I5th instant. This young prince has
been pleased, in passing through Madrid, to take charge of
some letters which are addressed to persons belonging to your
garrison. . . . His Highness the Due de Bourbon, who arrived
here twenty-four hours after the Comte d'Artois, desires that I

should assure you of his particular esteem.

Permit me, Sir, to offer a few trifles for your table, ofwhich I

am sure you must stand in need, as I know you live entirely on

vegetables. I should be glad to know what kind you like best.

I shall add a few head of game for the gentlemen of your
household and some ice, which I presume will not be dis-

agreeable in the excessive heat of this climate at this season of
the year . . ,

fe.B. Due de Crillon.

The Governor replied with equal politeness, but made it

quite clear that he did not want any more presents

as in future I cannot convert your presents to my own private
use. Indeed, to be plain with your Excellency, though veget-
ables at this season are scarce with us, every man has got a

quantity proportioned to the labour which he has bestowed
in raising them. The English are naturally fond ofgardening
and cultivation; and here we find our amusement in it, during
the intervals of rest from public duty.

This may seem an optimistic picture of the garrison's ways of

spending their time when off duty, but the contrast between
the two letters shows General Eliott's outlook as much more
modern and professional than that of his adversaries.

The preparations to meet the new attack seem to have been

largely in the hands of General Boyd. Two methods were
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adopted. A marine brigade was formed from the Porcupine,

Brilliant, Speedwell, and other men-of-war which had arrived

in the harbour on August 28th. The sailors to the number of

600 were camped near Europa Point. A group of small gun-
boats was kept waiting at the New Mole. The other precaution

was the setting up of grates and furnaces in the batteries for the

heating of round-shot. This was intended to be the main reply

to the floating batteries, but the Spanish had left a mass of

wooden material lying about round the new batteries which

they were making on the isthmus, and the red-hot shot were

also used with great effect upon these. On September 8th the

Spanish *Mahon' battery was put out of action. 'At one

moment the works were on fire in 50 places, and the flames

lifted by the wind, spread with terrible rapidity.' This un-

doubtedly hastened the general attack, which seems to have

been arranged for some date after the 12th, when the combined

French and Spanish fleets arrived in the bay. Instead of this

the fighting began at once. The ten floating batteries were

brought into action on the following day, but the fleet took little

part.
Thus the great bombardment began on the I3th in a rather

disorderly and precipitate way. The attacking forces are calcu-

lated to have had 186 pieces ofordnance on the isthmus, and on
the floating batteries another 142. The hills round were

crowded with visitors who had come down to the south of

Spain to see the capture of the Rock. The floating batteries

were manoeuvred into line opposite the town and Mole.

At about half past nine a.m. ten junk ships came, and
anchored tp the northward, at a distance ofabout 1,000 yards
. . . they were commanded by a Rear Admiral, and fired a

great deal into the water, and some grape shot, that being a
new way of making breaches; they appeared rigged like

prames. The Brilliant and Porcupine scuttled. Kilns having
been erected to heat the shot, about noon we began to fire

them.1

1
Spilsbury: 77.
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This is Spilsbury's account, from which it would seem that

the red-hot shot were not brought into use for some hours.

Drinkwater suggests 'that they were used from the beginning.
Both are agreed that very little effect was produced on the

floating batteries until the late afternoon, when the English

gunners were already growing dispirited.

In the afternoon, however, the face of things began to

change considerably; the smoke which had been observed to

issue from the upper part of the flagship appeared to prevail,

notwithstanding the constant application of water, and the

admiral's second was perceived to be in the same condition.

Confusion was now apparent on board several vessels, and by
the evening their cannonade was considerably abated. 1

The efficacy of the junk boats had been diminished by a

south-west wind and a heavy swell. According to Chevalier

d'Avon's own account, it was one rather lucky shot which,

reaching an inaccessible part of the leading battery, the Talla

Piedra> set that boat on fire. The crew stopped working the guns
in order to put out the fire, and this not only encouraged the

British, but started a scare among the crews of the remaining
batteries.

The other batteries were yet entire, but it was determined

to involve them in the same fate as the Talla Piedra. They
were all abandoned, and as if the red-hot shot did ^iQt do
sufficient execution, the resolution was taken to set our oWn^
vessels on fire. This order being badly executed, several were

absolutely set on fire before the crew had evacuated them,
and four were entire at six in the morning after having equally
resisted the attempts to burn them and the red-hot shots of

the enemy.
2

The English accounts naturally ascribe a greater share in the

burning to the efforts ofthe gunners, but there is probably some

truth in the Chevalier's account. At that time the Spanish

1 Drinkwater: 298.
2
D'Ar^on: Mlmoire pour servir d I'Histoire du Silge de Gibraltar.
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Navy had very little stomach for fighting, as was seen when the

convoys came out. At any rate the collapse was well marked by
the evening, and was completed by the British gun-boats which

were able to put out, and attack the line of floating batteries

from the flanks. The sailors on these unwieldy hulks began to

take to the sea, or escaped into launches sent from the Spanish

side. Towards dawn, the following morning, the first of the

batteries blew up, and this was followed by the abandonment

ofeven the last two, which being rather farther from the shore,

had not suffered badly. About 350 prisoners were taken out of

the water, and it was reckoned that the scheme of batteries

must have cost some two thousand men. An attempt was made

by the garrison to bring one of the still floatingjunk ships to the

shore by warping her into the Mole, but it was found too diffi-

cult to move the cumbrous vessel, and it was sunk like the rest. 1

In this manner ended the most spectacular of all the attacks

which have been made on the Rock. The shooting from the

floating batteries must have been very poor, as the only

British casualties during the day were one officer and fifteen

men killed, five officers and sixty-three men wounded. The swell

probably made shooting difficult, and Spilsbury mentions that

most of their shots went high, especially in the morning. It is

clear that at that time artillery was of little avail against stone

fortifications, though red-hot shot had proved so effective

against wooden ships and bastions. It was the technical

ability with which the British worked this very ancient and

elementary device of hot cannon-balls which upset the Chev-

alier d'Argon's plans. The prisoners described how

they had been taught to believe that the garrison would not be

able to discharge many rounds of hot balls; their astonish-

ment, then, was inconceivable when they discovered that we
fired them with the same precision and vivacity as cold shots.2

1 Some of the guns from the floating batteries must have been saved. A
correspondence in The Times, April i6th to 30th, 1926, shows that the plate

ofLord Heathfield's coffin and some other relics were made from these guns,
2 Drinkwater: 304.
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The allied forces appear to have exhausted themselves and

their resources over this attack. Sayer's verdict seems to be

correct 'With the destruction of the floating batteries, the

siege was virtually concluded.
5 Far too much reliance had been

placed on these untried and very cumbrous instruments ofwar,

though the Due de Crillon himself had never trusted them.

d'Aron had won over the French court, and they had struck

the popular imagination in Paris, where a 'drama illustrative of

the destruction of Gibraltar by the floating batteries was

acted nightly to applauding thousands
5

.
1

It seems curious that so little use was made of the French and

Spanish fleets. These remained in the bay lying off Algeciras,
but they took no part in the general attack, nor in the minor

operations which continued throughout the rest of the month.

They merely waited for the arrival of the British fleet which

had set out from Spithead on September nth under Lord

Howe.
These cautious tactics were not a success. On October roth

when Lord Howe was off Gape St. Vincent, it blew a hurricane

in the Bay. This caused great havoc. In many cases the an-

chors dragged, and one French ship of the line was actually

blown ashore near the Old Mole and captured with 72 guns
and 650 men. This was not an auspicious opening to what

should have been a severe naval action to prevent the arrival

ofreinforcements. The combined French and Spanish fleet was

considerably stronger than the British 44 ships of the line as

against 34- and were not cumbered with transports. The
behaviour of the Allies was almost incomprehensible.
On the following morning Lord Howe, with his flotilla of

transports and merchantmen, came through the Straits. No

attempt was made to intercept them, and they arrived safely

off Europa Point. Some of the transports made the Bay, but

others, possibly deceived by the combined current and wind,

got swept past into the Mediterranean. These were collected

and brought back against the wind, but still without inter-

1
Sayer: History of Gibraltar, 395.
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ference from the fleet at Algeciras, who certainly
chad the

weather gauge'. It was only after all the transports had been

brought safely under the guns of the fort, and Lord Howe was

in the Straits on his way back that the combined fleet attempted

to force an action. This was not accepted.

As a manoeuvre to relieve the garrison Lord Howe's tactics

had been completely successful Two regiments, the 25th and

59th, were landed and all the invalids embarked and sent home.

The only transport which miscarried was a brig, the Minerva,

'having the women and baggage of the 25th and 5Qth Regi-

ments on board'. This had been dismasted and captured. The

fact that the British Government should have sent out 'the

women* ofthe new regiments is perhaps the best evidence ofthe

complete confidence with which they viewed the defence of

Gibraltar.

The sequel is interesting. Spilsbury's diary records, just two

months later
CA flag of truce arrived and about 150 women

belonging to the 25th and sgth, taken in the brig.' Drink-

water, who also notes their arrival, adds that 'they were ad-

mitted to the Naval Hospital, where some few of them were

detained by the faculty as exceptionable'.

Men and women of those days were coarser, and in some re-

spects more cruel, but this curious little incident does suggest the

existence, in the eighteenth century, of a certain fundamental

good humour and humanity which has since been lost. War,
as we have seen, was a much less serious business than it is

to-day, and was confined to the soldiers and sailors who took

part in it. There was little of the cold-blooded ruthlessness

which characterizes present-day governments. The Spanish
authorities probably despatched these troublesome wives and

concubines into the garrison with a genial shrug of the shoul-

ders, and complete understanding.
The last months of the siege savour a little of an anti-climax.

The Spaniards made no serious attempt to capture the fort after

the departure ofLord Howe's fleet. The French were sickened

by a failure which they ascribed to Spanish inefficiency. The
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'spectacles of the capture of Gibraltar
5

at the Paris thea|res
were succeeded by lampoons attacking the over-confident and

grandiloquent Due de Crillon. One of these by the Chevalier

de Parry may be worth recalling,

Mes amis, vous le voyez bien

Vos bombes ne bombardent rien;

Vos belandres et vos corvettes

Et vos travaux, et vos mineurs

N'epouvantent que les lecteurs

De vos redoutables gazettes;

Votre blocus ne bloque point,
Et grace a votre heureuse adresse,

Ceux qui vous affamez sans cesse

Ne periront que d'embonpoint.
1

The Spanish Minister Florida Blanca did send instructions to

the Due de Grillon that he should continue the siege, but this

was chiefly intended to assist the Spanish Government in the

conduct of the peace negotiations which had already been

begun. Apart from a few casualties caused by an occasional

bombardment, there is little mention of any subsequent fight-

ing in the various journals and diaries.

The preliminaries to a peace were agreed upon in February,

1783, and this may be taken as the end of the effective siege,

though food remained very scarce for some months. Drink-

water is bitterly sarcastic about the matters of the transports,

who laid in a stock of various articles 'with the prospect that

the distresses of their friends might afford these truly humane
and generous patriots an occasion to sell them, on their arrival,

at their own price'. The officers formed a committee to fix

prices, allowing 'such profit as might reasonably be thought

adequate'. But

our generous countrymen, rather than dispose of their ven-

tures for a profit of 150, and in some cases 300 per cent, very

1 A Messieurs du Camp de Saint-Roch, 1782.
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liberally determined not to land them, but to sell them for a

trifling advantage at Lisbon, or elsewhere, on their way
home.1

The ingratitude of countries towards their soldiers, and the

decay of discipline towards the end of a long war, are subjects

about which this generation needs no instruction. It is probable
that General Eliott had no more trying and difficult task than

bringing a disgruntled garrison gradually back to the ordinary
routine of peace, and getting the ruined and houseless towns-

men resettled. With regard to the latter, Ancell tells a story

which suggests the atmosphere in which this work was done.

A Frenchman who had suffered greatly by the depredations
of the soldiery, made application to him, and begged him in

bad English that he would interfere to have his property
restored. The petitioner's wife who was present, a woman of

great spirit, was angry at the husband for his intercession and
said: 'Comment pouvez vous demander de grace a un homme
qui vient vous depouiller? ISPen esperez pas.' The husband

persisting in his application, his wife grew more loud in the

censure, and said: 'Vous n'etes pas Frangais.' The General,
who was busy writing at the time, turned to the woman and
said smiling: 'Madame, ne vous echauffez pas, ce que votre

mari demande lui sera accorde.' *Oh, faut-il pour surcroit de

malheur,' exclaimed the woman, 'que le barbare parle le

fransais.' The General was so very much pleased with the

woman's spirit, that he not only procured them their property

again, but also took pains to accommodate them in every

respect.
2

**,

The soldiers, especially those of the new regiments who were

on short service, were inclined to mutiny, and continued to

desert after the declaration of peace. In March 'seven musi-

cians deserted and sailed in a boat, 2 of the 28th, 3 of the 58th,
and 2 of the 5Qth, taking their instruments and musick with

them'. A boat's crew escaped in the same way, after knocking
their officer on the head. In May, 1783, 'the three years men of

1 Drinkwater: 333-4.
* Ancell: Journal, 263.
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the 25th and 5gth began to be very unruly, and inclined to

mutiny; one of the latter called G(eneral) P(icton) a , and

many behave insolently to the officers.* Alcohol, as usual,

played a large part in aggravating the troubles. *Wine being in

plenty, the soldiers now live a very disorderly life, and are

constantly quarrelling with theJews or among themselves/ In

June Spilsbury notes that

the old regiments are recruiting from the three years men and

young regiments, and a fine scene of drunkenness, fighting,

etc., is going on. Captain E gyth Regiment, made an

apology to Major F 25th, for what he said to him, and for

striking a man of the 25th Regt.

The recruiting between regiments seems to have led to end-

less trouble. In June,

a recruiting party 36th Regiment were stopped by the 72nd
and 73rd Regts., and beat and stoned, etc., so that many of
both parties were sent to the Hospital with the loss ofan eye,
fractured skulls, etc., and some taken up for the riot; this is

the third fray that has happened on that account.

The boatload ofwomen, which arrived after their adventures

on the Minerva, does not seem to have been entirely conducive

to better discipline. 'One 73rd stabbed one 72nd, being caught
with his wife, and one 97th stabbed himself for love.'

The poor little Corsican contingent also ended their period
of services with an unhappy incident, which may perhaps have

influenced Bonaparte's decision against joining the British

forces a decade later. Spilsbury's diary for May I2th reads:
cTwo or three men of the 73rd are hurt teazing a bullock; and
a corporal and three men 97th, and one 59th, are stabbed by a

Corsican teazing him.' The unfortunate Coriscan was tried

by court-martial and sentenced to one ofthose savage floggings

which were a feature of the English army and navy during
the eighteenth and the early part of the nineteenth centuries,

and always horrified any allied troops alongside of which we

might be fighting. A month later Spilsbury writes:
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June 1 5th. Wind the same, and mizzling rain that pre-

vented Divine Service. The Corsican that stabbed the soldier

has received 500 lashes in our manner, and is to receive 300

more, and their officers seem much hurt at it ...

The Corsicans left soon afterwards, and gradually the garri-

son settled down to a more normal existence. General Eliott

received the Order of the Bath, and the thanks of Parliament,

but on the whole England appears to have taken little interest

in the defenders of Gibraltar once the siege was over. Attention

was distracted by the negotiations which led up to the Treaty

of Versailles and the domestic crisis which followed it. Al-

though the Treaty was not completed till November, 1783,

Gibraltar seems to have been almost denuded of troops. In

July "embarked the 72nd and 73rd Regts. ... the Governor

having forgiven the rioters, who were sentenced to severe

punishments, and made a very pathetic speech
5

. In October,

the Governor having let so many of the captains of the sgth

go away, they have only 2 to do duty; he asked the isth,

whose captains have all been detained, out of charity to assist

them, which they refusing, he has ordered the British regi-

ments to do duty for the captains they have present; the

Hanoverians refused, but desired to be put on the same foot-

ing with the rest. The Governor said it was the only favour he

had ever asked.

Thus the end of the siege was painfully like the end of an old

song. Eliott's own services were ultimately better recognized

by William Pitt, when the long struggle between the Crown

and the Whigs ended in the appointment of a Prime Minister,

twentyrfive years old, who was in the end to prove the King's

master. Four years after the end of the siege Eliott received a

peerage, and became Lord Heathfield of Gibraltar. This may
well have been the best deserved and most honestly gained

peerage of the century. But the nation showed little gratitude
to the bulk of the soldiers and sailors who had saved the

country during this war, and England was to reap the fruit of

that ingratitude in the mutinies of the Nore and Spithead.
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CHAPTER V

THE NAPOLEONIC PERIOD

rHE
failure of cTArson's floating batteries had its repercus-

sions upon English diplomacy. Lord North had resigned

a March, 1782, and Lord Buckingham's short-lived coalition

Ministry at once began secret negotiations at Paris with Ver-

;ennes, through Henry Grenville. In these Charles IV's deter-

nination to get back Gibraltar played a great part. The

Ipanish first offered Oran, on the African coast, as an equiva-

ent. Later, after the repulse of the great attack, they seem to

tave added the offer of Puerto Rico as a further inducement.

The history of these proposals is complicated by Lord Rock-

ngham's death and Lord Shelburne's succession. The methods

mployed by
c

the Jesuit of Berkeley quare', and his quarrel

vith Fox obscure this phase of the negotiations, which had to

nclude the granting of American independence and a host of

:olonial transfers. It is clear that Shelburne, following the

radition ofStanhope, Townshend and Chatham, was prepared

o consider the exchange, and that the King and most of the

Cabinet would have accepted this view.

The opposition to any transfer came from the Commons,

lere the matter was discussed in December, 1782, after de

>illon's attack had collapsed, and Lord Howe had successfully

-elieved the garrison. Fox's speech is interesting for its appre-

ciation of the wider strategic importance of the Rock.

The fortress of Gibraltar was to be reckoned amongst the

most valuable possessions ofEngland. It was that which gave

us respect in the eyes ofnations; it manifested our superiority,

and gave us the means of obliging them by protection. Give

up to Spain the fortress of Gibraltar, and the Mediterranean

becomes to them a pool, a pond in winch they can navigate at

pleasure, and act without control or check. Deprive your-
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selves of this station, and the States ofEurope who border on
the Mediterranean will no longer look to you for the free

navigation ofthat sea; and having it no longer in your power
to be useful, you cannot expect alliances.

The hostility aroused, both in and out of Parliament, by a

suggestion ofsurrendering Gibraltar was sufficient to force Shel-

burne's hand. A despatch was sent to Madrid in which it was
made clear that no concessions would persuade England to

abandon the Rock. The struggle over this point probably ac-

counts for the very favourable terms which were ultimately
conceded to Spain in the Treaty of Versailles. The East and
West Floridas were given up to her, and Minorca restored to her.

The Spanish statesman, Florida Blanca, held that it was the

most successful treaty concluded during two centuries, but it

was not popular in Spain.

Although the Treaty seemed to leave England territorially in

a weakened position, the value of its dispositions was ultimately

dependent on the question of sea-power. The French gains or

concessions in India and the West Indies, and Spain's continued

reliance on her treasure ships from the West, placed a great

responsibility on their two navies. Both were to decay rapidly

during the next decade; the Spanish Navy because it lacked

national support, the French because revolutionary govern-
ments seem able to raise armies better than they can support a

fleet. The professional soldier or sailor always demands that

rigid discipline which may hamper an army in open fighting,
but which is essential for the manoeuvring of a large unit such

as a man-of-war. This general principle is borne out in the

Spanish rebellion of 1936. The Government has been able to

organize an effective army, though the bulk of the old regular

armyjoined the rebels, while they have done little at sea, though
most ofthe sailors remained loyal. Similarly the Directory, and
afterwards Bonaparte, were able to raise a sans culottes army
which could overrun Europe, but Villeneuve could do little

with the navy all through the revolutionary and Napoleonic
period.
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The importance of Gibraltar was increased by the loss of

America, and a tendency to look East rather than West for

British development. It is possible to trace a well-defined Drang
nach Osten in the writings and political speeches of the time.

Instead of being the first of two naval bases for the blockade of

Toulon, the Rock was becoming a key position on the route to

Egypt, and the controlling point for east and west movements

into and out of the Mediterranean. This partly explains the

transference of popular interest from Port Mahon to Gibraltar.

Little protest was raised against the cession ofMinorca to Spain
in the Treaty of Versailles, and the island played a relatively

unimportant part in the naval wars between 1793 and 1815.

Some account of these wars must be given because of their

bearing on the development ofGibraltar. Roughly they may be

divided into six unequal phases. The first ended about 1797
with the emergence of Napoleon and the collapse of the First

Coalition. The second lasted until the Treaty of Amiens in

1802. After a short break war began again in 1803, and ended

with the frustration of the invasion scheme. The fourth phase
ended with the overthrow ofthe Third Coalition and the Treaty
of Tilsit in 1807; the fifth included the establishment of the

'Continental System' and ended with the breakdown of the

Russian campaign. The last phase embraced the War ofLibera-

tion, Napoleon's abdication and return from Elba. It closed

with the battle of Waterloo.

Throughout this era we are again looking at a complicated

chessboard from the point ofview of a pawn, but this time it is

not one which was itself subject to attack. Gibraltar occupied

an important place, but, except for a short period, the Rock

was a link in a chain ofpawns rather than an advanced pawn.
The fortress was never besieged or seriously threatened between

1793 and 1815. But in the end its place and functions in the

British imperial system had changed considerably.

From 1793 to 1797 England supported the First Coalition

Prussia, Russia, Sardinia and the Two Sicilies. This seemed

formidable enough, and England took a rather secondary part
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in a war which was intended to provide 'plunder abroad and

patronage at home 3

. It proved to be a lamentable failure. As
usual after a period of peace, the Navy was a great disappoint-
ment. Lord Howe was an old man. Admirals like Hotham,
Mann and Colpoys lacked experience and enterprise. Eng-
land's only salvation lay in the even worse plight of the French

navy.

Probably it was fortunate that the war was a failure; that the

greed and selfishness of our allies on the Continent prevented
the restoration of the Bourbons and thus, as Fox said, failed to

give
e

all the Kings of Europe a perpetual guarantee against all

the people who might be oppressed by them in any part of the

world'. In this war England provided little except subsidies,

while contenting herself with 'filching sugar islands' by means
ofa fleet manned by pressed men, convicts, and a few unwilling
soldiers. The mutinies of 1 797 at Spithead and the Nore were a

fitting end to this unhappy episode. The fleet was not even able

to prevent the Brest fleet escaping and joining the squadron at

Toulon. Dundas squandered 80,000 men in West Indian ex-

peditions, and in crushing a rebellion in Granada and St. Vin-
cent.

Before the naval mutinies, Spain and Tuscany had already
left the Coalition. Holland was to follow them, and Austria was
forced to accept the Treaty of Campo Formio. England then
entered on her real struggle against Napoleon. With the Span-
ish nation and her fleet opposed to England, and the French

army gaining confidence and enterprise, Gibraltar again be-

came important. There were rumours of another attempt by
Charles IV to recover the Rock, and our position in the

western Mediterranean was extremely weak. Toulon had been

occupied by the British, and then evacuated in 1793. The fleet

was then based first on Hyres and afterwards on Corsica, where
Hood was supporting General Paoli, who had proposed the

annexation of the island to the British crown. Although the

island was cleared ofFrench troops, the British occupation only
ended in recriminations and disillusion.
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It was one ofthose unhappy periods in our naval history when

we seem to have lost all power ofachievement. New leaders like

Jervis, Duncan and, above all. Nelson were coming to the top
and were ultimately to rejuvenate the fleet, but the Navy had to

undergo further humiliations first. These included not only the

mutinies at the Nore and Spithead, but also the withdrawal of

all units from the Mediterranean. Nelson, who had lost an eye
in the fighting at Calvi, himself undertook the evacuation of

Corsica. The garrison on Elba was removed. Our base at

Leghorn was abandoned. For over a year the Mediterranean

was a French lake.

Owing to the condition ofher ships and their numerical weak-

ness, England was at that time incapable of keeping these ad-

vanced posts, or using them as bases. The first need was for a

few well-equipped dockyards to which her ill-found ships could

return for repairs. 'We cannot get another mast this side of

Gibraltar,' wrote Nelson in a despatch of May 4th, 1795. Gib-

raltar therefore had a double responsibility. With the Navy out

of the Mediterranean
sl|e was, for the time, an advanced post

isolated in a hostile Spain. Gibraltar was also the only outlying
base capable of victualling and refitting men-of-war, and of

supplying British privateers.

Within a year or so the whole position was again changed.
The admirals themselves had never taken very seriously the

threat to the western Mediterranean. 'Minorca is ours when we
want it/ wrote Nelson, and it was soon proved that the smaller

islands and ports were at the mercy ofthe dominant sea-power,

though larger islands, like Corsica, could not be held by the

Navy alone. By 1798 England had re-established that sea con-

trol. In February of the previous year Admiral Jervis (after-

wards Lord St. Vincent) together with Nelson had defeated the

Spanish fleet at the battle from which Jervis took his title. In

October, Duncan won an even more remarkable victory at

Camperdown against the Dutch. The technical superiority of

the English fleet was overwhelming. In spite of the recent

mutinies, the seamen 'rattled through the business, more as if it
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were a harmless sport than one in which the hazard thrown was

life or death
3

.

These two sea-fights ended the threat of a serious invasion of

England, or of successful co-operation by the French with the

disaffected Irish. The threat was to be renewed after 1803, and

was not finally settled until Trafalgar, but after the Peace

of Amiens in 1802 the fleet could again begin to establish

itself in the Mediterranean. This task was held up for some

time while the British Government repeated their mistake of

sending squadrons to carry on disastrously expensive operations

in the West Indies and Atlantic. Hervey captured Trinidad

but failed at Puerto Rico. Nelson lost an arm and nearly lost

his life in an unsuccessful attempt upon Santa Cruz de Tenerife.

Napoleon's Egyptian venture brought the fleet back into the

Trench lake', and Gibraltar again became the real base for

British operations in the Mediterranean. In June Nelson just

failed to prevent the French army landing in Egypt, but in

August he destroyed the French fleet in Aboukir Bay and thus

cut off Napoleon from France. Once established as the domin-

ant sea-power, England could again take the bases she might
need. Minorca fell to Admiral Duckworth and General Stuart

in December, 1798. Malta was invested by the fleet, though the

island did not surrender until September 1800.

To some extent the natural development of English strategy

in the Mediterranean was upset by the unhappy and ignomini-
ous episode at Naples, which occupied Nelson and part of the

fleet for eighteen months. Quite apart from any personal con-

siderations, Nelson here returned to the discredited policy of

supporting a weak local opposition to France. It failed in Italy

as it had failed in Corsica. It was not a task suitable for a naval

commander. Another temporary setback occurred in that

curious fight at Algeciras Bay, when Sir James Saumarez at-

tacked Admiral Linois on his way to Egypt. The English suf-

fered heavy casualties when manoeuvring in the rock-strewn

waters within range of Spanish batteries. But even this venture

demonstrated the ultimate supremacy of the fleet and the im-
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portance of Gibraltar as a refitting base. Saumarez, after his

partial reverse, was able to repair his ships across the Bay, and
in a remarkably short time he fought a successful action off
Cadiz.

Gibraltar was now well established in its dual capacity. It

was a base, impregnable from land or sea, which could be used
for the Mediterranean fleet, quite irrespective ofthe Spanish on
the mainland. It was also invaluable for watching enemy move-
ments between the Atlantic and the South of France. The
fortress could not, of course, do anything to prevent such
movements. Many decades were to pass before Gibraltar had
the least aggressive value in defending the passage ofthe straits.

The effective range of guns was still only about a mile, and
Geuta on the African coast is some fourteen miles away.
The double value of Gibraltar at that time was fully recog-

nized by Lord St. Vincent. In October, 1800, he decided to live

ashore at the Rock, as the natural centre for collecting naval

intelligence. According to Mahan he took this decision because:

Being the great British naval station of the Mediterranean,
he was centrally placed to receive information, to give orders,
and especially to hasten by his unflagging personal super-
vision the work ofsupply and repair upon which the efficiency
of a fleet primarily depends.

1

The Peace ofAmiens was recognized to be little more than a

truce, which happened to suit both combatants. No one would
have claimed that it was, for England, either a peace with

honour or a peace for their time. The terms, which were appar-

ently very unfavourable to England, suggest that certain general

strategical considerations had now been accepted by the Gov-
ernment. England restored or agreed to withdraw from every
island or port which she had occupied east of Gibraltar

Minorca, Malta, Elba and Corfu. She had learnt the double

lesson, first that it was no use holding permanently isolated

1 A. T. Mahan: Influence of Sea Power upon the French Revolution and Empire,

i, 285.
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places, which might be difficult to defend or were dependent on
local feeling, and secondly that in case of war such islands or

ports could probably be recaptured by any nation which held

command of the sea. Minorca, in fact, had proved more of a

hindrance than an asset since its recapture. Hannay, discussing
the final operations in 1801, writes:

Warren, who could not stop Admiral Linois in the Straits,

hurried to Minorca to protect that perpetual clog and nuis-

ance to the fleet. At Minorca he heard that our late ally of

Naples was being bullied into joining the French against us,

and sailed to Sicily to protect our interests. He reduced his

squadron, leaving one of his six liners to protect Minorca.
Such is the value of a basis of operations which the forces

based upon it dare not leave to its own resources. 1

This was the supreme value of Gibraltar. It could always be

left for a time to its own resources and its own garrison. It was

impregnable against any form of attack other than a very long
blockade by land and sea. This supremacy was to continue un-

challenged until the long-range gun and, later, the bombing
aeroplane were to change military and naval strategy. The

Admiralty, looking about for another place which satisfied these

conditions, were gradually deciding upon Malta, which from

this date becomes more and more important both in negotia-
tions and in warfare. Its distance from. France, its size, its

amenable population, and its long occupation by the Knights of

St. John, all these considerations encouraged the idea of acquir-

ing the island, and provided arguments for its retention as a new
advanced base. Malta was on the route between England and

Egypt, a route which was becoming increasingly important. It

might also become a useful base for operations against Sicily or

the North African ports.

Nelson saw its value from early days in the struggle with

France.

Were I the admiral of the fleet attending an army for the

1 D. Hannay: Th* Royal Navy, 422.
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invasion of Sicily, I should say to the general: Ifyou can take

Malta, it secures the safety of the fleet and transports, and
your own safe retreat, ifnecessary; Malta is in the direct road
to Sicily.

1

It had been first blockaded and then captured by the British

during the war which ended in 1801, and its future provided
the subject oflong negotiations in the peace preliminaries. The
terms would have meant surrender by the English. The Knights
of St. John were restored to their old position, but no English-
man or Frenchman was allowed to be a member, and all the
Great Powers guaranteed its independence. The British fleet,

however, delayed taking any steps to implement this, and the
war was renewed in 1803 before the British had begun to evacu-
ate the island.

The short period of peace was marked by a curious tragi-
comic interlude at Gibraltar. For some reason the Government
decided to send out the Duke ofKent as Governor. The King's
sons had been troublesome, and possibly it was felt that Gibral-

tar might be a convenient temporary exile. The Duke arrived,
with his brother the Duke of Sussex, in May, 1802, and seems to

have been horrified at what were probably the two most
marked characteristics of the administration corruption and
alcoholic

fxcess. Unfortunately the Duke had neither the ex-

perience nor, perhaps, the right background to emerge suddenly
as a reformer. He had against him a century-old tradition of

'racketeering', and a garrison which was accustomed to find

solace for ;the boredom and confinement ofthe Rock by drinking

cheap wine and brandy in the ninety wine-shops of the town.

If the Duke had been wise he would have waited until he had
collected more support among the officers before he started any
drastic reforms. Instead of this he appears to have quarrelled
with the senior officials, and in the autumn he suddenly issued

orders which entailed closing halfofthe wine-shops, and putting
the rest out of bounds for the rank and file of the garrison. In

1 Nelson: Despatches, iii, 35.
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one way it was a magnificent gesture. It cut down the emolu-
ments of the Governorship by 4,000 a year, but it united

against him the wine-sellers, the soldiers, and the deputy
Governor. The wine-sellers promptly retaliated by supplying

liquor gratis to the garrison. The result was a drunken riot

which developed, on Christmas Eve, into a kind of mutiny.
It was a lamentable affair. The officers seem to have con-

nived at the riot, but the mutiny was suppressed and three men
executed. The Government at home promptly recalled the

Duke. He had clearly not been sent out to disturb an arrange-
ment which provided a comfortable job and a large income for

the Governor, and kept the army in a state of alcoholic con-

tentment. The Duke asked for an enquiry, but it was refused.

He then demanded the right to return, but this was not allowed.

He retained his title ofGovernor until his death, but Sir Thomas

Trigge, as Lieutenant-Governor, remained in charge, and re-

scinded all of the Duke's orders.

Gibraltar's commercial prosperity was to continue through-
out the next four phases of the Napoleonic war. The town itself

suffered in 1804 one of those periodic attacks of 'yellow fever'.

Every decade or two these would kill offa large part of its mixed
and diseased population, who were still living under the most

insanitary conditions in a town which was always short ofwater
for drinking and washing. The fever may have been typhus.
Richard Ford, writing many years later, talks of

the Gibraltar fever, about which doctors have disagreed so

much, the patients dying in the meanwhile ... it is nurtured
in Hebrew dirt, fed by want of circulation of air, and offen-
sive sewers at low tide. It is called into fatal activity by
autumnal atmospheric peculiarity. The average visitation is

about every twelve years.

The loss of population seems to have been soon replaced, for

the trading opportunities up till 1815 were ofa kind certain to

attract the type ofrather seedy adventurer who has always been
drawn to the Mediterranean ports. The operations ofthe Vice-
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Admiralty Court were enhanced by the activities of privateers,
and later by the need of some entrepot, under British control,

from which to smuggle goods into Continental ports during the

operations of the Berlin Decree and Napoleon's embargo on
British goods.

Napoleon's general policy, after the renewal of the war, was
to distract and divide the British fleet by threatening military
action in different places. It is still a matter of dispute whether
his preparations for an invasion ofEngland from Boulogne were
an elaborate feint, or a serious project which was only defeated

by the vigilance ofthe fleet and the victory over the French and

Spanish fleets at Trafalgar. There is an old legal maxim that

'the devil alone knoweth the mind of man'. Captain Mahan,
from a study of Napoleon's correspondence, is inclined to dis-

count the Emperor's remarks made to Metternich some years
after the scheme was abandoned, and he assumes that the

invasion would have been attempted ifthe French had obtained

even temporary command ofthe Channel. At any rate, for the

first years of the war Gibraltar was the southern point of the

fleet blockading the western ports of France and Spain, and

eventually the struggle for sea-control was to end in a battle

almost within sight of the Rock.

In the early stages of this naval campaign, which culminated

in Trafalgar, Nelson made no attempt to establish new bases in

the Mediterranean. Spain did not come into the war until

December, 1804. While her participation was uncertain and
the subject of negotiations, it seemed better to leave Minorca,
which had proved a 'clog and a nuisance' three years earlier, and

depend on Gibraltar as a refitting station. The important work
of watching Toulon was therefore undertaken from the Mad-
dalena Islands at the north end of Sardinia. This became what
Nelson called

4a flying base'.

The Trafalgar campaign really opened after Spain had come
into the war. In March, 1805, Villeneuve, taking advantage of

the weakened British fleet, managed to get clear ofToulon, and

picking up part of the Spanish fleet, he made his way into the
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Atlantic. He passed Gibraltar on April 8th, and Nelson chased

him unsuccessfully to the West Indies. The whole interest in the

struggle now turned on whether this fleet could clear the English
Channel. 'The Mediterranean', wrote Napoleon to his Minister

ofMarine onJune 7th, 'is now nothing. I would rather see two
of Villeneuve's ships there than forty.'

After complicated manoeuvres, which are outside the scope of

this book, the cautious French Admiral, who had returned to

Ferrol in North Spain, fought an indecisive action against Sir

John Calder, and then moved down to Cadiz. Here he was
watched by Admiral Collingwood until the arrival of Nelson in

September. The invasion scheme had thus failed before the

battle of Trafalgar, and Villeneuve left Cadiz under orders

from Napoleon to move into the Mediterranean, and join with

the fleet at Cartagena. The object was to land troops for an

attack upon Naples. At the same time Napoleon ordered

Decres to replace Villeneuve byAdmiral Rosily, as the former's

'excessive pusillanimity will prevent him from undertaking this'.

Many disastrous engagements have been due to the belated

rashness ofofficers under recall. Just as General Baratieri threw

away his army at Adowa, so a dispirited Villeneuve led out his

thirty-three ships eastward from Cadiz to meet the British fleet,

which was then engaged in watering, six ships at a time, at

Gibraltar.

From many points of view the victory of Trafalgar has been

closely connected in popular opinion with the British occupa-
tion of the Rock. It was here that Nelson rejoined his fleet

before the battle. Without Gibraltar as a base Collingwood
could jiever have remained to watch Villeneuve during the last

fatal three weeks when the French Admiral was trying to make

up his mind. When Spain was hostile, the fleet was entirely

dependent upon Gibraltar for supplies, and even for drinking
water. The difficulties which this caused can be seen from the

fact that -two vessels of those watering at Gibraltar never got

away in time for the battle of Trafalgar. This left only twenty-
seven ships of the line, a number too small to complete the
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annihilation of the combined fleet, which Nelson desired. Be-

sides its value as a base, Gibraltar had been invaluable as a

centre for naval intelligence during the long naval campaign
which preceded the battle, and in the popular mind Gibraltar

was symbolic of all the naval history bound up with the Gulfof

Cadiz, a history remembered all through the Victorian era but

unhappily almost forgotten now.

Nobly, nobly Cape St. Vincent to the North-west died away;
Sunset ran, one glorious blood-red, reeking into Cadiz Bay;
Bluish 'mid the burning water, full in face Trafalgar lay;

In the dimmest North-east distance dawned Gibraltar grand
and grey . . .

Here and here did England help me; how can I help England?

say.

Whoso turns as I this evening, turn to God to praise and pray,
While Jove's planet rises yonder, silent over Africa.

To the present generation Cadiz would be chiefly and justifi-

ably connected with the landing of Italian and German troops
to take part in the Spanish war: Cape St. Vincent is forgotten,

and Trafalgar suggests Navy League propaganda. But for over

a century after Trafalgar, the four names in Browning's verse

were closely related in the minds ofmillions ofEnglishmen. The
Gibraltar tradition was firmly and finally established in 1805,

and it is difficult to think of any nineteenth-century politicians,

except Cobden and Bright, who even ventured to discuss the

possibility of its rendition to Spain.

Immediately after Trafalgar the British fleet put in to Gibral-

tar for repairs. On the 28th ofOctober the Victory, with Nelson's

body on board, was towed into the Bay by the Neptune.
1 Those

ofhis companions who had been killed in the battle were buried

in the special Trafalgar cemetery on the Rock.

1 Those interested in the macabre may care to know that *to preserve the

corpse from decomposition it had been placed in a cask filled with brandy.

During the detention of the Victory at Gibraltar the brandy was drawn off,

and the cask filled with spirits of wine.' Sayer: History of Gibraltar, 435.
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In the great blockade, which was England's reply to the

Berlin decree, Gibraltar and Malta became of the greatest,

importance. The famous Orders in Council ofNovember, 1807,

proclaimed a paper blockade of all ports, not only in France,

but in Europe 'from which, though not at war with his Majesty,

the British flag is excluded, and all ports in the colonies of his

Majesty's enemies . . .' Two exceptions were allowed. Neutrals

might trade direct with the hostile colonies, and were allowed to

go direct from a port of the United Kingdom to a restricted

hostile port. Similarly they were allowed to sail from any
hostile port directly to some port in Europe belonging to Great

Britain. It was the last of these exceptions which brought such

a large increase oftrade to Gibraltar and Malta. They were the

only 'ports in Europe under the British flag'. Between them

they divided the Mediterranean trade, Malta, both from its

position and facilities, getting the largest share. The Governors

ofthese settlements were authorized to license even enemy ships,

if unarmed arid not over a hundred tons burthen, to carry on

British trade. In September the island ofHeligoland was seized

by the British, and performed a similar service in respect of

German trade.

Although Malta, being better situated, got the bulk of this

trade and became, about 1808, one of the greatest depots in the

Mediterranean, Gibraltar, which had always been used as a

free port, made large profits by buying up cheaply the prizes

condemned by the Court. It gained, also, as a commercial

centre by the rising in Spain and the Peninsular War, when for

once Gibraltar became a port with a friendly hinterland. There

were further epidemics in 1812 and 1813, but these seem to have

been taken as unpreventable, at least while there was a war

going on and so much business to be done, A new and more

respectable era was coming, but this did not begin until after

Waterloo.

Apart from its commercial uses, Gibraltar does not appear to

have played an important part in the Peninsular War. British

intervention was through Lisbon, and at first no attempt was
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made to rouse or support an insurgent movement against

Napoleon in Andalusia based on Gibraltar. The general lie of
the ground, and the impassable Sierra Nevada explain this

strategy. The tide ofwar did, however, sweep down to the very
south of the Iberian Peninsula. In 1811 two minor operations
were conducted from Gibraltar. The first was the landing of

troops at Algeciras under General Graham. Some ofthese were
drawn from the Gibraltar garrison, which was already holding
Tarifa. The Barrosa campaign against the French General
Victor was a rather lucky affair in which the tenacity of the

British troops counterbalanced the timidity of the Spanish
General La Pena. This worthy was a drawing-room soldier in

the worst eighteenth-century tradition, and quite unfit to work

alongside the guerilla fighters who were being thrown up by the

struggle against Napoleon. As one of these remarked cWhat
could one do with a general who was invariablyknown as Donna
Manuela? 5

After many recriminations the allied forces fell back
on Cadiz.

Later in the year a more enterprising soldier, Ballasteros,

managed to make himself such a nuisance to the French, that

Marshal Soult detached a large force to annihilate him. Bal-

lasteros fell back on the old Spanish lines which had been built

for the siege of Gibraltar. For two days in October there were

10,000 French soldiers drawn up opposite the isthmus, while the

Spaniards were encamped under cover of the Gibraltar bat-

teries. The French, however, had not come prepared for a siege,

and turned to attack the much weaker Tarifa, following the

coast road, the only one practical for artillery. Here they were

enfiladed from the sea by British men-of-war and gave up the

enterprise, while Ballasteros slipped out from the isthmus, and

harried the retreating force on its way back towards Cadiz.

Gibraltar thus played a minor part in the land operations
which did so much to harass Napoleon's later movements.

There is a curious sidelight on French optimism in the early

stages of their attempt to clear the Peninsular, or as Napoleon
had told Massena, 'to drive the leopards into the sea

5
. On
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February ist, 1810, Joseph Bonaparte decreed that a third

pillar should be erected between the pillars of Hercules

Le Roi d'Espagne veut que entre les colonnes d'Hercule

eleve une troisieme, qui porte a la posterite la plus reculee

et aux navigateurs des deux mondes, la connaissance des chefs

et des corps qui ont repousse les Anglais.
1

The British do not seem to have been over-happy in their

relations with the national Cortes which met at Cadiz. Like all

such bodies, the Spanish delegates, conscious of their anomalous

position, were over-sensitive about their rights. At one time

they contemplated a law forbidding any British soldier from

entering one of their garrisons. In November, 1813, they were,

however, constrained to ask Sir Colin Campbell to send a force

to Ceuta, which was then being threatened by the Moors. 2

Thus for the last years of Napoleon's struggle the British occu-

pied both sides of the Straits, but no suggestion seems to have

come from the English side for any permanent establishment on

the African coast, though such a concession might have been

obtained with comparative ease at the Congress of Vienna.

There was then little Spanish sentiment about Morocco, of

which they were contemptuous and ignorant. But in those

days, before the development of long-range artillery, the British

Admiralty probably held that it was useless to have two bases

some thirteen miles away from each other.

The Peninsular War does not seem to have been taken too

seriously in Gibraltar, and the famous Calpe Hunt dates from

those last years of the struggle with Napoleon. There were

actually two packs of hounds brought out from England to

southern Spain. The Duke of Wellington had one, which he

bequeathed to Colonel Lord Saltoun, then in command ofa

Guards Regiment stationed at Cadiz. The other had been
started in 1812 at Gibraltar by a chaplain, the Reverend

1
J. Belmas: Journaux des SUgesfails par les Franfais dans la Ptninsule, 424.

3
Despatches, November ayth, 1813.
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Mackereth. After the Guards had returned to England in 1814
the two packs were amalgamated.
The Calpe Hunt continued throughout the nineteenth cen-

tury, and in 1906 King Alfonso became its patron. It served a
useful purpose in keeping the officers of the garrison in fairly

friendly relations with a few ofthe local land-owners, and broke
down the rigid system of isolation which had been in force

throughout most of the eighteenth century.
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CHAPTER I

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

THE
(Congress

of Vienna is reputed to have 'danced
5

,
it

did skim very lightly over a number of difficult questions.
On the whole it was not a greedy peace which was enforced

upon Europe after Waterloo. The Tinal Act
9

seldom refers

directly to the two most consistent opponents, France and Eng-
land. The moderation ofthe Allied Powers towards France was
as marked as it was deliberate. It was based on a high apprecia-
tion of French civilization, and the fear of an anti-Bourbon

reaction. The moderation ofGreat Britain's territorial demands
was due as much to a dread of excessive commitments abroad

as to the need for placating Europe. The measure of British

imperialism in the nineteenth century was that of a crescendo

reaching perhaps its highest note at the time of the Diamond

Jubilee. It began, correctly enough, pianissimo.

England had in her grasp immense areas at the end of the

war. She renounced most of her French conquests. She gave
back to the Dutch their East Indies, holding only Ceylon and

Cape Colony. In the Mediterranean she held Corfu and the

Ionian Islands, thus extending her line of communication east-

ward, but made no claim on the Balearic Islands. Elba was

transferred to the Duke ofTuscany. England evacuated Ceuta.

The Act says little or nothing about many of these smaller

adjustments. There is no mention of Heligoland, which Eng-
land retained, and none of Gibraltar.

The status of Great Britain in these small strongholds and

islands round Europe was extremely vague. The cautious desire

to avoid new controversies left innumerable loose ends, and

some of these have never been properly linked together.

Gibraltar is a striking example. The legal basis of our occupa-
tion remained uncertain, and a large number oflocal problems
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were left unsettled* Some them are still unsolved. The

English, who like to work by precedent rather than by code,

have never felt this lack of precision as deeply as the more

logically minded Spaniards.
It is customary, in the older text-books, to base the English

claim to Gibraltar upon Article 10 of the Treaty of Utrecht. It

would be difficult to justify a permanent occupation solely on

the rather vague clause which refers to the promontory. It is

absurd to do so in view ofthe frequent wars between Spain and

England since 1714, and of the several offers to return the

fortress, including the ambiguous letters ofGeorge II. It would

be more accurate to say that England, in 1815, held Gibraltar

by long-continued hostile possession as against Spain, and it

was a great pity that the position was not regularized at that

time of general settlement, which was to herald over a century
of peaceful relations between the two countries. A formal

treaty would, presumably, have covered all such questions as

territorial waters, the right of sanctuary for Spanish refugees,

the proper limitation of the frontier across the isthmus, and the

status of Spanish residents. All these caused periodic friction

between the two countries, and no final solution to some of

them has ever been reached. It was only the decadence of

nineteenth-century Spain, her continual internal troubles, and
the fact that Gibraltar was not involved in any maritime war,
that made it possible to leave unsettled, until the present day,
so many potential causes of dispute.
A civilized country normally assumes territorial rights over

the sea round its coasts. The extent of the area covered, three

miles or six, may be a matter for dispute, but there seems to be
no rule of international law which covers the case of a small

block of foreign territory on the coast of another Power. The

Spaniards, ifthey allow the British any territorial waters, would

argue that these could only run due southwards from the Rock
to the width of the promontory. The whole of the bay would
thus come under Spanish jurisdiction, including the normal

anchorage for commercial vessels and battleships. The English,
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on the other hand, appear to assume that their territorial

rights extend to some distance westwards across the bay in the
direction of Algeciras.

This is a type of question which lends itself to negotiation,
and it should have been possible to reach some accurate and
definite division of the bay. Such negotiations have never
taken place, and the question still remains unsettled in 1938.
In the first half of the nineteenth century the problem was
aggravated by the perpetual smuggling which took place be-
tween the free port of Gibraltar and the neighbouring towns
behind the high tariff wall of Spain. Captain Sayer, who was
the civil magistrate in Gibraltar during the sixties, describes
the intolerable relations which had arisen between the Spanish
and British officials.

By an unjust and untenable assumption, which England
has not yet ventured to dispute, Spain claims the right of
jurisdiction over the water ofthe straits within six miles ofher
shores, and she asserts her right to board any vessel under 200
tons that sails within that distance ofher coast. On two occa-
sions in the last 12 months, British vessels have been captured
within sight ofGibraltar, and on one occasion within gunshot
of her walls. 1

Sayer then gives some instances in which the Spanish authori-
ties obviously acted with deliberate malice against British

shipping. It has, of course, been found in many parts of the
world that when ships can be held up and their papers ex-

amined, it is always easy to find some irregularity which
enables the owner to be blackmailed or sold up at the order ofa

prejudiced or venal court. Both sides seem to have been in the
habit of firing on each other's shipping when it came into

range. In 1865 the Spanish and British Governments made a

joint declaration Tor the abolition of the practice of firing on
merchant vessels from British and Spanish forts in the Straits

of Gibraltar'. 2 The main question ofjurisdiction over the Bay
was still left unsettled.

1
Sayer: History of Gibraltar, 497.

2
Parliamentary Papers, 1896, 57: 3462.
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It is probable that relations between the local officers had

improved by the second half of the century. One cause may
have been a stricter control over the civil inhabitants of the

Rock, another was undoubtedly the development of Gibraltar

as a port of call for larger vessels bound for the East. Instead of

being a naval base, little used in peace-time, and a refuge for

small boats engaged in various forms of illicit activities, it was

becoming a world port. At first the idea ofencouraging a more

reputable population does not seem to have occurred to those

Governors lite Sir George Don, Lord Chatham, and others

who held the post after the Napoleonic wars. It would be hard

to exaggerate the irresponsible rascality of those Jews, Levan-

tines, dissident Spaniards, Moors and Italians who found their

way back to Gibraltar after the great siege, discovered innu-

merable ways of making money in the Napoleonic wars, and

continued throughout the nineteenth-century to occupy the

cramped and shoddily-built town which had been so hastily

erected on the ruins.

in 1917, Mr. Frederic Harrison said fairly enough:

For the two hundred years that we have held this town we
have made it a resort of smugglers, gipsies, vagabonds,
African rogues, Spanish rebels a sentina gentium. As a

systematic emporium for the smuggling of Spanish products
into Britain, of British goods into Spain, for generations
Gibraltar was notorious.

Inglis, who toured Spain in the last years of George IV's

reign, describes the town as squalid, and built in a manner

totally unsuited for such a latitude. Streets and houses are

incapable of alterations, and therefore the only remedy is to

pull them down and replace them.' l

Sir George Don, who was Lieutenant-Governor from 1814
until his death in 1832, has sometimes been called the father of

modern Gibraltar. He did much to clean up the drinking-

places and brothels, but he seems to have looked at the prob-

1 H. D. Inglis: Spain in 1830.
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lem solely from the military point of view. The difference

between the garrison and the town was very marked. Even
civilians of British parentage were looked down upon. Borrow,
in his Bible in Spain, says 'he was what is called a rock lizard,

that is, a person born at Gibraltar of English parents'. The

general atmosphere was not unlike that of an Indian station in

pre-war days. So long as the townsfolk did not interfere with

the discipline and well-being of the garrison they were left to

develop along their pwn lines.

It was in those days a 'fallen and falling place*. As regards

commerce, most of its 'licit and illicit trade had been already
transferred to Cadiz'. Hard times did not tend to greater com-
mercial morality, and some of the denizens of the town were

little more than pinchbeck pirates. Prosperity in any way com-

parable with the great days of the Orders in Council did not

return until steam power and, in later days, the opening of the

Suez Canal made the Rock, first a coaling station, &nd then a

stopping-place for ships going out to Egypt and India:

By the 'forties the garrison discipline had improve^ enor-

mously. Both officers and men drank much less. Richard

Ford assures us

Drunkenness is unknown now, the cigar has ousted Bac-

chus, and the postprandial indulgences are carried on with
the weed at adjourned quarters, proper and improper. The
town is beginning to develop an English atmosphere the

houses built on the Wapping principle of paltry, stuffy vul-

garity, with a Genoese exterior, all is brick and plaster and

woodwork, cribbed and confined.

Already there was the daily movement in and out ofthe town
which was to become such a feature of Gibraltar life. The town
has always been overcrowded, and the authorities have never

insisted upon the civil population being essential workers. The

twenty thousand inhabitants have never provided enough
manual or technical workers to man the dockyards, or even

such town and garrison services as the water supply. At first
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these services were worked by casual labourers, but gradually

neighbouring villages became almost like working class suburbs

ofGibraltar. La Linea de la Concepcion developed in this way,

growing from a few houses on the Spanish side of the neutral

zone into a large town, far larger than San Roque. In 1901 it

had thirty-one thousand inhabitants, of whom ten thousand
worked in Gibraltar.

About a fifth of the settled non-British population on the

Rock were Spanish. Ford noted the tendency for elements

hostile to the Spanish Government to congregate there.

Gibraltar was made a free port by Queen Anne; and the
sooner some change is made the better, for the 'Rock5

is the

asylum of people who expatriate themselves for their coun-

try's good. Here revolutions are plotted against friendly
Spain; here her revenue is defrauded by smugglers, and par-
ticularly by alien cigar-makers who thus interfere with the

only active manufacture of Seville.1

There is little evidence that the military Governors of Gib-
raltar ever took much interest in the anti-Spanish activities

of the civil population. A garrison town in any part of the

Empire is not likely to be imbued with a high regard for

the Datives'. Unfortunately Gibraltar was next to the most

neglected, the most lawless, and the most indolent part ofSpain.
Our relations with Spaniards have suffered from this contact,

just as our relations with India have suffered from the fact that
we first settled in Bengal, and had to deal with a timorous and
unreliable race. British authorities at Gibraltar had to work
with local officials who were too often corrupt as well as lazy.A general repugnance to Spanish methods and habits was rein-
forced by some religious antipathy, and by the old feeling,
which has survived almost until our own time, that the Union
Jack was a safe refuge for victims of religious, racial or political
persecution. A

1 Richard Ford: Handbookfor Travellers in Spain, 1848. A most entertaining
work.
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The half-century which followed Waterloo saw a succession

of insurrections against the Government of Spain. In all of
these the political refugees at Gibraltar played some part. In

1824, for example, two hundred of these men, under Colonel

Valdes, organized an attack on Tarifa which was quickly put
down. Torrijos, a born leader of revolt, was afterwards lured
out of Gibraltar by an offer of safe conduct from the Governor
of Malaga, and then executed. Gibraltar developed a con-
siderable 'nuisance value' by becoming a cave of Abdullam
for a Spain much rent by internal faction.

Relations with Spain had started badly by a dispute over the
Gibraltar frontier. Ferdinand VII signalized his restitution to
the throne, after the Napoleonic wars, by beginning to recon-
struct the Spanish fortifications across the isthmus. These had
been destroyed during the Peninsular war, with the concur-
rence ofthe Spaniards, as it then was feared that they might be
used by the French. The re-building was not completed, and
there is a story, possibly apocryphal, of General Don's threat
to the Governor of Algeciras. 'If you begin, I will fire a gun;
If that won't do, I shall fire another; and if you persevere, you
shall have a broadside from the galleries.

3

From time to time some Spanish politician or writer would
raise the question of cession, and was always sure of popular
support, but there is no evidence that the two Governments
ever entered into negotiations on the subject. On the English
side the return of Gibraltar was occasionally advocated from
the Liberal benches as part of a general anti-imperial policy.

During the second half of the century Don Francisco Maria
Montero and Don Nicolas Benjumea were noted pamphleteers.
Both caused some stir in the early 'sixties by demanding a more
active colonial policy, including the ^recovery of 'the Key of
the Straits'. They could claim a little support in England from

Radicals, like John Bright, who declared that 'England took

possession of the Rock when she was not expressly at war with

Spain, and she retains it against all mor^l codes'. But when, in

1870, The Times gave some currency to a rumour that Bright
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had promised the cession of Gibraltar, this was promptly
denied by Gladstone. 1

Victorian England, Liberal or Conservative, was hardly in

a mood to relinquish its possessions. Although there was sig-

nally little enthusiasm for Empire among the statesmen of

Palmerston's time, all parties recognized the need for supre-

macy at sea, and the Rock was a symbol of our sea power
as much as of our growing responsibilities abroad. It was a

national institution, as well as a useful coaling station and naval

base.

Anglo-Spanish relations were not helped by 'Gibraltar

justice' which has always had a bad reputation. Many of

England's tiny Crown Colonies suffer from the impossibility of

getting suitable judges to deal with problems which are often

extremely complicated, but are on a very small scale. The self-

important pedantry of our judges, functioning as it were in

vacuo
y
has long been an unpleasant feature of British rule in

these small isolated corners of the Empire.

The Law is administered here according to the rules and
cases ofWestminster Hall, and those technicalities which were
meant for the protection of the innocent, have become the

scapeholes of the worst offenders. It might be apprehended
that a code and practice fitted by the growth of centuries for

a free and intelligent people, would not work in a foreign

garrison with a mongrel, motley, dangerous population bred
and born in despotism, accustomed to the summary bow-

string of the Kaid. . . . Accordingly when gross violations
olj

international law and commonsense take place, the Spanish
authorities never give credit to the excuse of the English that

they are fettered by law, by imperfect power.
2

To this weakness must be added another. The judges are

civil servants, socially inferior to the military hierarchy, and
lack that breadth of vision and independence which enables

1 The Times, March 22nd, 1870. Parliamentary Debates, 200, 423.
2 R. Ford: op. cit.
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judges in England to bring wisdom and a sense of reality into

their decisions.

We must not, however, exaggerate the importance of these

local disputes. Spain was an old imperial power which had

very definitely retired from that field- All through the nine-

teenth century she suffered from the most lamentable internal

disputes, her feeble foreign policy being varied by the occasional

short-lived aggressiveness of those military politicians who have

always been her bane - men like Espartero, O'Donnell, Ser-

rano and Prim. Gibraltar was little more than a local irritation

to Spain. During the six or seven decades following the battle

of Waterloo there was no real reason to question the status,

value or impregnability of the Rock. England was involved in

no western European war, her navy was supreme, and Spain
seemed to be in a state of decay.

Throughout the nineteenth century the British authorities at

Gibraltar were inclined to treat Spain as if she were an insigni-
ficant and disorderly South American state, with her central

government perpetually suffering from revolutions, and her

local authorities corrupt and inefficient. From time to time
the British would take some minor part in these Spanish dis-

putes. In 1869 General Prim landed in Gibraltar as the first

stage in that unhappy 'search for a king', which was to end in

his death by assassination. A more remarkable instance oc-

curred about the same time. In this case the English interfered

on behalfofa Liberal professor, the great Don Francisco Giner,
and Gibraltar nearly became a University town for Spain.
Giner.had refused to sign a profession of fidelity to the Grown,
the Dynasty and the Catholic religion. Canovas, the Prime

Minister, had him arrested and sent, from his sick-bed, to a

fortress in Cadiz.

English public opinion more sensitive, it would appear
in those days than now was deeply stirred. The English
consul visited the prisoner and offered to enlist English sym-
pathy on his behalf, but Giner politely declined. His digni-
fied attitude did but increase English sympathy. Offers were
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made to him amounting to the creation of a free Spanish

University in Gibraltar. But of all this English episode Giner

retained nothing but the friendship of a few English families

... as well as an inclination to observe and study English

educational ways.
1

Not all of these interventions, carried out in that casual

manner, de haul en bas, were so unexceptionable as this. But

there was little in the first half of the Victorian era to disturb

that complacent superiority which was manifested in our rela-

tions with Spain. There were occasional setbacks to our im-

perial progress. The Crimean War and the Indian Mutiny
must undoubtedly have given us moments of anxiety, but such

incidents only confirmed a belief in our ultimate superiority.

Not until the emergence ofGermany as a Great Power did any-

one doubt whether our progress was really going to be so

straightforward and unchallenged.
The history of Gibraltar reflects that attitude. There is a re-

markable lack ofinterest or incident. The status of Gibraltar as

a. Crown Colony was settled in 1830 it had formerly been a

'Fortress* and this became a subject for some controversy in

the 'fifties. .Smuggling was still rife, and whenever there was a

civil war in Spain, the town reaped a rich harvest from gun-

running. General Sir Robert Gardiner, a former Governor,

sent a damning report to Palmerston in 1856 on this sub-

ject, especially emphasizing the prejudicial effects on the

garrison.

Assuredly it may be said that the most fatal influence ofthe

smuggling trade of Gibraltar is its demoralization of the

troops employed in the extramural duties of the Fortress,

which leads them finally to accept a bribe on the abandon-
ment oftheir duty. The soldier arriving in Gibraltar is gener-

ally first exposed to temptation while employed as a sentry

along our advanced posts, or on the Eastern or Western
Beach.

1 S. de Madariaga: Spain, 116.
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It is at these points that the evils of smuggling swarm and

that the troops are most subjected to the temptation of

bribery, and to witness and become familiarized with all the

crime and profligacy of this deplorable traffic.1

It is probably true that the constitution enabled a group of

traders, the so-called 'Exchange Committee', to bring con-

siderable pressure on the local authorities, so that the Navy was

frequently used to assist or protect ships which were really

engaged in illegal activities of all sorts.

An interesting example of the rather high-handed methods

employed was the capture of certain Spanish ships which had
taken part in the 1873 rising and the Republican coup d'etat.

These vessels had shelled Almeria, Alicante, and other Spanish

ports. This action was considered 'piratical', an unofficial con-

demnation which was then held to justify immediate reprisals.

British men-of-war stopped the Spanish boats, insisted on their

surrender, and took them to Qibraltar, where they were

interned.

Throughout most of the nineteenth century the history of

Gibraltar itself is a chronicle ofvery small events. Occasionally
a local riot would occur, as at the appointment ofan unpopular
Apostolic-Vicar, Dr. Ganilla. Sometimes there would be an

outbreak of some undefined epidemic, due to bad sanitation.

A very severe attack developed in 1865. From time to time there

would be an agitation about the defences, and the bastions were

rebuilt in 1840; for some years the Rock was used as a convict

settlement on a small scale; later it housed a few political

prisoners such as Zebehr Pasha in the 'eighties.

Perhaps the best evidence of the lack ofincidents or of politi-

cal questions connected with the Rock is the fact that there is

hardly any mention of Gibraltar in all the voluminous corre-

spondence of Queen Victoria, Gladstone or Disraeli. Only the

last ever visited the place, and that was as a young man of

twenty-six in the course of a Mediterranean tour.

1 Sir R. Gardiner: Report on Gibraltar considered as a Fortress and a Colony, 44.
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'Disraeli arrived in 1830 towards the end of Sir George Don's

long term of office. He liked the local colour 'Moors with

costumes radiant as a rainbow or an Eastern melodrama; Jews

with gaberdines and skull-caps; Genoese, Highlanders and

Spaniards, whose dress is as picturesque as that of the sons of

Ivor.' * He saw Gibraltar through the eyes of a novelist and

not those of a politician. His letters from there and later from

Malta tell us more about Disraeli than about the two garrison

towns. He can hardly have ingratiated himself with the army
officers by 'being the first who ever passed the Straits with two

canes, a morning and an evening/^ane', but he seems to have

been happily unconscious that th<ey thought of him as 'that

damned bumptious Jew boy'.
2 He quarrelled with the 'noisy,

obtrusive, jargonic judge', Mr. Baron Field, who was re-

sponsible for Gibraltar's constitution of 1830, but liked the

Governor, 'a very fine old gentleman, of the Windsor Terrace

school'.

While Gibraltar remained placidly undisturbed throughout
the middle years of the nineteenth century, certain events must

be noted with which the Rock was only indirectly concerned

but which had some bearing on the future policy of the Straits.

Two such events are connected with the year 1859.
The British Government maintained an interest in Morocco.

While Ceuta and a few coastal areas were recognized as

Spanish, the general policy was to insist upon the independence
and integrity of the remainder of the country.

8 In the late

'fifties a Spanish writer, Donoso Cortes, did much to inspire his

countrymen with a new interest in the neglected Spanish

presidios on the northern coast of Morocco. These he argued

1 W. F. Monypenny: Life of Benjamin Disraeli, i, 137 ff.

2 Sir W. Gregory: Autobiography, 95.
3 The instructions to the British Representative at Tangier were laid down

in 1845. 'Our permanent object must be to exert ourselves to the utmost to

uphold the authority ofthe Sultan, and to arrest every incident which might
threaten it with fresh danger.' Foreign Office Despatch, May 26th, 1845.
Archives ofBritish Legation at Tangier.
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were the stepping stones to a new empire. His enthusiasm

spread itself to the army, and to the very military Government
of O'Donnell. The outcome was a Moroccan expedition, led

by General O'Donnell himself, and supported by General Prim,
who had command of some Catalan volunteers.

At that time the presidios consisted of two ports, Geuta and

Melilla, neither of which had been developed, and a few penal
settlements on the coast, like Alhucemas and Velez-de-la-

Gomez, which were entirely dependent on supplies from

Spain, even for their drinking water. The campaign, based on

Ceuta, has been described, as 'more spectacular then techni-

cally brilliant', but O'Donnell was successful in taking Tetuan,
and would have marched on towards Tangier ifhe had not been

halted, rather peremptorily, by representations from England
and France.

The relations between the latter powers with regard to

Morocco were obscure. After the Crimean War France had

suggested the partition ofNorth Africa, by which England was

to have Egypt and France Morocco. Palmerston's reply was a

refusal on moral grounds.

The alliance of England and France has derived its

strength not merely from the military and naval power of the

two States, but from the force of the moral principle upon
which that was founded. . . . How then could we combine
to become unprovoked aggressors, to imitate in Africa the

partition of Poland by the conquest of Morocco for France,
of Tunis for Sardinia, and of Egypt for England?

l

He then goes on to say that we did not want the 'burthen of

governing Egypt
9

,
which was probably the more genuine

reason.

For the next forty years this difference of opinion continued.

France wanted Morocco as a colony, or at least as a 'sphere of

influence', from which she could exclude other Powers. Eng-

1 E. Ashley; Life of Viscount Palmerston, ii, 127.
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land preferred Morocco to be independent, though in 1856 she

obtained the right of protecting any Moors who chose to put
themselves under her flag, and thus inaugurated a system which

was to lead to the most ridiculous abuses, and ultimately

helped to destroy Moroccan independence. In the end the

original plan suggested by France became the basis of the

1904 agreement, when France gave England a free hand in

Egypt on condition that she was allowed to have Morocco,
but there were many intervening years of misunderstanding
and intrigues between the two countries before reaching this

settlement.

In the intervening period the two Powers could at least agree
on one point with regard to Morocco. They did not want Spain
to expand far beyond her little holdings along the coast, which

lay between Ceuta and Melilla, facing eastwards on to the

Mediterranean, and not on to the Straits.

France and England took a very firm line with regard to

the campaign in 1860. O'Donnell was only allowed to extort

from the Sultan, Sidi Mohammad, some territory round Geuta,
which did not include Tetuan, and he also obtained an in-

demnity of 4,000,000, most of which was, incidentally, lent

to the Sultan by Great Britain.

Both England and France were prepared to defend Tangier

by force ifnecessary. LordJohn Russell sent a strongly-worded

despatch in which the Minister at Tangier was told to protest

against any proposal to bombard the Moorish forts Tor which

you will not disguise from Seiior Collantes that His Majesty's
Government conceive" no provocation whatever has been
afforded by the Moorish Government'. 1

The other event of 1859 was a^so to take many years before

directly influencing Gibraltar or the Straits. It was in this year
that work was begun on the Suez Canal, though it was only
completed ten years later.

English histories are apt to be reticent about this early

period, preferring to emphasize the comparatively unimportant
1
Foreign Office Despatch of March I2th, 1859.
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incident of the purchase ofsome shares by Disraeli on behalfof

the British Government in 1875, when the success of the Canal

had been proved. For various reasons, some extremely recon-

dite, de Lesseps received no encouragement from the English
Government. We were, at the time, experimenting with alter-

native routes to India, not for commerce but for personnel and

mails. One proposal was the Euphrates Valley, as suggested by
General Chesney. The Government was also anxious to have a

railway from Cairo to Suez. But the real objection to the

Canal was that laid down by Lord Clarendon. 'His Majesty's

Government cannot disguise from themselves that it is part of

an antagonistic policy on the part of France with regard to

Egypt.'
It is impossible to understand British policy with regard to

the Mediterranean without appreciating the absorbing interest

in the strategic route to India. The ruling classes in England
reacted instinctively against the idea that part of this route

should be a narrow and extremely vulnerable canal, controlled

by another Great Power. The question of its construction

became a struggle between the two countries. English engi-

neers, like Stephenson, were encouraged to give technical

reasons why it was impracticable, and to declare that it must

either be impassable because of the current or else
ca stinking

ditch'. Lord Stratford de Redclyfle at Constantinople used his

great influence with the Sultan to block the concession. The
commercial side ofthe proposal attracted a few English business

men. Liberals, like Gladstone, felt it was good to encourage
trade. Palmerston, as Prime Minister, would have none of it,

and did his best to kill the scheme, not only as being financially

unsound, but as tending to separate Egypt from Turkey, and

Turkey was, at that time, the bulwark against Russia, and the

Russian threat to India.

It is an undertaking which, I believe, in point of commer-
cial character, may be deemed to rank among the many
bubble schemes that from time to time have been palmed

upon gullible capitalists. . . . However that is not the ground
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upon which the Government have opposed the scheme . . .

the scheme is founded in hostility to the interests of this

country opposed to the standing policy of England in re-

gard to the connection of Egypt with Turkey a policy
which has been consecrated by the late war, and issue of that

war the Treaty of Paris. 1

The Canal, therefore, was a French venture, built by a

Frenchman, with French and Egyptian capital, and Egyptian
labour. It was only the prodigality of the Khedive Ismail

which forced him to part with a large block of shares and thus

enabled England to recover, by means of what proved an ex-

cellent commercial investment, the influence over this water-

way which she had thrown away by her opposition.

The commercial importance of the Suez Canal to England is

sometimes exaggerated. For many years the through traffic

was not sufficient to affect Gibraltar appreciably as a port of

call. It is only of recent years that as much as fifteen per cent,

of English imports have come this way, and this comparatively

high figure is largely due to the development of the Persian oil

fields. We must return to this subject in the final chapters,
when the relative importance of the Mediterranean and Cape
routes will be discussed. For the nineteenth century it is suffi-

cient to note that from the first it was the strategic rather than
the commercial aspect ofthe Canal which was most prominent.
For many commodities the high dues and other restrictions of
the Red Sea route counterbalanced the saving of time. Aus-

tralia, which only saves ro per cent, in time, has never used the

route for most of her wheat crop.
The first strategic result ofopening the Canal was favourable

enough to England. Ultimately it was to raise new problems
and new dangers, some ofwhich have hardly been fully appre-
ciated yet. In the end Palmerston's instinctive opposition may
be fully vindicated, but at first his fears seemed quite un-

justified. The Canal greatly increased the mobility ofour small

1
Hansard, vol. 146,
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army. It was by far the quickest way of sending troops to

India and the East, not only from England but even more from
Gibraltar and Malta. The later nineteenth century was the
era of 'little wars' fought all over Africa and Asia. England was

continually having to send a few regiments to deal with some
recalcitrant chief, or an internal rising in Africa, or some fron-

tier trouble in India, or to establish her claims in China. The
Canal could also be used for transporting troops back to Europe,
as it was in 1914. Within three years of Disraeli's purchase of

shares, he was able to bring 7,000 Indian troops to Malta, with

great speed and secrecy, at a time when he wished to make a

military-diplomatic gesture in order to bring pressure on Russia.

Once this use of the Canal was recognized there was a tend-

ency to concentrate too much upon its strategic necessity to

England. Old ideas about the Euphrates valley were forgotten,
and the Canal became the one route to India which must be

guarded at all costs. Almost unwittingly we were drawn into

its defence. Within fifteen years of its opening a Liberal

Government bombarded Alexandria and occupied Egypt,

though Gladstone had foreseen the danger before he took office.

He and his cabinet

fought as hard as they could, and for good reasons, against

single-handed intervention by Great Britain . . . When it

became necessary to make immediate provision for the safety
.of the Suez Canal, England proposed to undertake this duty
conjointly with France, and solicited the co-operation of any
other Power. Italy was specially invited.1

Both countries declined to co-operate.
Thus in 1882 England became unwillingly the prime guard-

ian of the Red Sea water-way, and immediately found herself

involved in new 'local population
5

problems as she established

herself at strong places along the route. A few years before he

took office, when he was extremely critical of Disraeli's Canal

1 John Morley: Life of Gladstone, ili* 80.
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policy, Gladstone made a forecast about the impossibility of

not getting involved in this way.

Territorial questions are not to be disposed of by arbitrary

limits; we cannot enjoy the luxury of taking Egyptian soil by

pinches. We may seize an Aden and a Perim, where there

is no already formed community ofinhabitants, and circum-

scribe a tract at will. But our first site in Egypt, be it by
larceny or be it by emption will be the almost certain egg
of a North African Empire, that will grow and grow until

another Victoria and another Albert, titles of lake-sources

of the White Nile, come within our borders; and until we
finally join hands across the equator with Natal and Cape
Town, to say nothing of the Transvaal and the Orange River
on the south, or ofAbyssinia or Zanzibar to be swallowed by
way of viaticum on our journey.

1

This was a remarkable prophecy for 1877. Gladstone proved
to be right in every detail except about Abyssinia. The 'defence

of the Suez Canal' became the avowed or secret reason for one
colonial enterprise after another. Cyprus, in 1878, was acquired

partly for this reason. Four years later Gladstone himself was
to be led into Egypt, and after another two years he assented to

Gordon's tragic venture in the Sudan. Inevitably England was
drawn into these local complications by the dependence which
she placed on what was becoming an C

A11 Red Route* from
Gibraltar to Aden. She had held the two extremities for some

years Gibraltar since 1704, Aden from 1839, and Perim
since 1859, but she was now led into acquiring more and more

strong places or territories.

England's strategic interest in the route was increased by the

laying ofa cable. One ofthe first ships through the Canal took
the cable, and communications were established with India by
1870. The garrisons at Gibraltar, Malta, Aden, and later in

Egypt became reserves waiting to be sent on any Eastern or

African mission. The 'short-cut' to India became the main

1 Nineteenth Century, August, 1877,
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strategic route, and the British Government grew more and
more sensitive about it. An extreme case occurred in 1907
when the Turks decided to occupy and fortify Akaba. This
was taken as a threat to Suez, and a strong military demon-
stration induced Abdul Hamid to withdraw his troops. Later,

during the European War, the defence of the Canal occupied
over 200,000 troops, and was the real reason which brought us
into Palestine one of the developments that even Gladstone
had not seen.

The world did not accept too readily our rather high-handed
adoption of a Canal, the building of which we had done so

much to prevent. France was naturally the most hostile and

suspicious and remained so until the Moroccan Settlement of

1904. It was fortunate for England that she acquired her con-
trol in the years immediately following the fall of the third

Empire. There is considerable doubt whether Disraeli would
have been able to purchase the shares in the Canal Company,
or whether England would have been obliged to intervene

single-handed in Egypt in 1882 if it had not been that France
was recovering from a disastrous war. Germany made no great

objection. It is clear from his correspondence that Bismarck
was not sorry to see England engaged in a doubtful enterprise
which would ultimately embroil her with France, and certainly
would keep her well occupied.

The Egyptian question, with all the embarrassments arising
out of the tangle or created by ministerial policy in Great

Britain, was just what Bismarck could have wished. It made
Great Britain more dependent on German goodwill, and

properly handled with the requisite air of impartiality, could

separate France and Great Britain. 1

Other countries were less amenable, and there was a con-

tinual pressure for some form of International Convention.

An agreement was reached in 1888. The signatories were

Great Britain, Germany, Austria, Spain, France, Italy, Russia,

1 Grant Robertson: Bismarck, 413.
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Turkey, and the Netherlands. They guaranteed the freedom

of passage to ships of all nations, in time of war as well as of

peace, and they also undertook not to blockade the Canal, nor

to seek territorial privileges affecting it.
1

The Convention has nominally remained in force until the

present time, and was specifically reaffirmed in the Anglo-
Italian Agreement of 1938. The validity of the Convention is

generally considered to be doubtful. It is clear that the clause

dealing with territorial privileges has not been kept by Great

Britain, and the Convention was supposed to come into force

after the evacuation of Egypt.
The Canal has been used for the passage of warships in time

of war. Russian ships passed through it during the war with

Japan, and Italian warships during the Abyssinian campaign.
It is, however, difficult to imagine that such freedom would be

allowed to a ship belonging to a country definitely at war with

France or England. In the case of a war against Italy it would

seem unlikely that this particular Convention, or its reaffir-

mation, would weigh very much more heavily upon Italy or

Great Britain than the other Treaty commitments which Italy

has already disregarded since 1935. The Convention was not

really valid in the last European war it is inconceivable that

a German man-of-war should have been allowed to pass

through or remain in the Canal zone. The Convention held for

a short time in respect to cargo boats.

Soon after the declaration of war a number of enemy mer-
chant ships took refuge at Port Said and Suez in order to

avoid capture; they were allowed to do so ... in September
a German sailor swam round a British warship waving a
German flag and shouting abuse without being molested,
and there were other incidents more serious and more gro-

tesque . . . The Canal Company was . . . 'sensitive' . . . Not

1 Two articles of the Convention are as follows:

Le Canal maritime de Suez sera toujours libre et ouvert en temps de guerre comme en

temps de paix, a tout navire de commerce ou de guerre, sans distinction de pavilion.
Le Canal ne serajamais assujetti a I

9

exercise de droit de blocus*
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until Turkey declared war were their doubts removed and
their difficulties solved. It was soon decided that there was
no right of asylum in the canal, and the Egyptian Govern-
ment called on the enemy ships that had taken refuge to

leave its waters, escorting them with Egyptian gun-boats be-

yond the three-mile limit, where captors awaited them. 1

1 A. T. Wilson: The Suez Canal, 138-9.
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CHAPTER II

THE END OF THE VICTORIAN ERA

the latter half of the nineteenth century Gibraltar

.J/lost some of its importance. Strategically the Rock was

becoming secondary to Malta. The latter was nearer to

England's imperial centre of gravity, and to her developing

interests in the Near East. Also the increasing strength, ambi-

tion and truculence ofGermany after the Franco-Prussian War

drove England to adopt a new naval policy. The Home Fleet

tended to concentrate in convenient reach of the North Sea,

and the Mediterranean fleet was entrusted with the supervision

of the whole inland sea. Gibraltar was only an occasional base

for combined exercises.

Commercially Gibraltar also began to suffer from not being

far enough from England along the India route. The new and

larger ships, which were engaged in the eastern trade, had more

bunker room. They preferred to call at Algiers, or some port

with a local trade, ifthey were forced to coal before Port Said.

There were, however, compensations. Gibraltar was a port of

call for passenger ships, and even began to develop as a tourist

centre. The old local difficulties had mostly solved themselves.

The garrison was far better behaved, and had gradually estab-

lished friendly relations with the surrounding towns and vil-

lages. Workmen from Algeciras and San Roque appreciated
the good wages offered by dockyard construction. It was

found easier to co-operate rather than to quarrel with the local

authorities, and political refugees were no longer welcomed.

In 1882 some from Cuba were actually handed over to the

Spanish police by the Chief Constable, a departure from tradi-

tion which caused some stir in Parliament, where the right of

sanctuary was still jealously guarded.
1

1 This was the subject of one of Gladstone's few speeches dealing with

Gibraltar Parliamentary Debates, March nth, 1883.
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While Gibraltar was thus becoming thoroughly respectabl

and extremely dull, the controversy about its occupation by th

British would occasionally break out again in England and

Spain. In. the latter country it remained a question mainly of

prestige. The Spaniards had not forgotten the O'Donnell cam-

paign of 1859, and its undignified ending. During the scramble

for empire which marked the last decades of the century it

was natural that their eyes should turn towards Morocco, and
somehow Gibraltar seemed to prevent the consummation of

their ambitions in the South.

In England the periodical discussions about Gibraltar were

purely technical, too technical in fact to be considered suffi-

ciently by our politicians. A new factor had arisen which

raised doubts in England and hopes in Spain. Improvements
in artillery from 1860 onwards had entirely altered the strategic

value of the Rock. A whole host of new questions had to be

considered when the long-range gun became more effective.

Two of these were vital, and were to recur continually until

to-day. The first was the possibility of controlling the Straits

of Gibraltar, either from the Rock, or from the Spanish and
Moroccan shores. The second was the vulnerability of Gibral-

tar, and still more ofthe town, the harbour, the anchorages and

ships in the Bay. For the time these problems were still two-

dimensional. It was only necessary to think about the surface

of the land and the sea. The problems would have to be re-

stated when the submarine and the aeroplane had become

practical weapons of war. In their simpler form they aroused

a controversy which hardly extended past a few specialists,

military experts and publicists interested in political strategy,

and which certainly had no important repercussions in England.
It will, however, be worth considering these two main questions
as they appeared to our fathers. Like most questions which

have been left unsolved they have grown no easier since.

The word 'control' in naval strategy is often used in an ambi-

guous way, which has frequently led to it being confused with

the idea of supremacy. Britain after Trafalgar was supreme
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at sea, but she never 'controlled' even the Mediterranean in the

sense that she could prevent the movement of enemy ships,

which continued furtively up to 1814. Similarly Gibraltar was

/a stronghold, a base for stores and minor repairs, a harbour for

ships watching the Straits, but as a fortress the Rock could not

control or prevent the movement of ships, even into the other

side of the Bay, much less through the Straits. The effective

range of cannon in Nelson's time was little more than 1,000

yards. Algeciras is over four miles from the Rock. As for the

Straits, the idea of firing at passing ships would have seemed

absurd to our grandfathers. The Straits are thirteen miles

across opposite Gibraltar, and at their narrowest point be-

tween Tarifa and the opposite shore the so-called
c

Gut' is

eight miles wide.

Up to about 1860 there were no startling changes in artillery

effectiveness. After that the development was very rapid. It

was hastened by the needs of German armaments for the

Franco-Prussian war, by the growth of Krupps
3

works, by the

use of steel in gun-making, by improved explosives and more
delicate mechanism. Soldiers and sailors began to think in

terms of 6,000- to 7,ooo-yard ranges, the distance at which ships

came into action in the Russo-Japanese War of 1904.

Such ranges would clearly alter the strategic value of Gib-

raltar as a naval base. They brought almost the whole of the

Bay under the guns of the Fort, but on the other hand the

docks, the town and the anchorages were even more easily

covered from the shores of the Bay. Fears were expressed lest

the new dock and the moles might not soon be within reach of

batteries hidden amongst the hills to the north of the Rock.

While developments in the effectiveness of big guns made
Gibraltar and the harbour rather safer from enemy naval

action, they rendered the town and docks both far more vul-

nerable from land if the surrounding territory was in hostile

possession. Gibraltar therefore retained, for the time being, all

ofits old value as against Germany or France, but was far more

dependent on a friendly Spain.
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!

The longer ranges did more than affect the vulnerability of

the Promontory and Bay. The possibility of controlling the

Straits by gun-fire from the land began to be discussed both

in England and Spain. It was seen that guns would soon be

able to reach half-way across, and a Power that had possession
of both sides, especially of the 'Gut', would be able to shell any
passing ships, at least by day-time.
The idea was not taken very seriously in England, but it

excited considerable enthusiasm in Spain. A new campaign
was begun. The tone of this was set by Don Jose Navarrete's

Las Haves del Estrecho. To the Spanish mind Gibraltar had al-

ways been the key la Have a tradition dating back to

Moorish times. By an easy transition the growing Imperialist

party saw the Rock as a key preventing their expansion south-

wards into Africa. The Geographical Society ofMadrid began
to agitate for three policies. These were (i) the fortification of

Ceuta, Tarifa and the Moorish coast, in order
c

to dominate the

Straits'; (2) a demand for the return of Gibraltar to Spain, and

(3) a more aggressive policy in Morocco. The propaganda was

financed by a multi-millionaire, the Marques de Campo, and
was led by Navarrete and General Lopez Dominguez.

1 It was

sufficiently important to cause some newspaper comment in

England.
The mid-Victorian era was not a time when the cession of

Gibraltar was likely to be seriously considered. The outward

thrust from England, due to large families and industrial supre-

macy, was beginning to diminish, but there is a considerable

'time-lag
5

in matters of Empire, and we were still a long way
from becoming a country ofold people and a falling birth-rate.

We had suffered some humiliations in our relations with the

rising power of Germany, but these had, for the most part,

been hidden from the English people. Few people fully under-

stood the lamentable part we had played in the Danish affair

of 1864, while Disraeli almost succeeded in making England
think that he had brought back 'peace with honour' from Berlin

1 See the anonymous Gibraltar: Aspiration Espanola, 1 1, 14.
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in 18783 when he had really got nothing but the jackal's share

of the spoils by accepting Cyprus, and had left Europe to drift

inevitably towards a great war.

A new form of imperialism was developing in which capital

was more important than man-power, and which was therefore

admirably suited to England in the latter half of the century.

The race forpartitioning Africa had already begun. It was a

struggle into which Bismarck was drawn unwillingly by Ger-

man business men, but into which France and England went

willingly, for their prosperity was becoming more and more

dependent upon their accumulated capital rather than their

industrial power. The strong points held by France and

England were beginning to be considered as valuable for pre-

venting a Drang nach Suden on the part of Germany and Russia.

This explains why Disraeli was anxious to take Cyprus, and

even Gladstone was prepared to go to war over Penjdeh both

were considered, not very soundly, as bulwarks against a

southward drive by Russia. Gibraltar, Malta, Cyprus, were

visualized as a thin red line holding Europe from the south and

defending the route to India. Corfu had been abandoned

transferred to Greece because it did not fit into this new

strategy.

By this time the rivalry between Germany and England had

already become acute, and statesmen on both sides could not

resist the temptation to play upon this feeling for their own

political ends. Bismarck, as is clear from his correspondence,
was anxious for England to get well entangled in Mediterranean
commitments and ventures, believing that these would ulti-

mately be a source of weakness. He was delighted over our

occupation of Egypt, foreseeing accurately our endless disputes
with France. He was probably sorry to hear of the cession of

Corfu, and for that reason was at pains to flatter his own
countrymen and incite the English by referring publicly to

the transfer to Greece as a symptom of national decline.

Conservative opinion, in those days, wac sufficiently chauvin-
istic without such a spur, and the agitation in Spain for the
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return ofGibraltar made it more difficult for anyone in England
to discuss whether the Rock remained a sound imperial asset,

or whether we should not reconsider the problem of the

Straits. The remarks 'of the Saturday Review are typical. An
article on Gibraltar begins by referring to Bismarck's sneer

about Corfu. 'Such a proposition would be much more plaus-
ible if it could be justified by a voluntary transfer of Gibraltar

to Spain.' The first reaction to the suggestion of its transfer

was the loss of prestige which it would involve. The Rock had

by this time acquired a 'prestige value' as apart from its intrinsic

value as a naval base which was almost as high as that placed

upon it by the Spaniards.

Any grievances that the latter might still have were swept
away in an extremely cavalier manner.. The complaints about

smuggling are met by the Saturday Review in a curious and

unhappy manner which reveals our deep-seated Victorian

complacency about the moral superiority of free trade over

protection.

The neighbourhood of an English settlement operates as a
check upon the protective policy of Spain, and the inhabit-

ants, both ofthe town and ofthe adjacent ports, are interested

in maintaining the comparatively free trade which already
exists . . .

The absurdity of the Spanish argument that the Rock is

geographically part of Spain is then shown by comparing our

possession of the Channel Islands, and Malta, though in con-

nection with the latter it would appear that talk about 'Our

Malta' had already been heard in the 'eighties!

In recent times Italian speakers and writers have sonletimes

pretended that the English are intruders in Malta, though the

native population of the island is Arabic in race and lan-

guage.
1

There would seem to be a slight non sequitur in this last sentence,

but the general Conservative outlook is clear enough. The
m
Saturday Review, January 3rd, 1882.
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Spectator, as might be expected, takes a rather wider view. It

sees that a new strategic question has arisen. In an article

written in the following year the development of long range

guns is discussed, but the writer derides the idea that the Straits

could ever be controlled from the shore. It is, perhaps, unfair

to dig out and quote old forecasts, but this one is germane to the

discussion.

It would be rash to limit the range which future guns may
command; but with artillery the power ofhitting a mark at an
extreme distance does not keep pace with the power ofthrow-

ing projectiles to the distance; and it may be asserted with

safety that no guns will ever be built which will render the

entrance to the Mediterranean dangerous, not to say impos-
sible, to the slowest steamer, even in day time.

On the other hand the Spectator docs appreciate the new position
which had arisen as against Spain. The Bay is now within range
from the shore, and Spain could get guns from Krupps.

The unavoidable conclusion is that Spain can without any
great effort render the Bay, and with it the Fortress of

Gibraltar, useless to England. Per contra, the guns of Great

Britain render the Bay useless to Spain and her allies . . .

The cession of Gibraltar may at any time become a political

question of the first order . . . the comparative advantages of

Ceuta call for consideration ... It is sufficient to note that

while nature seems to have decided that Gibraltar should

belong to Spain, it may prove, strangely enough, that modern

artillery will vindicate her decision.1

The proposal for an exchange of Gibraltar with Geuta had

been brought forward by various writers during the century,

but had never attracted the attention of politicians. In 1882,

about the time of these controversies, Captain F. P. Warren,

R.N., published a pamphlet: Is Gibraltar Worth Keeping? He

points out the ultimate difficulties of holding the Rock and

suggests that
{

if a really secure and equally well-placed harbour

1
Spectator, 1883, 861-2.
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for our purposes can be obtained, then let us give up Gibraltar,

if not because our finer feelings prompt us to do it, at least,

because we better ourselves, and with this view consider Ceuta'.

As we have seen, it would have been comparatively easy for

England to have retained Ceuta after 1815. At that time the

Spaniards took singularly little interest in Morocco. cThe

Spaniards', wrote Richard Ford twenty years later, 'despise the

Moors; being utterly ignorant oftheir real condition, they fancy

Tetuan to be a wilderness ofmonkeys; hence the proverb, sefue

a Tetuan para pillar monos.' They certainly had made little use

of Ceuta during the first half-century. It became a penal settle-

ment, a Spanish Botany Bay, and nothing was done to develop
its harbour, or the commercial possibilities of the Moorish hin-

terland. The Spanish did not even possess any territory round

Ceuta until after General O'Donnell's expedition, and the

terms he imposed on the Sultan in 1860. The zone which was

then demarcated was quite small, and did not reach Tetuan.

For thirty years nothing more was done in Morocco, until a

rising at Melilla in 1893 necessitated another small campaign.
Ceuta must be considered as a lost opportunity. It could

either have been held in conjunction with Gibraltar, or occu-

pied as an alternative stronghold, to which the English could

have withdrawn from the Rock.

It has a useful harbour, and could be easily protected either

from land or sea if a strip of adjoining territory was taken. It

was always assumed that Ceuta included something more than

the Spanish presidio. Local British officials, like SirJohn Drum-
mond Hay at Tangier, would from time to time revive the idea

of acquiring Ceuta in exchange for the Rock. Occasionally a

visitor or a senior soldier on a tour of inspection would be con-

verted to the idea. General Crease went out in the 'eighties
to survey the harbour and defences of Gibraltar. Afterwards

he examined Ceuta, and he returned to England a convinced

supporter of the exchange. But the years drifted on, and the

proposal never got past the stage of being the hobby of a few
enthusiasts.
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Time was operating against an exchange. Towards the end

of the century it was clear that Morocco was ceasing to be a

negligible quantity in the world's strategic situation. Also a

Spanish colony had slowly formed itself at Ceuta, in spite of
official neglect. When General Crease went out there must
have been some fifty thousand Spaniards in Ceuta, many of
them with business interests there, and all tending to be more
aggressively patriotic than their countrymen across the Straits.

Gibraltar has one great advantage, which appeals strongly
to politicians, more strongly perhaps than to soldiers. Its popu-
lation is so small, so cosmopolitan, and so parasitic on the garri-
son that it cannot develop a real nationalist movement. There
have been local troubles and grievances, but no serious de-
mands for independence, or for transfer to some other state,
such as have continually disturbed our occupation of other
islands and strongholds on the eastern routes.

A popular movement had ended our Gorsican venture, an-
other had brought about those forgotten scandals and re-

pression in the Ionian Islands, which led to Gladstone's mission
in 1858. In later days campaigns for cession to Greece have
caused perpetual difficulties in Cyprus, and there have been
serious political troubles in Malta. Our position on the Suez
Canal and afterwards at Haifa have both involved us in un-

ceasing local difficulties. Of all our strong places only Aden
and Gibraltar are purely military fortresses, which may lead

us into quarrels with the mainland, but have no immediate
local population problem of any importance. Ceuta, if taken

early in the nineteenth century, might have developed into a

subservient cosmopolitan port, but it became more Spanish
' each decade, and therefore more likely to have a 'local popu-
lation' problem.
There is no evidence that the altered position of Gibraltar

owing to the development oflong-range guns was seriously con-

sidered by the Cabinet either under Gladstone, or during the

early period of Conservative rule which followed his downfall.

The reactions ofthe Court and ofCourt circles to any suggestion
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ofabandoning the Rock are shown in a correspondence between

the Duke of Cambridge and General Grey towards the end of

1868. The attitude ofthe Duke was* not such as to encourage an

ordinary busy politician to bring forward proposals about a

subject which was not of immediate urgency.
General Grey was private secretary to the Queen. His

brother, an Admiral, had served on the Mediterranean station,

and wrote a letter to The Times advocating the Ceuta exchange.
1

The General supported him with
*
a ten quarto page

9

letter to

the Duke.

All the most distinguished Admirals who served in the

Mediterranean during the time ofhis residence at the Rock
Sir William Parker, Sir Charles Napier, and others en-

tirely adopted his views ... I took the liberty ofpointing out
to Your Royal Highness the utterfutility of Gibraltar to us as a
Naval Station were we at war with Spain of the whole

anchorage being commanded at point blank range from the

ground. . . .

The Duke of Cambride was obviously rather hurt by the

suggestion. In his reply he put forward the usual official argu-
ments against it which were to be repeated for the next half-

century. The first was its expense. The Spanish 'would not be

disposed to provide the enormous sums of money required for

carrying out' the move to Ceuta. There is no real attempt to

meet the strategical argument, and in the end the Duke falls

back on a mixture of politics and sentiment.

But above all, though it is impossible to predict what may
not happen in these days, I doubt extremely whether the

people of England will readily agree to a proposal which
would deprive the country ofone ofthe brightestjewels ofthe

Crown, or would consent to deprive themselves ofa possession
so dearly purchased, so gloriously defended, and so highly
valued now for over a century and a half. 2

1 The Times, November i8th, 1868.
2 W. Verner: The Military Life ofH.R.H. The Duke of Cambridge, i, 376-8.
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Such a great master of the commonplace as the Duke was well

suited to occupy a place in public life, better suited perhaps than

to be a General. His lasj sentence suggests, to anyone with the

least experience in politics, how difficult it would be for a Party,

especially a Tarty ofthe Left
5

,
to bring this question forward, or

have it discussed on its merits. The c

Gibraltar tradition' is too

good a vote-winner for the Opposition not to use it, and pose as

the zealous watch-dogs of the Empire.
From time to time the Liberal Party was accused ofwanting

to abandon the Empire, and from the 'eighties the Conservative

Party adopted imperialism as the main plank in their platform.

They were always looking out for any hint ofretrocession. Thus
in 1,884 A. J. Balfour asked the Prime Minister whether the

Government had taken any steps with a view to ceding Gibral-

tar to Spain. He received a very complete denial from Glad-

stone. 1 From that time onwards the fate of Gordon and its

political repercussions created an atmosphere not at all con-

ducive to imperial bargainings or withdrawals. The cession of

the Rock could only have been arranged by an agreement
between the leaders of both parties. Together they might have

overcome the prejudices of the Queen, the Court circle, and the

less intelligent elements in the electorate. Apart from such

agreement between the leaders, the proposal would not have

been feasible, either during the hubristic period before the Boer

War, or during the chastening years which followed it. The
Gibraltar tradition was too strong, the people of England too

uneducated in the realities ofpower politics, the temptation to

make Party capital out ofthe business too great for any politician

to risk his career over such a question.

On the Spanish side the Government was also disinclined to

take the question very seriously. They looked upon the demand
for cession as an outlet for their patriotic and chauvinist

feelings, but not as a matter of practical politics so long as

Spain remained a second-class Power. Don Angel Ganivet,

writing at the end of the nineteenth century, expresses
1
Parliamentary Debates, November yth, 1884.
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what Sefior de Madariaga has called 'the sober view of the

position
5

.

There is no humiliation nor dishonour in the recognition of

the adversary's superiority; it is more than obvious that

England exerts supremacy over the seas of the world; few
nations have been free from her abuse of power favoured by
disunion in the Continent. And against such abuse the wisest

policy is to make oneself strong and to inspire respect. Facts

of force, such as the occupation of Gibraltar, are not without

practical utility, for they act as regulators ofnational energies,
and prevent over-confident people shouting too loudly. Gib-
raltar is a force for England so long as Spain is weak; but if

Spain were strong it would become a vulnerable point and
would lose its raison d'etre.*

It was natural that Ganivet did not consider, or at any rate

did not mention the other possibility, that of a weak Spain
falling under the control of a foreign Power hostile to England,
but his views are interesting because they show that already the

vulnerability of Gibraltar against an attack from the land side

was being discussed abroad. In England the subject was still

relegated to those circles ofpublicists and military writers whose
views are often proved to be right, but who are never taken very
seriously. It may be worth quoting from an article by SirJohn
Adye written in 1895, chiefly because it shows that the import-
ance of Morocco, both intrinsically and strategically, was not

yet appreciated in England, though it seems so obvious now.

Were the opposite side ofthe straits in the hands of another

(first-class) naval Power, there would be two Gibraltars in

place of one, two porters at the door of the Mediterranean,
and acting in different interests ... I am inclined to think
that the theatre in which the balance ofpower in Europe may
next be readjusted is that promising country Morocco (about
which the most remarkable fact is that it should so long have
remained a closed book) from which nearly 1,200 years ago
came the man who 'invented' Gibraltar. 2

1
Quoted in S. de Madari^ga's Spain, 361.

2 Nineteenth Century, 'Past and Future of Gibraltar/ November, 1895.
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Sir John Adye was right. Within the next few years it was to

become abundantly clear that the future of Gibraltar was bound

up intimately and inevitably with that of Morocco. But pre-
science of this kind tends to be confined to writers in reviews.

The chief characteristic of British policy has always been its

'immediacy', and the immediate response ofthe Government to

the development of long range guns was to make a number of

technical improvements to the fortress and harbour. The out-

of-date ordnance in the upper galleries was replaced by 9*2

guns, some of them arranged so that they could reply to fire

from the Spanish mainland. The report from General Crease

was accepted in so far as it dealt with the deficiencies ofthe port,

both as a protected harbour and as a coaling station. By 1895,
a 5,000,000 scheme was set in hand for improvements on the

west front ofthe Rock, and these were completed by about 1902.

A sheltered anchorage was provided by prolonging the New
Mole, and by constructing an intermediate breakwater some

500 yards long in a disconnected line between the New and the

Old Mole. Five new jetties were buil't for coaling, and three

docks were constructed. A new space was taken for machine-

shops and artificers' yards.

At the time ofthe BoerWar our general unpopularity and our

isolation in Europe caused an increasing number of politicians

and writers to enquire into any weak spots in our very vulner-

able empire. Sir Charles Dilkejoined those critics who had been

calling attention to the altered strategical value of Gibraltar

since long-range guns had exposed the town, harbour and bay
to aguns on the mainland. 1 It was, however, still possible to

treat such critics as cranks. Lord Goschen, in the House of

Lords, delivered what now seems a remarkably naive reply to

the suggestion that the works begun in 1895 ^ad been under-

taken without sufficient consideration.

The Defence Committee had several meetings with regard
to it, and the ranges ofthe land batteries were carefully caJcu-

1
See, for example, his Problems of Great Britain.
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lated and put before us the land batteries which would

command the docks, and on the other hand the range of the

guns on the Rock which might reply to these batteries. 1

It would seem from this artless statement that the British

Government, while still looking upon Gibraltar as a naval base

which might be involved in a naval war, had thought it neces-

sary to take the existing Spanish armaments into account.

Enough of the complacent imperialism of the Victorian era still

survived in Whitehall for the authorities to discount any possi-

bility ofAndalusia or Morocco falling into the hands of a more

effective and dangerous enemy, either before or after the out-

break of war. So long as Spain was the only country which had

to be considered as a land Power in the neighbourhood of the

Straits there were sufficient grounds for this careless optimism,
but by the time the- harbour works were almost completed the

position in Europe had changed,

Germany was now growing from strength to strength, not

only as a European Power but also as a competitor in the

imperial field. In the nineteenth century British policy had
been dominated by a fear ofRussia pressing upon India and the

Middle East. In the twentieth century Germany took the place
ofRussia, and her line ofdevelopment was also southwards, but

in West Africa, and the western Mediterranean. This gave a

new importance to Gibraltar, which began to occupy the same

strategic position as against Germany, which had justified

Disraeli in taking Cyprus as a bulwark against Russia.

New patterns were appearing in the European kaleidoscope.
North-West Africa was being drawn into the centre of diplo-
matic activities. Gibraltar might develop a new importance as

a fortress as well as a naval base. Doubts about her security

began to penetrate the official mind just about the time when
France, until recently most unfriendly to Great Britain, had

already begun upon that Moroccan adventure which was to end
in a completely new orientation of the towers. It was only in

1 House of Lords, June ayth, 1901.
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i go i after most of the harbour work had been finished, that a

Committee presided over by Admiral Sir Harry Rawson and

including that lively Member of Parliament, Mr. T. Gibson

Bowles was appointed at the instance of Lord Selborne to

consider whether these new constructions at Gibraltar were

sound or sufficient.

The findings of this Committee were a virtual condemnation
of all the work which had been done. They argued that every
inch of the harbour and of the western side of the Rock was
commanded by the surrounding country, and that there could

be no effective reply to the fire from batteries hidden in its un-

dulations. We may quote from a contemporary summary ofthe

evidence.

The nearest point on the hills, the hills culminating on the

so-called 'Queen of Spain's Chair/ enfilades and takes in

reverse the whole front of Gibraltar, as far as the New Mole,
which is only three and a half miles distant. The advantages
ofposition are on the side of the enemy or assailant along the

whole circumference of the Bay, from the Mediterranean to

the Atlantic, and nowhere are the sites for the emplacements
ofheavy guns more than 10,000 yards away. No great power
of imagination is required to conjure up the situation that

might face us if Spain's unending grievance at our occupation
of her ancient territory led her to join with other Powers,

seemingly chivalrously desirous to help her, but fighting really
for their own hands. 1

It is clear from these remarks that most of the modern doubts

about the value of Gibraltar existed nearly forty years ago.

Artillery has become speedier and more efficient, explosives are

far more powerful, but people were already thinking in terms of

ten thousand yard ranges, in fact up to the limit of effective

observation, until the coming of the aerpplane. The complete

vulnerability of the town, bay and harbour from the land side

was accepted as obvious.

1 Arthur Griffiths; 'The Question of Gibraltar,' Fortnightly Review, May,

1902.
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Another point, equally pertinent to present conditions, was

the recognition that Spain's weakness might be as dangerous to

Gibraltar as her strength. In 1900 she was recovering slowly

from the catastrophe of her war with the United States, and the

complete destruction of her fleet two years earlier. She was

little more than a third-rate Power, almost as weak as if she had

gone through a long civil war. Thousands of officials and sol-

diers had been sent back from Cuba and the Philippines. It

might have been easy for some powerful European country to

force her into a subsidiary alliance by a mixture of threats and

cajolery, the bait of a restored Gibraltar supplying the right

kind of inducement for a people suffering from loss of self-

respect. During the Moroccan negotiations which occupied so

much of the next decade, these two ideas must have been pre-

sent in the minds of British diplomats the vulnerability of

Gibraltar from the Spanish mainland, and the possibility that

Spain might put herself at the disposal of France or Germany

during a European war.

The Rawson Committee strongly advised a completely new

dock on the east side of the Rock in the neighbourhood of

Catalan Bay. This, they contended was 'fourteen times more

safe' than the west side. The most that they could say of the

recent constructions was that 'it is better to have a dock with

risks than no dock at alP, but they recommended the immediate

expenditure of five millions on an eastern harbour. The work

would have taken about ten years.

The Committee's report was not accepted by the Govern-

ment. In those days five million pounds was still considered a

very large sum. There was also the usual 'time-lag' between the

technician and the politician. The dead weight ofConservative

opinion encouraged the Cabinet to treat anyone as a crank who
doubted the impregnability ofthe Rock, and the Liberal oppo-
sition until 1906 was weak and ineffective. The Foreign Office

was probably reassuring. The nineteenth-century convention

was that Europe ended at the Pyrenees an idea which was

not quite dead in 1936.
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Sir Thomas Gibson Bowles continued the struggle, but he

-eceived little support. His Gibraltar, a National Danger was prob-
tbly more read in Spain than in England.

1 The authorities still

elied ultimately on their plan ofseizing an area round the Rock
is soon as war was declared. Admiral Fisher, who held the
Mediterranean command, seems to have gone into the question
>ersonally, but to have decided that a harbour on the east ofthe
lock would still be exposed to some fire from the mainland, and
yould have other disadvantages. At any rate the whole of the
gitation of the Rawson Committee's work did not persuade
he Government to do more than spend further sums on the
western harbour and defences.

Proposals for bartering Gibraltar against another port were
Laturally revived by the growing appreciation of its essential
weakness its dependence on Spanish neutrality. There seem
o have been three alternatives which were seriously considered
a naval circles.

1 . The abandonment of the Mediterranean and concentra-
ion upon the Gape route to the East. Captain Gambier, R.N.,
dvised exchanging Gibraltar for the Canaries 'the port of
,as Palmas and the facilities afforded by it and the land which
unrounds it, are of more importance to England than ten
ribraltars*. The idea, however, was not politically feasible.

England at that time was in no mood to abdicate her position in
tie Near East. In those days submarines were believed to have

nly a small range, and aeroplanes had hardly passed the ex-

erimental stage, The route to the East seemed safe enough,
2. The comparative advantages of the Island ofMinorca and

Gibraltar have been mentioned in an earlier chapter. The
ighteenth-century arguments in favour of the latter were no

>nger valid. The possession of Malta, and the development of

;eam, weakened the case for Port Mahon. France had not at

lat time become dependent upon an African army for a part
f her defence, and the strategic importance of the Balearic

1 A translation appeared in Madrid under the title: Gibraltar, un feligro
wional.
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Islands athwart her only line of communication, was not rated

very highly in the first years ofthis century. The few who advo-

cated this exchange could to-day hold themselves justified by
later developments, but at that time it looked as if the policy

would mean abandoning all control of the Straits, without any

corresponding advantage,

3. General Crease remained the most prominent 'Service*

advocate for the Ceuta exchange. He supported his proposals

by accurate surveys and statistics, but neither he nor the other

experts ever got the ear of the public. Very few people in Eng-
land knew anything about Morocco, and Ceuta was far too

obscure to be considered as a possible alternative. The technical

advantages of its deep harbour, easily defensible from the land

side, were clear enough, but as has been seen they were not such

as would appeal to a politician, who would have to justify

abandoning a traditional stronghold for an unknown port.

Although we have no direct evidence, it is fairly clear that the

British Government at that time had a definite plan for dealing
with any menace from the Spanish mainland, but it was one

which they could not avow publicly. From the tone of certain

replies given after the European War it is probable that the

same theory still survives. In any war in which Spain was

hostile, the British would attempt to seize a fairly large zone

round the Rock, large enough to keep the bay and harbour well

out of effective range.
Until very recently such a scheme was feasible enough. The

country round Gibraltar is hilly, but behind these smaller undu-
lations is a ring of real mountains. Algeciras and its district are

only connected with the rest of Spain by a single railway, and
until recently by a single good road. The prospects for such a

plan were openly discussed in the French press at the time ofthe

Boer War, when there was more than an outside chance of
France and Spain being united in a war against Great Britain.

Thus M. Robert de Caix in an article on England and Morocco,
written in 1901, suggested that England could within a few days
construct 'des lignes de Torres-Vedras restreintes, mais inebran-
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lables* at some distance round the promontory of Gibraltar.
M. Rene Pinon, in UEmpire et la Mediterranee goes into this

question more fully. Writing about 1912, he affirms that special

arrangements had been made for a campaign round Gibraltar.

The English keep at Gibraltar mules and mountain guns,
useless for the defence of the Rock. Besides the garrison they
could easily get reinforcements, in three or four days, from
Malta and England, and borrow landing parties from the
fleet. They would only find, opposed to them, two battalions
of effective troops, a few hundred soldiers. Operation plans
have been worked out for a long time. The garrison officers

often visit the heights above Tarifa and towards the sierra

Garbonera. In their cheerful picnics which they organize
they do not forget their cameras, surveying instruments, and
maps.

1

There is undoubtedly some truth in all this. The staff of a

garrison as large as that of Gibraltar would be totally lacking in

enterprise ifthey had not worked out plans for a land campaign,
and until the European war the weakness of the Spanish forces

in the vicinity of Gibraltar, and their isolation from the rest of

Spain may well have justified the confidence felt by the British

Government when they were dealing with critics at home. The

plan, however, clearly depends upon the Spanish army being
both feeble and inefficient, and the Spanish Government ex-

tremely unenterprising. It also assumed that any ally of Spain
would not have sufficient prevision to rush troops into Andalu-

sia, or at least to arrange for suitable defences to be prepared
before the war began.
The indefatigable General Crease is one of the few people

who discussed this idea publicly.
2 In a lecture given to the Royal

Society of Arts he outlined the familiar arguments against re-

taining the Rock, and mentioned the possibility of occupying
1 R. Pinon: L1*

Empire et la Mediterrane'e, 406. The rough translation is my
own.

2
Major-GeneralJohn F. Grease: Journal of the Royal Society ofArts, April,

1902.
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enough territory to keep the Bay and harbour out ofrange. He
contended that this would require a considerable expeditionary
force he mentioned 50,000 men and the close co-operation
of the fleet, which would be needed for other purposes.

It will be necessary to return to this question in a later chap-
ter. For the early years of this century the Government plan
was possibly adequate. The next chapter will show how jealous

England then was ofany outside Power establishing herselfnear
Gibraltar, In those days international relations were carried on
without much possibility of secrecy, and with a good deal of

formality. Any intervention by Germany or France in Spain or
their gradual infiltration into Andalusia under the cover of civil

war or the protection of nationals would certainly have been
treated as a definitely 'unfriendly act', which we should have
checked at the outset, even at the risk ofwar. Ruling out such a

possibility it would be reasonable enough to assume that the
combined efforts of the guns on the Rock and guns on battle-

ships would be enough to enable a comparatively small force to

occupy the first lines of hills without much trouble.
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CHAPTER III

MOROCCO AND THE STRAITS

Boer War had scarcely ended before the centre ofinter-

national disturbance and rivalry had shifted to North-

west Africa, and the Moroccan question had begun to dominate
the politics of the Straits, thus bringing Gibraltar back into

political prominence after some eighty years of quiet obscurity.
Some account must be given of the confused events and mis-

chievous diplomatic intrigues of the next decade. Macaulay
would possibly have assumed that every schoolboy knows about

the Algeciras Conference, its preliminaries and its consequences.
The modern generation, either of adults or schoolboys, is living

through such confused times, and seeing such queer history in

the making that it may be excused from keeping these com-

plicated pre-war affairs fresh in its memory. Many ofthose who
are old enough to recall the beginnings of the Entente Cordiale

have only the haziest ideas about the first joint venture which

really cemented a very dubious and half-hearted alliance. Yet

once Morocco had ceased to be a backward but independent

state, its history was necessarily bound up with the balance of

power in Europe, and still more intimately with the naval base

and fortress on the opposite side of the Straits.

The British Government had always claimed that the posses-

sion ofGibraltar gave them a special 'interest' in Morocco. The
word 'interest' has, of course, an extremely elastic diplomatic

significance. In those days it .could be extended to include a

demand for a 'sphere of influence' in any weak independent

country contiguous to the territory or colonies of a European
Power. The old legal theory of

c

pre-emption' with regard to

landed property, which allowed one's neighbour the first option

ofpurchase, was extended by Governments oflanded gentry to

empire-building. Propinquity was held to give France and
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Spain a special 'interest' in Morocco, based upon the French

colony of Algiers and the Spanish occupation of Ceuta.

Such was the position in the late 'nineties, when events in

other parts of the world were tending to focus attention on

Morocco, still nominally independent, but very much the Sick

Man of the western Mediterranean, just as Turkey had long
been the Sick Man ofthe Near East. The Powers, which can be

pictured either as physicians or vultures, had already begun to-

gather round the death-bed.

England had adopted a fairly consistent policy in North-west

Africa all through the nineteenth century. She had insisted

upon the integrity and independence of the Moroccan Empire,
chiefly because she did not want any other European Power
entrenched on the south side of the Straits, and partly because

this state of affairs gave the best opportunities for British trade.

It was on this ground that the British Government had dis-

couraged the Spanish occupation ofTetuan in 1860, and bought
General O'Donnell off by persuading the Sultan to pay an

indemnity.
1 Our intervention served a double purpose. The

payment, it will be remembered, was met by a loan from Eng-
land. This certainly made it easier for a local representative,
like Sir John Drummond Hay, to instal himself as an adviser

to the Sultan.

Most of Africa had already been divided between the Euro-

pean Powers before Morocco was brought into the imperial

slaughter-house. There were practical reasons for this diffi-

dence. Morocco was looked upon as a rocky country with war-
like inhabitants, and ofno great potential wealth. In some ways
it was comparable with Afghanistan and Ethiopia, but more
than either of these countries, its situation meant that its occu-

pation by any single Power was sure to lead to international

complications. The African map had already been generously

painted in the colours of England, France and Belgium, when
Germany and Italy, the late-comers into the imperial race,

began to take a lively interest in what was left. Italy's ambitions
1 See above, p. 134,
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had received a serious check at Adowa, in 1896, but Germany
was going from strength to strength.

England, under Lord Salisbury, had played an aggressive
but sometimes risky game. She had learnt that she could not
bluffagainst Germany, at least in Europe. The Danish affair in

1864 had been sheer humiliation, and many Englishmen knew
that Disraeli did not really dominate the Congress of Berlin to

the extent which has been taught in English textbooks, or was

suggested by Bismarck's misunderstood phrase about the 'old

Jew'. But up to and including the Fashoda incident we had
been extremely successful as against France, and the minor
Powers. Lord Salisbury's genius for staking out an early claim
had been shown by the Trade Mission* which he sent to

Morocco in 1891. The instructions which were given to its

leader, Sir Charles Euan-Smith, outline the general policy

adopted by Great Britain during the nineteenth century.

Roughly they amounted to an attempt to keep the
c
Sick Man*

of Morocco alive at all costs, by trying to enforce a healthy

regimen upon him.

It has been the constant aim ofHer Majesty's Government,
and ofyour predecessors at Tangier, to preserve the independ-
ence and territorial integrity ofthe Empire ofMorocco, while

neglecting no favourable opportunity ofimpressing upon the
Sultan and his ministers the importance and advantage of

improving the government and administration ofthe country.
Unfortunately their efforts in this direction have hitherto

been unsuccessful, and herein lies the great danger of the

situation, as the decease ofthe present Sultan will in all prob-
ability give rise to internal disturbances, the issue ofwhich it

is impossible to see.

There is no need to recall the sordid intrigues which revolved

round the Sultan's court. The late Mr. Walter Harris and
others have left accounts of the little world in which agents,
accredited and discredited, arrived with diamond-studded

cameras, or invoices for rifles. Anyone privileged to know either

Kabul, Addis Ababa, or Teheran when they were undergoing
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preliminary exploitation, will understand what the political

atmosphere was like inside Morocco during the 'nineties. The
Euan-Smith mission failed owing to the activities of these

agents; its only result was to spur on the other Powers to a

greater participation and interference in Moroccan affairs.

In all these manoeuvres England and France were bitter

enemies. This was the era of France's most active rivalry in

Egypt, in Siam and in central Africa the bluff and counter-

bluffoftwo Powers neither ofwhich was really strong enough to

risk a war. The Diamond Jubilee has been suggested as the

culminating point in England's aggressive imperialism. There

was to be only one more year oftriumph 1898 which saw the

fall of Khartoum and the Fashoda incident. Then, as has so

often happened in the game of diplomatic poker, a completely

insignificant player refused to be bluffed, and for four years the

fundamental weakness of the British Empire was displayed,
before an amused and contemptuous Europe, upon the South

African veldt. At the same time, as if to show that the Empire
was not only weak but inefficiently administered, an appalling
series of famines in India caused millions of avoidable deaths.

The English have forgotten this unhappy period, when the

United States told us to stop exploiting India, the German

Emperor offered advice about avoiding more disasters in the

field, and responsible Italian newspapers suggested that their

Government should offer troops to assist in the garrisoning of

Malta and Gibraltar.1

A very chastened England emerged from the Boer War and
looked about for friends on the Continent. Kipling once con-

trasted the 'Blue Water' and the 'Blue Funk' schools ofthought.
The latter was to predominate for some years. The new friend-

ship with France was based solely on a common fear ofGermany.
Later it was to become more cordial, but the negotiations
between the Governments which ended in the Agreement of

1904 were not founded on any popular desire for an entente

cordiale. Paris was still in its pro-Boer mood, and still remem-
1 The Times, January ist, 1900.
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bered Fashoda. Nor was the Agreement based on anything but
the most cynical vie'w of each other's motives. France, under
M. Delcasse, had attempted to take advantage of England's
difficulties in order to solve the Moroccan question hastily and

forcibly. In 1901 he had proposed to Senor Sagasta a division

of Morocco in which Spain would have been given a zone far

larger than she was ultimately to obtain. It would have included

Fez and Taza and would have extended westwards to a point on
the Atlantic considerably south of her present boundary.
France was, of course, to have the remainder.

England got wind of this proposal, and made her displeasure
known to the Sagasta Government. Unfortunately for M. Del-

casse, Spain was quite as unwilling as Great Britain to under-

take new and dangerous ventures. It was less than three years
since the United States had destroyed the Spanish fleet, and
taken away part of the Spanish dominions. A little pressure
from London was sufficient to cause the abandonment of the

Treaty. Senor Maura remarked, two years later, in the Cortes:
c

For the remainder of my days I should have been unable to

sleep if I had belonged to a Government which had affixed its

signature to the Treaty.' ? It was then that France decided to

approach England.
The Entente Cordiale was thus formed on the failure of a

diplomatic coup aimed against Great Britain, and on the French

recognition that there was no Mediterranean Power with which

she could co-operate in a scheme which would have offended

Germany and England. This was the cynical basis of an alli-

ance which has dominated European politics for over thirty

years. It suited both parties, and for a decade England was to

be France's working partner in a great imperial business which

had become too complicated and dangerous for either to

manage alone. England wished to consolidate her imperial

gains, while France had still further ambitions in Africa.

The rapidity ofFrench and English expansion since 1870 had

1
Speech of June 9th, 1904. Quoted in E. D. Morel, Morocco in Diplo-

macy, 59.
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been remarkable enough. The Republic had established an

Empire, of which the extent had been raised from under one

million to nearly twelve million square kilometres, and which

by 1910 had a population of over fifty millions. Great Britain,

having painted red a large portion of Africa, from the Orange
Free State to Egypt, was less anxious to extend any further.

The two eminent and experienced Imperial Powers were

quite ready to take in Italy and Spain as junior and subordinate

partners, but they drew the line definitely at co-operation with

Germany. This was roughly the alignment in the complicated

diplomacy which ushered in the twentieth century. French

policy, in the hands of the energetic M. Delcasse, turned ultim-

ately upon getting a free hand in Morocco, and riding off Ger-

man ambitions for a Mediterranean port in the north-west of

Africa. The British Government was equally concerned with

keeping Germany out of Morocco, but was also anxious that, if

Morocco was to be French, the northern coast should be in the

hands of the weaker Spain.

The first settlement was made between France and England,
and roughly followed these lines. Negotiations between Lord
Lansdowne and M. Cambon were embodied in the agreement,

part published and part secret, which was signed in April, 1904.
The secret clauses were not published until they appeared in a

French newspaper in 1911.
The agreement followed the usual formula for imperial 'deals'

at that epoch. These always began by declarations that the

Governments concerned 'have no intention of altering the

political status' of the countries whose future they are going to

settle in this case Egypt and Morocco. Then, in articles

which are secret or published, the participating Powers decide

what is to be done when that status is altered. By the Agree-
ment of 1904 France virtually declared that she would give up
her policy of 'pin-pricks' in Egypt, ifEngland would allow her a
free hand in Morocco. 1 At the same time a settlement was made

1 The published and secret Agreements are given in full in E. D, Morel,
Morocco in Diplomacy, 230-5.
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of other disputes in countries as far separated as Siam, Mada-

gascar, Nigeria and the New Hebrides. M. Cambon and Lord

Lansdowne had reached a working partnership for the new

imperialism.
Certain clauses are especially important in the history of

Gibraltar. Articles VI and VII in the published Agreement

guarantee France free passage of the Suez Canal in exchange
for an agreement that no fortifications should be erected on the

north coast of Morocco. Article I of the secret Agreement

agrees that these clauses in the published Agreement should

hold good in case Great Britain or France 'should find them-

selves constrained, by force of circumstances, to modify their

policy in respect of Egypt or Morocco'.

It is also clear that, from the first, Spain was intended to be

brought into the partition. Article III of the secret Agreement

roughly defines the Spanish 'sphere of influence', adjacent to

Ceuta and Melilla, which should be administered by her
c
if the

Sultan ceases to exercise authority over it'. The public declara-

tion of her adherence appeared in a short Declaration, signed
six months later, which stated that France and Spain 'remain

firmly attached to the integrity of the Moorish Empire under

the sovereignty of the Sultan'. Until the publication of the

secret clauses, this appeared as a mere formality. Actually Spain
was offered some small share in the ultimate partition without

any restrictions or conditions except the promise not to fortify

the northern coast ofher new territory. As Ceuta was exempted
from this undertaking, this was not a serious reservation, but the

terms were, of course, far less favourable than had been offered

two years earlier, when France had suggested dividing Morocco

against the wishes of England as well as Germany.
There was little opposition to the Agreement in England.

The published form would have seemed innocuous enough to

lay opinion. Lord Rosebery was almost alone in seeing the real

implication of the new policy. He declared that it was more

likely to lead to war than peace, and hoped that the Power

which held Gibraltar might never regret handing over Morocco
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to another great Power, which might at some time be hostile.

But the voice of Liberalism was weak in Parliament after the

'khaki election', and the protest aroused little interest.

The new policy and new orientation was in general accord-
ance with the pro-Catholic, pro-Latin and anti-German ten-

dencies ofthe Foreign Office, which is always happiest working
with the Mediterranean Powers, and especially with Italy. This
last country, which was destined to be the 'junior partner' in the
new concern, was won over without much difficulty, though the
terms were not settled until after the Algeciras Conference. She
was still a member of the Triple Alliance when the Conference

began, and continued to be one until 1914, but her defection

from the side of Germany at Algeciras was significant.

Italy's adhesion to the Entente was partly due to her weakness
and vulnerability in the Mediterranean as against the combined
naval forces of Great Britain and France, but the latter Powers
made matters easier for Italy by some rather vague concessions,
first in the Red Sea area, and secondly in North Africa. The
Italians were already established in Eritrea and Somaliland,
and had taken the first with England's full approval. Thinking
in terms of surface warfare, and recognizing Italy's naval in-

feriority the establishment of her colonies along the Red Sea
route had seemed to have no strategic significance before the
end of the nineteenth century. The mere extension of these
colonies inland afterwards must have seemed equally irrelevant
to this question. Thus the Tripartite Agreement of 1906 about

Abyssinia followed logically enough from our general policy
towards France and Italy. Similarly the occupation of Tripoli
would not have seemed before the European War, and the

development of submarines and aeroplanes to have given
Italy any more control over the Mediterranean route than she

already possessed from her mainland.
The Tripartite Agreement between Italy, England, and

France, followed closely the lines of the Moroccan Agreement,
with Ethiopia as the predestined victim, whose status the Powers
were so anxious to preserve that they had to arrange about its
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division in case something untoward might happen to the un-

fortunate country. Italy was given the lion's share in a territory

which did not much interest either ofthe other two contracting
Powers. 1

England stipulated for some concessions with regard
to Lake Tsana, while France staked out a claim for some small

territorial gains. It was over thirty years before this Agreement
was put into operation. Various minor complications were to

ensue before the Anglo-Italian Pact of 1938 established Italy in

the position which had been arranged in 1906, and England was

at last able to claim her modest share ofthe spoils. For the time

this Agreement, with a tacit promise to give Italy a free hand in

Tripoli, was sufficient to ensure her benevolent neutrality in the

Moroccan affair.

Germany had not remained quiescent during this elaborate

setting of the stage for a tragedy in which Trance was to play
the role of executioner, Spain that of interested assistant, and

Britain of interested witness*. It is possible that at first the

Agreement of 1904 was taken in Berlin at its face value, but

France soon began a policy of active intervention in Moroccan

affairs, both by means ofloans and by forcing her 'advice' upon
the young Sultan Abd-el-Aziz. This would have had the effect

ofreducing Morocco to a subsidiary position not unlike that of

an Indian State. The technique is familiar to anyone interested

in Imperial history. Her local representatives aimed at giving

France control over the army, over Morocco's foreign relations,

over her banks, and her internal communications.

This policy was an implicit threat to German interests, which

were commercially ofsome importance, as well as to the balance

of power round the Straits of Gibraltar. Germany now took

England's place as the defender of Morocco's integrity. Prince

Billow may have been impelled by information about the secret

1 Thus Lord Edward Gleichen: With the Mission to Mewlek. *On our side,

having spent an immense sum with an extremely inadequate return for it,

for the country which we had conquered, Northern Abyssinia, was com-

mercially valueless and not worth conquering, we were content to let the

matter drop.'
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clauses, and he was certainly encouraged to more vigorous

action by the strong 'Colonial Party' in Germany. In March,

1905, the Kaiser arrived in the Straits. He called at Gibraltar,

dined with Sir George White, and then paid his famous visit to

Tangier. Ifthere was any doubt about Germany's intentions to

'put a stick in the French wheels
3

,
it was settled by the Kaiser's

reply to the Sultan's representative.

The object ofmy visit to Tangier is to make it known that I

am determined to do all that is in my power to safeguard

efficaciously the interests of Germany in Morocco. I look

upon the Sultan as an absolutely independent sovereign, and
it is with him that I desire to come to an understanding as to

the best means to bring that result about. As for the reforms

which the Sultan intends to introduce into his country, I con-

sider that he should proceed with much precaution, and
should take into account the religious feelings of his subjects
so that at no moment shall public order be troubled as a con-

sequence of these reforms.

There is no reason to assume, as does E. D. Morel, that Ger-

many's motives were much higher than those of the other

participants in this affair. She would probably have been as

willing to accept a share in the spoils as to guarantee the in-

tegrity ofthe very feeble Sultan. Her immediate interest was to

prevent the north-west corner of Africa from falling completely
into the hands of a Franco-Spanish bloc which would control

the entrance into the Mediterranean, as well as exclude German
trade from an area of some promise. The whole of Delcasse's

forward policy was a challenge to Germany. The Tangier visit

was a rather heavy-handed acceptance of the challenge.
Delcasse was not in a strong position. The French premier,

Rouvier, was only half converted to a forward policy, and his

colleagues were not prepared to risk a war. In Morocco, indi-

vidual Englishmen, like the Kaid Maclean, were encouraging
the Sultan to resist French demands, and most foreign residents

adopted the same line. They were partly successful, and the

French were driven to more violent methods ofcoercion. Prince
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Billow countered vigorously. Germany warned M. Rouvier that

a French ultimatum to the Sultan would be considered as a

causus belli.
1 InJune Delcasse resigned, and Germany began to

negotiate for a Conference of the Powers on the Moroccan

question.

Up to this point it seemed that Prince Billow had won a com-

plete victory. He had called Delcasse's rather flamboyant bluff.

He could also claim that he had neutral opinion behind him.

President Roosevelt 'congratulated him on having got rid of

that "unbelievable scamp", M. Delcasse, and assured him
that he shared Germany's views on the Moroccan question/

2

But although the French had gone too far and too fast, especi-

ally inside Morocco, the secret Agreements of 1904 were to hold

good.
The Algeciras Conference, held almost in the shadow of Gib-

raltar, is sometimes considered as the supreme example of pre-
War diplomatic hypocrisy. The Germans now made the mistake

of being too arrogant. The French remained suave. Rouvier's

delicate methods were helped by the adroitness of the English

representative, Sir Arthur Nicolson, by the amiable futility of

the American, Mr. White, by the duplicity of the Italians, and

by the fidelity of the Spanish to their agreement with France.

Germany was gradually isolated, supported only by Austria and

Morocco. The control of the police force, the crucial question

for the Conference, was entrusted to French and Spanish
officers. France also obtained a strong position in the new
Moorish State Bank.

The actual terms of the long Treaty need not concern us.

They spelt the end ofMoroccan independence, and meant that

ultimate control ofthe Straits passed to France, Spain and Eng-
land. The President of the Conference ended with the usual

platitudes about guaranteeing the 'sovereignty of the Sultan,

the integrity ofhis dominions, and economic liberty,' 'but every-

one knew that France would dominate Morocco, interfere with

1 See C. V. Usborne: The Conquest ofMorocco, 85-6.
2 H. Nicolson: Sir Arthur Nicolson, Bt. (Lord Garnock), 165.
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her finances, and on the first reasonable opportunity, would
absorb her territory. But far more than Morocco was involved.

Above all, the Anglo-French Entente had assumed an

entirely new character. From that moment it became essen-

tial for Germany to recover her prestige by some diplomatic
victory elsewhere. 'If, writes Tardieu, 'one wished to define

the change that took place, one could say that at Algeciras the
Entente passed from a static to a dynamic state. Its force

increased from the speed thereby acquired.
5

All this was very
bad for Europe.

1

It was undoubtedly very bad for Europe. The Great War
may be said to have germinated in this Conference, which was
not only held in the shadow of the Rock, but was certainly
influenced by the visible signs of English sea-power. Sir Arthur

Nicolson, before taking the step which divided the Conference
into two groups voting against each other, crossed the Bay to

spend a night in English surroundings. 'The Atlantic and
Mediterranean Fleets were there thirty battleships, innumer-
able cruisers, countless destroyers. He dined with Lord Charles
Beresford upon the flag-ship. Those great grey shapes lay
around him under the great Rock: Illustrious, Indefatigable, Im-

placable, Indomitable. Clearly there was no reason to be frightened
of Count Tattenbach. Nicolson decided that at the very next

meeting he would put things to the vote.
3 2

The alignment at Algeciras thus decided, in embryo, the
allies in the war. Germany and Austria were faced by France
and Britain. First Russia joined the entente, then Italy, after

some hesitation but fortified by vague promises of assistance in
her colonial enterprises. America, much troubled in her con-

science, followed Italy, and so did Spain.
Morocco's strategic position and France's obvious anxiety to

hasten its absorption, combined to give importance to the Con-
ference, and to the inevitable later stages when France and
Spain used their advantage to conquer and control their respec-

1 H. Nicolson: op. cit., 199.
a H. Nicolson, op. cit, 199.
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tive spheres ofinfluence. None ofthe other imperial agreements
had such repercussions in Europe. Persia was a larger and more

important country, but the Anglo-Russian Pact of 1907, which
divided it into spheres of influence, roused far less interest in

Wilhelmstrasse. The Tripartite Treaty, carving up in anticipa-
tion the huge area of Abyssinia, had received such little atten-

tion then or afterwards, that no English newspaper seems to

have even mentioned it in connection with the Anglo-Italian
Pact which marked its culmination.

The stages by which Spain and France acquired possession of

their zones in Morocco are not germane to this book. Once the

police was controlled by French and Spanish officers, oppor-
tunities for intervention were certain to occur. Some of the

'incidents
9 were fomented, but for the most part the necessary

opposition or to use the French euphemism, dissidence came

naturally from semi-independent feudal chiefs. These were cer-

tain to rebel against a Sultan who was obviously under foreign

control. Exactly the same process would have occurred in

Ethiopia if Haile Selassie had accepted the Hoare-Laval terms,

and remained as a puppet king over part of his old dominions.

The technique of imperial aggression is comparatively simple,

and does not vary much from one century to another.

The process of absorption may be conveniently considered in

two phases. The first was slow, limited and spasmodic. It led

up to the German diplomatic intervention of 1911, which is

generally remembered by its only outward and visible sign, the

sending of the gun-boat Panther to Agadir. The second phase
followed the 'liquidation' ofthis incident. It was a military con-

quest, rapid and ruthless.

On the whole the conquest of Morocco was essentially a

French venture in which, especially during the earlier phase,

Spain was dragged along as a hesitant partner. The latter

country was not, as a whole, anxious to be embroiled inMorocco,

a land ofmany unhappy memories, while her strategic position,

owing to the distance between Geuta and Melilla, was not

strong. Her unwillingness and her weakness were shown clearly
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in 1909. Fighting began at Melilla, where some workmen had
been murdered. Reinforcements were called for, but great
demonstrations were organized to prevent their embarkation.

Martial law had to be declared in Spain, and when the reservists

did arrive at Melilla they had no stomach for fighting, and were

defeated with heavy losses. Opinion then swung round with a

rapidity characteristic of a country which is politically imma-
ture. A new expedition was organized, and opposition was

swept away in a demand for revenge. A few courageous actions,

one ofthem accomplished by the future dictator, Colonel Primo
de Rivera, restored Spanish self-respect.

In June, 1911, M. Caillaux became Premier of France. For

various reasons this seemed to Germany a suitable moment to

intervene. The Panther, a gun-boat with a crew ofonly 125 men,
was sent to Agadir, ostensibly to protect German subjects and
German interests in the little port which lies at the end of the

then unexplored valley ofthe Sous. The phraseology employed
in notifying the French Government was exactly the same as

that used by the French to justify their march upon Fez in the

previous May. The same formula was used by the Spanish
when occupying Larache in June.
The French press, under the guidance ofM. Caillaux, minim-

ized the whole incident. The new Premier was a politician of

elastic conscience, essentially
c

a man with whom it was possible
to come to terms'. He saw Germany's move as a mild form of

diplomatic blackmail, which could be met by direct negotiations
and concessions elsewhere. In England the affair was con-

sidered very differently. The Liberal Party, which had come to

power in 1906, had not repudiated the damnosa haereditas of the

1904 secret agreement. The Cabinet was in the position of a

son who joins a family business, and finds that his father has

been falsifying the accounts. If Grey had denounced the agree-
ment because of its secret clauses, the whole history of Europe
would have been altered. Instead, he accepted the Agreement
and adopted the general policy of allowing France and Spain to

occupy Morocco, so long as they excluded Germany. Sir
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Edward Grey had even been at pains to explain and condone

the French action at Fez.

It now appeared that M. Caillaux was going to negotiate

directly with Germany, and without consultation with England.
The Cabinet saw a chance ofbeing 'double-crossed' by the wily
French politician, of finding England faced with &fait accompli,

and Germany established in Agadir. At that time, and for some

two decades afterwards a German threat to our communica-
tions through the Straits or directly with the Cape would have

been considered as imperilling our whole future. Mr. Lloyd

George was given the task of explaining to Prince Biilow, and

incidentally to M. Caillaux, that the position was serious. He
did his work with a zeal which was almost excessive. It was the

most belligerent Liberal speech of the pre-War era. A few

phrases are worth recalling:

I conceive that nothing would justify a disturbance ofinter-

national good-will except questions of the gravest national

moment. But if a situation were to be forced upon us, in

which peace could only be preserved by the surrender of the

great and beneficent position Britain has won by centuries of

heroism and achievement, by allowing Britain to be treated

where her interests are vitally affected, as if she were of no

account in the Cabinet of nations, then I say emphatically,
that peace at that price would be a humiliation intolerable

for a great country like ours to endure.

It was still four months before the publication of the secret

terms of the 1904 Agreement, and it is instructive to find that

The Times is equally enthusiastic about the speech, and scathing

about Germany's underhand diplomatic methods.

Some indignation is expressed in the German Press at the

fact that Herr von Kiderlin-Waechter's suggestions have been

brought into the light and at the criticisms which they have

evoked. We cannot pretend to regret either the publicity or

the criticism. Europe has nothing to lose by revelations which

show the true pretensions of its greatest military Power, even
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though that Power itselfmay prefer to move, as Dick Turpin
preferred to move, in the dark. The purport of such demands
as were outlined in Berlin last week is nothing less than a
claim for absolute European predominance. Neither France
nor Great Britain could have entertained them for a moment
without confessing themselves overborne by German power.
That is not the intention of our French neighbours, nor is it

our own. 1

The extreme truculence of the official and semi-official atti-

tude towards Germany suggests first that we considered our
Moroccan and Straits of Gibraltar policy was worth any risk,

and secondly that we had finally decided to *go tiger-shooting'

along with France. The French, at that time, seemed much less

determined about the future course ofevents in Morocco. There
is some evidence that they were prepared to give up Agadir to

Germany in exchange for concessions elsewhere. It is not a
valuable port and the barren valley of the Sous, about which so

much mystery used to hang, has never produced, and probably
never will produce anything more valuable than bogus mining
concessions. It is possible that the strategic importance ofkeep-
ing Germany out of Morocco did not appeal so strongly to

the military-minded French as it did to the naval-minded

English.
The stand taken by the Liberal Government was backed by

the thunders of The Times and achieved its immediate object.

Negotiations were continued between France and Germany,
with English participation, but they were made to turn upon
more distant parts of Africa, further from English trade routes.

In the end France ceded a large part of the Congo in exchange
for a small piece of territory near Lake Chad. On the other

hand, Germany gave up her long fight for Moroccan independ-
ence, and contented herselfwith certain guarantees for equality
of treatment in economic matters. The Convention and ex-

change of notes which dealt with these two points were dated

1 The Times, July 22nd, 1911.
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November 4th, 191 1. 1 The references to Morocco are short and
confined entirely to the notes. It states that

Germany will not intervene in any special arrangements
which France and Spain may think fit to conclude with each
other on the subject of Morocco, it being understood that

Morocco comprises all that part ofNorthern Africa which is

situated between Algeria, French West Africa and the Spanish

colony of Rio de Oro.

To this are added a few general remarks about economic policy.

Exactly one week later a French newspaper, Le Matin, published
the full terms, including the secret articles, of the 1904 Agree-
ment with England.

All this must be considered a great triumph for French diplo-

macy. In the end Germany had recognized a French protec-
torate over the whole ofMorocco, including of course what was

destined to be the Spanish zone, although it was still uncon-

quered, and only excluding Ceuta and presumably Tangier. It

was true that Spain, under the Franco-Spanish Agreement,
would still have all the north coast, but it was a barren area,

useless except strategically. From the colonial standpoint
France had got the meat, and Spain the bone. To this arrange*
ment bo.th Italy and England had given their assent, and in

doing so England had embroiled herself with Germany, and

Italy had departed from the spirit of the Triple Alliance. Even

the publication of the 1904 Agreement strengthened the hand

of the French Government. At first it roused some indignation

among the members of the Colonial Party, who thought, from

the Convention ofthe previous week, that they were to have the

whole of Morocco. The 'indiscretion' ofLe Matin taught them

that the loss of the northern sea-board was inevitable and pre-

ordained, and they gradually learnt to accept *a fine view of the

desert
3
.

The effect abroad was important. Spain and England were

1 The full text is given in E. D. Morel: Morocco in Diplomacy, App. XVI and

XVII.
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proved to have shared with France a guilty secret, and shared it

for seven years. Either the whole policy had to be repudiated at

once, or accepted. In both countries the Liberals, who might

normally have been critical of imperial 'deals' and of such a

flagrant example ofpower politics, were forced to accept it. In

Spain the Liberals were traditionally Anglophil and opposed to

Germany. In England the Liberal Party was in power. Sir

Edward Grey had made no protest, and had even gone out of

his way to justify French activities which had grossly contra-

vened the Act ofAlgeciras, but had followed logically from the

secret Agreement of 1904. Individuals might protest, but none

of the Governments concerned emerged from the Moroccan

affair with clean hands. France and Spain had gained territory

directly, Italy obtained her compensation in Tripoli, and Ger-

many hers in the Congo* England could show the least obvious

benefits, but she remained the only Power, except Spain, with

any control over the Straits of Gibraltar, and she had prevented

Germany establishing herself near either of her routes to the

East, the direct route through the Suez Canal, or the indirect

route by the Cape.

Looking back upon the unhappy decade which preceded the

Great War, it seems incredible that Europe should have ac-

cepted the achievements of the diplomats as in any way com-
mensurate with the dangers and moral degradation which they
involved. England had been led blindfold into an indefensible

position. Germany believed that she had been defrauded by a

combination of the Mediterranean Powers. It was an inept

prelude to the great tragedy of 1914.
The European War was, in fact, upon us before Morocco had

been properly apportioned/ The French, efficient and deter-

mined, had staked out their claims, but had not established

control over the whole of their zone. In March, 1912, Mulai

Hafid, who had succeeded his brother Abdel-Aziz in 1908,
abandoned the hopeless struggle, and recognized a French pro-
tectorate over Morocco. This gave France a theoretical right to

the whole country except as regards her own promises to Spain
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and the fact that Tangier and its little zone had been excluded

from previous treaties.

The Sultan was no party to the Spanish arrangement. It was
as if France had agreed to sub-let the northern section without

reference to the landlord. The establishment of the Spanish
zone was formally enacted by the Franco-Spanish Treaty of

November, 1912. By the first clause Spain accepted responsi-

bility for the maintenance of order, and by the second clause

agreed that the zone should be administered by a Khalifa,
chosen by the Sultan, but controlled by a Spanish High Com-
missioner. A rough line of demarcation was drawn, very un-

favourable to Spain. The division between the zones was not

scientifically worked out, partly because, at that time, it ran

through country which was not yet occupied.
The: arrangements about Tangier and the 200 square miles

round it were left unsettled. For a century it had been the

diplomatic capital ofMorocco, and the residence ofthe Foreign
Ministers accredited to the Sultan. The Powers had gradually

acquired special privileges, including 'Capitulations' by which
the subjects of the Powers, including many Moors, were under
the jurisdiction of their own consuls. From this had developed
a sort ofinternational regime, and it was upon this basis that the

British Government demanded that Tangier should be given a

special international status.

A conference of delegates from France, Spain and England
met at Madrid in 1913, to draw up a constitution for Tangier,
but partly owing to difficulties raised by the other Powers the

Convention had not been ratified by August 1914, and the

question remained in abeyance all through the War and was not

reopened until 1923.
The history of Tangier has been so unhappy and ludicrous

that it has become a horrible example of the expense and in-

efficiency ofan international administration. The truth would
seem to be that none of the Powers concerned have ever taken
the least interest in Tangier, except to prevent it falling into the
sole possession of a rival.
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CHAPTER IV

THE EUROPEAN WAR

IBRALTAR played only a secondary part in the Great War.

the eighteenth century, at the time of the great siege,

Gibraltar may have been a pawn in a great game, but a pawn in

a pivotal position, on which the fate of England may have

depended. In the Napoleonic Wars the Rock was one of a line

ofpawns, essential in attack. In the European War she was, for

the most part, a pawn held in reserve. Generally speaking the

land round the Straits of Gibraltar and the surface of the water

remained untroubled. General Lyautey's genius and energy

kept the French zone of Morocco intact. There were German

intrigues in the Spanish zone, which will be mentioned later,

but they could not be said to have brought Morocco into the

war. Spain itself remained, at least officially, strictly neutral.

Whatever may be thought about the morality of British and

French diplomacy in the years before the War, it could claim to

have been successful in the western Mediterranean. Of the two
c

junior partners', Italy and Spain, the former abandoned the

Triple Alliance, and after nine months ofneutrality, entered the

War on the side df the Allies. The latter remained neutral

throughout the war. There had been, it is true, a touch of

French peasant meanness, and of English patronizing egoism

about the dealings of the Entente. In the end this was to cost

them both dear, but it sufficed for the time. Italy was fobbed

off with the deserts of Tripoli, and with a vague promise of

assistance ifshe ever undertook the Abyssinian venture. Spain's

neutrality had cost France nothing but a stretch of coast-line,

useless except to a powerful maritime State, and some barren

hilly land, inhabited by a warlike and troublesome people.

France and England probably felt themselves strong enough

strategically in the Mediterranean not to make any further con-
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cessions. Spain would have liked to discuss the possible transfer

of Gibraltar and Tangier, about which their Premier, Sefior

Dato, tried to open negotiations in 1914. The attitude adopted

by the Entente seems to have been well calculated to cause the

maximum of annoyance to a very sensitive people. According
to a statement by Primo de Rivera, made some years later, the

view then taken by the British Foreign Office was that Spain

was too weak to hold Gibraltar under war conditions, but that

some day later the subject might be reopened. France used the

same argument in respect of Tangier. 'In Spain
9

, said the

future dictator, 'the possession of Gibraltar by the English is

regarded as a permanent national affront. In England it is con-

sidered as a necessary injustice.' It will be seen later how this

question vitiated our relations with Spain.

The success ofAnglo-French diplomacy can be easiest appre-

ciated by comparing the strategic position in the western

Mediterranean in August, 1914, with that which would have

faced England and France if war had broken out in August,

1938. The earlier position had only been achieved at consider-

able risk. Our strenuous refusal to allow Germany a port in

North-west Africa had nearly precipitated a war, but it could be

justified now that the war had broken out in another part ofthe

world, and was being fought in so many different theatres.

Superficially the whole situation round the Rock in 1914 seemed

admirable, and it had certainly been achieved very cheaply.

The lack of generosity became less defensible when it was found

that untoward things were likely to happen below the surface of

the sea, and behind the ostensible neutrality of Spain.
Until 1914 war had been, as it were, two-dimensional. The

human ant, homo belligerent as much as homo sapiens, had carried

on his perpetual internecine struggles, either creeping along the

surface of the earth or floating on the surface of the sea. The
most he had ever done to escape those limitations was to dig a

few feet below the surface the engineer with his petard or

build high walls for his fortifications. The aeroplane and the

submarine turned war into a three-dimensional affair, but sol-
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diers and sailors, politicians and diplomatists were slow to grasp
all that this implied. It is possible that the ruling classes, especi-

ally in the democracies, are still affected or obsessed by the

traditions and mental habits which have developed through
centuries of surface warfare.

By 1914 the Foreign Office and the Admiralty could justifi-

ably claim that, according to these two-dimensional standards,

everything had been done to render Gibraltar impregnable as a

fortress, valuable as a naval base, and partially effective in

directly controlling the Straits. Diplomacy had assured the

neutrality of all the territory round the Rock, especially the

mainland from which both harbour and town are so vulnerable.

It will be necessary to consider the attitude ofSpain towards the

Allies, but not because there was any likelihood of the Spanish
Government joining either side during the European war.

The struggle roused the strongest partisan feelings along the

lines of a cleavage familiar to all who know Spanish history.

The development of a strong pro-German sentiment fore-

shadowed more recent events, and led to certain breaches of

neutrality by individuals, but the general diplomatic position
remained sound. Between 1914 and 1918 there was never any
moment when there seemed the least possibility that those guns
on the Rock which face north might have to be brought into

action. There was no third-dimensional threat to Gibraltar as

a fortress, or as a harbour. It was too far from enemy territory

to be reached by aeroplane, and submarines could not attack

the harbour, nor, except as a lunatic gesture, could they have

shelled" the Rock.

Most of the Admiralty improvements were ready by 1914.

The port had become an efficient coaling station, could dock the

largest battleship, and was an important refitting and victual-

ling centre for the Mediterranean fleets. x Later the harboiir was

used for assembling merchant vessels which were to be convoyed

through the Mediterranean after that method of meeting the

1
Amongst ships repaired in Gibraltar was the Carmania after she had sunk

the German armed liner Cap Trafalgar.
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submarine warfare had been inaugurated. At times there were

as many as 1 50 ships in the harbour and roadsteads. Gibraltar

was the base for the western Mediterranean zone assigned to

England during the early years when the Navy still relied on

the patrol system. The fort's heavy guns were brought into

action on December 3ist, 1914, and on a few occasions after the

spring of 19165 but they were firing at the elusive submarines,

and did no more than show the inhabitants ofthe town what life

would be like in a siege. The damage done to buildings, and the

loosening of pieces of rock was considerable.

Presumably the new long-range guns would have made the

passage ofthe Straits very difficult for surface boats, ifthe enemy
had attempted to send any into or out of the Mediterranean

without the use of smoke screens and other devices, but such an

occasion was not likely to arise. The defence of the Straits was

the work of the Navy, and the batteries were only used because

surface ships proved unable to prevent the passage of sub-

marines. Within its two-dimensional limits Gibraltar fulfilled its

ordinary functions efficiently enough. Its few shortcomings
were of a technical nature which need not be considered here.

The story of Gibraltar during the war illustrates very forcibly

the difference, already noted in connection with earlier naval

warfare, between sea-power and sea control. According to

eighteenth- or nineteenth-century standards, the Allies were om-

nipotent in the Mediterranean. The naval bases which Eng-

land, France and Italy had fortified or equipped, in rivalry

against each other, were now being used in a common cause.

The nearest hostile port to Gibraltar was Cattaro in the Adri-

atic, So far as the war was two-dimensional, the few enemy
surface war-ships in the Mediterranean were easily destroyed or

bottled up in some hostile or neutral port. No enemy merchant

ship could venture into those waters, and the Allies had no

difficulty in enforcing the blockade so far as it suited them

politically to do so. They had, in fact, sea-control to an extent

which was never achieved by the English during the Napoleonic
wars.
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Yet in spite of this control, the East and West route by the

Suez Canal was rendered so unsafe that it was abandoned for

merchant ships for months at a time, and proved to be one ofthe
most expensive in life and tonnage. The water-way was shown
to be vulnerable from the land, and from submarines. In

January, 1915, the Turks made an attack*on the Suez Canal
from the desert side, and three pontoons actually crossed it on

February 3rd. The attack was ultimately repulsed, but it was
found necessary to keep a large army in Egypt, partly for the
land defence of the Canal, and this weak spot in the route

required the services of over a hundred thousand men.
The land danger did not prevent or delay much shipping, but

the arrival ofGerman submarines in the Mediterranean entirely
altered all the old conceptions of naval strategy in this sea.

When the first U-boats passed under the Straits of Gibraltar in

1915 the war became three-dimensional. Throughout the next
three years the Allies never regained sea-power sufficiently to do
more than reduce the losses amongst their own and amongst
neutral shipping. They could not even limit the area in which

battleships and merchant vessels were liable to attack. They
could not prevent Germany from declaring and partly enforcing
a 'blockade' of the Allied coasts.

The submarine warfare began, modestly enough, with the

seven small Austrian craft at Pola. They had only a small range,
and operated in the Adriatic. These were reinforced, after Italy
had come into the war, by some larger Krupps

5

boats which
were sent to Pola in sections by rail. In May, 1915, the first

German submarine passed through the Straits. This was Her-

sing's U 2 1 which had been sent out at Turkey's request for

assistance in the Dardanelles. It was seen in the Straits, fired a

torpedo at a patrolling British destroyer, and then proceeded on

its 4,ooo-mile journey to Pola.

For some time the submarines were used entirely against

warships and troopships. Commander Hersing sank two battle-

ships, the Triumph and the Majestic, offthe Dardanelles and then

found his way to Constantinople, where he formed a small
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flotilla which operated successfully in the Black Sea. Other

German craft followed Hersing's lead, reached Catarro and

began operating round Crete, sinking transports and cruisers.

They shelled and sank the Ramadan with the loss of 305 troops.

The beginning of the Salonica campaign provided them with

some good targets, and among other victims was the French

troopship Marquette, which was sunk with the loss of 167 lives.

A new phase began with the arrival of Commander Valen-

tiner in the U 38. He passed the Straits of Gibraltar in Novem-

ber, and attacked the troopship Mercia some miles east of the

Rock. Three days later he sank the Italian liner Ancona with a

loss of over two hundred lives. After visiting the Near East he

returned to start a campaign in which any allied boats, and

sometimes those of neutrals, were sunk without notice, or with-

out any attempt to save the passengers or crew. Valentiner him-

self was responsible for nearly a dozen such sinkings, including
the P. & O. Persia, which went down with 334 lives.

The submarines had to pass the Straits of Gibraltar to enter

the Mediterranean, and the Straits of Otranto to reach or

leave their bases at Pola and Catarro, but it was not found

possible to stop them at either of these narrow but deep
channels. The Mediterranean became the happy hunting
ground of the U-boat commanders.

It had been the ambition of every aspiring commander to

be sent to the Mediterranean. There ample targets were to be

found, negligible was the danger from patrols, and any skilful

commander hardly needed to fear the passage of Otranto
Straits. Political complications, after the sanguinary despatch
of some big liner, scarcely ever arose. Physical geography
allowed but small variation in the shipping routes at certain

points and little was the latitude of escape for the victims, 1

It is sometimes forgotten that nearly half of the total allied

shipping losses occurred in the Mediterranean, and that they
were the work of only a very few ships. One German com-

mander, Lothar von Arnauld de la Periere, in charge ofU 35,
1 Gibson and Prendergast: The German Submarine War, 191^-1^, 135.
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sank 500,000 tons of shipping, including 2 wax vessels, 5 troop-
ships, 125 steamers, and 62 sailing boats. This was about a
fifth of the total tonnage sunk east of Gibraltar in 1916 and
1917. The submarine campaign in the Mediterranean was
never defeated, as it was in home waters, though better arrange-
ments for convoying and the abandonment of the zone system
made their depredations more difficult.

Perhaps the best proof of the ineffectiveness of Gibraltar in

controlling the Straits was seen during the last week of the

War, after the U-boats had been recalled. Fifteen U-boats
started home. All of them passed the Straits of Otranto, one
was caught off Ceuta, and one made for Barcelona. The re-

maining thirteen passed successfully through the Straits of
Gibraltar which at that time were swarming with torpedo
boats, destroyers, sea-planes, etc., all massed to catch them. All

of the submarines ultimately reached German ports, and as a

last Parthian shot, when leaving the Straits on November gth,
the U 50 came to the surface off Cape Trafalgar, and sunk the

sixteen thousand-ton battleship, the Britannia. The combination
of names was painfully ominous. It might be said to mark the

ending ofsea-power as meaning the control of the sea's surface.

In the struggle between submarines and surface boats a

number of technical improvements have, since 1918, certainly
restored the balance, to some extent, in favour of the ordinary

warship, though this advantage may again be reversed by the

development of the other third dimensional weapon, the aero-

plane. We must return to this question later in this book.

Dealing only with the European War, the basic fact remains.

In the last serious naval war, the possession ofnaval bases and

an overwhelming naval superiority was not sufficient to prevent
a comparatively small number of submarines from doing im-

mense damage to merchant shipping, and from destroying a

wholly disproportionate number of warships.
The enemy craft were not only few in number but they had

to operate with no surface vessels to assist and protect them, and

they were dependent for refitting and munitions upon one or
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two ports in the Adriatic, north of the Straits of Otranto. It is

true that the submarines did receive some illicit help, in the

matter of food, water, and fuel, from individuals operating
from neutral countries, and sometimes from individuals in

allied territory. This does not weaken the general argument
that a few submarines were able to make the east to west

passage of the Mediterranean almost impossible, though they
were working under conditions far more difficult than are ever

likely to occur again.
The assistance received by the German submarines came

partly from Spain. It was substantial, but of course entirely
unofficial. The Government's attitude remained strictly cor-

rect, and in October, 1916, they prohibited the use of their

territorial waters, either for refuelling submarines or for re-

plenishing with stores and victuals. This was a reply to the per-
sistent attacks on Spanish fruit boats. In the following year

they ordered that any submarine found in Spanish waters

should be interned. But Spain tends always to be a country
divided against itself. Some local authorities and a number of

individuals continued to assist the submarines. Through their

help the Germans were able to make long cruises in the western

Mediterranean, and catch a number of vessels as they were

approaching or leaving the Straits of Gibraltar. In two cases

submarines were actually repaired in Spanish docks. In one
instance the Captain broke his parole, but little attempt was
made to see that he kept it.

More important was the constant refuelling and supplying of
the submarines. The most notorious of those who took part in

the business was an individual who had built up an im-
mense tobacco-smuggling business, a business so extensive and

powerful that he could defy the Government. He now used
his personnel, his fishing boats and his well-established financial

connections with local customs and harbour officials to keep
the German submarines fully supplied with fuel, water and
food. His agents operated from the Balearic Islands, and from
the smaller ports of the east coast.
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The immediate effects of this illicit help were apparent in a

great loss of lives and of allied shipping in the western Mediter-

ranean, but this unhappy episode has another and far more im-

portant connection with our subject The activities of the
famous contrabandist were possible owing to the existence of
an influential Anglophobe and Germanophil party in Spain.
Though this was not strong enough to bring Spain into the

war against England, it was a force to be reckoned with even

then, and has become much more powerful since. The future

ofGibraltar is bound up intimately with this political alignment
in Spain.
The war period provides a good opportunity for examining

this question. Neutrality places a great strain upon a neigh-

bouring people, tending Always to accentuate their natural

divisions. The European War was exceptionally trying to

Spaniards because they felt that they were hemmed in by the

Allies on three sides France, Portugal and Gibraltar. Portu-

gal's participation roused a certain jealousy, especially in the

north. It added to that feeling of inferiority which seems to

have afflicted many Spaniards, especially in the Army. The
activities of busy unscrupulous agents from both sides were
bound to increase the general exasperation.
In 1913 conversations had been held between M. Poincare

and Count Romanones. As a result of these it had been stipu-
lated that if any changes should occur to 'alter the territorial

status quo' in Morocco or round the Mediterranean, England,
France and Spain would enter into communication with a view
to common action. The outbreak of war gave an obvious pre-
text for renewing conversations, but nothing was done, and the

Conservative Premier, Seiior Dato, lost no time in declaring

Spain a neutral. He knew that his country was divided into two

great blocks, which were bound to take opposite sides in this

affair. However criss-crossed Spanish politics may be by local

interests and provincial loyalties, this cleavage has been the

chief factor in their national life for the last half-century. "At

home', wrote Seiior de Madariaga,
c

the nation split in two.
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Roughly the liberal, anti-clerical, progressive Left was pro-

Ally; the reactionary, clerical Right pro-German.' This deep
division was to continue after the war. In 1936 the reactionary

Spain of the Black Legend the landlords, the army officers,

the Church, and the industrialists lined themselves up behind

General Franco, and looked naturally to Germany and Ger-

many's ally, Italy, for help. The Liberals supported the

Government, and turned to France and England.

During the European War the peasantry was, for the most

part, indifferent. In some areas they might follow the lead of

the Church, in others tend to react against it. The cleavage, for

the time, hardly reached below the middle classes, and it was

among these that the German agents Became active. Madrid
was probably the most important neutral city in Europe, and

each side endeavoured to get support among politicians and in

the press. The Allied side was the more intelligent. Alvaro

Alcala Galiano's La Verdad sobre la Guerra and Espanay el con-

flicto europea were polemical works of the highest order. Ribas,

the socialist, wrote admirably about Germany and the war.

Vicente Blasco Ibanez, the novelist, appealed to a large audi-

ence when he wrote his famous work Los cuatro jinetes del Apoca-

lipsis. But these were individual and rather isolated efforts. The

Germans, on the other; hand, could work through two powerful

organizations, both of them rich and influential. One was the

Church, and the other the Carlist movement the newly-formed

Requetis, who now form the more respectable middle-class and

propertied element amongst General Franco's supporters.
Lord Northcliffe, who visited Spain during the war, was

astounded by the extent of German permeation.

The chiefmethods ofpropaganda seem to be a daily stream

of wireless communiques from Berlin and Austria, discredit-

ing the Allies; continuous activity on the part of the Church
and the Carlists; the influence of the German 'colony', with

steady work on behalfofthe Central Powers, the chiefchannel

being, of course, the Press.1

1 Lord Northcliffe: At the War, 263.
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A surprisingly large part of the propaganda was purely anti-

English. Some ofit dealt with our abuse ofsea-power, some was

based on a reactionary reading of history, and always in the

background, was the question ofGibraltar. DonJose de Armas

has described the version ofSpanish history put forward by the

Church and the Germanophil press.

According to them, or to their inspirers, England deliber-

ately provoked the European conflict, lured France and

Belgium into a conspiracy to attack Germany, and caused the

ruin ofSpain by her constant envy and hatred ofdie Spanish
nation from the I5th century down to our own time. They
dilate on these topics with a stubbornness worthy of their

Teutonic masters.

It is curious to see how they distort the history of Spain to

suit their purposes. Philip II, for instance, is the greatest of

Spanish kings to their minds. Why? For his Catholic ideas,

perhaps? Not in the least; for his rivalry against England.
The present German Kaiser who is far from being a

Catholic they call 'Philip IPs heir 'and executor.' They
hate the wise and liberal monarch Don Carlos III. Is it

because he expelled the Jesuits and attempted to introduce

reforms in the American colonies? No; merely because the

saying is ascribed to him that Spain could be at war with the

whole world, but ought to remain at peace with England.
Con todo el mundo en guerra^y enpaz con Inglatcrm.

1

This long quotation has been given because it illustrates a

point which is not properly understood in England. So far as

the reactionary parties in Spain have a foreign policy, it is

based on the historical hatred of England, and on the desire

to regain Gibraltar, as a matter of national prestige^ This

iormetTthe mental background of the Spanish aristocracy; of

the great landlords, like the Dukes of Penaranda and Medina

Celi; of the Catholic bishops and the leaders of the Church; of

the Carlists, of the Army officers.

1
Spam and Germany. See Quarterly Review, July, 1917.
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Shortly after the death in action of Prince Maurice of Bat-

tenberg, brother of the Queen of Spain, Senor Vasquez de

Mella, the Carlist leader, addressed a pro-German
^
meeting

crowded with wealthy aristocrats. In a high-falutin' style,

which went by the name of eloquence among enthusiastic

supporters, he sang his admiration for mighty Germany, cried

his pity for 'poor France", and shouted his historical hatred of

perfidious Albion. A bright array of Court ladies attended

the meeting and ostentatiously applauded the speaker, whose

feet they covered with flowers while he declaimed a passionate

finale.*

Undoubtedly the Liberals in Spain found the British occu-

pation of Gibraltar to be the hardest point to defend against

the reactionary group.
Professor Trend has shown the difficulties in which this

subject placed the Anglophile members of the teaching pro-

fession, and especially the admirable Don Manuel Cossio.

Englishmen should be particularly grateful to him for the

way he stood up, not so much for the Allies, as for England,
all through the war. He had no need to preach to his pupils

on that subject; they were all pro-Ally for other reasons. But

he challenged every statement prejudicial to Englishmen, and

would have given his right hand, if he could have found a

conclusive answer to the Spanish militarist's parting shot in

any discussion the question of Gibraltar. We ourselves are

so thoughtless in this matter that it never occurs to us to try

to understand the bitterness which many Spaniards feel to-

wards our continued possession of Gibraltar. It is as if the

French were in possession ofDover, and is more galling to the

Spanish people than the American seizure and protectorate
over Cuba. Again, many Spaniards, who are neither scream-

ing militarists nor anti-English, observe with annoyance how

1 S. de Madariaga: Spain, 395. Most of this speech is printed in Gibraltar,

Aspiration Espwwla, ii, 4145. It is interesting for its concentration upon

England as tie only enemy. *Si Alemania se tiniera con Inglaterra, yo seria

enemigo de Alemania: si Francia se separara de Inglaterra, seria amigo de

Francia.* 'If Germany unites with England I shall be an enemy of Ger-

many: if France separates from England I shall be a friend of France.'
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Gibraltar under British rule is apparently a refuge for un-

desirable characters from the peninsula, and a place where, as

it seems, there is an open door for all kinds ofsmuggling into

Spain.
1

The English of recent years have earned an unhappy repu-
tation for propitiating their enemies at the expense of their

friends. There could be no more striking example than in our

official attitude towards the Spanish Liberals who, between

1914 and 1918, often defended us at the cost of their own popu-
larity. It required more political courage than was perhaps

politically expedient to advance the argument used by Seiior

Roso de Luna, in his admirable book La Humanidady los Cesares

That the English flag still waves over Gibraltar is due to the

incapacity of Spanish politicians, who could long since have

found some method of saving Spanish sovereignty, and giving
to England what she needs . . . what we might call her right of

way.
5

It is, alas, too often the fate of Liberals in all countries

to voice the honest but unpalatable truth, while their opponents
are following the easy path of flattering their listeners and

abusing their distant .enemies. Most moderate politicians ofthe

Left, like Count Romanones, or those of the Conservative

Party who, like Senor Dato, were inclined to be friendly to the

Allies, preferred to treat the matter of Gibraltar as 'delicate*,

and to hint vaguely at possible negotiations with England for

its return.

In March, 1917, General Primo de Rivera, who was then

military Governor of Cadiz, delivered an address on the re-

covery of Gibraltar. 2 He was immediately summoned to

Madrid and forced to resign his position. This drastic action,

which was to have repercussions later, suggests that the Ministry
still placed some confidence in the proposals made by Senor

1
J. B. Trend: A Picture ofModern Spain, 23. This was published in 1921.

The author's remarks on the Spanish attitude towards Gibraltar reflect the

immediately post-war feelings ofmoderate Liberals, especially in academic

and literary circles.

a Published under the title La Question del dia, Gibraltary Africa.
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Dato, two years earlier, for a joint Conference with England
and France over Gibraltar and Tangier.
The speech, made by Spain's future dictator, is so reasonable

and academic in tone that it is difficult to understand why the

Government took such exception to it. The General looks for-

ward to the end of the war and suggests that if Spain, as a

neutral, should be excluded from the final peace conference,
she should find one ofthe belligerents to state her case, and the

'case' that he suggests is to offer England, with Europe's ap-

proval, Ceuta in exchange for Gibraltar. It is clear that he

considered the recovery of Gibraltar as far more important^
than any check to Spanish expansion in Africa which might
follow the loss of Ceuta. Primo de Rivera knew better than
most Spanish soldiers that the French demarcation of Morocco
had left no valuable field for colonization open to Spain. It

would always be a matter for dispute whether further adven-

tures there were worth the candle.

The wish to recover it [he wrote] is unanimous on the part
of the nation; and unanimous also the conviction that it is,

more than anything, a question ofhonour. It is more vqdng
tfian dangerous for SpainTthat tfie English shoulcl possess

Gibraltar; it pains more than it harms us to see a foreign flag
wave in our own territory.

The condition ofthe Spanish zone in Morocco was the cause

of serious difficulties between Spain and the Allies. The mili-

tary caste has always had matters very much its own way in the

colonies, and during the war it was able to indulge its strong

pro-German inclinations. This fact may have been an additi-

onal reason why Liberal-minded Spaniards would have speci-

ally liked to see Great Britain installed at Ceuta rather than
Gibraltar. From before the beginning of the war German
agents had been busy at Melilla and elsewhere in the zone.

Some of these were mining agents who knew the country, and
had their contacts amongst the tribesmen. The Germanophile
officers in the Spanish army probably helped them directly, and
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certainly connived at their activities. These became more
blatant as the war proceeded. A quotation from The Times

will be sufficient to explain their scope.

All Tangier knows too the German activity in the neigh-

bouring Spanish zone, the almost nightly signalling with sub-

marines at Larache, the nefarious instigation to murder and
massacre which the German Consulate at Tetuan is continu-

ally sending to the tribes, the supplying of the rebel army in

the Taxa region, under Abdel Malek, with arms, ammunition
and of requirements from posts in the Spanish zone, the

ferocious propaganda which is being carried on by so-called

neutrals from Alcazar, and the German intrigues with Raisuli

and other chiefs. The Germanizing of the Spanish zone in

Morocco is not only a threat in the present, but will prove a

danger to the peace in Europe in the future.1

In the end the Spanish were to pay dearly for encouraging
this anti-French intrigue. The Germans were introducing large
sums ofmoney which were distributed among the tribes for the

purchase of arms, and they managed to win over to their side

two Rif chieftains Abdel Malek-el-Meheddin who is men-
tioned in the quotation above, and Abdel Krim, whose son.

Mohand was to be a thorn in the flesh ofSpaniards and French

for many years after the war.

The connection between Germans and Moors in the Spanish
zone ofMorocco is an important factor in the politics ofNorth-

west Africa. It had begun before the European war, and has

continued until the present day. For a period in the 'twenties

it almost disappeared, but certain German firms, notably the

Mannesmann Brothers, have maintained an interest in Morocco

when their Government has failed to do so, and a revival of

colonial ambitions in Germany has always meant a renewal of

those unofficial ties which exist between certain individual

German agents and the chieftains of the Rif. The late Mr.

Walter Harris was one of the few Englishmen who could speak

1 The Times, October nth, 1917.
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with any authority on this subject, and he had a very high

opinion of the German agents and their work.

By word of mouth and in literature, they kept a stream of

incentive to revolt and rebellion flowing amongst the tribes of

the French Protectorate. For this purpose they recruited a

large number of influential natives. It was no difficult task.

An anti-French campaign appealed to a people who had

already seen part oftheir country occupied by the French and

expected later on to witness the rest of it pass into their posses-

sion. It seemed an occasion not to be missed to drive the

foreigner out oftheir country. The position ofthese German

agents was largely facilitated by the presence in Spanish
Morocco of quite a number ofGerman mining engineers and

prospectors, who, with that concentration and industry which

is so remarkable a feature of the German character, had

acquired not only the language but also the esteem and good
will ofthe tribesmen. Their whole weight, and it was no light

one, was brought to bear.1

Very little is known about this tiny 'side-show' in the Great

War. Herr Wassmuss, who carried on similar work in Persia

against the English, has been the subject of an excellent bio-

graphy, but he was almost alone. The Germans, who wandered

about among the tribes in the country opposite to and almost in

sight of Gibraltar, were less isolated and there seems to be no

record of their activities, nor do we know how much help they

received from Spanish officers. Their adventures may have

been less remarkable than those of Herr Wassmuss, but their

work must have been hazardous enough, and they established a

personal contact with the Moors, and a reputation among them

as the saviours of their country from the French. They were

always careful to disclaim any idea of occupying the country,

or wanting it. For this reason the German traditional friend-

ship has survived the later period when Spain was subduing

1 Walter B. Harris: France, Spain and the Rif, 59. The author would expati-

ate, in conversation, about the remarkable efficiency ofthis cadre ofGerman

agents.
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the country in close co-operation with the French. It is a

subject to which we must return later, for it has an obvious im-

portance in the present day.

German activities in Spain collapsed with the German revo-

lution and the flight of the Kaiser. Their extremely optimistic

propaganda had over-reached itself in the later stages of the

war. But there were still eighty thousand Germans left in

Spain. The old personal contacts remained, and the Moroccan

venture in particular did something to establish a vague

feeling of partnership between the military caste in each

country. All through the war fantastic ideas were floating

about among the more extreme Conservatives, and finding
'

expression in newspapers like El Correo EspanoL

They may be roughly summarized in this way:
A German victory would revive the great Spanish Empire.

Portugal as well as Gibraltar would be restored to her, and she

would get back her ancient dominions in America. It was true

that this was to be under a German hegemony, but Germany
stood for monarchy, for religion, for order, as against the anar-

chical French and the slipshod and irreligious English.

Anyone who knows what has happened in Spain during the

last few years will recognize a familiar ring about this kind of

talk. It revived with the recrudescence of German imperialism

and aggressiveness.

There was never any chance of Spain coming into the war,

but there was plenty of "pro-German sentiment among the

military and official classes. Their obvious sympathies en-

couraged local authorities to connive at breaches of the law

about interning submarines which came into their ports, and

to turn a blind eye on the fuelling, victualling and watering

arrangements which the smugglers undertook for the Ger-

mans. It was a profitable business for everybody concerned.

The astute Majorcans made a considerable part oftheir immense

fortunes in this way. They were grateful enough to Germany,

twenty years later, to help finance the insurrection of 1936.

Towards the end of the war the landlords and business men
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who had been backing the Germans grew more cautious, but

the Church and the Carlists had involved themselves too deeply,

and never wavered in their belief that the Central Powers

would win. The cleavage between the two Spanish blocks had

grown wider andthefeelingfar more intense since the summer of

1917. The confused events, which followed a successful attempt

to seize power by the military 'committees of defence', left

Spain in a weak position to forward her demands. A number of

ardent Germanophiles had been returned to the Cortes in the

spring of 1918, and Senor Maura's coalition Government re-

flected to some extent the sentiments prevalent in Morocco. It

fell on November 6th, when even the Catholic Bishops could

see that the Allies must win, and it was left to Count Romanones

and a Liberal Ministry to clear up the difficulties internationally

and in Morocco.

The Spaniards had put their money on the wrong horse,

the Allies had won, and Madrid had to explain away the evil

purposes to which the Spanish Government had allowed its

zone in Morocco to be put, and it was not an easy explana-
tion. Too late they began to expel the German spies and to

put down the intrigues that had been allowed practically

free scope up to then. Nor was Spain's own position in her

zone a pleasant one. Even the Spanish High Commissioner

was to all intents and purposes under Raisuli's orders, and no

Spaniard could travel over a great part of the zone without a

special passport from the brigand chief. 1

Primo de Rivera had foreseen the end of the war as a stale-

mate, which would bring the belligerent Powers meeting round

a table on equal terms. The Carlists and the extreme Conserva-

tives had expected a victory of the Central Powers, and so had

a large number of non-political Spaniards who had been mis-

led by the optimistic German reports. A German surrender

surprised everyone and completely upset any secret hopes that

Spain might be called in to play the part of
c

the honest broker'

between the exhausted combatants.

1 W. B. Harris: Morocco that Was, 259.
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THE EUROPEAN WAR
The formation of a Liberal Ministry after the crisis of

November 6th was too late to retrieve the position lost by pro-

German activities in Morocco and elsewhere. Count Roma-

nones hurried off to see President Wilson as the only hope of

saving something from the wreck. He brought back nothing

except a seat on the Council ofthe League ofNations. He made
a half-hearted attempt to bring up the question of Gibraltar on

the principle of
c

no annexations, no indemnities
5

,
which was

for a time the slogan. The atmosphere was hardly favourable,

and the Count's task was not made easier by a summons to

return to Spain, which had taken the opportunity ofindulging

in one of its periodic military-versus-anarchist upheavals. This

and a subsequent war in Morocco were to keep Spain occupied

until long after the Treaty of Versailles.

Towards the end of 1919 Gibraltar was possibly brought into

negotiations about the future of Turkey. Henry Morgenthau,
the former American Ambassador in Constantinople, returned

to Washington and seems to have told his Government that

Great Britain would grant the United States 'equal rights* in

Gibraltar if they would accept an American mandate for

Constantinople, Armenia and Anatolia. 1 The circumstances

surrounding this offer are obscure, and America was hardly

in the mood to accept commitments. Looking back on the

subsequent twenty years it is, however, possible to regret that the

steadying influence of the United States was not introduced to

keep the balance in the Mediterranean.

The complicated events which led up to Prinio de Rivera's

long and comparatively mild dictatorship from 1923 to 1930

need not be discussed here. We are only concerned with the

attitude of Spain towards Gibraltar and the surrounding terri-

tory on both sides of the Straits. The dictatorship made, at

first, little difference to this, but a few general observations

may be in place.

Spain ended the war as a dissatisfied Power. In any Peace

Congress the neutral countries usually hope to get some acces-

1 Mew Tork Times, October i8th, 1919.
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sion of territory, or some settlement of old-standing grievances.

Whichever side may win they can point to services rendered, or

demands not pressed at inconvenient moments. '. Spain felt

vaguely that the war should have given them back Gibraltar

and added Tangier to their zone. The war had brought
wealth to the country, but not contentment. The gold reserve

had risen from 22 million pounds to over 88 millions. Many
individuals had made fortunes in more conventional ways than

by helping German submarines. But with prosperity had come
the feeling that Spain had been left in a backwater.

A more active-minded generation was coming to the fore.

Thousands ofyoung men had seen something of the war, going
abroad on business, travelling as doctors on Allied ships, dealing
with refugees, inspecting prisoners' camps as neutral officers.

This had stimulated their minds, and given them a new feeling
of national pride, and in doing so had driven still deeper the

wedge which split Spain into two opposite camps. Liberals

and reactionaries, Anglophils and Anglophobes, free-thinkers

and clericals, the great cleavage was as marked as ever. There
remained also the old grievance of the English occupation of

Gibraltar, embarrassing to the Liberals, and a continual in-

centive to the army officers and the politicians of the Right
wing.
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CHAPTER V

AN INTERVAL FOR CONSIDERATION

FUTURE
generations will probably look back upon the period

immediately after the European War as the great era of

missed opportunities. The chief victors were the Entente

Powers. They had the re-making of the world in their hands.

Unfortunately both countries had populations which were

rapidly ageing, a tendency naturally hastened by the war.

In each the legislatures were dominated by men who had

brought not only their lives, but also their property, satis-

factorily through the four difficult years. Certain habits of

mind, common to the successful middle-aged man, were re-

flected in their settlement of Europe.
The most obvious example was, of course, their vindictive

treatment of Germany then weak, unaggressive, Christian])

and painfully anxious to be received back into the comity of

nations. The same men, twenty years later, were equally
anxious to placate, if possible at someone else's expense, a

Germany which had become strong, aggressive, pagan, and

totally careless of foreign opinion.
1 This contrast leaps to the

eye. Less obvious and less well remembered was the meanness

with which the Entente treated the two junior partners in the

Moroccan venture, Italy and Spain.
Both these countries had maintained a fairly high birth-rate,

in both the standard of living was low. Spain had lost an

1
Amongst those who signed the famous telegram to Mr. Lloyd George

insisting on the greatest possible indemnity being taken from Germany
were Sir Samuel Hoare, Lord Halifax, and many of the older Conservative

Members of Parliament, who have been most anxious to justify or en-

courage German aggression in Spain, Austria, and Czechoslovakia. The

telegram was despatched on April gth, 1919, at a critical moment in the

peace negotiations. Three hundred members of Parliament signed it.
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Empire, Italy had not acquired more than some vast areas of

desert land. Both countries were to suffer, though Italy the

more severely, from American restrictions on immigration. A
little elementary horse-sense would have suggested to the

senior partners that, whether the firm was to continue or not,

it would be wise to see that the junior partners were satisfied.

Instead of doing this, England and France divided between

themselves the mandates for the German and Turkish Empires,
and left two hungry and dissatisfied Powers on the Mediter-

ranean.
s

Italy was, of course, the worst case of the two. She had been

an active ally in the war, and the Tripartite Treaty of 1906 had
been followed in 1915 by the London Treaty ofApril sGth. As

in all war-time agreements, based on the distant prospect of

dividing up the territory of an undefeated foe, the drafting is

intentionally obscure, but it is an important document from

which Italy justifiably expected a great deal. It promised her

the Brenner frontier, which she was to obtain, but two other

clauses gave her a definite grievance about the post-war
settlement.

Article IX recognized 'that Italy is interested in the main-

tenance ofthe balance ofpower in the Mediterranean, and that

in the event of the total or partial partition of Turkey in Asia,

she ought to obtain a just share of the Mediterranean region

adjacent to the province of Adalia'. Article XIII laid it down
that

c

in the event of France and Great Britain increasing their

colonial territories in Africa at the expense of Germany, those

two Powers agree in principle that Italy may claim some

equitable compensation*. In 1917, when Italy's interest in the

war was felt to be waning, an Agreement was signed at St.

Jean de Maurienne which confirmed the Treaty of London,
and offered Italy the first option on South Anatolia if it

became available a fact not forgotten in Turkey, any more
than our offer of Cyprus to Greece is forgotten by the

Cypriot.
It is clear that the conditions laid down in Articles IX and
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XIII were not fulfilled. The Italians could claim that they

had not received their promised share, nor had the Entente

Powers implemented the more general promise laid down in

the 1917 Agreement that
e

the maintenance of the balance of

power in the Mediterranean shall be equitably taken into con-

sideration'. Most Englishmen, being superficially interested in

events all over the globe, are blandly unmindful about promises
and negotiations for which their Government has made them

responsible, and which may be of immense importance in the

life and politics of some smaller country. It was some years

before England understood that a certain Signor Mussolini had

built up a new and aggressive form of government in Italy,

which was based, to a great extent,, upon the feeling that Italy

had been scurvily treated by France and England in the matter

of colonies.

Spain was on a different footing. She had been a neutral in

the war, and although as little publicity as possible was given"

to her shortcomings both the French and English Govern-

ments knew that considerable assistance*had been rendered to

German submarines by Spanish individuals, and sometimes by

Spanish local authorities. There was no series of treaties and

understandings such as existed in the case of Italy.

On the other hand Spain had originally been brought into

the Moroccan affair, chiefly in order to exclude Germany. She

had gained nothing from her co-operation except the assign-

ment of a rocky and barren stretch of country, inhabited by
warlike tribes at whose hands she was to suffer, from 1921 on-

wards, a series of ignominious defeats. Her claim to Tangier,

the one valuable concession in her zone, had been refused by
the Entente before the war, presumably because it was feared

that Spain might not be strong enough to resist the develop-

ment ofGerman influence there. There were many precedents
for concessions to neutrals at the end of a war. Had not

England gained Cyprus in this manner? Spain certainly felt

that Gibraltar and Tangier should have been considered in the

general settlement.
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The same weakness in the English ruling classes, which was

displayed in their ill-mannered vindictiveness towards Ger-

many, and in their ill-mannered meanness towards Italy, was

equally apparent in their ill-mannered neglect of Spain. A few

Englishmen with local knowledge and special interests pressed

for a settlement of outstanding questions. A few soldiers and

sailors argued that the lessons of the war proved the need for a

complete revision of our ideas about the future of Gibraltar.

They failed to make any impression upon a Government which

was already beginning to be harassed by economic troubles, and

by conditions in India and Ireland. The motto of the elderly,

quieta non movere, was only too applicable to the solid immo-

bility of the Rock, the seemingly placid waters of the Straits,

the stagnant inefficiency of the Tangier administration, and

those mountains of North-west Africa which always give the

illusion ofbeing uninhabited. Our future policy in the Straits,

the possibility of exchanging Gibraltar for Ceuta, the status of

Tangier were all treated as questions of'academic interest*, one

of the most damning phrases in the jargon of English politics.

By the end of 1923 only the last of these problems had received

any serious consideration by the Entente. The Conference of

England, France, and Spain which met to discuss Tangier in

1913, and had come to no conclusion, was called together again

ten years later.

Before that date the position in Morocco had completely

changed. At the termination of the EuropeanWar the Spanish
Government decided to take a more active line in their zone.

During the war they had adopted what is sometimes called by

Spaniards the semi-abandono policy. This means that they
confine their area of occupation to the ports and the imme-

diately surrounding territory, trusting to 'political' action to

control the remainder. In practicethey had had to becontent to

leave everything to some chieftain, like Raisuli, who thoroughly

despised them, and with whom their relations were dubious

and undignified.
Various considerations may have led them to adopt a more
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enterprising and aggressive policy. The correspondent of The

Times suggests that

after the victory ofthe Allied Powers, the Spanish authorities

found themselves obliged to make some show of expressing
their disapproval ofthe natives who had taken, so active a part
in furthering German schemes in the Spanish zone. No doubt
the elder of the three Abdel Krims was amongst them.1

The last ofthe Germans, Hermann, had slipped back to Melilla

directly after the Armistice, It was not a continuation of the

German intrigues which the Spaniards feared, but they prob-

ably had begun to understand the legacy which the Germans
had left behind them amongst the Riffans a low opinion of

Spanish soldiers, a hatred for the French, certain standards of

ruthlessness and efficiency in war, and some material benefits,

such as gold and rifles.

The Spaniards had over 50,000 troops in Morocco, and some

twelve thousand native levies. This force should have been

ample for a campaign against the young Mohand Abdel

Krim, but the army was suffering from the usual concomitants

of a caste system amongst their officers.

The organization was defective in every particular. There
was little or no discipline amongst the officers, and no effici-

ency amongst the men. . . . Ill-fed, ill-clothed, ill-treated, the

youth ofSpain, courageous and patient, had been systematic-

ally deprived ofalmost everything to which they had a right.
2

The whole administration was corrupt, 'officers whose
jpajr

was

600 pesetas a month have managed to spend i2,ooo%(evei^
c

the

priests attached to the army frequented the cafes and failed in

their duties'. It was typical of the Spanish army that General

Silvestre, owing to a dispute with the Governor, should have

pushed on too fast in his first advance. A great disaster began

by the fall ofAnuaL The native troops and police then joined

1 W. B. Harris: France, Spain and the Rif, 67.
2 W. B. Harris: op. cit., 69.
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the Rifforces, which were not more than a few thousand strong.

Between them they massacred the retreating Spanish army,
and then captured such garrisons as held out at Nador, Zeluan

and Monte Arruit, within a few miles of Melilla. Within a

month of Anual, Spain had lost an army of some twenty
thousand men, and were reduced to defending a tiny zone

round Melilla. A previous advance to Sheshuan from Tetuan

on the other front was a small compensation, and proved in the

end to be an unfortunate venture. The holy city was held

with difficulty for four years, and then had to be evacuated in

1924, by a rear-guard action which cost thousands of lives.

One result ofthe Moroccan disaster, and the scandalous dis-

closures which followed, was the establishment, in September,

19523, of the dictatorship of Primo de Rivera. He himself took

a prominent part in the long and sometimes indecisive cam-

paigns which ultimately destroyed Abdel Krim's 'Republic',

and slowly extended Spanish control over the northern zone.

It is more than doubtful if they would have ever succeeded if

Abdel Krim had not antagonized the French, and forced them

at first very unwillingly to co-operate with the Spanish.

Mohand Abdel Krim was a well-educated man, and his am-

bition grew rapidly with his successes against the Spanish. In

1924 Marechal Lyautey, who at that time had only 20,000

French troops under his command, warned his Government

about the young man's ambitions.

Krim seems to wish to play the part of Mustapha Kemal.

He profits by his European training and knowledge ofmodern

progress. He is surrounded by a number of Europeans, and

has good communications through the Mediterranean. . . .

He is beginning to be treated as a Sultan or Emir, and is the

champion of Moorish independence. Although there is no

immediate danger, nothing would be so bad for our regime as

the installation so near Fez, of an independent Mussulman

state, modernized and supported by the most warlike tribes,

with a morale exalted by success against the Spaniards,

making Krim the centre of attraction . . .
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The French were In a difficult position, a fact fully, perhaps too

fully, appreciated by Abdel Krim. Theoretically they held, on

behalf ofthe Sultan, a protectorate over the whole ofMorocco,

apart from two small areas, the international zone at Tangier,
the status ofwhich was not finally settled, and Ceuta, which has

usually been accepted as Spanish territory. They had, as it

were, sublet the Northern zone to Spain, but they had always
shown extreme reluctance to unite themselves with the Spani-
ards in reducing 'dissident* parts of the country, between the

zones. According to Admiral Usbome the French held 'that

the Moors despised the Spaniards as a people whom they once

conquered and ruled, and that equal co-operation between

France and Spain would lower France's prestige in Moorish

eyes
5

,
1 There is probably some truth in this. Certainly the

French were not much disturbed about Spanish difficulties in

their sphere of operations until they saw the possibility of an

independent ruler setting up a state which would impinge on
both zones.

It is possible that Abdel Krim was badly advised by the little

group of Europeans who had joined him. He knew the weak-

ness of the French forces, the unwillingness of the Home
Government to send large reinforcements, and the general

objections to a combined campaign with the Spanish army. It

was not true that he obtained his munitions from the Tangier

zone, but the town was the centre of his propaganda depart-

ment, and provided the means whereby he kept in touch with

sympathizers in Europe.
2 These good folk were probably over-

optimistic, a common failure amongst supporters of forlorn

hopes, and they may have exaggerated M. Painleve's diffi-

culties amongst his own supporters. Whatever may have been

his exact motives, Abdel Krim burnt his boats. He decided to

move southward in an attempt to raise the tribes in the French

zone, and launched a sudden and very effective attack, which

nearly succeeded in the capture of Fez. His failure was partly

1 C. V. Usborne: The Conquest ofMorocco, 285.
2 Personal observation. The writer was in Tangier during part ofthe war.
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due to his fatal hesitation when victory was almost in his grasp.

He was at last checked, but the French had had a fright which

was severe enough to make them forget any scruples about

working with the Spanish.
Marechal Petain was given charge ofthe military operations,

an arrangement which ultimately led to the resignation of

Lyautey. The new commander visited Tetuan, and with

Primo de Rivera evolved a scheme for joint action against the

Rif. This included landing twenty thousand Spanish troops
in"the bay of Alhucemas, supported by the French Navy, and

possibly a French Naval Division. The plan was accepted in

Paris, and worked out admirably. It was the beginning of a

campaign which was by no means one-sided, but ended in

Abdel Krim's surrender and his exile to the island of Reunion.

It has been necessary to recall these events, however sum-

marily, because they introduced new factors into the inter-

national politics of the Straits, factors which are apt to be for-

gotten in these days when 'one woe doth tread upon another's

heels, so fast they come'. Up till 1920 the attitude ofthe British

Foreign Office towards Morocco had been simple enough. We
had completely disregarded the inhabitants, acquiescing in the

country's absorption by France and Spain, so long as the weaker

ofthese two Powers was assigned the north coast, Germany was

excluded altogether, and Tangier was left under some form of

international control. These three simple points could be said

to summarize British policy, and the end of the European War
did not suggest that any revision was necessary. It was true

that Spain had not actually acquired the coast-line, but she

claimed to control her zone, and this was accepted as a diplo-
matic fiction. The activities of Raisuli, and later of Abdel

Krim were watched with that mild amusement with which

Great Britain always regards the colonial troubles of other

countries. Germany in the early 'twenties was not likely to

send any more Panthers into Moroccan ports. The anomalies of

the Tangier administration were not considered a serious affair,

bet Great Britain, France and Spain sent representatives to
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Paris, at the end of 1923, to evolve a new constitution. Italy was

not invited, although she claimed the right to be represented on
account of her six hundred subjects living in the town.

The next two years showed that at least two new factors had
to be considered. The first was Moroccan nationalism, and
the second was Italy. From 1924 onwards it became increas-

ingly clear that neither of these could be disregarded in any
plans for the future of Gibraltar, or for the control of the Straits.

The Riffans had been the first to obtrude themselves forcibly
into what had previously seemed like a family gathering of the

Powers. There is an old saying, current in North Africa, that

the Moroccan is a lion, the Algerian a man, and the Tunisian

a woman. The war in the Rif and the subsequent
c

dissidence'

in south Morocco fully bore out the first part of this saying, and

proved that the ease with which the first stages of the partition
had been carried out had been entirely due to bad government,
and not to the fighting qualities of the Berbers. But the war in

the Rifwas not merely a matter ofresisting foreign intrusion, or

what is often described by the foreigner as xenophobia. It

was connected with a far wider movement.
Post-war developments in Turkey, Persia, Afghanistan and

Saudi Arabia have had their repercussions through the whole
Islamic world. They are part ofa reaction against the degener-
ate condition into which various Mohammedan rulers have

allowed their countries to fall. Englishmen, who were in India

during the Caliphate agitation, may remember the excitement

caused by a famous Pir, to whom Mahomet had appeared in a

dream, floating disconsolately in the air, and complaining that

from the Pillars ofHercules to the Himalayas, he had found no
free Mohammedan land on which he could rest his foot. Such
ideas were current throughout all that arid belt which stretches

from Marrakesh to Lahore.

It had required the combined efforts oftwo European Powers

to prevent the formation ofanother independent Mohammedan
state in Morocco. At various times during the struggle Abdel
Krim could easily have obtained from France and Spain terms
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which would have given him an autonomous standing under

not very onerous conditions. He preferred to stake everything
on a complete victory. But there was nothing in such a defeat,

after severe fighting in which the Europeans suffered many re-

verses and indignities, which would be likely to kill an ideal

appealing so strongly to every Mussulman. Abdel Krim's ulti-

mate collapse left firmly in every Berber mind the ideal of an
Islamic state in their 'land ofthe setting sun

5

, which would take

its place beside the other modernized and independent coun-

tries, such as Turkey and Persia. For the time these might be
ambitions surviving chiefly in the gossip of the Soks, or in sur-

reptitious talks amongst the students at Fez, but they are a new
and important element in the politics of the western Mediter-

ranean.

These developments were made far more ominous, both to

France and England, by the likelihood that any nationalist

movement in Morocco would look to Germany for material

help. It was not only that difficulties elsewhere, involving the

Entente Powers, might prove to be Morocco's opportunities.
The old connection with Germany had been maintained

during Abdel Krim's adventure by German deserters from the

two Foreign Legions, and by a few survivors of the war-time

missions. The Moroccan mind is more tenacious than that of

the western European. It is not muddied and distracted by the

daily newspaper. Some years later English and American
tourists were surprised to notice the enthusiasm with which
audiences at Fez, Marrakesh, Tetuan and Casablanca, would

greet any film showing Herr Hitler's rise to power, and the great

military and aerial development in Germany which accom-

panied it. A few newspapers noted the fact as a curious

phenomenon. It was not in the least curious to anyone who
knew a little Moroccan history.
Primo de Rivera would have liked England to interest herself

in Morocco. He wanted her solid force and colonial experience
to act as a make-weight against the French, who never co-

operated easily with the Spanish, and were always apt to treat
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them de haul en bos. Again and again he mooted the idea of the

Ceuta and Gibraltar exchange, which could undoubtedly have

been arranged on very favourable terms in the matter of giving

England a suitable hinterland for defensive and other purposes.

These hints were reflected not only in the usual newspaper
discussions but also in Parliament.

It may be worth recalling the Government's replies in the

House ofCommons for their revelation ofthe official Admiralty

outlook in the 'twenties. The matter was raised by the inde-

fatigable Commander Kenworthy (now Lord Strabolgi). This

may have partly accounted for the acerbity ofthe replies, which

make no attempt to deal with the main points in the contro-

versy. In 1923 Colonel Amery, then Under-Secretary for the

Colonies, said:

It is quite true that in one almost unimaginable contingency
a war with Spain Gibraltar is liable to bombardment.

If such a contingency should happen there are measures we
could take. To move Gibraltar, just because ofsome conceiv-

able danger, would involve not only the enormous cost of

setting up a new Gibraltar somewhere else, but there are few

other positions where so valuable a base could be created. He

(Commander Kenworthy) mentioned Ceuta, but that would

require a much larger military force to defend it, and would

therefore entail much larger running expenditure.
1

In the following year Admiral Sir Bertram Falle thought it

sufficient to reply that Commander Kenworthy 'does not tell us

what the guns of Gibraltar would be doing during the time that

the Spanish guns were firing on them*, and then to display a

cheerfully insular ignorance of Morocco by talking of Ceuta as

at 'the mercy of Riffans'. 2

It is clear that both these replies are little more than good de-

bating points to bring before a somnolent and uncritical audi-

ence. They make no attempt to deal with the main question.

The danger was not that Spain would begin a war against

1
Parliamentary Debates, March 22nd, 1923.

2
Ibid., May 8th, 1924.
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Great Britain, a contingency as unlikely in the 'twenties as at

the beginning of the century. There was, however, always the

chance of another European war, and that in such a war

Spain, which had not much enjoyed her neutrality, might join

stronger Powers at war with England.
The local danger did not lie in the result of a duel between

fixed guns on the fort and the type of guns then on the main-
land. The danger lay in the introduction of good mobile

artillery, which would make use of the hilly ground and of

modern methods of camouflage, and which would combine
with bombing and other aeroplanes. The lack ofan aerodrome
on the Rock makes it at least probably that in that area an

enemy operating from the Spanish mainland and from Spanish
Morocco would have the mastery of the air. There was then

at least an arguable case that an enterprising enemy could make
Gibraltar useless, as a naval base or as a harbour, by destroying
the docks, repair shops, victualling sheds, etc., and by blowing up
the very vulnerable oil depots, and finally by shelling and bomb-

ing any merchant ships which might be anchored in the harbour.

It would seem from Colonel Amery's remark about 'measures

we could take* that the Government was still intending to seize

a portion of the mainland immediately after the declaration of

war, reverting to the pre-war scheme which has been discussed

above, and which was then open to those same objections which
have been so fully justified recently. The plan was only valid

on the assumption that its simple strategy had not been foreseen

and forestalled. At that time there was possibly more excuse for

the complacency of the Government and the two elder ser-

vices. It was the era of Treaties and Pacts, of a League of

Nations developing rather than in a rapid decline, of Kellogg
Pacts and disarmament policies, of Conventions renouncing the

use of poison gas and the bombing of civilians. It is not sur-

prising that the old men, the statesmen, admirals, and generals,

looking back with regret to the old days of two-dimensional
wars fought between armies and navies, were inclined to regard
the ominous later developments of the European War as an
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unpleasant dream which might be forgotten and never men-
tioned again. We slipped easily back, if not into the Vine and
women and champagne' which Mr. Belloc thought 'went with'

democracy, at least into those amusements which are best

suited to a middle-aged nation resting after strenuous exertions.

It was pleasant to think of Gibraltar, in lonely grandeur, as

sentinel at the gate of the 'dolorous tideless midland sea'. De-

cidedly England was not in the mood for constructive thinking
about a world which was likely to be a far grimmer place than

at any time since the Middle Ages.
Besides these rather feeble dialectics in a House ofCommons,

engaged in discussing the Navy vote before empty benches, a

more intelligent controversy about Ceuta was carried on in

certain periodicals. Major-General Callwell appeared as a

strong advocate for an exchange. He seems to have discussed

the question in 1915 with Lord Kitchener

who had never heard of the project before. The great War
Minister remarked, *Yes, yes, I see all that, and I would give
a good deal to have Spain in on our side. But how about the

British public and British sentiment? Haven't you rather

overlooked that?' *

The General is very definite and detailed on the subject of

vulnerability.

An arc of a circle 10,000 yards radius, struck from the
centre of the harbour and extending for about 130 degrees
from near Garnero Point at the S.W. extremity of Gibraltar

Bay to the high ground near the Mediterranean shore and a
little East ofNorth ofthe Rock, traverses almost continuously
high ground that looks down upon the harbour. Assume, for

the sake ofargument, the fortress to be besieged by land some

day, and port, docks, and store-houses become a veritable

death-trap.
2

1 The Nineteenth Century , December, 1918.
* See map, page 305. Compare also the evidence before Rawson Com-

mittee, page 157, above.
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On this subject, as about most matters of foreign politics

since the war, the American newspapers were far better in-

formed and more realistic than the English press.
1 Writers in

the New Tork Times and elsewhere could see that the vulner-

ability of the harbour and town was the important point, and

that Spain was not the least likely to undertake a single-handed
war against England. But at that time it was still difficult to

point to any other Power which was likely to be Spain's ally in

such a war. Germany, in the early 'twenties, seemed a long

way from recovering her aggressive outlook and military

strength. Italy, at that time, was not taken very seriously as a

fighting Power.

It is not easy, in 1939, to imagine oneself back in those early

days when the atmosphere seemed so peaceful that the Com-
mittee of Imperial Defence, as late as 1933, could advise that

there was no likelihood ofa major European War for ten years.

Yet even in the 'twenties, when these desultory and not very
serious discussions were going on, a wise statesman would have

cast an eye eastwards from Gibraltar, where he.might have seen

a cloud not larger than a man's hand.

Mention has been made of the Paris Conference on Tangier
and of Italy's request to participate. The diplomatic snub then

administered to her could not have been made at a more un-

fortunate moment. Signor Mussolini was then engaged in 'im-

parting a new rhythm' into Italian policy. The murder of

General Tellini had given him an opportunity for trying his

Fascist technique In diplomacy. It was a little premature. His

ultimatum to Greece, and his bombardment of Corfu both of

which would now be accepted as entirely in accordance with

modern diplomacy startled and shocked the elderly statesmen

ofWestern Europe. Every effort was made to settle the matter

quietly, to assume it was an aberration on the part of a man
who was then popularly supposed to be suffering from dementia

1 New Tork Times, December 24th, 28th, 1918: July I4th, 1923: August
3ist, 1924. Aero Digest (New York), November 2nd, 1925. Review of
Reviews (American), 1925, p. 549.
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paralytica. Few saw the incident as a deliberate experiment, 01

understood that a new force had arisen in the Mediterranean

which could not be simply ignored. It was not a good time foi

the Entente Powers to put themselves in the wrong over the

minor question of Tangier.
The Tangier Convention, to which Italy had not acceded,

was an unsatisfactory arrangement. The French, characteristi-

cally enough, ha3 chosen to strike a very hard bargain with the

other two Powers over details of the administration. England
was only interested in the general question of the town's inter-

national status. Her representatives did not object strongly

when France began to haggle like a fishwife over minor Govern-

ment appointments. The Spaniards did object. The bulk ofthe

resident Europeans are Italians and Spaniards, most of them

extremely poor. It was a peculiarly inopportune moment to

give Spain a legitimate grievance which she could share with

Italy.

Signor Mussolini had already approached his fellow dictator.

Their respective kings had exchanged visits, and a Treaty of

Friendship was signed in 1926. Some years later it transpired

that Primo de Rivera promised Signor Mussolini a naval base

in the Balearic Islands. It did not seem politic to accept this at

the time, and it was left in abeyance. After the fall of Primo

the secret correspondence was discovered in Madrid, and the

offer seems to have been withdrawn.

It was probably at Signor Mussolini's suggestion that Spain
made the first move for a new arrangement about Tangier.

The need for reconsideration was chiefly due to Italy's refusal

to accede, but Spain brought the matter up by asking that

Tangier should be included in her northern zone. In June,

1926, General Primo de Rivera declared publicly: 'We desire

Tangier to be incorporated in the Spanish zone. If we cannot

be sovereign there as at Ceuta or Melilla, we wish at least that

Tangier be placed under ourprotectorate as the rest of the zone/

Spain's case was strengthened by the practical results of

Italy's refusal to accept the Statute. The absurdities which
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followed this, the rival police forces, and rival police courts,

have helped to give the system of international control a bad
name amongst people who have not considered the special

circumstances. Certainly Mr. Harris, with his quizzical

humour and his flair for a good story, taught the readers of

The Times that Tangier was a delightfully comic place. Signor

Mussolini, however, stuck to his point. After his unhappy ven-

ture at Corfu he was extremely unaggressive, but the seven lean

years in his foreign policy from 1923 to 1930 were used

in consolidating his position in Tangier and elsewhere. His

representatives began to build up those connections with

Spanish officials and army officers which were to prove so im-

portant from 1935 onwards.

In 1927 Italy reiterated her demand for a share in the settle-

ment of Tangier, and Signor Mussolini chose the fifth anni-

versaryofthe Fascist march to send the King's cousin, the Prince

of Udine, to Tangier, with a squadron of warships, to make a

formal visit. An authorized statement made to the corre-

spondent of The Times is important for the light which it throws

on the Italian attitude towards the Straits of Gibraltar.

The position ofItaly, as the most essentially Mediterranean
of all Great Powers and with a population increasing at the

rate of half a million every year, necessitates the most careful

attention on the part ofthe Italian Government to any modi-
fication that may in any manner affect the shores of that sea;

more especially as in the case of Tangier, when its very gate-

way is affected. . . .

The visit of an Italian naval division, under the command
of His Royal Highness the Prince of Udine, is an acte de

presence, and a reminder, at the juncture when negotiations
are to be reopened in Paris between the French and Spanish
governments, that the Italian government maintains its policy
of non-recognition of the existing status, and will accept no
settlement of the question that has been arrived at without its

consultation and co-operation.
1

1 The Times, October 2gth3 1927.
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In the following year the French decided to abandon a posi-

tion which had become impossible, especially since England

supported the Italian demands. The Conference at Paris in-

cluded representatives of the four Powers, the Statute was re-

vised, and Italy participated in the administration. It had

been a notable victory, because it had not been achieved by
force or bluster, but by making France slightly ridiculous. Italy

had not gained any strategic point, but she had won a diplo-
matic victory, and established herself as a Mediterranean

Power claiming a major interest in the Straits of Gibraltar, an

interest comparable with that of Great Britain.

Spanish interest in Gibraltar was revived after the war by a

proposal to tunnel under the Straits. From the purely engi-

neering point of view it seems to be a feasible proposition, and
the scheme which was advanced by Colonel Pedro Jevenois
received plenty of official and military support.

1 At the nar-

rowest point the Straits are some fourteen kilometres across, but

the depth at the 'Gut
5

is about 2,000 feet. The width of water

is therefore a lesser factor than the length of gradient needed

for a railway to go up and down such a slope. The shortest

tunnel would be at least 35 kilometres long.
It must be confessed that the Colonel's book is extremely un-

convincing. He agrees that little is known about the geological
formation of the Straits, and that it was difficult to estimate the

cost. It was even more difficult to see what traffic, either ofpas-

sengers or goods, could be expected on such a north and south

route in order to pay interest on the enormous overhead

charges ofthe tunnel. The scheme provoked more discussion as

a political issue than as an economic proposition. It found

support in Germany, and among the military-imperialist group
in Spain who were beginning to revive their German connec-

tions. Amongst these the proposal was considered as a means
ofreducing the influence ofthe Entente Powers over the Straits. 2

1 El Tunel Submarine del Estrecho de Gibraltar, 1927. There is a preface by
General Dameso Berenguer.

2 Ubersee %eitschrift> 1930.
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Primo de Rivera appointed a special Commission to inquire

into the plan, and there was some international discussion

about whether the southern end of the tunnel should be in the

Spanish or the international zone. The controversy dragged on

for some years. Its history resembled the English Channel

tunnel question in the way politics, economics, and strategy

were inextricably confused. Towards the end of his dictator-

ship Primo de Rivera pressed the matter further, partly as a

possible means of relieving unemployment. In 1929 an explor-

atory shaft was sunk, and in the following years tenders were

actually invited for the construction. The results were not very

encouraging, and the return to democracy meant the shelving

of the scheme. The political motive, as against Britain, ceased

to have any importance with the eclipse of the pro-German

party. The last we hear of the scheme was in 1932, when it was

suggested that the matter should be referred to the League of

Nations. There it still remains.

Thus, peaceably enough, the 'twenties, the great decade of

lost opportunities, drew to a close. In Gibraltar the usual

routine of the garrison was extended to cover the new danger
from the air, but as the early precautions were based on the idea

of a friendly Spain it should not be presumed that these were

very effective. The promontory itself contains no ground suit-

able for an aerodrome, but anti-aircraft weapons of the period
were duly installed against a threat which then seemed very
remote. Relations with Spain were more cordial during Primo

de Rivera's dictatorship. Something was done to stop smug-

gling, and to prevent the Rock being used by dissident Liberals

two military organizations being here totally in accord. The
radical Hojas Libres was severely censored, and on occasions

confiscated. The Colonial Secretary, in 1929, bought up all

copies ofAlphonso Unmasked.

The townsfolk of Gibraltar have received little attention in

this book. Cantonment towns are apt to provide but a tawdry
setting for those parts ofthe Empire to which our politicians like

to refer as one ofthe brightestjewels in the Crown. 'The Town
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of Gibraltar, with its civil population of 20,000 and military

garrison of 6,500 men, has a dirty and slatternly appearance.

There is abundant^proofofnaval and military activity, but not

of civil administrative effort.
3 1

Probably most visitors would

agree with this verdict, which until recently could have been

extended to such semi-military institutions as the Trafalgar

cemetery. The population had become quite stable by the end

of the war, and on the whole prosperous, but they are far too

dependent on the naval and military works to develop a life of

their own.

There are a few leading families, very loyal to the British

connection, and a large number of shop-keepers and working
men who are fully aware that standards of living and of wages

compare favourably with those in southern Spain. Most ofthem
talk Spanish, though only about a quarter are Spanish subjects.

From time to time the population find the restrictions of a

garrison town intolerably irksome. This may, as in 1919, lead to

petitions to the British Government in London from such bodies

as the 'British Workmen's Association' or the
c

Exchange Com-
mittee'. But on the whole the mixed population accept the

British connection complacently enough. They have not grum-
bled more than is convenient about some undoubted grievances,

such as the Government's failure to implement repeated pro-
mises to improve their educational system, or to give them more
voice in municipal affairs. Housing conditions are still poor, but

are no longer worse than in most of Spain.

Although the people of Gibraltar are most unlikely to imitate

the Cypriots and burn down the Governor's House, they are

an important factor in the problem ofmaintaining and defend-

ing the Rock. England has never been good at dealing socially

with the less elementary people in her Empire. Everyone likes

to feel that they belong to some country or organization, and we
have been at litde pains to encourage the sentiment civisRomanus

sum amongst the lesser breeds within the law. So long as the

British Empire was an expanding aggressive force in the world
1 A. M. Murray: Imperial Outposts.
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this may not have mattered. The odd people ofthe Empire, the

Maltese, the Anglo-Indians, the Egyptian Copts, the Cypriots,
the Parsis, the Gibraltarians were swept along, hanging to the

skirts ofthe advancing Power. But when the Empire reaches its

zenith, begins to hesitate and recede, then these groups find

themselves left without support. The more elderly members of

the wealthier families may be content to remain on the fringe of

.that exclusive and fundamentally ridiculous social life which
flourishes in the British Empire. Their children and the mass of

the people will want to attach their loyalty to somebody less

transient than the 'caretaker for a Government in process in

liquidation', a description which a British official recently ap-

plied to himself. Inevitably the Gibraltarian will tend to look

more and more to Spain as his future country, to which many
already belong by birth, and nearly all by language and general
culture.

Whatever may be the result of the present war it is probable
that the new Spain will be more enterprising and jealous about
its nationals living or working outside the country. The prob-
lem has not yet arisen, but it is clear that Gibraltar in the

twentieth century had made itself extremely dependent upon
Spanish goodwill. Any day an official order could stop the

movement of Spanish workers into the British area. Nearly all

these men are doing important work in connection with the

harbour or the fortress. Many of them are technicians whose
work would be essential in a siege. The English are extremely
casual about allowing possible enemies to occupy key positions.
It may be remembered that there were a number of German
clerks working in Army Headquarters at Simla up to August,

1914. There was probably a minute on the files, dated perhaps
1860, to say that a European War in which Germany was in-

volved on the side of the enemy was 'unthinkable'.

In peace or war the Spanish are able to make matters very
difficult by closing their frontiers to outward movements. In

peace-time they can also make life almost unbearable to the

townspeople by refusing passes to visit the mainland. Anybody
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who has seen the technique employed by Germany and Italy

amongst their nationals in, say, Memel or Malta, can under-
stand what Spain could do in Gibraltar if actuated by the same

ideas, and if sufficiently supported from outside to take a firm

line with the British Government. The position hardly justifies

that bland condescension with which English officials treat their

neighbours on the Rock.

The Gibraltarian, like all people who live on volcanoes, real

or political, tend to be superstitious. One oftheir oldest beliefs

connects the continuance of British rule with the survival ofthe

apes. From time to time these have been in danger ofdying out,
and the Governors have been at pains to protect them. Towards

1930 a new crisis occurred, almost as ominous as the sinking of
the Britannia off Trafalgar. The last male ape died, apparently
after destroying his young. It seemed that the four remaining
females must die out, unloved and unfertile. The Governor
acted promptly and firmly. Thirty apes were brought over from

Africa, and let loose on the Rock. For the time the position was
saved and the older inhabitants, who had been shaking their

heads, were appeased.

Possibly there is an allegory in this. If so it can be read in

many ways.
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THE ERA OF IMPERIAL DECLINE





CHAPTER I

BEGINNING OF THE LAST PHASE

IT
has always been difficult for people to recognize the end of

an era in which they are themselves living. A few sensitive

men and women may feel themselves lost between two worlds

'one dead, the other waiting to be born', but it is far harder to

accept the idea that an irrevocable change has already taken

place. In England the usual 'time-lag' has been exaggerated by

the deliberate efforts ofmany, who influence public opinion, to

keep the country in ignorance of what is happening abroad, to

smother unpleasant news, and to induce a false sense ofsecurity.

The Englishman has not yet learnt that his life has been spent in

a world that is now past, and that he will have to alter all his

views and his standards in order to adapt himself to a new and

less pleasant way of living.

Some years before the war Father Tyrrell wrote a book on the

great change which was taking place in the spiritual world, a

world more real to him than that ofpoliticians and soldiers. He

felt that some apology was necessary for assuming the existence

of a crisis, which was obvious to him, but might not be to his

readers. He confessed that his book would 'be anything but

acceptable to those who do not believe in the proximity of a

deluge, or the necessity of an ark. I address myself therefore to

those who believe in both, for the simple reason that they are

already afloat/ l

In his meaner and mundane sphere the present writer feels

the same difficulty in addressing those of his countrymen who

have not had the less pleasant features of the modern world

forced directly upon their attention. While, however, this book

is being written events abroad are ofsuch a nature that they are

jostling and pressing themselves past the commercial censorship

1
George Tyrrell; Through Scylla and Charybdis.
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which plays such an important but passive part in our

lives.

It would be much simpler and pleasanter to leave the Rock,
bathed in Mediterranean sunshine, and in the cheerful com-

placency of the late 'twenties. Unfortunately one small cloud

had already been noted in the East. A far more menacing one

was now to arise in the North. The beginning of the new era

may be placed some three months after the French troops had
marched out ofthe Coblenz and Mainz districts. In September,

1930, foreign observers were surprised at the return of over a

hundred Nazi representatives to the Reichstag. It was the start

of Hitler's triumphant march. Stresemann was dead, Bruning
still held his difficult post, and waited in vain for those conces-

sions from France and England which might have saved the

Republic, and in saving it have kept Europe sane.

The optimism of the 'twenties had been partly built upon the

development of internationalism. The League of Nations ap-

peared to be slowly getting over its growing pains. There were

signs ofa return to wisdom when the Young Plan superseded the

Dawes Plan. Then suddenly there was a change ofatmosphere
so abrupt that future historians may well murmur :

c

Stop! have

you turned two pages? Still the same. New reign, same date.
5

An economic depression swept across the civilized world, and in

its wake it drove from office everyone who really believed in the

democratic internationalism which had seemed so promising.
In September, 1931, the Japanese, sensing the new atmo-

sphere in world politics, occupied Mukden, thereby breaking
their word under the Covenant, under the Washington Nine

Power Treaty, and under the Kellogg Pact. An act of

aggression by one of its members against another member,

taking place at the opposite end of the earth, placed too great
a strain on the League. The feebleness of the democratic

Powers in this difficult situation was followed by the fiasco of

the Disarmament Conference. Once more the world was back

in the era of power politics, but without these safeguards of

international law, and of free public opinion, which makes the
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nineteenth century, in retrospect, seem a period of civilization

and progress.
The dominant features ofthe new epoch are sufficiently obvi-

ous, but they may be recalled because,each has some bearing on

the future of Gibraltar.

1 . The emergence of three Great Powers, Japan, Italy, and

Germany, which have deliberately adopted war, or the threat of

war, as the normal method of enforcing their demands.

All three are totalitarian states which have moulded their

social, political and economic life so as to make efficiency in war
the chief object of national endeavour. They have educated

their younger generation to look upon war as the natural and

highest function of man. Every form of self-expression is con-

trolled by the state to habituate their subjects to the limitations

of a militaristic world. Each of the three Governments has

made it clear, by action as well as by their demands, that ter-

ritorial expansion is essential to their well-being. In none ofthe

three countries is any criticism or control of the Government

possible by the inhabitants. A change of Government is only
conceivable as the result of a revolt.

Gibraltar lies on the sea route between the two European
aggressive Powers, which are, at least in theory, united by the

Anti-Comintern Pacts. Any control of the Straits must be a

challenge to Italy, which claims the Mediterranean not as an

Italian lake, but as an Italian sea, and also to Germany which,
in her extension of territory and influence to the south-east, will

ultimately become a Mediterranean Power.

2. The collapse of international law.

Since 1934 the three aggressor Powers have broken so many
treaties, pacts, covenants, etc., that these have clearly ceased

to have any validity or life longer than suits the convenience of

all the parties to the agreement. By invading Abyssinia Italy

violated the Italo-Abyssinian Treaty of 1928, the Kellogg Pact

ofParis, the Covenant ofthe League, and the Four Power Arms

Treaty between Britain, France, Italy and Ethiopia of 1930.

During the course ofthe war she used poison gas in disregard of
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Article 171 of the Versailles Treaty, and the Geneva Gas Pro-

tocol ofJune i yth, 1925. Since then the deterioration in inter-

national standards has been so rapid that agreements can be

said to have no binding force on any non-democratic countries.

It would seem clear that the juridical status of Gibraltar in

international law, vis-a-vis Spain or any other Power, is now

only of historical interest.

3. The technical development of armaments.

Mention has already been made of two technical advances

which have affected Gibraltar. The long-range steel gun in the

latter half of the nineteenth century brought the harbour and

bay within the danger area for artillery on the Spanish main-

land, not only for siege guns but for mobile artillery. At the

same time the improvement in ordnance increased Gibraltar's

effectiveness as a fortress in harassing shipping in the Straits,

and made it possible for any Power occupying both sides of

the narrow 'Gut
9

to cover the whole intervening,, space.

Next came the submarine, introducing another dimension

into naval strategy with the most disastrous effects upon English

sea-power and merchant shipping. Against submarines the

guns on the Rock proved to be almost useless, though they were

brought into action.

Since 1918 the greatest development has been in the air. The

Mediterranean, and Gibraltar in particular, were not much
affected by aerial warfare until lately% but now this form of

third-dimensional fighting is going to be all-important. Any
stationary or slow-moving objects, such as towns, harbours,

ships at anchor, merchant vessels at sea are specially vulnerable

to the modern long-distance bomber. Gibraltar, as a naval base,

presents all these targets. Anti-aircraft guns may prevent aero-

planes approaching their objects except at a considerable height,
but their effectiveness is a matter ofdispute, and at best they can

only increase the risk and difficulty of bombing, they cannot

prevent it. The modern bomber is about three times as fast as

the
c

Gothas 5 and 'Giants
3 which raided London during the last

war. They carry about twice as heavy a load of bombs, and
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these high-explosive bombs are considerably more efficient.

The range of the modern machine is increasing yearly, and is

now well over 400 miles.

4. The ruthlessness of modern war.

A number of decent conventions, which were accepted as

axiomatic in warfare between civilized nations, are now con-

sidered as out of date. It is generally assumed that no country
will regard them in future. Some obvious examples are the

beginning of hostilities without a formal declaration ofwar, the

bombing*of thickly populated areas to produce a 'moral' effect,

the deliberate attacks on "Red Cross' workers and hospitals for

the same object, and the maltreatment for political reasons of

non-combatants in captured districts.

Gibraltar is a town as well as a fort, and a great^art of its

value depends upon the activities centring round the port. It

will be remembered that the town suffered considerably during
the great siege. To-day none ofthose scruples about respecting

non-combatants, which influenced opinion in the eighteenth

century, and were still more respected in the nineteenth century,
would be expected to weigh for an instant with a modern

European Power at war. Ruthlessness would have its effect on
the working-class population, upon which the efficiency of the

harbour depends. . It has been pointed out in the last chapter
that a very large proportion of these are Spanish nationals

domiciled in villages like La Linea. None of these would be

available in a war in which Spain was involved against England.
A considerable number ofthose living on the Rock are Spanish

subjects.
1

Even if Spain were neutral it is doubtful whether this foreign

population could be relied upon to carry on their work under

conditions which would be comparable to those existing at Ali-

cante, Barcelona or Valencia during the Spanish war. If Spain
were hostile the civilian workers could not be counted upon at

all, partly because conditions on the Rock would then be in-

1 The civil population is made up of 60 per cent. Gibraltarians, 20 per
cent Spanish, 10 per cent. British, 10 per cent various nationalities,
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finitely worse including a lack offresh food but also because
a majority would feel their loyalty to be with the other side.

These are some of the new factors in a Europe dominated by
aggressive totalitarian states. Before considering the future of

Gibraltar in the very grim world in which we seem to be con-

demned to spend the rest of our lives, it may help to clear our
minds ifwe recall the successive uses to which the Rock has been

put during its history.

Primarily it was a fortress, valuable as point d'appui for activi-

ties against the mainland of Spain. That function has never

wholly disappeared. We have seen how Gibraltar enabled Eng-
land to play a part in supporting a popular movement against

Napoleon. So far the British have never attempted to use it as a

military base against a hostile Spain, but ifthe Spanish Govern-
ment controlling Andalusia were to align itself with a Power

fighting against England, it was presumed until very recently
that we should try to establish ourselves on the mainland in

accordance with the plans which have already been mentioned.
It remains the only effective measure for protecting the harbour

against artillery fire, fcut the practicability of such a campaign
based on the Rock depends on factors which are rapidly disap-

pearing, and which must be considered later in connection with
recent developments in Spain.
The idea of Gibraltar as the sentinel at the gate of the

Mediterranean is very ancient. Even in Moorish times the

guardian of the fortress was expected to keep a watch over the

Straits. This function it can still perform, but the possibility of
direct control by gun-fire is comparatively modern, and ex-

tremely dubious. The fort was quite valueless in preventing the

passage of submarines, and it is doubtful whether alone, and
without the Navy, it couldprevent merchant ships going through
the Straits, especially at night-time, if they were convoyed by
men-of-war which could put up a smoke screen. 1

1 The reverse argument has been recently used by British naval experts
in connection \vith the placing of guns on the Moroccan coastline. It is

contended that these could not prevent the passage ofBritish ships. For such
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Merely as a fortress, apart from the town and harbour, Gib-

raltar would still possess much of its old impregnability. Its

underground galleries, its tunnels and caves provide natural

bomb- and shell-proofshelters for a large garrison, and even for

a civil population willing to live under these conditions. Purely
as a strong place it would be a very hard nut to crack. The

strategic value of such a limited use will be discussed later.

The second phase in Gibraltar's history began with its capture

by the English, and its use as a naval base and as a repairing and

victualling depot for warships. After playing a great role in all

wars up till 1815 its importance was somewhat eclipsed in the

nineteenth century by the development of Malta. As steam

replaced sails and the 'lawful occasions* of our Navy in the

Mediterranean became far wider and more varied than merely

watching the south coast ofFrance, it seemed advisable to stretch

out our bases at distances of about a thousand miles. After the

opening ofthe Suez Canal in 1869 the double functions ofnaval
base and ports of call on the eastern route were combined.
Portsmouth Gibraltar Malta Port Said and Suez Aden,
the distance between each is about a thousand miles. 1 All of

these places were well suited to be bases except the two ports at

the ends ofthe Suez Canal. Some other eastern Mediterranean
base was needed. The three alternatives have been Alexandria,

Famagusta in Cyprus, and since 1920, Haifa. Each ofthese has

some political drawbacks, being situated in countries of which
the population has not been generally too well disposed towards
the British Empire.
The lack ofa suitable eastern Mediterranean base encouraged

the utmost use ofMalta, with its wonderful strategic position for

control there are, of course, places on both the Moroccan and Spanish
coasts which are far more effective than Gibraltar, where the Straits have

already begun to widen out.
1 Portsmouth to Gibraltar: 1,143 nautical miles.

Gibraltar to Malta: 991
Malta to Port Said: 936
Suez to Aden: 1,310
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all surface warfare. Until recently its quarter of a million in-

habitants halfArabic and halfEuropean by descent and lan-

guage were content enough to occupy their rather anomalous

position in the Empire, and reap such advantages as they could

from the British connection. So Malta, with its 95 square miles

of space, its magnificent harbour, and insular security, became
the base for the Mediterranean fleet, and Gibraltar was used

chiefly as a coaling station, a port of call, and an occasional

meeting-place for the two fleets. The official view of Malta
before the Great War was probably expressed in a standard

work of that period.

Malta is the most powerful maritime fortress in the world,

stronger than Gibraltar or Hongkong in having no land frontier

to protect, and capable for this reason of greater powers of self-

defence than any other of our Imperial strongholds.
1

This optimism, and our reliance on the simple strategy of the

well-spaced naval bases and ports of call along the eastern route,
did not survive the test ofthree-dimensional warfare. First came
the submarine menace from 1915 to 1918. The narrowness of

the route, which in surface warfare would have been an advan-

tage, then became an added danger. Each defile was a happy
hunting ground for the U-boats. Malta especially attracted

hostile submarines. If these boats had been able to reach the

Red Sea, and operate round its entrance and exits to anything

approaching the same extent as they did in the Mediterranean

the Suez route would certainly have been abandoned. Instead

ofGibraltar being a half-way house between Malta and England,
it was Malta which became a dangerous port ofcall between the

safety of Port Said and the comparative safety of the Atlantic.

The larger bunkerage for coal, and the extended use of oil also

operated to make these coaling stations unnecessary. Malta
would have been a valuable submarine base against enemy mer-

chant shipping on the eastern route, but as there was none its

1 A. M. Murray; Imperial Outposts (published 1907).
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war functions were limited. Gibraltar became proportionately

more useful.

England has not yet had to face the actuality ofair warfare in

the Mediterranean, but only its threat as a weapon In the new

Fascist diplomacy. A new scale ofvalues has been introduced by
recent aerial development. Malta's insularity loses most of its

significance. It is not so vulnerable by air from the mainland of

Italy as Gibraltar is from the mainland ofSpain or from Spanish

Morocco, but the difference is not very great. The modern

.bomber can reach Valetta from Sicily in twenty minutes, the

harbour and town provide an easy mark, and there is nothing

corresponding to the peculiar invulnerability of the Rock fort-

resses. The potential danger was demonstrated during the win-

ter months of 1935 when the fleet was moved from Malta to take

up its cramped and dangerous quarters in Alexandria harbour

partly because this port was out of bombing range from Italy.

It would seem therefore that the only traditional use of the

Rock which has remained comparatively unaltered is that ofan

almost impregnable fortress, able to withstand a long siege. As

a naval base, or as a sentinel at the gateway of the Mediter-

ranean, or as a port of call on the route to the East its value must

depend on the balance of power in the Mediterranean, and on

the occupation of territory within gunshot or within bombing
distance of the harbour. We must therefore consider the new
factors which have emerged during the last few years affecting

both those two questions. The first is the development of Italy
as an aggressive totalitarian Power, owning Sardinia, Tripoli,

the Dodecanese Islands, and considerable territories which lie

along the Red Sea route to India. The second is the simultane-

ous intervention by Germany and Italy in Spain, Morocco, Rio

de Oro and the Balearic Islands. Events moved comparatively

slowly until the autumn of 1935, but enough had occurred before

that date to suggest that the joint problems of Gibraltar and the

Mediterranean would have to be reconsidered by the English.

During the three or four years which followed the seizure of
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Mukden by the Japanese, but preceded the Abyssinian crisis,

the emergence of Italy as an aggressive Power was obvious

enough. Her activities in the Mediterranean were well known

to the British Government. The preliminary arrangements in

Eritrea for the invasion of Ethiopia began before 1932, the year

in which General de Bono was sent on his mission. 1
They were

openly discussed all over the Near East and amongst British

officials in the Sudan. The developments in North-East Africa

will be dealt with in the next chapter, but even if the possibility

of Italy as a hostile Power was not taken very seriously by the

British or French Governments, certain of her activities must

have suggested that the policy ofEngland with regard to Gibral-

tar and the Mediterranean route might have to be reconsidered.

Two points must be mentioned before coming to the critical

year 1935- The first was the establishment of a control over the

East and West route through the Mediterranean at least com-

parable with that exercised by the British at Gibraltar. The

second was propaganda carried on amongst British and French

subjects in the various countries bordering on the Mediter-

ranean.

Anyone who has travelled by sea from Gibraltar to Port Said

will have been conscious of the comparative proximity of land,

even if little is seen. Boats are continually passed which are

obviously not of an ocean-going type. The normal route keeps

close to Algeria and Tunisia for over two-thirds of the way to

Malta, and then has to pass through the straits between Sicily

and Gape Bon. The Mediterranean at this point is less than a

hundred miles across, but the southern coast is still French

Tunisia. The Italians have, however, an island, Pantelleria, of

which very little was known until the last few years. This lies

about twenty miles from the African coast, and south of the

route to Malta. It narrows the straits to only just over fifty

miles.

Pantelleria is not quite so desolate an island as Perim, at the

south end of the Red Sea, but like Perim its importance lies

1 De Bono: Anno XIII, 3.
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wholly iii its position alongside an ocean route. It was occupied

by the Turks until the middle ofthe sixteenth century, and then

was taken by Sicily. Italy has used it as a penal settlement, or as

a place of exile for political malcontents. It grows good vines

and fruit. Its harbour is narrow and very shallow.

This island has obvious possibilities as a stronghold, difficult

to attack or occupy from the sea, and valuable as a base for

submarines. If it was necessary to apply what the Chinese call

'squeeze' to the English by threatening the east and west route

through the Mediterranean it would not have been possible to

find an easier method than to fortify Pantelleria and equip it as

a base, both for submarines and for aeroplanes. Tripoli and

Sicily already provide other suitable aerodromes and lurking

places. Between them they could make the strip of sea, between

Sicily and Africa, almost impassable for merchant ships. Even

without Pantelleria the position was desperate enough. The

fortification of this island was, therefore, in the nature of a

diplomatic gesture and a warning.
While Italy was strengthening her hold on the narrow centre

ofthe Mediterranean, Signor Mussolini was engaged in weaken-

ing the position of his possible rivals, chiefly by undermining
their authority in the territories which they possess, He started

with a great advantage. The southern Italians tend to have

large families, and are accustomed to standards of living which

enable them to compete with any of the races, Christian or

Moslem, settled in the countries bordering on the Mediter-

ranean. Both facts account for the large Italian 'colonies' in

lands under foreign flags. There are some 12,000 in Morocco,

37,000 in Algeria, 100,000 in Tunisia, 60,000 in Egypt, several

hundreds in Palestine and in Syria. The overwhelming majority

of these expatriated people admire Signor Mussolini's work,

read if they are literate only Italian newspapers, and are

anxious to help in advancing Italian ambitions and ventures.

Nearly all Italians in North African and the Near East are

Catholics. Many have been educated at, Italian Catholic

schools, ofwhich there are, for example, over sixty in Egypt and
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forty in Tunisia. The work of the Duce was, therefore, im-

mensely facilitated by the Concordat of 1929. This virtually

places the resources of the Church at the disposal of the Fascist

Government. Pietro Silva admits that the crisis of 1930 in

Malta was

a consequence of the new relationship established between
the Pope and the Italian Government after the conciliation of

February, 1929, as a result of which the Vatican could be

persuaded to favour, with the weight ofits spiritual authority,
the development of Italian influence.1

The same active propaganda was being carried on, after 1929,
in Tunisia and Algeria against the French, and in Egypt and
Palestine against the British. The Maltese affair may be con-

sidered in detail because it is the most germane to our subject.
The Maltese were, from the Italian standpoint, far easier to

approach on the religious side than on any other. Their lan-

guage is Semitic, they have adopted many English customs, their

economic life depends entirely on the development of Malta as

a British military and naval base, and they are well aware that

Italy, ifshe acquired the island, would not be likely to make the

same use of it. In 1921 a new Constitution had been granted to

Malta, superseding the former Strickland-Mizzi Constitution.

Malta was allowed an elected Senate and Legislative Assembly.
As soon as the Concordat was signed the priests became the

active vehicle for every sort of Italian propaganda. They suc-

ceeded in dividing the quarter of a million inhabitants into two

political camps, one pro-British, and the other Fascist and pro-
Italian. This in itself was fatal to constitutional progress, and
the position became still more acute when the Archbishop
issued a pastoral, shortly before the elections for the Legislature.
In this he denounced voting for the pro-British party as a

'deadly sin', thus using the same expression which caused so

1 Petro Silva: II Meditenaneao Dall 'Unita di Roma AlV Impero Italiano9 446.
I am indebted to Mr. G, Martelli, Whose Sea?, 131, for the reference and
the translation. *
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much controversy when, introduced into the Spanish Catechism
as a definition of the sin ofvoting for a Liberal candidate. The
British Government accepted this as a challenge to democratic

freedom, and the Constitution was suspended for two years.
The position was complicated by Lord Strickland, ofwhom

it has been said that 'his Maltese characteristics are always

uppermost in England, and his English characteristics in Malta3

.

He had forced the issue with the Catholic Church before the

intensive Fascist propaganda had begun, and thus helped to

bring about the suspension of a constitution for the restitution

ofwhich he fought with extreme bitterness. When it was rein-

stituted in 1932 the Maltese returned the Fascist group to power,
largely on personal grounds irrelevant to the main issues. The
new Cabinet soon got busy, encouraging the teaching ofItalian,

assisting Fascist agents to offer Maltese free holidays in Italy, and

acting as a channel through which Fascist propaganda funds

could be poured into the island. The British authorities were

again forced to suspend the constitution, this time for three

years, the main reason being the refusal ofthe 'National' Minis-

ters to implement a recommendation of a Royal Commission
about the use of English and Maltese in the law courts.

The course ofItalian activities in Tunis and Algeria, in Egypt
and Palestine was more complicated and obscure. Italian per-

meation, in all these areas, reached its zenith about the years.

1933 and 1934, and was obviously complementary to the more

specific imperial ambitions which were represented by General
de Bono's visit to Eritrea, and the military preparations which
followed it. In each,country, the Italian agents making full use

of their nationals, adopted the line best calculated to embarrass
the local Government.

In Algeria there were serious economic troubles after the war

partly due to a decline in wine-drinking and the Italian

agents concentrated upon fomenting those industrial and agri-
cultural grievances which culminated in the disorders and
strike of 1935. In Tunis the resident Italians enjoyed special

privileges under the Convention of 1896. These included the
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right ofItalian citizenship for children born ofItalian parents in

Tunisia. The French decided to rescind this Convention on

account of the aggressive attitude of the Fascist regime. The

Italians replied to this challenge by treating the Italian colony
as ifit was a state within a state. The hundred thousand Italians

were encouraged to look upon the French regime as a temporary
affair from which they would be soon relieved. On one occasion

General Balbo, with calculated rudeness, made a formal visit to

Tunis, and did not even call upon the French Resident-General.

The forty Italian schools taught the children to consider

their only loyalty was owed to Rome.
The position had become so intolerable by 1935 that M. Laval

decided to come to terms with Signor Mussolini, a move for

which the Duce had been manoeuvring so long. It was exactly

the prelude he required for his Abyssinian venture, and he could

afford to be magnanimous. The settlement reached in January,

1935, was in the nature of a compromise which did not satisfy

either the French or the Italians locally.
1 Tunis was only a

pawn in a much larger game, and the complicated agreement
was successful in deadening French opposition during the great

diplomatic struggle which was to be enacted at Geneva. It was

the most striking example of a 'squeeze' effected by the simple

process of stirring up trouble in the territory of a neighbour's

colony.
In the British colonies the Italian agents took full advantage

ofthe Englishman's inherent difficulty in dealing with emotional

and religious nationalism. They had an easy task in Palestine,

where all the ingredients ofserious trouble were already present,

and it was only necessary, in later days, to give a stir to the

broth. Fascism in spite of Mussolini's denial was always an

article ofexport. Colonel Kisch, Chairman ofthe Zionist execu-

tive, notes the modest beginning in his diary.

1 It was agreed that children of Italian parents born before 1965 were to

be Italian, those after to be French citizens. Similarly after 1945 Italian

schools will be subject to French inspection. The Agreement was denounced

by Italy in December, 1938.
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March 2, 1924. Dr. Mancini, as the official representative

of the Fascist Party called to see me with regard to plans for

Italian cultural work among our people . . . Dr. Mancini
mentioned that it might be possible to provide scholarships
for Palestinian students in Italian universities, saying that in

the past, before the War, the Italian authorities had showered

gifts upon the Arab population here with no results whatever,
but that it was now realized that the Jewish population was

rapidly progressing on cultural lines ofits own, and that it was
desired that Italian learning should not be ignored.

1

Signor Mussolini has shaken many new patterns in his

kaleidoscope since then, but for some years he favoured the

Jews in Palestine while toying with anti-semitism elsewhere. 2

The Italian agents finally rather overdid themselves in Egypt,
but for a time they made full use of their sixty thousand popula-
tion. Operating through the Italian local press, through the

news agencies, such as Stefani, through their broadcasting
station at Bari, through any political group they could find,

they fostered the idea of England and France as the great twin

enemies of Islam and of nationalism.

After 1935 there was a definite reaction against the Italians

both in Egypt and Malta. The Copts loathed Italian aggression
in Ethiopia, and resented especially the indignities suffered by
the Abuna or High Priest, who was a native of Egypt. The
Moslems also began to find Signor Mussolini growing more than
a little tiresome. His raucous posturing in Libya as the defender

ofIslam was overdone, especially as he accompanied his declara-

tion by waving a straight Christian sword instead of a curved

Mohammedan "one".
"

The Egyptian attitude towards the British was not unlike that

1 Colonel F. H. Kisch: Palestine Diary, 106.
2 The tendency continued till quite late, almost until his antisemitic move

in Italy. 'His propaganda during 1935 and 1936 was directed mainly to-

wards obtaining the goodwill of the Arabs, but at the same time Mussolini

was trying hard to win the sympathy of the Zionists by promises of political

support.* E. Main; Palestine at the Crossroads, 48.
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of the Spanish Liberals towards the occupation of Gibraltar.

Theydid not want to get rid ofthe English merely to come under

the control of another and possibly more truculent European
Power. Senor Madariaga quotes a passage from Don Angel
Ganivet's writings which could be applied to many parts of the

British Empire since the rise of Fascism in Italy and Germany.

We are in this case very much as that ruined gentleman
who on no account would part with an old steward ofhis, not

particularly honest. 'Not for any love that I may feel for

you/ said the poor man, 'but because I fear that your suc-

cessor will leave me a beggar.' And ifsome ofthose who feel

irritated at the affront of Gibraltar do not find this idea

elevated enough, let them bear in mind that it has been sug-

gested to me by the wise Sancho Panza, who was as Spanish
and as Manchegan as Don Quixote.

1

The two ends of the route to India Gibraltar and Aden
were the only stations or bases not seriously affected by this

propagandist drive, during the early 'thirties. Even Cyprus had
its revolt in 1931, when the Cypriots burnt the Governor's house

at Nicosia, and proclaimed the unanimous desire of all, except
the small Moslem element, to bejoined with Greece. The rising

had to be put down forcibly. The severe measure was taken of

expelling the Archbishop Kyrillos, a great dignitary of the

Greek Church, and with him went many of the leading citizens.

In this the activities of Italian agents played no important part.

Cyprus is not an island in which the English can take any

pride. It has been neglected ever since we acquired it, most

undeservedly, at the Treaty of Berlin. As soon as the Russian

terror of the 'eighties had receded, Cyprus became the Cinder-

ella of the colonies. It was given an absurd constitution, which

actually left all the administration in the hands ofthe Governor.

It was heavily taxed to pay compensation to the Turkish Gov-

ernment, a charge which should clearly have been met by Great

Britain, as the country had been acquired for a strategic pur-

1 S. de Madariaga: Spain, 361.
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pose. England is now slowly waking to the possible importance
of Cyprus as a centre for three-dimensional warfare, in other

words as a key position on the aerial route to the East. Haifa

century of neglect has completely alienated the million

Cypriots, and raised a local population' problem which would
be far more serious than that in Malta, ifGreece was not a com-

paratively feeble and comparatively friendly country.
The authorities at Gibraltar, noting the contentment of their

sixteen thousand subjects, probably considered themselves

blessed above all their colleagues in the other naval bases. It

was hardly their business to follow certain developments in

Spain itself, which were likely to cause trouble in the future.

Spain went democratic just at the time when Fascism was estab-

lishing itselfin Germany. The reversion to elective government
after a dictatorship must always be difficult. The old party

system has disappeared, the politicians who would normally
have been acquiring experience have been either servants of an

autocracy or in retreat. Often they have been in exile. Political

thought, so far as it survives under a dictatorship, tends to be

theoretical, imported from abroad, and extreme. At first there

will be a tendency to drag out from retirement elderly states-

men, shadows ofa great name, who have survived the period of

democratic eclipse.

After the fall ofPrimo de Rivera Spain suffered from all these

difficulties. The c

Right'-wing politicians, with their powerful

backing amongst those 'traditional obstacles' to reform, the

Church, the Army, and the landlords, had not been altogether

happy under the dictatorship, but they much preferred it to a

'Left'-wing government, made up of the heterogeneous groups
which are bound to develop during a time when those interested

in politics have no reason to amalgamate. The early fortunes of

the Republic, the swings of the Government to the right and

left, the internal troubles, due to the high hopes raised amongst
peasants and workers and their slow realization, these are only

pertinent to the subject ofGibraltar in so far as they affected the

likelihood of Spain becoming hostile to Great Britain.
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In this connection the most serious development was that the

reactionary politicians and their friends in the Army began to

make surreptitious contacts with the two Fascist Powers. Natur-

ally they were met more than half-way by Herr Hitler and

Signor Mussolini, both ofwhom were looking about for possible

fields for expansion in the Mediterranean. Two German agentsa

Zuchristan and Hellerman, became very active from 1934 on-

wards, organizing the large German 'colony
3

in Barcelona and

elsewhere, and using their consuls and the Embassy to get into

touch with Army officers, and with politicians ofthe Thalangist
3

persuasion. General Goded, in Catalonia, and General Millan

Astray, in Morocco, were won over early.

The old German connections with Spanish Morocco now
became invaluable, and the plans for future intervention were

mostly hatched in that area. The same contrabandist who
had helped the German submarines, joined forces with that

very shady politician Calvo Sotelo. They acted as the civilian

links with the Nazi regime, the latter visiting Herr Hitler and

being given every possible encouragement. In Morocco the

Nazis were specially popular, because they helped and encour-

aged the old local sport ofJew-baiting.

Italy organized a separate and probably a rival set of in-

trigues with the 'traditional obstacles'. Signor Mussolini's

agents were helped by their religious connections, but they also

found friends in theArmy amongst the old-fashioned royalist set,

while in political circles the Italians worked easily with the

Carlist group known as the Requetes. By 1934 Signor Mussolini

had come to terms with some of these Army officers and poli-

ticians terms which included the supply of arms and money.
These promises were actually reduced to writing in the form of

an agreement drawn up in Rome. General Barrera, Don Rafael

Olazabal, and others, described as belonging to the 'tradition-

alist Communion 5

, represented the Spanish side. Signor Musso-

lini and General Balbo represented the Italian Government.
The latter expressed their willingness

c

to lend material assistance

to parties opposed to the present Spanish regime for the purpose
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ofoverthrowing it and establishing a regency to prepare for the

complete restoration of the monarchy . . .' The amount of the

assistance in rifles, hand-grenades,, machine-guns., and money
was exactly specified.

1

Most of these intrigues were conducted with great secrecy,
and were not disclosed until after the outbreak ofwar in Spain,
when a large number of incriminating documents fell into the

hands of the Government at Madiid. There was, however,

enough evidence, even if of a conjectural nature, for the British

Government to have been warned by its local representatives

that a military revolt was likely to take place any time after

1935, and that such a rising would have the active assistance of

Italy and Germany. Whether such warnings were given cannot

be known during the life-time of the present Government.
This very rapid and incomplete survey of the dangers and

difficulties besetting the eastern route, prior to 1935, may have

been enough to suggest that the complacency with which Eng-
land regarded the Mediterranean during the 'twenties should

have been considerably modified subsequently. It is, however,

extremely hard to obtain any evidence about the
c
officiaP Eng-

lish view ofthe value oftheir naval bases, either before or during
the Abyssinian crisis. Owing to circumstances which will be

discussed later all Parliamentary statements were as Professor

Toynbee said of Mr. Baldwin's statement on naval movements

'compounded with a certain economy of truth'. For this

reason one rather remarkable exception deserves some
attention.

In the autumn of 1935 the western Mediterranean certainly
seemed calmer than the eastern end. Also Gibraltar, unlike

every other Mediterranean base, had been free from 'local

population* troubles. Possibly these reasons induced Sir Alex-

ander Godley, who had been Governor from 1928 to 1933* to

publish an extremely optimistic article on the security of the

1 The document was found In the office of the Accion Popular in Madrid.

A photostat has been made and published. See also Dr. Helmut Klotz; Les

Lffons Militaires de la Guerre Civile en Espagne, 1 18-20.
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Rock. He may have struck a deliberately cheerful note because

he was writing at a time when the fleet was cooped up in Alex-

andria harbour, and the Hoare-Laval Peace Plan wasjust about

to be presented to an unsympathetic world. Also the article

appeared in a popular evening newspaper, and occupied those

two columns to which the irreverent in search of amusement

turn to read the even more extravagant but gloomy pronounce-
ments of a clerical journalist upon our morals and our de-

mocracy. But allowing for the method of its presentment it

remains one of the few reasoned semi-official pronouncements
on the subject made since the emergence of Italy and Germany
as aggressive Powers, and it may be taken as roughly represent-

ing the views of Conservative statesmen and of the 'Services'. 1

A few excerpts will explain the general tenor of the article, and

its bearing on the problem of the value and vulnerability of the

Rock. These deserve a little analysis.

i. Relations with Spain, and the chances of an attack from

the mainland, or from Spanish Morocco.

The possibility of an attack by land is very remote. We are very

goodfriends with Spain, and I do not believe that our occupation of
Gibraltar is viewed with any ill-feeling by the Spanish. After all we

have occupied Gibraltar very nearly as long as Spain did . . . the

Spanish occupation lasted 242 years., and we have now been therefor

231 years.

Financially it would be a bad day for the South of Spain if the

British connection were severed.

It is doubtful whether these arguments would appeal strongly

to any Spaniard, even the most Liberal-minded. But by 1935

the question was hardly one of a war between England and

Spain, but ofanother European war, in which Spain, or perhaps

only part ofsouthern Spain, would be allied with or subservient

to some Power or Powers hostile to England. We do not know
1 1 am indebted to Fr. Margret Boveri's Das Weltgeschehen am Mittelmeer, for

resuscitating this article, which appeared in the Evening Standard, December

5th, 1935. This valuable book has now been translated and published by the

Oxford University Press unde^ the title, Mediterranean Cross-Currents.
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whether the British Government was aware of the intrigues

between Spaniards and the two Fascist Powers, or the danger of

a military rising in the Spanish zone of Morocco. But Europe
was assuredly already in a state when various combinations

were possible.

2. Vulnerability of Gibraltar from the air.

Bombing the town would produce no tangible effect on the military

defence of thefortress. The harbour is a very small target, and to hit

these targets with any certainty., or even probability, airplanes would
have to fly extremely low. This they cannot do, in close proximity to

the Rock.

Not only would they have to encounter the well-known Levanter, an

easterly wind which is both tricky and dangerous (as I knowfrom my
own experiences in sailing in the harbour), but there are innumerable

air-pockets which cause airplanes to give the Rock a wide berth.

It would be interesting to hear the comments ofa German or

an Italian pilot on these charmingly naive remarks. During the

Spanish war a comparatively small number of Italian and Ger-

man planes, exercising far more caution than they would in a
real European war, have had no difficulty in finding and hitting
the tiny harbour of Gandia, and destroying boats in it, all from
a great height. Coming from Majorca they have made the

comparatively small grao, or harbour area of Valencia com-

pletely uninhabitable. Using the method ofthe silent approach
they have been able to sink boats in Barcelona harbour, and
blow up large parts of the city without the dock-workers or

inhabitants having more than a few seconds' warning.

3. Vulnerability from land batteries.

Even in the unlikely event of an attack from land the danger to

Gibraltar seems remote. To do any conceivable damage guns would
have to be ofa calibre at least approximating to that ofour oldfriend

Big Bertha.

Such guns might cause a lot of annoyance and uneasiness, and a

few casualties, but, in myjudgment, they would have no more effect on

Gibraltar's security than Big Bertha had on that ofParis in 1918.
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There seems to be the same confusion of thought here as in

Admiral Sir Bertram Falle's speech of a dozen years before. In

a struggle between la,nd batteries and siege guns on the Rock
the latter have the advantage of a marvellous natural position.

It would be difficult to silence them, even with guns of very

large calibre, if such could be brought down to the extreme

south of Spain. Nor would the mobile artillery on the mainland

be easy to locate and put out of action. But it would not be a

question of dog eating dog. The Rock batteries would have no

alternative targets of any importance. They could blow up La

Linea, Algeciras and San Roque, but these little towns have no

great strategic or intrinsic value. They could destroy any enemy
shipping in the Bay, but there would be no enemy shipping
there. On the other side the batteries on the mainland would
have targets against which quite small calibre guns would be

effective, providing that Gibraltar continued to function as a

naval base or a port, and was not merely reduced to an isolated

fort. There would be merchant ships in the harbour; depots for

victualling, for coal and for oil; the docks, and the population

working in connection with these activities.

About the latter Sir Alexander Godley says that they would
be

immune from danger, either from the air or from long-range guns,
thanks to the galleries, tunnels, and caves in the Rock which are avail-

ablefor shelter.

This seems to presume that the work of Gibraltar as a port and
naval base can be carried on from the underground parts of the

Rock. For those outside there could be no warning about

artillery fire, and very little in the case of the bombing aero-

plane. Spanish experience suggests that there is seldom suffi-

cient time for men to reach any kind of shelter.

One impression remains after reading this article in the light
of three years

5

experience ofmodern warfare and political con-

troversy. It will be extremely difficult to get the problem of

Gibraltar discussed without that blurring of thought and beg-
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ging of questions which seems to affect Englishmen in public life

when they talk about the Empire. The last year or two, from

1936 onwards, have done something to cure the Englishman of

sentimentality, but at the end of 1935 Sir Alexander Godley
undoubtedly represented respectable public opinion, and must

therefore be allowed the last word.

Gibraltar is secure. With His Majesty's ships controlling the

harbour we may rest assured that this importantjewel of the Crown is

in safe hands.
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CHAPTER II

ABYSSINIA AND THE EASTERN ROUTE
r

is MAJESTY'S ships were, as Sir Alexander Godley said,

wcontrolling Gibraltar at the end of 1935. A much larger

number of His Majesty's ships were at the same time lying ex-

tremely close to each other in the harbour of Alexandria. Pre-

sumably they were controlling that, and by inference the

entrance to the Suez Canal.

The centre of interest in European politics was to remain for

some months in the eastern half of the Mediterranean and in

the Red Sea before swinging violently back to the other end and

to Spain. We must, therefore, leave the porter of the western

gateway the main entrance for all the Mediterranean trade

and consider the smaller back-door through which only a por-
tion of the trade comes, but which is strategically so important
to England.
The eastern end of the Mediterranean was the first to feel the

pressure ofthose forces ofaggression which had been released in

1931. Historically the western checks on the east and west

route had been the most important the Straits of Gibraltar

and the narrows south of Sicily. Physically the route to India

is obviously easier to block at any point between the eastern

Mediterranean and the India Ocean. The Canal itself can be

rendered impassable for a considerable period by any Power

which obtained even temporary control at some point along
its course.

Even in the unlikely circumstances of the 1888 Convention

being strictly observed by all the signatory Powers, the Gulf of

Suez and the Red Sea present a stretch of enclosed water on

which surface boats must be confined to a far narrower course

than anywhere between Port Said and Gibraltar. The north

end of the Red Sea is controlled by the British and French, the
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.south end by the British, French and Italians. The fact that all

these 'porters at the gate
5 were on the same side in the European

war has possibly led English ^people to forget how completely
the Red Sea could be blocked by any of these three Powers,
either at Bab el Mandeb in the south, or at Suez.

Up to about 1934 Italy had always been considered as the

junior partner in the tripartite division of North-East Africa.

The English attitude towards the Italian occupation of Eritrea

and Italian Somaliland in the latter half of the nineteenth cen-

tury had been condescendingly cordial. As in the case of Spain
and North Morocco we were glad enough to have a weak and

friendly Power holding a stretch of barren coast-line along a

narrow part of our eastern route. It must be emphasized that

the Foreign Office policy towards Italian expansion in this part
of Africa has been quite consistent for well over half a century.
The c

Abyssinia file', for example, would show no break in conti-

nuity, either owing to the European War or to the foundation of

the League ofNations. It has, indeed, been credibly stated that

the correspondence between the British Government and their

representative in Addis Ababa contains, up to 1935, no refer-

ence to this anomalous institution at Geneva.

Bismarck once remarked that if England had felt she could

colonize Ethiopia she would never have withdrawn Napier in

1868. We have certainly shown a far greater anxiety to give
that queer fantastic country to Italy than to occupy it ourselves.

We invited Italy to take Massawa in 1884, at the time of Gor-

don's ill-fated venture in the Sudan. The Anglo-Italian Proto-

cols of 1891 and 1894 claimed an English 'interest' in Lake

'Tsana, but recognized an Italian 'interest
3

in the rest of

Ethiopia, which was then vaguely regarded as the hinterland

of Eritrea. The campaign which ended so disastrously at

Adowa in 1896 was undertaken in order to obtain possession of

the territory assigned to Italy in these two Protocols. For a

decade this defeat killed any desire at Rome for further im-

perial adventures.

Some mention has already been made of the Tripartite
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Agreement of 1906. This followed logically enough from the

Protocols, and was merely somewhat extended in order to in-

clude France. It formed part of the general policy of detaching

Italy from German-Austrian alliance at the time of the Alge-

ciras Conference. 1 The French intervention made little dif-

ference to the division of territory laid down in the Protocols.

France, almost for form's sake, stipulated for some small share

in the spoil a little land at the back ofthat peculiarly arid and

insalubrious colony, French Somaliland, and a zone to build a

railway from Jibuti to Addis Ababa. The general position re-

mained the same, only now France as well as Great Britain said

to Italy>
cGo on, my lad, the country's yours when you want it.'

Italy showed little inclination then to try another bout with the

Abyssinians. Five years later, in 1911, she invaded Tripoli
without any special excuse, but with the tacit approval of the

British and French Governments. After a severe struggle she

succeeded in establishing herself in the desert country by
methods ofwhich western Europe was not allowed to hear very
much. They were ofa crudity and brutality unusual in pre-war

days.

By 1915 Italy had joined the Allies, and entered the War.

The British Foreign Office could then claim that its general

policy had been fully justified. Even with the development of

the submarine the strategic basis of British policy was as logical

and valid as before. Italy already possessed ports and sub-

marine bases on the Red Sea route at Assab and Massawa, and

others in Somaliland in reach ofBab el Mandeb. No territorial

concessions in that area would appreciably affect this position.

Even the concession of Tripoli would not have made much

practical difference to the submarine menace in the Mediter-

ranean if Italy had turned hostile and remained unconquered,
or even had she been doubtfully neutral, like Spain, and con-

nived at her nationals assisting the submarines based on the

Adriatic. In either case the U-boat campaign would have been

increased to such an extent that the east and west route, aban-
1 See above, pp. 170-1,
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doned for part of the war, would have been totally useless for

merchant ships or transports.

The idea that Italy might use her occupation of Tripoli and

Ethiopia to 'squeeze' Great Britain in the adjoining territories

would hardly have occurred to anyone before 1930. Nothing

happened in the European War to alter the views of the

Entente that Italy was essentially a second-class Power, and

that they had been quite sensible to allow Italy concessions in

North-East Africa. By the end of the war she had made no fur-

ther advance in the way ofseeking or acquiring Ethiopian terri-

tory. England felt she could safely continue to point to the door

of her neighbour's house, and invite Italy to step inside.

The important Treaty of London, April s6th, 1915, has al-

ready been mentioned in connection with Italy's general feeling

ofdisappointment after the war. France and England promised
that if they increased their African Empires at the expense of

Germany, they would transfer some of their own African terri-

tories in order to round off the existing Italian colonies. 1

During the Peace negotiations no attempt was made to put
this Treaty into force, although France and England had

divided up the German and Turkish Empires. At first France

was most blamed for the failure to meet Italian demands, and

her relations with Italy deteriorated rapidly after the Treaty of

Versailles. In 1923 the first break occurred in the policy, fol-

lowed by the Entente Powers since 1906, of encouraging Italy

to extend into Ethiopia. France introduced a new and post-

war stratagem into the old diplomatic game by proposing the

admission ofAbyssinia into the League ofNations. Italy finally

supported the proposal with as good a grace as she could

muster. Signor Mussolini still hoped to establish himself in

Ethiopia by political pressure. The move to admit that country
was generally considered as an amusing trick which had been

played upon the Duce. He did not forget it.

1 Article 13 of the Treaty offers Italy certain 'equitable compensations'

in the matter of the frontiers of Eritrea, Libya, and Somaliland where these

border on French and British colonies.
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Great Britain opposed the admission on the grounds that

slavery had not been abolished in Ethiopia, but this action was

in accordance with her general policy towards Italy. England
also dissociated herself frpm France by two other gestures. In

1925 she at last followed out the terms of the 1915 Treaty by

ceding Jubaland to Italy. In the same year notes were ex-

changed between Sir Austen Chamberlain and the Italian

Foreign Minister. This interchange was intended to show that

the old plan of marking out spheres of influence in Ethiopia

was still in force. Italy put forward a claim to build a railway

through Ethiopia, and England to build a barrage below Lake

Tsana. Neither had any serious intention of carrying through

these very uneconomic propositions, but their statement and the

agreement to support each other's claim was a public pro-

nouncement that the 1906 Treaty was still in force, at least

between England and Italy. The Ethiopian Emperor protested

but was solemnly assured that the Anglo-Italian Notes had no

coercive force.

The Foreign Office policy about Ethiopia thus remained in

force, unchanged by France's mischievous performance at

Geneva or by Italy's abandonment ofdemocracy. On personal

and political grounds Signor Mussolini's domestic policy was

popular enough at Whitehall, and the strong Catholic element

in the Foreign Office cordially approved of the Concordat with

the Pope in 1929. The half-century's policy of dangling Ethi-

opia like a carrot in front of Italy's nose had been so effective in

keeping that country friendly that it survived without altera-

tion the short-lived Labour Government of 1929, and was

accepted without question when a new era began in 1931,

marked by a more aggressive foreign policy in Italy and a more

reactionary Government in England.

Presumably the dusty 'Abyssinian file
5 was taken down in

1930 when the Duke of Gloucester attended the coronation of

Haile Selassie, but this ceremonial visit did not entail any

change of policy. It was merely a polite gesture, like drinking

the health of the fox on the evening before a meet. Two years
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later Sir John Simon, as Foreign Minister, must have been in-

formed that General de Bono had arrived in Eritrea, and was

taking the first steps towards that advance into Ethiopia which

was being so slowly and carefully prepared.
It would have been easy for the British Government at that

time, with its overwhelming majority in both Houses of Parli-

ament, to have published and obtained general support for its

North-East Africa policy. The Duke of Gloucester's visit to

Addis Ababa could have been treated as an unfortunate lapse

on the part of the Labour Government. The Ethiopian Govern-

ment, with its primitive virtues and primitive failings, laid itself

open to attack onjust those grounds which would have stultified

Liberal and Labour criticism the slow progress of its anti-

slavery operations, and the failure to control those arid tracts to

the east and swampy lands to the west which were only included

in the Ethiopian Empire because none of its neighbours Eng-

land, Italy or France had cared to claim them. There were

not half a dozen Englishmen with sufficient knowledge of the

country or interest in it to have put up a reasoned reply.

This was one of the many occasions since the European War
when the British policy of 'immediacy

5

,
of

c
not taking your

jumps till you come to them3

, was to prove fatal both to England
and to civilization. Another two years passed, and the position

had entirely changed both in England and abroad. By 1934
Herr Hitler was well in the saddle. It was clear that he had

beneath him a far more powerful and mettlesome beast than

the rather sorry hack upon which Signor Mussolini has to go

adventuring.

Opinion in England was very evenly divided as to the best

way of meeting this new menace. The older men in the Cabi-

net, and most of the Government supporters, wanted a return

to the 'power polities' of pre-war days. It was a system which

they understood, and was in accordance with their general out-

look on the world. Also it was one which fitted in easily and

naturally with the Foreign Office policy towards Italy and

Ethiopia. On the other hand the Opposition Parties had re-
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covered much of the popular support which they had lost in

1931. They would resist the abandonment of that constructive

internationalism which had developed since 1918, and was con-

nected in people's minds with the League ofNations, the idea of

collective security, and hopes for general disarmament. A
considerable section of Conservatives, led by Lord Robert Cecil,

adopted the same attitude, and were at pains to show, by
means of a Teace Ballot', that they represented a large body
of that 'non-political

3

opinion upon which the Conservative

Party must normally depend.
Faced by the possibility of a revolt Inside their own party in

the year preceding a General Election, the Prime Minister and
his immediate circle decided to pursue a double policy with

the idea of propitiating both elements in their Party, and

meeting the challenge from the Labour Party, while at the

same time they would build up an anti-German coalition.

Seldom can foreign and domestic politics have been woven into

a scheme involving so many dangers and contradictions. It

involved (i) the encouragement of Italy in her Ethiopian ven-

ture, which by 1934 was a matter of common knowledge

throughout North Africa; (2) the grouping ofPowers into what
was to be known as the 'Stresa front', based primarily on Italy,

France and Great Britain; (3) the deferment of the then un-

popular rearmament programme as against Germany, at least

until after the General Election of 1935; and (4) the pursuance
of a 'correct' attitude at Geneva towards Italian aggression

against another Member ofthe League, Ethiopia. This attitude

towards the League would have to be explained to Signor
Mussolini as dictated by the exigencies of domestic policy, a

plea with which the Duce would, at the time, have fully sympa-
thized. It would, no doubt, put to him that opposition to his

Ethiopian venture at Geneva could be easily used to popularize
it in Italy.

There is no longer any serious question about the pursuance

by the British Government of such a double policy from the

spring of 1935 onwards. It may be questioned whether it was
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the product of clear and cynical or only of confused and senti-

mental thinking. Also it is doubtful how many Conservatives,

outside a small group of politicians, officials and business men,
were really cognizant of what was being done. Besides the

Prime Minister it is clear that Sir Samuel Hoare, Sir John
Simon, and Mr. Neville Chamberlain were parties to a policy
which entailed taking certain risks abroad in order to ensure

the continuance ofConservative rule in England. Mr. Baldwin,
before he retired, made an extraordinary speech in the House of

Commons. His frankness, under pre-war political conditions,

would have been fatal to his party. As it was it must have em-
barrassed them, for it showed that all through the previous years
when he had a large majority in both Houses of Parliament he

had considered questions of rearmament and of foreign affairs

primarily with a view to their reactions on his political friends.

I put before the whole House my own views with an appal-
ling frankness. From 1933 I and my friends were all very
worried about what was happening in Europe, You will

remember at that time the Disarmament Conference was

sitting at Geneva, and there was probably a stronger pacifist

feeling running through the country than at any time since

1933. You will remember the election at Fulham . . . when a
seat was lost by about 7,000 votes on no issue but the pacifist,
and that the National Government candidate, who made the

most guarded reference to the question of defence, was
mobbed for it. That was the feeling in the country in 1933.

My position as the leader ofa great party was not altogether
a comfortable one. I asked myself what chance was there

within the next year or two of that feeling being so changed
that the country would give a mandate for rearmament.

Supposing I had gone to the country and said that Germany
is rearming and that we must rearm does anybody think
that the pacific democracy would have rallied to that cry at

that moment? I cannot think of anything that would have
made the loss of the election from my point of view more
certain. 1

1 House of Commons Debates, November I2th, 1936.
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The 'ministerial cheers and opposition laughter' which

greeted this astounding statement, a statement not even

factually correct, may well have marked the approaching end

of democratic government.

France, guided by that cunning little auvergnat lawyer, M.

Laval, was also passing through a period in which party in-

trigues were more important than national interests. M. Laval

decided upon a double policy, but he at least made no secret of

having come to terms with Signor Mussolini at his meeting of

January, 1935, in Rome. A settlement, sufficiently favourable

to France, was reached about Tunis and Tangier. The exact

quid pro quo has never been divulged, but it is indicated by
Marshal de Bono's naive remark: 'About this time the conver-

sations with Laval took place in Rome, which gave us reason to

hope that if we did have to take action in East Africa, France

would put no obstacle in our way.'
1

The two Entente Powers were therefore agreed, both by old

treaties and recent understandings, to help Italy in her Ethio-

pian venture. It was a local agreement, because the assistance

offered to Italy by France and England was confined to her

operations in North-East Africa. All that Italy could ask under

the Tripartite Treaty of 1906 was that the two co-signatories

should not make her task more difficult by the passage ofarms

or money into the unconquered hinterland, and that they
should help her to get such supplies as she might need in

Eritrea and Somaliland. Both France and England carried out

these terms loyally. Not only during the summer of 1935 when
sanctions were being discussed at Geneva, but in the autumn
and following spring when the campaign had started, the three

possible routes into Ethiopia the railway from Jibuti, the

route from Berbera, and the river way by the Nile and Gore

were closed to arms, only one small consignment getting

through on the railway, and another, after every kind of official

obstruction, passing through Berbera. So thorough were the

1 De Bono: Anno XIII, 58.
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French that they even searched aeroplanes destined for Ethi-

opia as they passed through France. 1

On September i2th, Sir Samual Hoare made his famous

speech at Geneva. He promised England's 'steady and collec-

tive resistance to all acts of unprovoked aggression
5

. He knew

perfectly well that Italy was within three weeks of her 'military

parade'. Two days after the speech a request to send arms

through the Sudan was refused by the Foreign Office on the

grounds that permission would be 'contrary to the Agreement

of 1925*5 the reference being of course to the exchange of notes

between Italy and England of that year,*confirming the Treaty

of 1906. Similarly the French and British Governments success-

fully discouraged every attempt to raise a loan for Ethiopia any-

where in Europe, and a special Order in Council was put

through in 1934 which made it illegal to assist that country in

any military activity, such as recruiting for a foreign legion or

an 'international brigade'. Ethiopia was thus completely iso-

lated, unable to obtain arms, ammunition, or outside help.

Italy's war preparations, on the other hand, provided a lucra-

tive business for nearly every country in the world. The British

colonies in East Africa led the way in
c

good neighbourliness'.

Kenya sending bullocks and donkeys and foodstuffs and

fodder, and the Siudan, sheep, cattle and cotton. In Kenya,
in particular, the business community seems to have scraped

together and despatched to Mogadisco every kind ofportable

goods on which it was possible to lay hands; gasoline, kero-

sene, motor-trucks, beer, condensed milk, soap, lamps, rail-

way material, tyres, tubes, galvanized iron ... a ^Glasgow
firm of engineers' supplied

c

a large and elaborate distillation

plant' . . . In July 1935 alone, 45,000 hectolitres ofdrinking

water, distilled at Aden, had been sold by the British to the

Italian authorities for export to Somalia. . . . The last picture

is that ofan Italian ship at Mombasa loading supplies for the

1 Towards the middle of the war the French authorities held up a Red

Cross aeroplane, when it landed at Marseilles, because it was found to con-

tain seven gas masks, and only four occupants.
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Italian army at record speed during the time of grace which

she was allowed under the Hague neutrality rules. 1

It is necessary to recall these facts to show that east of Suez

the English as well as the French did their best to hasten an

Italian victory. When the first stage of the fighting was over,

and the Emperor had left Ethiopia, the Berbera route was

opened for the passage of Italian arms and supplies, and the

Sudan river-way through Gore into the unconquered western

half of the country was closed even for the movement of indi-

vidual Ethiopians. The French did not immediately open the

railway, but the authorities in British Somaliland put into force

the 'bon voisinage* clauses of the original Treaty, and granted the

Italians special grazing rights and transport facilities, additional

wharves being constructed at Berbera, and an Anglo-Italian

body being set up to facilitate the financing of this trade. 2

Anyone who happened to be watching these simple imperial

scenes being enacted on this rustic eastern stage found it im-

possible to take very seriously the drama ofinjured international

virtue which was being played before an enormous but rather

critical audience at Geneva. It was difficult to avoid looking

upon the speeches before the League, the half-hearted impo-
sition of sanctions, their non-imposition on essential com-

modities, such as oil, the movement of men-of-war, the inter-

vention of Sir Samuel Hoare and M. Laval, on all these comings
and goings as being merely a Schauspiel performed for the benefit

of the British electorate and of American public opinion. Per-

haps this is unfair, and the whole business was a supreme ex-

ample of the English ability to work without letting their left

hand know what their right hand doeth, just as our grand-

fathers built churches in the west of England with money
amassed in the slave trade.

The two sides of the policy had never been intended to

1
Survey of International Affairs, 1935, ii, 221.

2 See Papers Concerning Grazing Rights and Transit Traffic in British Somali-

land, Cmd. 5775. These were not published till 1938, but they refer to

events eighteen months earlier.
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diverge to such a great extent. All three Governments, Italian,

French and English, had confidently expected that a military

parade into Ethiopia would be sufficient to end the affair, at

least as far as concerned the League of Nations. Marshal de

Bono, misled by reports from the seventy Italian 'consuls' scat-

tered about Abyssinia, had persuaded the Duce that the Ethio-

pian Government would collapse as soon as the Italian troops
crossed the frontier, and that Ras Gugsa would be able to

bring over most of the leading Rases with him. The campaign
would then have become a 'civil war3

as in Spain. Unfortu-

nately Ras Gugsa was no General Franco, and the simple chiefs

would not believe that Italian intervention could have any other

end than the colonization of their country for the benefit of

Italy.

By the middle of October, 1935, it was clear that the first

attempt had failed, and that a very dangerous position had
arisen in Europe. On the one side was an angry dictator, upon
whose mental stability no great trust could be placed, who was
furious at having to undertake an expensive and probably
lengthy campaign. He had already gained what advantage he
could out of the League of Nations, and the peregrinations of

Mr. Eden. 'The English attitude has helped instead ofinjuring
us

5

,
he had written to de Bono in July.

1 But by October he un-

doubtedly felt that Mr* Eden, who had been cast as the young
hero in the Geneva spectacle, had played his part with far too

much enthusiasm, and that it was now up to Sir Samual Hoare
and M. Laval to get the Abyssinian affair finished.

On the other side was that capricious forcea public opinion.
The Ethiopian war had roused an embarrassing amount of
interest and excitement in England and in many of the other

democracies. Between these two imponderables the angry irre-

sponsible dictator and the disturbed uncomprehending demo-
cracies, the busy politicians of England and France had to find

some kind of compromise. The democracies were bound to be

disappointed, so the General Election in England was hurried
1 De Bono: Anno XIII, 170.
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through as soon as it was clear that Ethiopia was not going to

disintegrate. This part ofthe general scheme went satisfactorily.

Meanwhile the officials in both countries were trying to concoct

a plan of action which would give Signor Mussolini what he

wanted, satisfy or hoodwink the democracies, and yet prevent
the Emperor of Ethiopia from continuing to fight, although
at that time he had suffered no serious defeat, and his chieftains

were supporting him loyally because they believed that he
would never give away their independence.
The English and French Governments tried their usual

method of dealing with Italy, a mixture ofthreats and cajolery.
This had proved very successful during the first years of the

century, when Italy was being seduced from her German alle-

giance. Now it was a very different affair, requiring a different

technique. Italy was no longer the unsophisticated maiden, to

be won over with a few naval demonstrations and some worth-

less colonies. She was a bold and foul-mouthed virago, who
determined to extort the utmost possible from the two gallants
who had treated her so meanly after the War. The 'mixture as

before' was bound to fail, especially as the threats were not very

serious, and the cajolery, in the form of the Hoare-Laval Peace

Plan, was a bungled piece of work.

The naval movements in the autumn of 1935 have a certain

bearing on the subject of this book. Malta was evacuated as a

naval base, but the garrison was strengthened. The Mediter-

ranean fleet was reinforced by some vessels from the Home
Fleet, and also by one or two ships from the Far East. There
was a large concentration at Alexandria, where the men-of-war

lay very close together in the limited harbour. The second

Cruiser Squadron was collected at Gibraltar, a mixed squadron
was kept at Aden, and one battleship, the Barham, lay at Port

Said, covering the mouth of the Suez Canal.

These rather curious manoeuvres probably had other objects
besides persuading Signor Mussolini not to be too unreasonable

when the Peace Plan was brought forward. To some small

extent they were a war preparation. In complicated deals of
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this sort there must always be an outside chance ofwar breaking
out by accident. Soldiers and sailors, especially when excited

by continual propaganda, may get out of hand. Signor Musso-

lini was no more likely to start a European war in December,

1935, than was Herr Hitler in September, 1938. Both knew that

they were going to get ultimately what they wanted, and what

they would be very likely to lose in a general conflagration.

But there was always the possibility ofa serious incident at Port

Said, or a frontier struggle with the Czech army which would

start hostilities behind the back of the politicians. For this

reason we can take the movements the concentrations at

Gibraltar, Alexandria, and Aden, and the abandonment of

Malta except as a fortress as being in accordance with our

probable strategy at the beginning of a war in which we were

opposed to Italy, but Spain was neutral.

The other value of these naval movements, both on the part

of the English and the French, was to create a suitable atmo-

sphere of tension at home. A vague feeling of impending war

not only makes people grateful for its avoidance, but it also

prevents clear thinking. It serves to keep the public contented

with half-truths and prepared to accept the most palpable
evasions. The Prime Minister's statement in Parliament, on

December i8th, 1935, will sufficiently illustrate this last point.

The Fleet left Malta for its cruise on the original pro-

gramme date. The whole of the Fleet has never been at

Alexandria; but in view of the limited number of suitable

ports in the eastern Mediterranean, it has been necessary for

a considerable proportion to remain there, as Alexandria is

the only port capable of accommodating a large number of

ships under winter conditions. Individual squadrons have,

however, periodically made short cruises in neighbouring
waters.

Hansard notes that there was 'laughter
9

after each of the two

last sentences, a recognition that speech from the front benches

of Parliament is not given us to conceal thought so much as

to conceal facts.
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We do not know whether these preparations frightened Signor

Mussolini, who replied immediately and logically by sending a

large force to Libya as a threat to Egypt. They must certainly

have frightened anyone interested in the British control of the

Suez Canal route. Malta as a naval base and Valetta as a town

were recognized to be a veritable death-trap in the case of a

war against Italy, just as Gibraltar as a base would be a death-

trap in a war against Spain. Alexandria was almost equally

unsatisfactory. Anyone who saw the Fleet in that most unsuit-

able harbour, packed like sardines in a tin, must have under-

stood that the only possible advantage over Malta was its

distance from the nearest Italian 'aerodrome at Leros in the

Dodecanese. The three hundred miles' interval was then con-

sidered outside practical bombing range, a limitation which no

longer exists. 1 The Italians are reputed to have experimented
with an old device by trying to drift a fireship, or rather a ship

on fire, into the middle of this huddle group of battleships,

cruisers, and smaller craft. It was not a success, but it showed

that malign sense of humour almost gaminerie, which is one of

Signor Mussolini's great assets when dealing with the English

and French to-day.

The cajolery, in the form of the Hoare-Laval Peace Plan, is

less germane to our subject. Its terms were fantastic to anyone
who has even a superficial knowledge of the country, and it is

inconceivable that the British Government should have ex-

pected Haile Selassie to accept an arrangement which could not

possibly have lasted six months, even if he could have per-

suaded his chieftains to withdraw their levies and accept the

terms. The frontiers alone were enough to condemn the scheme,

as they took not the least notice either of the terrain or of the

distribution of the population. The Plan was, however, still-

born, and Signor Mussolini was forced to undertake the cam-

paign which he had hoped to avoid. He set in motion his

immense army, about ten times as large as the mixed force with

which General Napier had marched to Magdala in 1868, and
1 Leros is 310 miles from Alexandria, 230 from Cyprus.
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Marshal Badoglio finally hammered his way with tanks, aero-

planes, and lorries through to Addis Ababa against a mass of

feudal levies, armed with old sporting rifles, spears, etc. 1

The capture ofAddis Ababa left the Duce in a very hubristic

mood, but also convinced that he owed nothing to the two
countries which had disarmed his opponents, but had failed

to give him all he wanted. The incidents ofthe previous autumn
had shown him the strong and weak spots in his own as well as

in the British strategic position. He knew that he could block

the Red Sea route at its southerly point, just as the British could

block it both there and at the Suez Canal. In order to make his

own control doubly certain he fortified Assab, and acquired the

island of Dumeira, from the ever-Compliant French, and thus

commanded the narrow channel at Bab el Mandab.
There are few more disconsolate stretches of territory in the

world than those which lie on each side of the Red Sea, especi-

ally towards the South. The Bab el Mandab or 'Gate ofWeep-
ing* was suitably named by the Arabs,. Yet so great was the

competition to be the 'porter at the gate' that it became almost

a congested area diplomatically. The King of the Yemen was
the recipient of flattering advances from three and possibly
from four Powers. Aden, Jibuti and Assab, all strategic ports
with no real commercial possibilities, became hives of activity,

which was reflected in the repainting of their poor little shops,
and refurbishing of their cheerless hotels.

Italy's development in this area immensely improved the

Duce's diplomatic position in Europe without easing his main

strategic problems. He was now able to 'squeeze' England and

France, especially the former, in a very vulnerable spot. In the

case of England it was a double 'squeeze*. His ability to block

the southern end of the Red Sea was a threat to merchant ship-

ping through the Canal, and this amounts to nearly half of all

the shipping which reaches England through or from the

1 The writer watched a number of these levies going to the southern front

and was able to examine their equipment. Not one in ten possessed a

weapon capable of carrying more than a hundred yards or so.
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Mediterranean. This was important enough, but commercial

shipping can go round the Cape. Far more dangerous to the

traditional English policy was the threat to the 'All Red J

strategic route to India and the East.

The miserable little ports ofJibuti and Massawa, with their

poverty-stricken hinterlands ofFrench Somaliland and Eritrea,

had never seemed to challenge our control over the southern

part of the Red Sea. This had been established by the British

occupation of Aden, Perim, and Socotra, by Port Sudan with

its rail connection to Egypt, and by our political predominance
in Arabia. Now this was all changed. France remained as

weak in that area as ever even weaker since she had relin-

quished Dumeira. Italy, occupying that island, and well estab-

lished politically in the Yemen, was also able to develop Assab

into an air and naval base, connected by road with the large

garrison that she is bound to maintain in Abyssinia. It was not

surprising that within a year or two Signor Gayda could claim,

on behalf of his leader, that Italy dominates East Africa, and

has a right to demand the transfer ofJibuti.
1

The establishment of Italy in her new porter's lodge did not

alter the fact that Italy was still hemmed in by the British

occupation of Gibraltar, and by England's partial control over

the Suez Canal. Signor Mussolini could never forget that there

were thousands of Italian soldiers cut off in a hostile country,

the fertility of which has been grossly exaggerated, and with

this narrow ditch between them and their country. Also the

Mediterranean, blocked at each end, was still an Italian lake

rather than an Italian sea.

The next aim of Fascism, logically and inevitably, was to

attack the British control at both these places. In each case the

easiest form of attack was from the vulnerable land side. Get-

ting rid of the English from the Suez Canal meant, therefore,

organizing local opposition in Egypt and Palestine. The freeing

ofthe Straits entailed building up an Italian control over Spain,

or at least over Andalusia, and over Spanish Morocco. The
1 December nth, 1938.
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Duce, therefore, continued to keep Great Britain as uncom-

fortable as possible in the Near East by means ofhis agents, and

to concentrate on a new Spanish adventure.

The English are apt to forget the importance ofthe Gibraltar

route to Italy. For various technical reasons shipping returns

are liable to be deceptive, or at least to require very careful

analysis. Such an analysis has recently been supplied in an ad-

mirable book on Mediterranean politics.
1 Certain rough ap-

proximations will be sufficient for our immediate purpose.

Italy normally obtains about half her imports through the

Straits of Gibraltar, and an even higher proportion of her 'de-

ficiency imports
5 come this way 60 per cent of her copper

and cotton, 80 per cent of her coal and coke, over 80 per ceiilT

of her potash. Before the Ethiopian War Italy received about

four times as much through Gibraltar as through the Suez

Canal. In 1937 the proportion had dropped to three times, but

conditions were not normal, and in peace time shipping will

often make long detours through the Straits to avoid the heavy
Canal dues.

It was common knowledge even in 1931 that molasses

tankers from Java and the Philippines, and oil tankers

from the Persian Gulf were reaching Europe via the Cape,
and that cargoes of wheat from Melbourne were reaching
Trieste and Alexandria via Gibraltar. 2

There were many reasons, some compelling and some tempt-

ing, which were urging Signor Mussolini to begin his Spanish
venture. In the beginning he had never intended to absorb

Ethiopia except piecemeal and by political action. We have

seen how certain imponderable factors had forced him to em-

bark on an expensive war. Apart from questions ofprestige and

strategy the huge area ofAbyssinia, with its difficulties ofpopu-

lation, climate, and transport, would never repay that expendi-

1 Elizabeth Monroe: The Mediterranean in Politics. See especially the final

tables on this question.
* A. T. Wilson: The Suez Canal, 154-5.
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ture. Dictators must always, at all costs, avoid an anti-climax,

and their age-long method has been to divert public opinion by
some foreign venture or war, preferably in the opposite direc-

tion. Spain offered Signor Mussolini the perfect opportunity
for such a diversion. He knew from his previous negotiations

that, with a little help in the way of munitions and money, he

could get a civil war started, a military putsch of the type with

which the Iberian Peninsula is only too familiar.

Behind such a form ofintervention lay the chance ofa magni-
ficent double 'squeeze' on the two Entente Powers. Gibraltar

could be threatened from the mainland. France could be

equally menaced by seizing the Balearic Islands which lie

athwart the north and south route between Algiers and Mar-

seilles, and which otherwise is too far from Italian territory to

be endangered from the air. The two great needs of France in

war-time are men and oil. Much of the latter comes normally
from Iraq through Syria. This oil has to pass through the

Sicily-Pantelleria straits, and hence is already in jeopardy. The

occupation of the Balearic Islands meant that the normal sea

route for bringing man-power and wheat from Algeria would

also be at the mercy of Italy.

It was a gamble too tempting to refuse. Signor Mussolini was

urged to quick action by the rapid development ofhis rival, Herr

Hitler, in the promising field of totalitarian aggression. Prob-

ably he saw that if Italy did not start aputsch in Spain, Germany
certainly would, and he was enough of a realist to know that

Germany was far more popular, and had a much longer and
better connection with the Spanish Army officers than he him-

self had managed to acquire.

Signor Mussolini was undoubtedly encouraged in his new
venture by the discovery of a very strong pro-Italian party in

England, which had backed him faithfully through all the

Abyssinian business, and could be trusted to support him over

Spain, where he intended to intervene tactfully and unostenta-

tiously. He had, in England, as in other countries, his accre-

dited agents. These men would normally work through the
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small Italian 'colony'. They could also win over a certain type
ofpolitician and publicist by the usual methods, but it was soon

apparent that it would not be necessary to expend in England
the large sums which had been used to buy support in the

French Press. Some important groups were prepared to support

Signor Mussolini without any pressing. A powerful section in

the Conservative Party had always hated the post-war inter-

nationalism which centred round Geneva. They particularly
disliked the League ofNations to throw its cloak over such back-

ward and weaker countries as were clearly predestined to be

exploited. The Abyssinian affair was therefore doubly wel-

come. It dealt a mortal blow to the League, and it killed the

idea that weaker countries could appeal to an international law

which they were not strong enough to enforce by arms.

Closely intermixed with this political section were the busi-

ness men, who disapproved of 'Sanctions', and distrusted col-

lective security. Many were interested in the manufacture of

armaments, and they found it easy to identify opposition to

Signor Mussolini with the Labour, pacifist and Left-wing move-

ments which had flourished so luxuriantly after the war. They
felt that the invasion of Abyssinia was a return to normalcy,
besides being a shrewd blow to their political opponents at

home. Many seriously considered Fascism as the natural anti-

dote to Communism, and the bulwark of the capitalist system.

They found some corroboration for this curious misconception
from the development of 'drawing-room Fascism* amongst the

wealthy classes, and from the attacks on democracy which

emanated from elderly clerics and writers, who were not re-

markable for any idealistic disregard for the main chance. The
business men felt they must be safe in such aristocratic and
erudite society. So Signor Mussolini found some, at least, out-

side his own countrymen who would see in him as their fathers

had seen in Napoleon III The Saviour of Society',
1

Another very important section followed Signor Mussolini on

1
Browning's Prince Hohenstiel-Schwangau, Saviour ofSociety contains passages

about Napoleon III, which are curiously apposite to-day.
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religious grounds. The Pope wavered for a time. Abyssinia
was a Christian country, even if unorthodox. Mussolini set out

to conquer it with Moslems in the forefront ofthe battle. It was
a dangerous step for the Vatican 'to throw overboard all the

internationalism, all the disarmament conferences, all the

striving for peace which had marked the 'twenties, and align
itselfwith this new force, the aggressive Fascism of the 'thirties.

But the Concordat was no rope ofsand, and in the end Pius XI
gave the venture his wholehearted blessing in words which do
not now seem too happily inspired. On May I2th, 1936, imme-

diately after the fall of Addis Ababa, almost on the day of the

mass killing of all the servants, interpreters and others who had
contacts outside Ethiopia, the Pope opened an exhibition of the

Catholic Press, and rejoiced that it coincided with

the triumphal happiness ofa great and good people in a peace
which it hopes and confidently expects will be a prelude to

that new European and world peace of which the exhibition

seeks to be and is a clear symbol.

In England the Catholic hierarchy and Catholic Press had
also wavered for a^tTmS>efore giving SignoftffiissoTini that

solid and uncritical suppfort which was to continue without any
intermission until August, 1938,

Although the majority of English people probably disap-

proved ofthe Abvslinian invasion, these two very powerful and

extremely wealthy groups, backed by the larger part of the

press, were able to influence policy in a direction entirely
favourable to Italy. In politics so much depends upon the

point d'appui. Pro-Italian sentiment was overwhelmingly strong
in the Foreign Office, and very powerful in the Cabinet.

It is, unfortunately, impossible to discuss modern political

questions without offending certain religious susceptibilities,

and without mentioning subjects which are usually discreetly

ignored. The development of totalitarian states, with their

dogmatic claims to control the minds as well as the lives and

property of their nationals, must inevitably increase the im-
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portance of religion in foreign politics. We may regret that

Pope Pius XI should have felt it necessary to embark upon the

dangerous seas offoreign affairs, and impelled largely by his

dislike for Russian Communism to identify the Catholic

Church so closely with the Fascist state in Italy, We cannot

ignore all this. It would be as misleading to discuss Mediter-

ranean affairs without referring to the religious factor, as it

would be to write a history of the Stuarts in which Roundheads

and Cavaliers only differed on economic grounds.

Signor Mussolini's diplomatic triumph in arranging the Con-

cordat, and the Pope's personal share in the agreement, make it

impossible for a devout Catholic to take an objective view of

Italian foreign policy. Foreign affairs are hardly a suitable sub-

ject to make a matter of faith. The Fascist elephant seemed

so orderly and domesticated, in 1929, when ^^e^Pius XI
climbed into the howdah. It has since proved a rogue, and

gone off'HunSg^fl^another rogue elephant which makes no

pretence of being guided by or even friendly to the Vatican.

The connection between Fascism and Catholicism has been an

unhappy affair for everybody concerned. Every Catholic must

view with apprehension the growing tendency for the two Fascist

states to follow the same line with regard to such matters as anti-

semitism. The wish to separate them, and to exculpate Italy, is

bound to be father to the belief that it is possible to wean Italy

by concessions, and desirable to gloss over her shortcomings.

The staff of the British Foreign Office has for generations

been drawn largely from a small and wealthy class, connected

by marriage and other ties with similar classes on the Continent.

Many of the old landed English Catholic families have tradi-

tionally sent their sons into the diplomatic profession because

at one time their religion excluded them from a political career.

So long as Italy was a second-class and not too ambitious Power

this tendency was unimportant, but it became serious as soon as

she developed into an aggressive autocracy. The channels

through which the British Government received its news and

impressions, the slight and possibly unconscious bias of its
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Ministers abroad may have a decisive influence on policy. We
shall see how this weakness was intensified in the Spanish war

by other local factors. Throughout both the Abyssinian and

Spanish affairs the key Embassies at Paris and Italy were in the

hands of Catholics, Later a Minister with an Italian wife, and
a step-son in the Italian expeditionary force in Spain was
chosen for the British Legation in Tangier at a time when its

importance was obvious. A similar tendency to appoint men of

Fascist sympathies, or with Italian family connections, to posts
in the Mediterranean area has been so marked as to be clearly
deliberate. It could bejustified only by the need for propitiating

Italy at all costs. Inevitably it helped to produce that policy.

Towards the end of the Abyssinian War, the British Cabinet,
which had followed the Foreign Office rather reluctantly

during 1935, began to swing strongly towards a more active

pro-Italian policy. The whole-hearted exponents of realistic

politics were proud of applying 'business methods* to foreign

affairs, thus breaking away from the more traditional Conserva-

tive policy and procedure which Lord Salisbury had laid down,
and Mr. Eden and Lord Cranborne had attempted to put into

practice* Gone were the days of a broad outlook, of carefully

preserving a balance of power on the Continent, of dignified

respect for international law combined with a watchful eye over

our strategic position. The new theory was to pick the firm

with which you intend to do business, and come to terms with

them regardless ofthe rest of the world, ofpast commitments or

future strategic embarrassments. The group behind Mr.
Neville Chamberlain decided that Italy was in a mood to

come to terms, apparently accepting the extremely optimistic
views of the Foreign Office about her being 'satisfied' with the

conquest of Abyssinia.
The return of Sir Samuel Hoare to the Cabinet on June 5th,

1936, seems to have been the signal for his group to take com-
mand. Some ofthem, like Lord Halifax, had already done their

best to rehabilitate Italy in the eyes of democratic Europe by
such means as denying that she used poison gas in Ethiopia.
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Mr. Neville Chamberlain now began the struggle inside the

Cabinet which led inevitably to Mr. Eden's resignation eighteen
months later. OnJune gth he made a carefully-calculated indis-

cretion when he attacked the continuation ofsanctions with an

unhappily-worded phrase about 'midsummer madness'. This,

as was intended, forced the Government's hand, showed the

world that, while France was going 'left' under M. Blum, Eng-
land was determined to come to terms with the Fascist countries.

It is easy to trace the immediate effects of this new British

orientation. The two Fascist Powers accepted it as an invita-

tion, first to trample on the League and then to insult France.

On July 5th, just after the League had decided that sanctions

should cease, the Danzig Nazi, Captain Greiser, 'cocked a

snook' at the President and walked out of the Assembly. Next
Herr Hess, on behalf of Germany, described France as a 'Bol-

shevist country', the usual term of abuse to be thrown at any
Government which is not subserviently Conservative. On the

nth, Austria, under extreme pressure, accepted the Austro-

German Agreement. By this she recognized herself 'as a

German state'.

On the 1 5th, in order to show that Italy also understood the

change in London, Signor Mussolini declared that 'civilization

and justice would in the end triumph both in Africa and in

Europe. It has come under the sign ofthe invincible lictors, and
so it will come to-morrow and always'. Two days later a num-
ber of Italian military aeroplanes flew to Spanish Morocco.

Three ofthem happened to crash in French territory, and it was

shown that they were regular army machines, and the officers

were on the active list. A new kind of 'midsummer madness'

had seized Europe.
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CHAPTER III

THE SPANISH WAR

traditional English policy with regard to the Mediter-

JL ranean has always been based on four tacit assumptions,
which have been accepted as almost axiomatic. Italy is a

.second-class Power. She is friendly to England. Spain is an

effete country. She is also, though this may seem paradoxical,

sufficiently individualistic and strong to repel any foreign inter-

ference in her domestic affairs. For a century or so the last two

have held good. The first two presumably date from the Union
of Italy. To-day these foundations for our policy are totally

unsound. Since 1934 each successive year has demonstrated

that another of our four axioms badly needs to be revised. But

old habits are difficult to change. There is a time-lag in foreign

affairs, as in most other human activities. This has been suffi-

cient to keep the ordinary Englishman cheerfully indifferent

about the situation in the Mediterranean, and happily ignorant
about the very serious developments in Spain.
The war, so far as it was a civil war, began by dividing the

country in the way familiar to anyone interested in Spanish

history. Particularism the tendency to break up into social,

jeligious or local groups has been the^curse of the Iberian

peninsula ever since the time of the Moorish invasion. The

Republic had struggled through five years when it was faced by
the existence of several rival imperia in imperio the Army offi-

cers, the Church, the syndicalists in the cities, the Phalangists,

and the Basque and Catalan autonomists. These helped to

create an atmosphere of disorder, undermining the central

authority, and giving an opportunity for the Army officers to

start an insurrection. Superficially this was of the same pattern
as 'the days ofJuly' in 1917, and several other previous risings.

The Army', wrote a Spanish author of the 1917 affair, 'com-
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pletely lost the consciousness that it was a part and only a part

of the Spanish whole'. 1 It has done so repeatedly In modern

Spanish history. As a caste union they have successfully resisted,

by force when necessary, every effort to reform the Army, or to

reduce the number of military sinecures.

The events which immediately followed the insurrection of

July igth have been so confused by tendencious statements, the

ground has been so trampled and 'poached' by all sorts ofqueer

and rampageous cattle, that it will be best to keep strictly to

those factors which are pertinent to our subject. We are mainly

concerned with the balance of power in the Mediterranean,

with the vulnerability ofGibraltar and its possible functions in a

future war, and especiallywith the occupation ofterritory round

the Straits. The character and political outlook of Spanish

authorities are only relevant so far as they suggest the attitude

which Spaniards and Moors are likely to adopt towards the uses

to which their native countries may be put, or so far as they

foreshadow their own participation in a future European war.

The atrocities, common to most civil wars but especially vile

in this, the respective enormity of introducing Moorish troops

and of arming the civil population, of killing priests and of

killing trade unionists, of burning churches and bombing or

shelling working-class areas, these are subjects about which each

can form an opinion based on the lamentably poor evidence

which is available. After the first week or two, which were made

horrible by organized slaughterings on the part ofthe disciplined

troops, and by individual reprisals and feuds on the part ofthose

opposed to them, the dust ofwar began to settle. A well-defined

line running roughly north and south, could be drawn between

the two groups of combatants, and those on each side, who

would have preferred to have been on the other, learnt to keep

quiet or found themselves in custody.

The division offerees between Spaniards took the lines of the

main cleavage which has for so long prevented Spain from

taking her due place in the world. Behind General Franco were

1
Jose Ortega y Gasset: Invertebrate Spain, 49.
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those who had favoured Germany during the European war
the traditional obstacles to reform the Army, the Church, the

landlords, all of whom preferred a military dictatorship to the

doubtful functioning ofdemocracy in its early stages. They had
the support of two groups, the old-fashioned and royalist

Requetes and the modern Phalangists, whose spiritual home is

Nazi Germany. On the other side were those elements which

favoured the Entente Powers during the European War the

Liberals, many of the professional classes, and all the working
class organizations, the latter a mixed collection of opposing

creeds, syndicalist, anarchist, Stalinite communists, socialists,

Trotskyite communists, etc., more confusing and terrifying in

their names than in their actuality, but united in opposing
another military dictatorship, and especially one based on

foreign support.

Military risings of this kind seldom lasted very long. Six

weeks have generally been sufficient for the establishment of a

military dictatorship or a collapse followed by a few executions.

It was soon apparent that the rising in Morocco led by General

Franco was not going to follow the usual course. From the first

it took the form of an invasion based on Italian help, with

foreign aeroplanes and modern munitions, with Moorish soldiers

and the dreaded Foreign Legion helping the regular troops.
The peasants, who generally take little interest and no share in

Spanish revolutions, saw early enough that this was no mere

attempt to turn one party out. The immense mass movements of

refugees into territory held by the Government have no parallel
in Spanish history. They continued all through the war, and by
1938 a League of Nations investigation put the number of

homeless refugees at approximately three million. 1

1 See Report of Sir Denys Bray and Mr. L. Webster, C.4i6.M.26i. of

1938, VIII. It is satisfactory for those who, like the writer, were engaged in

working amongst these refugees to have this official recognition that such

large numbers ofpeasants had fled to Government Spain. For two years the

Catholic press and the Pro-Italian propagandists have strenuously denied

the reality of these movements, and derided our more conservative estimate

of two and a quarter millions.
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The peasant instinct is seldom wrong. They saw at once this

was not just a question of General A trying to seize power
from Count B, but that it was an invasion under guise ofa civil

war. It was also an invasion from Morocco, the Moors coming
back into Spain with General Franco playing the traditional

part of the accursed Count Julian. All through southern Spain
the villagers had an urge, almost atavistic, to fly to some walled

city where they could unite to oppose the oncoming horde.
Those from the extreme south struggled up the Malaga road to

Murcia, those from the centre closed in to Madrid, immensely
increasing the difficulties there, and in the north the movement
was towards Barcelona.

vThis spontaneous flight before the incoming army was, of

course, confined chiefly to the women and the old men. These
formed the overwhelming majority of the half-million who
poured into Madrid during the early months of the war. They
were purely an embarrassment to the Government whose terri-

tory was the eastern and less productive side of Spain, But the

peasantry have, generally speaking, been the mainstay of the

Government, which could not have relied onlyon the enthusiasm
of the relatively small urban population. In most wars the

peasants have been dragged unwillingly to fight. In this instance

they supported the Government actively. In some parts they -

had benefitted by recent agrarian legislation, but generally they
saw that the advancing army with its Italian regiments, at

first few in numbers, its masses of Moorish troops and the

Foreign legion was an invasion. Only in two areas, where the
Church was all-powerful, Navarre and Andalusia, did the vil-

lages welcome and support the rebellion, in others they collected

what weapons they could to form the militia, or fled eastwards
towards the cities.

Apart from the attitude ofthe peasants the other feature ofthe
war was foreign intervention. In considering this it is essential

to be clear about chronology. The war can be roughly divided
into four periods. The first was fromJuly to the end ofNovem-
ber, 1936, the second till the end ofMarch, 1937, the third until
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the autumn, and the extremely confused last period until the end

of 19383 when this book was written.

There can no longer be any serious dispute over the nature of

Italian intervention. It began before the outbreak. Money and

munitions were supplied, following roughly the lines ofthe 1934

agreement. Much use was made of Portugal at this stage. An
agency was established at Lisbon, with the connivance of the

Portuguese dictator, and this was at first the clearing-house for

Italian munitions. Here General Franco's brother was acting

for the insurgents. A considerable number of Italian army

aeroplanes were sent over to Larache so as to arrive in time for

the outbreak, and to ensure the success ofthe rising in Morocco.

Three of these planes crashed in Tunisia, and the relevant facts

were established at the French inquiry.

The success ofthe rising in Morocco was never in doubt. The

Spanish Government, with the trusting foolishness of middle-

aged Liberals, had tended to use the northern zone as a dump-
ing ground for disaffected officers. It was just far enough from

Spain to let these gentry carry on their intrigues with the Italian

agents. The officers had no difficulty in winning over the

Moorish troops and the Foreign Legion. Both were delighted

at the prospect of a war, which looked as if it would be an easy

victory, and ofinvading and possibly looting Spain. The Moors
also hoped, and were given reason to expect that the end of the

struggle would afford them a chance to regain their independ-
ence. At such times promises are lightly made. The disaffected

officers collected their Moroccan forces in much the same spirit

as had Abdullah ibn Mamoun, when organizing an invasion

nearly a thousand years earlier. His followers went about

'exploitant les calamites de Fepoque et les vagues esperances
d'un avenir meilleur que nourrissaient toutes les sectes, ils pro-
mettaient aux mussulmanes Parrivee prochaine du Mahdi an-

noncepar Mahomet, auxjuifs celle de Messie, aux chretiens celle

du Paraclet.' l The new crusaders were successful with more
material promises.

1 R. Dozy: Histoire des Mussulmanes d'Espagne, iii, 1 1 .
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This first stage resembled, in one respect, the beginning ofthe

Ethiopian War. Signor Mussolini believed that a military

parade would be enougL Also, as in 1935, this view was shared

by the English Foreign Office, where it was confidently thought
that the whole business would be overhand Madrid safely occu-

pied within a few weeks. In some respects they were misled

by their own pro-Italian feelings. A more important cause of

misunderstanding was due to our local representatives, senior

officers at Gibraltar, consuls in Spain; all of these had their con-

tacts with the classes supporting General Franco, the landed

aristocracy who hunted with the Calpe hounds, the Spanish

Foreign Office officials, the prosperous business men, and the

military caste. The official Gibraltar gazette always referred to

the Government as the 'Reds'. In England itself the campaign
in favour of the rebellion had been organized in advance.

Signor Mussolini's agents had the immense advantage ofa cause

in which the support of the Catholic Church and press was

unwavering from the first, and in which they could enlist

the help of business interests which disliked the syndicalist

tendencies of the Spanish trades unions, as well as that of all

the usual pro-Fascist elements.

At first sight it certainly seemed that Signor Mussolini's ven-

ture was bound to succeed, and that he would be able to

establish a subservient Fascist dictatorship in Spain, under cover

of which he could acquire some strategic advantages in the

Balearic Islands, Morocco and Andalusia. However, as in the

Ethiopian affair, he had failed to reckon with certain 'impon-

derables', and also with some other factors which might have

been more easily foreseen. The first was the amount ofpopular

feeling behind the Government, which galvanized that group of

elderly middle-class Liberals into real activity, so that they

organized their militia with such few arms as were available,

and sent abroad to Russia, France, Mexico and other sym-

pathetic countries for munitions and technical advice. The

second was the arrival of a few thousand volunteers from all

over Europe who combined with those other refugees from
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Germany and Italy who were already in Eastern Spain to form
an International Brigade. Many of these had seen war or had

undergone military training. A considerable contingent came
from the Spanish-speaking parts in the south-east ofFrance, and
from the French Basque country. At least they knew one end of

a rifle from the other, which was more than could be said for

many ofthe villagers who joined the Government forces. When
arms began to arrive about September they could form the

nucleus of an infantry army. The greater part of the very
inefficient air force belonging to the old Spanish army had

stayed with the Government, but they were no match for the

well-equipped Italians. The first non-Spanish aeroplanes did

not arrive on the Government side until November.

The third factor was the badness ofthe Spanish regular army.
It had probably improved since the lamentable days of the

Moroccan castastrophes, but it could still be fairly described as
c

ofa poor 1900 vintage
5

. The Italian infantry, part regulars and

part blackshirts, were very little better. All through this affair

they have shown no great stomach for the fight, and they must
have felt the need of those hardy Eritrean troops which had led

the attack in the Ethiopian war.

The fourth reason which prevented a rapid end to the war
was the existence of divided counsels and interests on the insur-

gent side. The cleavage in Spain has never been a clear-cut

political division. Each side had under their banner sections who
were diametrically opposed to each other about political ques-
tions and who were only united on the fundamental question
whether or not they wanted a military dictatorship over the

administration, and a Church dictatorship over social life.

The Government has suffered in efficiency because it contains

so many peasants who dislike .urban working-class politics, and
are mostly 'anarchists' a term which suggests to most English-
men some most violent creed, but merely means that they want

village autonomy, and as little central Government as possible.
It is difficult to fit these in with syndicalists who want each

industry to run itself, Liberals who want a mild centralized
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Government, and Communists, a small but mentally active

group, who want an all-powerful central Government.

Similarly the insurgents depended for their civilian support
on groups which may be conveniently described as the Phalang-
ists, who admire the Nazi form ofGovernment, and the Requetes
who are royalists and clerical. General Franco was the nominee
of Italy and the Requetes. A large part of the army and of their

supporters would have preferred the more virile General Mola,
or even the cheerfully bibulous Queipo de Llano. These

jealousies probably accounted for the slowness of the insurgents
in those early days when Madrid really lay open to any armed
force.

The failure to take the city by November, 1936, showed that
a new phase had begun. On the i3th of that month the first

Russian aeroplane came into action. This was nearly four
months after the beginning of the affair. By that time the
Government had also developed the militia into some kind ofan

army. Signer Mussolini saw that, as in Ethiopia, his first plans
had miscarried. He had failed to secure his easy 'political

3

victory, and must be prepared for a serious war. On November
25th his mobilization orders were sent out, and an expeditionary
force of about 50,000 troops was hastily collected for the second

phase ofthe war. Majorca and Ibiza, which had been taken in

the early days of the war, were now placed under Italian com-
mandants, and intervention from December onwards was open
and avowed.

The British Government must have been fully cognizant of

Italy's part in the rebellion, and seems to have adopted the line

that the sooner the business was over the better. It is possible
that the German intervention was not expected, and that this

was, of all the factors, the one which most upset both Italian and

English calculations. Although some German units, and a num-
ber of technicians arrived through Portugal in the early stages
of the war, some pretence was maintained that these were indi-

vidual volunteers. It is difficult to avoid using American

phraseology about movements which were so similar to the
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activities of two rival gangs operating in Chicago. The easiest

way to describe Germany's policy is to say that she saw that

Italy was running a successful 'racket
5

in Spain, and decided to

'muscle in'. By this time she was sufficiently powerful by land

and air, sufficiently threatening in Central Europe, to make it

impossible for Italy to 'elbow her out'. She had to be allowed to

take her share in any
c
rake-ofF.

Germany contributed far less than Italy, either in munitions

or men. She had made her own arrangements with an import-

ant group of Spanish politicians and officers, and was quite

prepared to let Italy do most of the preliminary fighting, know-

ing that in an illicit affair of this kind it would be impossible for

those involved to deny her some share in the spoils.

Herr Hitler's intervention completely upset the diplomatic

arrangement between Great Britain and Italy, which had been

the basis of the Non-Intervention Agreement. The object of

this had been to ensure a rapid victory for the rebellion by dis-

couraging support for the Government, whilst conniving at

sufficient Italian intervention to ensure the capture of Madrid,

and the establishment of a dictatorship. The resistance of the

Government, the arrival of munitions from Russia and Mexico,

the voluntary assistance of individuals in the democratic coun-

tries all combined to turn a small affair into a major European

problem. Then came Germany demanding from Italy a share

in the control of Fascist Spain.

Herr Hitler's position was overwhelmingly strong. If Italy

could send squadrons ofbombing aeroplanes to Spain, so could

Germany. IfEngland and France had connived at one form of

intervention, it was difficult for them to object to another. If

Italy could use this method of establishing herselfin the western

Mediterranean, so also could Germany. Italy's military limita-

tions were already being displayed in Spain, and Signor Musso-

lini, afraid of developments in Austria, seems to have come to

terms with his fellow dictator. Spain was accordingly divided

up into zones of influence, just as in pre-war days England and

other Powers had divided up Persia, Morocco, Ethiopia, etc.
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Germany took Spanish Morocco, where she had her old con-

nections and interests. She was also assigned northern Spain,

partly for the minerals, but chiefly for the ports. Saragossa was

adopted as her headquarters. Italy took the Balearic Islands,

and. at first, most of southern Spain.
While Signor Mussolini was collecting his expeditionary force

Germany began occupying Morocco. The Germans were back

amongst friends, and they began to revive their old anti-French

propaganda among the Moors, combining it with the more

practical work of fortifying Ceuta, MeHlla, Tetuan, and the

northern coast round Jebel-Musa. The English press and pre-

sumably the Government gradually became aware of develop-
ments which would have afforded a causus belli in pre-war days,
but they treated the threat to the Straits as chiefly a menace to-

the French. The Times reported in January :

The Germans are carrying on another kind of activity

fraught with untold danger for the French in Morocco. -They
are tryirg by every means to represent themselves to the

natives as their future protectors. The anti-semitism of the

Nazis acts powerfully on the minds of the Arabs, who hate

the Jews and are easily persuaded to regard Herr Hitler

as their champion against them. An Arabic translation of

Mein Kampf with a becoming portrait of the Flihrer as a

frontispiece has been widely circulated . .*

The Germans took care not to send troops to Morocco, but

Tetuan and the other centres were full of German technicians

and administrators. A few days after this last despatch the cor-

respondent of The Times wrote that 'I have seen no sign of

German military occupation in the full sense of the word, but I

have seen many signs of individual German influence, and the

use of the Spanish zone as a base for air operations'.
2 This was

the preliminary work. The fortifying of Ceuta and the Straits

was a slower operation.
The Germans were in no hurry. They did not then want the

1 The Times, January I2th, 1937.
2 The Times, January i8th, 1937,
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Spanish war to end, and thus raise in an acute form the prob-
lems arising out 01 their administrative and military control of

their spheres. Their object has been to establish themselves in

their zones, economically as well as politically. They sent a

comparatively few first-class men, who would, as they knew,

compare favourably with the Italian troops. They sent some

good armaments, which were only just out of date, and they
used Spain as an experimental field for air warfare. This help
was paid for in the minerals which they needed.

From the German point ofview it has been a most admirable

war. It kept Italy fully occupied while Herr Hitler was com-

pleting his plans for the absorption of Austria. Spain was also

an invaluable cause of discord between the French and British

Governments one tending to the left in politics and generally

sympathetic towards the republican side, the other moving
always further to the right, and half-heartedly supporting
General Franco.

This division between France and England prevented any
combined action over German intervention in Morocco. The
new French Resident-General could utter brave words before

he set out. La position et les droits de la France et du Sultan sont

nettement definis par les Iraites de protectorat contre lesquels viendront se

briser toutes les hypotheses aventeureuses qui out pu gtre lancees dans

ropinion Internationale.'1 Two months later General Nogues was

protesting from Casablanca against a fait accompli. Neither

Sultan nor treaty could help.

Germany has established a complete commercial monopoly
there; the iron mines at Melilla are in German hands, being
worked for German consumption some 300 Germans have
been landed in the last few days and Ceuta is being turned
into a formidable fortress by German engineers.

All this was in direct contravention of the Franco-Spanish

Agreement of 1912. Nothing, however, was done. The English
were determined to see Italy safely through her venture. Every-

1
Speech before Le Cercle Interallit, November 20th, 1936.
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thing was left open, in expectation of the new advance on

Madrid, which Queipo de Llano, the 'Huey Long' of southern

Spain, had promised would fall on March I5th. Following the

usual English policy of 'immediacy' the Government decided

that the question of German and Italian occupation of Spanish

territory could safely wait for a final settlement. The Germans

themselves, who have never had any illusions about Italian

military prowess, were also biding their time. Their patience
and prescience were rewarded at Guadalajara, though they can

hardly have expected the Italians to retreat quite so far or so

fast.

The battle of Guadalajara was of extreme importance. It

meant a complete break in the course of events. Up till that

time the Italians had ostensibly taken the lead. Italian troops

had captured Malaga, defeating the disorganized and badly
armed troops which the Government sent to the south. Their

too easy victories in Andalusia were probably responsible for the

extremely unprofessional manner in which their professional

soldiers advanced down the Saragossa road towards Madrid,
and there encountered the first serious resistance with which .

they had met.

Abroad Signor Mussolini had the full support of England.
The British Government were at pains to minimize the extent of

their intervention. Thus on December roth, 1936, a fortnight

after the mobilization of the expeditionary force, and some days
after most of them had arrived, Mr. Eden stated that

c

as far as

concerns non-intervention, I wish to say categorically that there

are other Governments more to blame than those of Germany
and Italy

5

. Either the British secret service in Italy and western

Spain was totally inefficient, or the Government knew quite well

that regular troops, fully equipped, were being mobilized in

Italy, and sent to Cadiz, and that no other country except Ger-

many was sending troops. One of the minor advantages which

totalitarian countries enjoy over their democratic neighbours is

their ability to prevent espionage the axe and the rubber

truncheon are more effective deterrents than the threat of
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prison. For this reason, and because of the channels through
which the British Government receives its information, official

knowledge may not be very complete. This, however, cannot

justify the continual denial of troop movements which were re-

ported in Conservative as well as Liberal newspapers through-
out the world.

During the winter of 1936-7 other efforts were made by the

British Government to enable Italy to finish off her unhappy
venture as quickly as possible. For a short time the Spanish

Navy had an advantage over her opponents. The British Navy
promptly stopped any attempt to prevent the movement of

arms into western Spain on British ships. Later in the year
Italian submarines drove the Government's few and inefficient

ships off the sea. The British immediately accepted a blockade

proclaimed by General Franco, which he was obviously unable

to enforce with his even feebler squadron. Merchant ships were

warned against going into Spanish waters with goods declared

contraband at Burgos, and a bill was rushed through Parlia-

ment making it illegal to take arms to Spain. We were following
our Ethiopian precedent of disarming the weaker side.

The only reward for these services was the so-called 'Gentle-

man's Agreement' of January 2nd, 1937. This was arranged
between Lord Perth (then Sir Eric Drummond) and Count
Ciano. Some of the terms were published, others relating to

Ethiopia, were not made public till eighteen months later. The
latter have already been mentioned. They dealt with facilities

for the transit of Italian arms and stores through British Somali-

land. 1

Much of this Agreement is ofthe most vague character. Italy
and England recognize

c

that freedom of entry into, exit from,
and transit through the Mediterranean is a vital interest both to

the different parts of the British Empire and to Italy, and that

these interests are in no ways inconsistent with each other.'

Italy disclaimed any intention ofmodifying the status quo in the

Mediterranean, and gave an explicit guarantee of Spanish
1 Cmd. 5775. See above, p. 261.
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integrity, especially as regards the Balearic Islands. The last

item was the only concrete gain if an Italian promise is a

concrete gain achieved as a result ofour connivance at Italian

intervention. The value of Italy's avowal was not, however,
increased by her immediate strengthening of her hold on

Majorca, and an intensification later in the year of her sub-

marine activities.

This then was the diplomatic background to the battle of

Guadalajara. Ifthe Italians had won, Madrid would have been
surrounded and could not have held out for long.

1
England

would then have recognized General Franco as the defacto ruler

of Spain, and further Government resistance would have been

treated as a rebellion, in repressing which Italy could have

assisted openly. The Ethiopian precedent would have been

followed. Whether Germany could have been lured or ejected
from Morocco, or Italy from the Balearic Islands, are hypo-
thetical questions about which everyone must form their own

opinion.
The most valuable evidence on this point was presumably

destroyed. It was the draft of Signor Mussolini's undelivered

speech commemorating the fall of Madrid. Everything had
been carefully prepared to make his speech at Tripoli as impres-
sive as possible. On his arrival at Tripoli on March I4th he had
been proclaimed Trotector of Islam', which may have forecast

the line which he intended to take. Some other inkling of his

intentions may be gathered from a telegram sent to his Com-
mander-in-Ghief in Spain, General MancinL Several copies of

this were obtained from the bodies of Italian officers killed at

Guadalajara. It may be worth reproducing.

I am receiving on board the Pola on my way to Libya, the

communiques on the great battle in progress in the direction of

Guadalajara. I follow the fortunes of the battle with a tran-

quil soul because I am convinced that the enthusiasm and

tenacity ofour legionaries will sweep away the enemy's resist-

ance. To defeat the international forces will be a success of
1 The writer was in Madrid at this time, and formed this opinion.
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the highest value, including political value. Let the legion-
aries know that I MYSELF am following their action from hour
to hour, and that it will be crowned with victory.

MUSSOLINI.1

Two days later a convenient dust-storm in Libya provided an

excuse for postponing that speech upon the future of the Medi-

terranean which was to crown his second venture. He returned

to Rome to meditate on the hard fate of military adventurers

who have to work with such poor human material.

The circumstances surrounding their defeat proclaimed Italy,

at any rate in Spanish eyes, as a second-rate Power. Signor
Mussolini had always had to build on doubtful foundations in

the Peninsula. No success, no eloquence, no argument will ever

persuade a Spaniard thathe musttake the Italians very seriously.

Germans he admires, recognizing in their stolid silent efficiency

certain qualities which he lacks. Mussolini had had to make his

friends amongst the duller and stupider followers of General

Franco, those who welcomed a military dictatorship chiefly

because they believed that it would restore the old Spain,

royalist and priest-ridden. He had been forced to send a large

number of troops, many ofinferior quality, while Germany sent

a few picked men, who did her credit. Guadalajara was the last

gamble for Italian pre-eminence in Spain. From March on-

wards Germany took the lead, and was able to call the tune,

while Herr Hitler saw to it that Italy continued to pay the piper.

The first sign of German control was a complete change in

strategy. From the battle of Guadalajara until the Government

captured Teruel in December there was not a single fight of

even second-class importance on the whole of the long front

between eastern and western Spain. Receiving some small rein-

forcements of troops, and large numbers of aeroplanes the Ger-

mans diverted the forces of the insurgents to winning their

second zone, part of which the unfortunate Basque nationalists,

isolated from the rest of the Government forces, were still

holding.
1 Documents on the Italian Intervention in Spain, 14.
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The conquest of the northern enclave took longer than was

generally expected. The Germans had, from the first, the com-

plete mastery of the air. They could and did destroy anything

they wished inside the area, and it was only a question of the

time it would take the infantry to do the necessary 'mopping up'
in the wake of their destruction. The Basques and Asturians,

probably the finest stock in Spain, hung grimly on to their

positions. One by one their coastal towns fell Santander,

Bilbao, Gijon. By the autumn the whole of the German zone

had been cleared, from Ferrol, Vigo and Gorunna on the Atlan-

tic to Pamplona in Navarre.

It was a miserable time for Italy, England and France. The
Italians were unable to finish off the war or even to take an

effective part in it by land. They were driven to using sub-

marines to enforce a blockade on the eastern coast, in the vain

hope that this might force a decision. Their subservency to

Germany made them even more truculent towards England.
Within a week ofGuadalajara Signor Grandi was destroying the

last vestige of moral basis for the Non-intervention plan by

declaring before the Committee that 'Not a single Italian volun-

teer would leave Spanish soil until the end ofthe civil war'. The

English Government continued to act the part of the patient

Griselda, and at first her spokesmen even talked about "pirates

of unknown origin' which were sinking ships in the Western

Mediterranean. When the Italians began to emulate the Ger-

man U-boats by sinking merchant vessels at sight, without

attempting to rescue the crews, then the French and British

Governments did at last rebel. The Nyon Agreement and sub-

sequent negotiations persuaded Signor Mussolini that he must

confine his blockading activities to the more legal method of

bombing the eastern ports of Spain from Genoa and Majorca,

by means ofaeroplanes which were nominally carrying General

Franco's colours.

The French, like the English, were hopelessly divided

amongst themselves. In each country the extreme Right-wing
Conservatives were so imbued with Fascist ideas, so determined
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to be always on the side opposing Communists, that they were

prepared to watch their country sacrificing every strategic

advantage, and gradually accept domination by Germany and

Italy. While England remained under the same Government,
and the pro-Italian group tended to increase their hold in the

Cabinet, the French went through a period ofextreme political

instability. It is probable that the bulk ofpublic opinion in both
countries favoured the Spanish Government. Although the

Catholic Press in England and France continued to talk about >

General Franco as a crusader, and to hail each Government
defeat as The Death Agony of the Beast in Spain', the steady
progress of Germany and the real nature of the struggle were

becoming more obvious each month. It was not easy to fit into

the picture of a crusade the northern campaign which involved
the destruction of the fervently Catholic Basques by cheerfully

pagan Germans and fanatically Mohammedan Moors. It could

only be done by portraying Herr Hitler, equally with Signor
Mussolini, as the coming Saviour of Society. To some extent

this was done. The supremely ridiculous -example being the

attempts to deny some of the less popular incidents of the Ger-
man advance, such as the bombing of Guernica.

Many people in England, who did not understand the nature
of the rivalry between Germany and Italy in Spain, were sur-

prised that no decisive advance against eastern Spain followed
in the autumn, after the final absorption of the northern zone.
Instead ofthat the Government scored the first victory with the

capture of Teruel in December. Germany was now the con-

ductor, and was deciding the tempo. Her Spanish venture was

only part ofher general campaign against the democracies, and
a hasty and complete victory in Spain would have been fatal to

her plans. She was busily developing, in her two zones, that

economic supremacy which was so important to her. At home
she was planning the more difficult coup in Austria.

By the winter of 1937-8 Germany had already taken over the
Moroccan ferro-manganese industry which was monopolized by
the semi-official Hisma. The Basque country had to be re-
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organized. The 'Askari' maritime services were brought under

German control, and under the German flag. Krupps took over

the Biscaya mines, and the firm ofPach bought out the mines of

Don Juan Lesaca. 1 All this took time, and Germany was not

sorry to see Italy with large forces isolated in both Ethiopia

. vj^-'

*** . . -French Strategic Routes

THE POSITION OF SPAIN IN RELATION TO TRADE AND STRATEGIC ROUTES

JANUARY 1939

and Spain. She herself was about to take, in Austria, a move
about which Signer Mussolini had only recently declared that

'Italy could never tolerate such a violation oftreaties as Austria's

annexation by Germany'. Unfortunately Italy had herself

shown that treaties only interest those strong enough to enforce

1 A full account of these economic developments appeared in the Nine-

teenth Century, December, 1938.
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them, and she had given too many hostages to fortune to resist.

Each move towards the right in English politics acts as an incen-

tive to Italian and German aggression. Mr. Chamberlain's
successful challenge to Mr. Eden inJune, 1936, his 'midsummer
madness' speech, had encouraged Italy to intervene in Spain.
In November, 1937, Mr. Chamberlain as Premier sent Lord
Halifax to Berlin. The resignation ofMr. Eden and Lord Cran-
borne followed on February 2 ist. Three weeks later Herr Hitler

marched into Austria, and the Anschluss was complete. From
that moment the predominance which the Fiihrer had secured

in Spain over his rival dictator was to be extended so as to cover

all central Europe. The gradual establishment of a German
hegemony from the mouth of the Danube to the mouth of the

Elbe could only be a question of time.

The Anschluss was to have many consequences, some immedi-
ate and some still in the womb of time. One immediate result

was favourable to Italy. It is not clear whether Signor Musso-
lini demanded some quid pro quo for the loss of prestige and

strategic position which she had sustaired. We only know that

German aeroplanes took a prominent part in the counter-

offensive to recover Teruel. They soon established a complete
predominance in the air, and were so successful that they dis-

organized the Government's troops, and enabled General
Franco's infantry to advance to the sea. This was more than
had been intended. A Government collapse and surrender,
which seemed possible, would have upset the German plans.
Towards the end of March some ships with munitions were
either sent, or at least permitted to go from Hamburg to Barce-

lona, and the German air force was called off. Fortified in this

way the Government counter-attacked on the Ebro, while the
Italian troops repeated on a smaller scale their performance at

Guadalajara by retreating seven miles when checked in front of
Tortosa. The calling up ofMoorish troops and general reorgan-
ization which this caused allowed the Government to establish

their forces on the south ofthe Ebro, a position which they held

throughout the summer of 1938.
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Such has been the general course ofthe war in Spain. There

is no reason to doubt Germany's complete control of the situa-

tion. By the end of 1938 it would seem that Herr Hitler was

ready to complete the taking of all northern Spain, including

Catalonia, and a large-scale advance was begun. The infantry,

including Moors and Italians, were supported by sufficient

German aeroplanes and munitions to ensure a victory over the

Government troops segregated in the northern enclave. The
new development followed the complete withdrawal of the

old 'international brigade
3

,
their twelve thousand members

being disbanded and repatriated. The fall ofBarcelona followed

a few days after the Rome conversations between Mr. Chamber-
lain and Signor Mussolini. The Italian official press claimed

credit for the victory
c

in a struggle in which their troops had
assistedfrom the first day\
The position inside Spain is likely to remain obscure. The

fall ofBarcelona was treated by General Franco as a phalangist

victory, the city was immediately decked with their colours.

The Nazi method of government, tempered at first by an ele-

ment of clericalism, is likely to be imposed over all territory

under General Franco's rule. This will make it impossible to

obtain reliable evidence offuture developments, especially con-

cerning German influence on the mainland, or the demarcation

of spheres of influence.

One important change seems to have followed the Anschluss.

The zone immediately round Gibraltar was formerly within the

Italian sphere ofinfluence, but at some period during the spring
it appears to have been taken over by Germany. It would have

been impossible to understand the significance of this without

some account of the general position in Spain. We must now
return to our more local problem.
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CHAPTER IV

THE MENAGE TO GIBRALTAR

A PRIVATE citizen, writing about strategic changes in the

/^Mediterranean, is faced with certain immediate difficul-

ties. The attitude adopted by the British Government is that

such questions are not suitable for discussion by Englishmen.

A recent and rather ludicrous instance will explain this point.

An American film company cpllected, at considerable expense

and some risk, a pictorial record of the growing encirclement of

Gibraltar by German and Spanish armaments. This film,

known as The Menace to Gibraltar', was shown throughout

the United States, but has been strictly excluded from this

country, the inhabitants ofwhich are, one might have thought,

far more directly interested.

It is difficult to persuade the ordinary Englishman, not con-

nected either with the press or the film industry, that he lives

under a comparatively effective censorship, not less effective

because it is imposed by means ofcommercial rather than legal

pressure. An international journalist has caused some annoy-

ance by suggesting that every taxicab driver in New York

knows more about what is happening in Europe than most well-

educated Englishmen.
Some first-hand experience of countries at a time when they

happened to be very much 'in the news' has convinced the

writer of this book that this statement is not exaggerated, and

that it is now quite possible to keep the majority ofEnglishmen,

in the same way as it is possible to keep all Germans, Italians

and Russians, completely ignorant about important facts in

recent world history. Spain, perhaps, provides the most obvious

example of the way in which facts prejudicial to the English

official point ofview have been smothered. The 'blanketing
5

of

news is accomplished in many ways, one of the most effective
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being official statements and answers to questions in Parliament.

Some of these take the form of denying events which are only
difficult to prove because they happen abroad, others success-

fully exploit the old but erroneous English tradition that if

statement and counter-statement are sufficiently opposed, then

the truth must lie somewhere between.

In these days when every autocratic government does its

utmost to prevent the collection, exchange and dissemination

of accurate information, it is unfortunate that any democratic

governments should add to the difficulties of those who attempt
to deal with subjects of political moment. The British public

may well be called upon to decide, or to countenance a decision

upon, the future of Gibraltar. It would seem, at present, too

much to hope that any adequate evidence will be placed before

them upon which to form their opinion. As far as possible the

facts mentioned in this chapter have been checked from various

sources, but it is only their general accumulative effect which
needs to be considered. The most that can be done is to present
the outline of a picture, and fill in a few of the details.

Running all through the story of our occupation of the Rock
will be found the idea that our immediate neighbours are usu-

ally friendly and always, from the military standpoint, incom-

petent. It lias been suggested earlier in this book that we have
been partly prejudiced by the peculiar character of the Anda-
lusians The famous Andalusian indolence is the formula of its

culture.* *
Vague generalizations about other countries are as

dangerous as they are impertinent. The English are rather

prone to such derogatory verdicts. Like Sir Willoughby Pat-

terne they are 'satisfied with knowing a nation in the person of

a cook'. It would be far safer to assume to-day that the Spani-
ards, on each side of the dividing line, are not incompetent as

soldiers nor are they feeling friendly towards England. The

Anglophobes have grown to despise as well as hate us, the

Anglophiles to distrust and dislike us. Countless Spaniards,

especially in the North, have learnt of modern warfare in the
1
Jose Ortega y Gasset: Invertebrate Spain,
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best of schools, and have been to school with masters of the art

from every country. We should be wise not to judge ofmodern

Spain from the amiable landlords who hunt with the Calpe

pack, or the workers who come across from La Linea to earn

their money in the docks. 1

In writing a book it is fortunately unnecessary to confuse

thought by discussing ships and armies *of unknown origin
5

, or

by inventing some Ruritanians with whose phantom forces we

wage our paper battles. The menace to Gibraltar comes from

the possibility of a war against Germany in which all or part,

including inevitably the southern part, of Spain will be on the

side of the Nazis, and in which Italy will be either neutral,

'malevolently neutral' or hostile. The predominance of Ger-

many in this affair can be assumed, partly on the course of

events in the last two years, but chiefly because Herr Hitler is

the autocratic ruler over some eighty million people, of whom
the men-folk make excellent soldiers, sailors and aviators, while

Signor Mussolini can only muster less than fifty million Euro-

pean subjects of mediocre fighting quality.

The probable attitude of the Spaniards can be foretold by
anyone who takes a realistic view of recent events, and is not

obsessed by the picture of General Franco as a crusader

leading all the noble elements in the country. The rebellion

began as an Italian venture. General Franco was the Italian

choice, as against General Mola whom the army would have

preferred as their caudillo or Flihrer. General Franco was the

leader of the Requetis. General Mola whose death, whether

accidental or not, was a godsend to the Italians was a great
admirer of Germany and the Nazi system. General Queipo de

Llano, who controls the extreme south of Spain, is also a hero

1 It has been heart-rending for Englishmen working in eastern Spain

during the war to find how tenaciously the older Liberals clung to the

idea of England as the upholder of international law and the- supporter of

weaker nations against aggression. It is a little difficult to find at what

period of our history we earned this reputation. It has now completely dis-

appeared,
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of the Nazi Phalangists. In the case of a war General Franco

would certainly declare himself neutral until he saw which

way Italy was going, but there is no reason to believe that his

word would carry any weight in the German zones North

Spain, Andalusia and Morocco.

The Phalangists, who are now far stronger than the Requetes,

have adopted the usual Nazi philosophy about the need for a

healthy country to expand. It is a little difficult to discover in

what territory they wish to found their new empire, but there

is some talk of a Spanish Morocco which will include the south-

ern zone, now in the hands of decadent France. The recovery
of Gibraltar from decadent England inevitably figures promi-

nently in their programme it has been part of the stock-in-

trade of every militarist leader in Spain for a century.
This last point is one of the many subjects about which the

New York taxicab driver is better informed than most English

people. Not only may he have seen the film about the arma-

ments round Gibraltar, but he will know about the propaganda
in favour of its recovery. One example will suffice. In the

spring of 1938 Queipo de Llano went to La Linea in connection

with a recruiting campaign carried on amongst the workers.

He delivered one of his usual bombastic speeches, including the

conventional reference to the Rock, which on this occasion

overshadowed him. It had been, he said, stolen from Spain,
but would soon be back in the hands of the Mother country.

Many Gibraltar residents heard the speech, and it was the

subject ofmuch discussion amongst them.

It was only the place of its delivery which made the speech

important or specially provocative, and it was reported by the

Gibraltar correspondents.
1 An official disclaimer was issued

by the Duke ofAlba, a denial as conventional
as the speech, but

the matter was treated in most of the English press as if it was

an example of Communist propaganda aimed at discrediting

General Franco. It would be far wiser to recognize that the re-

covery ofGibraltar remains a part ofthe Phalangist programme,
1 The Times, March 8th, 1938.
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and that this would have the enthusiastic support of nearly all

the elements which make up General Franco's Spanish sup-

porters. To most of them 'Gibraltar is a name that cracks like

a whip, that brings a blush to our faces', 1

When discussing the threat from the mainland and from the

south side of the Straits, it is essential to differentiate between

the defence ofthe Rock as a fortress, and of Gibraltar as a naval

base. If the garrison abandoned the harbour and town, got rid

of their civilian population, which would merely be an encum-

brance, and concentrated solely on defending the Rock, then it

is probable that no army would attempt to dislodge them. They
could continue to hold Gibraltar as an isolated stronghold, with

a considerable nuisance value in the area of the Straits. They
could not prevent the passage ofenemy surface ships, but would
make it necessary for them to take special precautions. A mod-
erate land force would be needed to 'mask

5

the fortress. Both in

the case of Gibraltar and of Malta, where a similar strategy

might be possible, the fortresses would be only valuable so long
as they did not require help from the fleet. Port Arthur is con-

sidered by naval experts to have had a paralysing influence on
the Russian fleet in 1904-5. The holding of Mediterranean

strongholds, which for one reason or another could not be
used as naval bases, would be merely a source of weakness un-
less they were entirely 'self-contained

5 and independent of the

fleet.

The idea ofusing Gibraltar in this limited way scarcely seems
to have been considered. It would, ofcourse, require a number
ofpreliminary arrangements, including the difficult problem of

removing the civilian population. There are no signs that this

is contemplated. A large sum about 10 per head for the
civil population has recently been voted for air-raid pre-
cautions in the town and harbour. The official policy would

appear to remain the same as in 1936. It was then stated defi-

nitely and repeatedly that Great Britain had no intention of

withdrawing from her naval bases in the Mediterranean. 'Malta
1 From a speech by Archbishop Antolin of Tarragona, 1917.
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is and will remain a British possession, and an all-important
naval fortress, vital to our imperial interests in the Mediter-

ranean.' This statement was made by Mr. Ormsby-Gore, as

Secretary for the Colonies, in June, 1936. It was confirmed by
Sir Samuel Hoare as First Lord of the Admiralty. When on a

tour of inspection in the Mediterranean he denied that we had

any intention of 'abdicating our position in that sea, or of scut-

tling from Malta5

. The retention of Malta as a naval base is

generally taken to imply, afortiori, the retention of Gibraltar in

the same capacity.

During the European War the Rock was never within a
thousand miles of being reached by enemy aeroplanes. We
must now consider the third-dimensional attack as constituting
the greatest danger to Gibraltar as a naval base. Inside the

Bay the threat to harbour, town and ships lies in a combination
of aeroplanes and artillery, outside in the Straits the danger to

shipping will consist of a combination of aeroplanes, siege-guns
on the coast, and submarines. It is very difficult to obtain im-

partial technical opinion on the effectiveness of the bombing,
torpedoing and machine-gunning of ships from the air. The
extreme vulnerability of towns and harbours and of merchant
vessels at anchor has been demonstrated fairly clearly in eastern

Spain. It has been shown that medium-sized coastal towns, like

Alicante or the grao ofValencia one larger and the other other

smaller than Gibraltar harbour and town can be rendered

almost uninhabitable by daily visits from a comparatively few

planes, passing at a great height, and operating from Majorca,

170 miles away. The harbours at Valencia, Alicante, Gandia
and Barcelona are witness to the damage which can be done to

docks, warehouses, workshops, and also to ordinary merchant

ships by flights of Italian aeroplanes, seldom more than five a

day. The losses suffered by the Italians have been negligible,

and bear no relation to the destruction which they have accom-

plished. The most that anti-aircraft guns have been able to

achieve is to keep the aeroplanes fairly high, and make it diffi-

cult to hit small specific objects. In this connection it must be
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remembered that the pilots are often half-trained men, doing

their 'Spanish bombing course
5

,
and that both Germans and

Italians operating in Spain are strongly discouraged from

risking their machines.

One of the few examples of attacks on battleships at anchor

was the bombing ofthe Deutschlandby two republican machines.

These came into Ibiza harbour, diving with the sun behind

them, a simple but effective method. The ship's guns were

ready and manned, but could not hit the 'planes. They dropped
several bombs, of which three seem to have fallen on the deck.

These three were, however, enough to cause several casualties.

They wrecked the seaplane which the Deutschland was carrying,

and started a fire. If the two aeroplanes had been followed up

by others, they would probably hav$ sunk the ship. Aeroplane
activities against merchant ships and men-of-war on the high

seas provide little conclusive evidence. Out of some thirty

cases of attacks on merchant shipping, four ended in the boat

being sunk, and in seven cases some damage was done. The

sinking of the Espana off the Basque coast is a matter of contro-

versy. It was certainly hit by bombs, but there is some reason

to think that she sank after striking a mine.

It is dangerous to draw too many inferences from the Spanish

war, especially optimistic inferences partly because the only

first-class machines with modern equipment are in the hands of

German and Italian pilots, who are not fighting
c

all out
5

,
as they

would be in any war in which England was concerned; and

partly because the republican men-of-war and the merchant

ships going to eastern Spain only provide a few scattered and

small targets.

Turning from the doubtful evidence provided by the Spanish
war to the behaviour of the British fleet under what was pre-

sumably the threat of a European war, we have only the action

of Admiral Sir William Fisher in the autumn of 1935. As evi-

dence of the opinion held by the British Naval authorities. It is

by no means conclusive. There may have been recondite

political motives behind the decision to remove the whole ofthe
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Mediterranean command from Malta to Alexandria during
what is known as the Abyssinian crisis. On this subject it may
be permissible to quote the opinion of the famous naval expert,

Mr. Hector Bywater, who considers this decision from the

strategical standpoint.

Had Italy possessed an inconsiderable air force it is unlikely
that the British Fleet would have been transferred from Malta
to Alexandria as soon as the situation became strained. What
caused the transfer was the massing of Italian bombers and

torpedo planes at aerodromes in Southern Italy and Sicily,

the latter distant only 65 miles from the Grand Harbour at

Malta.

Those who are familiar with Malta do not need to be told

that the Grand Harbour is a most unsuitable haven for a

large fleet threatened with heavy attack from the air. The
entrance is narrow, and needs to be navigated with care even
in good weather. . . In any conditions it would be impossible
for a large fleet lying in harbour to put out to sea expediti-

ously, so that in the event of a really big air raid most of the

ships would be sitting targets. An attack, or series of attacks,
on such a scale could scarcely have failed to cause fairly
serious damage, not only to ships, but also to the dockyard
and other shore establishments. It is casting no aspersion on
the Maltese, who constitute the majority ofthe dockyard staff,

to suggest that their nerves and efficiency would be impaired
by repeated air raids. 1

There is little in this very careful and guarded statement

which would not apply even more puintedly to Gibraltar. The

egress to the harbour is certainly easier than at Malta, but ships

leaving the bay have to pass into the Straits, a narrow stretch of

sea, much ofwhich is exposed to gunfire from, one or other ofthe

coasts. As regards vulnerability from aircraft, Gibraltar would

be in a far worse position if the mainland on both sides, or even

on one side only of the Straits, were in hostile possession. All

1 Hector C. Bywater; 'The Changing Balance of Forces in the Mediter-

ranean,* International Affairsy May, 1937.
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the relevant distances are then much shorter. The nearest

Spanish aerodrome at Los Barrios is only just out of gunshot

range from the Rock. Those in Morocco are within twenty miles

of the harbour. If bombing machines can reach Malta from

Sicily in less than twenty minutes, they could be over Gibraltar

in a time which would have to be reckoned in seconds rather

than minutes. Also Malta has plenty of room for aerodromes,

and all Spanish experience suggests the fighter aeroplane

as the best defensive weapon. The promontory of Gibraltar

has no suitable ground for an aerodrome, and the tricky

winds round the Rock, which were so reassuring to General

Godley as he sailed about the Bay, would be a far greater handi-

cap to the defending 'planes rising off the ground than to the

attackers who come at height entirely unaffected by the 1,500

foot of limestone underneath. The floating aircraft carrier is a

poor substitute for an aerodrome in any large-scale air fighting.

Mr. Bywater's doubts about the civilian workers at Malta

would have even more significance when applied to the mixed

Spanish and Gibraltarian population, many of whom have

been well indoctrinated with Phalangist theories. If they were

exposed to artillery fire, as well as to aeroplanes, any outdoor

workers would be placed under a still greater strain -with

modern gunfire there is then no warning at all.

The number of possibly hostile aeroplanes in the neighbour-
hood of Gibraltar is ofno interest, as these are habitually flown

over direct to Northern Spain from Germany, or to eastern

Spain from Italy. Those round the Straits can be reinforced

within forty-eight hours. Aerodromes and equipment are

more important* Of the former there are at least three in the

Ceuta-Tetuan district, as well as the one near Los Barrios, a

few miles to the north of Algeciras.

Malta's problems are simpler than those which now face Gib-

raltar. Her chiefdanger comes from the air, and to a lesser ex-

tent from ships or submarines operating from Italian bases in

the straits between Italy, Sicily, Pantelleria and Tripoli. Ex-

cept in the unlikely case of a war against France the threat to
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Malta comes from one country only. Gibraltar may well be

exposed to the same dangers as Malta, but from three countries.

Primarily the threat comes from Germany and Spain, but it

would be wrong to leave out of account a possible attack from

Italian aeroplanes and submarines, the former operating from

the Balearic Islands or from any zone Italy may be allowed in

Spain* Equally serious, and here Malta is happier, there is the

danger from artillery.

For the first few months of the Spanish war the Germans

busied themselves on the southern side of the Straits. In a very

short time they had completely obliterated all those safeguards

for which English and French diplomatists had worked and

intrigued at the Algeciras Conference. Gone also was the settle-

ment reached between France and Spain in 1 9 1 2. All these had

aimed at preventing any fortification ofthe southern coast ofthe

Straits, and any possibility of a non-Spanish Power establishing

itself in northern Morocco. Before the winter of 1936 they had

extended their operations from the fortification of Ceuta, which

was excluded from the agreement, to the country round Benzu

which commands the narrow part ofthe Straits opposite Tarifa.

In December they mounted some 30-centimetre guns near

Benzu, and since then have steadily increased these armaments.

In July of the following year, long after any naval justification

could have been found in the Spanish war, the Germans

planted three twelve-inch guns on the coast. In this they have

been helped by the railway track used for taking stone to Ceuta

harbour. Considerable work has been done in the neighbour-
hood of Jebel Musa, where six very large guns have been

mounted. By November, 1937, a further six cannons had been

placed in a newly-constructed subterranean emplacement.
Thus after twelve hundred years the other Pillar of Hercules

has been brought into military use. These are only a few

examples of activities which are known to many local inhabi-

tants, no great care being taken to conceal them. 1

1 For further details of these armaments, see House of Lords debate,

April 7th, 1938,
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Similar developments on the north of the Straits began rather

later, and for some time were undertaken by Italians as well as

Germans. After the battle of Guadalajara the latter have pre-

dominated, and most ofthe artillery arriving after March, 1937,

has been of German origin. The German artillery experts were

certainly busy throughout the spring of 1937. They seem to

have had three main objectives (i) the defence of Cadiz; (2)

the placing of guns to command the 'Gut' or narrowest part of

the Straits, which lies roughly between Tarifa and Benzu; and

(3) the encirclement of Gibraltar and the Bay. The last dove-

tails very easily into the second. Thus The Times, inJuly, 1937,

reports activities which are on the border-line.

Besides the anti-aircraft batteries at Algeciras and Tarifa,

there can be seen batteries of 6-inch guns since early 1937 in

the hills above Punto Carnero, and the eastern outskirts of

Tarifa. The guns are reputed not to exceed six in number.
Last April four large howitzers were placed in the hills

above Pelago between Tarifa and Algeciras, in order, it is

reported, to meet possible attacks from Government ships.
1

In the following week their correspondent reported gunfire

practice on both sides of the Straits, and continual signalling

between Algeciras and Ceuta. When questions about these de-

velopments were asked in Parliament Lord Cranborne only

replied that the guns were inferior to those on the Rock, an

answer which presumably implied that the Government Ipiew

that some of the guns were so placed as to threaten Gibraltar

rather than 'protect the Straits
5

.
8 It was impossible to draw the

line at any special point in the encirclement, and this gradual

extension northwards and westwards has continued ever since.

In the early part of 1938 there was a considerable develop-

ment in artillery preparations east of Tarifa, both along the

coast and also to the north and north-west of Gibraltar. The

most significant is the fortification of the hills known as the

1 The Times, July 22nd and 3Oth, 1937.
2
Parliamentary Debates, July igth, 1937.
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Torre Carabonera, which culminate in the famous 'Queen of

Spam's Chair'. The ghost ofthis rather mythical queen must be

appeased if she watches the preparations for a siege being car-

ried out so much more efficiently than the one she is supposed
to have attended.

It may be remembered that an earlier critic, writing in the

early days of aeroplanes, talked of a circle drawn at ten

thousand yards distance from Gibraltar, a large arc ofwhich
would run through hilly country.

1 It is along this arc that the

armaments have spread. The exact nature of the guns at any
particular moment need not be considered here. It is the first

step that counts in such a process of encirclement carried on

during peace time. The important points to note are that pre-

parations have now been made by a mixed German and

Spanish force to bombard Gibraltar harbour and bay in ex-

actly the manner which was foreshadowed by the earliest

critics of the Government when they drew attention to the

danger of long-range guns. Another point is that these pre-

parations, especially those armaments in the northern hills,

entirely alter the position with regard to the pre-war plan of

capturing the plain and hills immediately round Gibraltar as

soon as hostilities begin.
There are many ways in which recent experience suggests

that the earlier British optimism about these two points needs
to be modified. The relative advantage of guns on the Rock,
or ofguns on armoured ships in the harbour as against guns on
the mainland, has greatly decreased with the experience gained
in the European War. 'Spotting', even more than bombing,
from aeroplanes has forced the gunner to protect himself by
the use ofcamouflage, concrete, underground tunnels and other
devices. In a duel between guns on the Rock, with their

natural protection, and guns on the hills, with their prepared
cover and greater mobility, the result is likely to be inconclu-
sive. Neither would be able to silence the other. In such a
case the advantage is clearly with the attacking force on the

1 See above, p. 215.
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mainland. They would have excellent and valuable alternative

targets, while those on the Rock could only blow up villages
which would have already been evacuated and would have no

military importance.

Regarding the second point the possibility of a British

advance from the Rock into the surrounding country here
also it would seem that recent developments in artillery and

machine-guns have made it comparatively easy for a small

group ofwell-armed men to hold a position so long as they have
control of the air. It would not be necessary to send German
troops to prevent a British sally from the Rock. Spanish soldiers,

like the Turks, are at their best in holding entrenched places.

They only need good machine-guns and artillery.

The lack of aerodromes would mean that in any campaign
based on Gibraltar the superiority in the air would remain
for some time with troops on the mainland and in Morocco. An
advance from the Rock across the isthmus and into the small

plain would therefore be an extremely expensive and difficult

feat, however much it might be supported by the guns on the

Rock, and possibly by guns from ships in the Bay. A large force

would be necessary, and it is possible that in the end the figure
mentioned by General Crease a generation ago, may prove to

have been correct, though in terms of the old Spanish army it

seemed absurd. But even if considerably fewer than fifty

thousand troops were needed, a force larger than the garrison
would be required. It would have to be transported at the

beginning ofthewar through the dangerous straits, disembarked

within range of enemy artillery. When the attack started the

force must debouch across that isthmus which has swallowed up
so many human lives. Many of the difficulties experienced in

the Dardanelles would be repeated without that great advan-

tage ofsurprise which meant so much in the Suvla Bay landing.
In the early months of the Spanish war, Admiral Usborne,

whose book on Morocco has been mentioned above, remarked

about Gibraltar that
c

the Rock was untenable in war against

Spain* and would be exceedingly unpleasant to live on in a
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war against France'.

1 At that time it would have been impolitic,

especially before the audience whom he was addressing, to refer

to Italian or German intervention. Writing two years later the

reality and extent of this intervention are only denied by people
who have put their consciences and their intelligence in the

hands of the organizations working for General Franco and his

friends. Spain is no longer a pacific nation with a comic opera

navy, and an army of the 1900 vintage. Northern Morocco is

now, for all intents and purposes, a German colony. Each
month adds further arguments to justify the Admiral's warning.
Mr. Liddell Hart, military correspondent of The Times,

reached a similar conclusion when writing rather later in the

Spanish war.

A new disturbing factor has been foreshadowed by the

possibility of Spain's development into a military power with
warlike tastes and Fascist ties. This would be a potential
threat not only to the French communications with her
African colonies, but to Britain's power to control the western
outlet from the Mediterranean. A naval force could hardly be
maintained at Gibraltar in face of a hostile air force on the

mainland. 2

By the end of 1938 the Spanish war had gone on for two and a

halfyears, always more and more fiercely. Those who have been
in Spain during this time have watched a country, in which
the military tradition had almost died out, gradually change
and develop a taste for war. The writer has only seen this on
the Government side, but on the other side it may be presumed
that the Phalangist creed contains much Nazi glorifying of war
as an end in itself. In eastern Spain the political idealism of the

earlier days has disappeared, and with it much ofthe provincial-
ism which the foreigner found so annoying. Time has welded
that half of the nation into a fighting race tending to despise

1 Lecture before the Near and Middle East Association. Reported in

The Times, December 22nd, 1936. Admiral Usborne's book. The Conquest of
Morocco, gives the best account of the post-war struggle in that country.

8 Liddell Hart; Europe in Arms, 115. Published in 1937.
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not only what was retrograde but also much that was pleasant
and civilized in their country. Youths are growing up to look

on soldiering as their aim in life. At the end of the war they
will not be able to cross the sea and come back to a compara-
tively rich and prosperous country. It will not be difficult to

divert them to another war, and the fact that England would
be the enemy would not act as the slightest deterrent. 1

There is no longer, therefore, just the 'possibility of Spain
developing into a military power with warlike tastes and Fascist

ties'. This has already happened with a speed and complete-
ness that could only have been foreseen by those who were able

to get clear of the confused propaganda and muddled thinking
which smothered public opinion in England. The nature of

'the Fascist ties' with western Spain have been discussed else-

where in this book. Itwould be dangerous to assume that similar

ties may not develop amongst those fighting on the Republican
side, especially if they are forced to make peace. Many of
the Phalangist ideas are not unlike those of the Communists.

They are anti-clerical, modern, and enterprising. While west-

ern Spain is rapidly becoming a semi-independent state

brought within the Nazi system like Czechoslovakia the

attitude of many young republican soldiers is approaching that

of the Czech army after Munich. The collapse of the Entente

Powers in the diplomatic field is persuading Europe that

democracy will always lose, and the younger men say tjhat if

the sheep cannot even work together or put up the least re-

sistance it would be much more fun to join the wolves.

In western Spain and in Morocco the Germans have worked
for a definite end in their usual methodical way. Their object

1 The writer, returning to Valencia in the summer of 1938, was distressed

by the growing bitterness against England. A soldier talking of Czecho-
slovakia remarked that he supposed Spain would be drawn into the German
orbit too, and that he would have to fight a Fascist war against England and
France soon. T should be sorry to fight against France . . .' The commonly
held view is that England has misled France, and forced her into the Non-
intervention business, in order to carry out the Anglo-Italian entente.
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has been to reduce England and France by a series of carefully

graduated attacks upon the European system which the En-

tente Powers had built up before and after the war. With com-

plete candour Herr Hitler has explained his method in a book

which everyone seems to have read except those who have to

deal with him.

A shrewd victor will, ifpossible, keep imposing his demands
on the conquered by degrees. He can then, in dealing with a

nation that has lost its character and that means everyone
who submits voluntarily count on its never finding in any
particular act of oppression a sufficient excuse for taking up
arms once rfiore. On the contrary; the more the exactions

that have been willingly endured, the less justifiable does it

seem to resist at last on account^of a new and apparently
isolated (though to be sure constantly recurring) imposition.

1

This diplomatic technique, which Herr Hitler has applied so

successfully in Europe generally, has been used by his lieut-

enants in the area surrounding the Straits of Gibraltar. In the

constantly recurring 'impositions' it would now be difficult for

England to signal out one which should be resisted. What the

American taxicab driver knows, perhaps incorrectly, as 'Hitler's

Fifth Column in England
9 would be sure to raise a loud outcry,

both in and out of Parliament if anything was done to check

the German advance in Spain.
2 Now that the Government has

1 Mdn Kampf, 759.
*
Possibly some explanation is necessary. The 'Fifth Column* is General

Franco's own phrase for those who are working on his behalf in eastern

Spain. Its use in America may be best explained by a quotation from a

popular illustrated paper.

'Hitler's Fifth Column' is no longer a phrase but a reality in British

politics to an extent quite unparalleled by any previous period. The
*Fifth Column* involves not only those more or less corrupt and treason-

able peers of the realm who, for a 'consideration* . . . are prepared to act

exactly as their counterparts the Jaroslav Preiss of the Czecho-Slovakia

Ziznobank, for instance acted in the betrayal of Czecho-Slovakia, but

it also includes the group which stretches from the drawing-rooms ofMay-
fair and the offices ofWhitehall to the City of London ... It includes a
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accepted the view that the maintenance of foreign troops in

Spain is not a breach either ofthe Anglo-Italian Agreement, or

presumably of the Non-intervention Agreement, the Germans
have got a clear invitation to complete the encirclement of Gib-

raltar, and the fortification of Spanish Morocco. 1 Before this

book appears it may be assumed that both processes will be fully
advanced.

considerable batch of Conservative members of Parliament who would
quite frankly rather see temporary 'appeasement' rise on the stock

exchange, combined with a setback for the Moscow architects of collective

security, than see Britain properly defended with the full use of possible
allies.

Ken, December i5th, 1938.

This may all seem very 'melodramatic' to English readers, but it is necesr

sary to remember that one of the reasons why the old-fashioned melodrama
has disappeared from the stage is that events abroad have habituated us to

actual happenings so much more gruesome. It is also advisable that people
in England should know about a view of their leaders which is spreading
rapidly abroad because there is so much that lends colour to it.

1 See reply ofMr. R. A. Butler in the House ofCommons, December sist,

1938.
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CHAPTER V

THE FUTURE OF THE MEDITERRANEAN:

r II ^HE conventional way to begin the last chapter of a book

JL such as this is to hope that an understanding of Gibraltar's

history will help us to meet the dangers which seem to threaten

it. In this manner the writer both flatters himself and his

readers. But it will be as well, if 'we'd see truth dawn together'

to be brutally realistic. Although Mr. Gigadibs despised the

Bishop, it was Blougram who retained the 'power and social in-

fluence, worldly worth in short'. There was nothing left for

Mr. Gigadibs but to start for Australia, a gesture which many of

us must have considered imitating during the last year or two.

The autocratic system which left the Bishop happily indifferent

to what was chalked 'broad about him on the church-door

opposite', has been fully extended to English political life.

Signor Mussolini, a shjrewd critic ofeverybody and everything

except himself, is wont to call England a 'pluto-democracy
5

.

The ugly hybrid word suggests well enough that transitional

stage when blind faith is demanded, as much as in an auto-

cracy, though the emaciated form of democracy still survives.

In many ways the position is more intolerable than in a

totalitarian state. The German knows where his leader wishes

to go. It is difficult for him to avoid reading Mein Kampf. Signor
Mussolini is seldom obscure. In England we are expected to

follow without understanding, leaders who give us no idea

where they are taking us.

This system is killing what political intelligence was left in

England. Mr. Wickham Steed has recently been attacking the

'disjointed aimlessness' of the Press, but the writer on foreign

affairs might reply that he is describing an equally disjointed

and aimless policy. Until recently the English took pride in the

continuity which could be traced in our conduct of foreign and
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imperial business. It would have been easy to have fitted the

Gibraltar question into the Mediterranean problem, and both

into the general scheme. Nowadays we have first to decide

whether the ship of state is drifting aimlessly about in an un-

charted sea, impelled by violent winds and currents, or whether

she is being made, as many Americans think, to take a course

so subtle and discreditable that it will hardly bear consideration.

Obviously it is little use for the passengers, looking over the

gunwale at the angry waters, to speculate about minor points
of seamanship. It may, however, serve to pass the time if we

attempt an analysis of the present position.

We may, for our present purpose, dismiss the grimmer fore-

bodings of our American critics, and assume that 'Hitler's Fifth

Column' has not yet got complete control of our Government.
If our *drawing-room Fascists' and their tougher friends outside

were to have their way we should accept the German hege-

mony over Europe. Our navy and naval bases would then be-

come, like the Czech army, part of the assets and goodwill of

the firm going into subsidiary partnership. This should, of

course, avoid any likelihood of war, except in the suppression
of rebellions. Our naval bases might be extremely useful in

coercing a hesitant France or a recalcitrant Italy in the early

years, and repressing 'dissidence' later. This view of England's

future, which seems far less fantastic when one is outside the

country, need not detain us, because, if it is true, then the *Med-

iterrean problem
9

ceases to have even an academic interest for

most of us.

The confused sounds which sometimes reach the passengers
from the bridge, suggest that two other courses are under con-

sideration. One is to follow the 'Good European' route. This

pictures England and France, with the help of any countries

which still retain their independence, ultimately resisting fur-

ther German aggression, even at the risk of war. The other is

the 'Imperial' route, which would have us adopt a purely iso-

lationist policy, depending entirely upon the strength of our

scattered and extremely vulnerable Empire. Only in the case
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of a direct attack upon our possessions should we be prepared
to fight. Nemo me impune lacessit. A good motto for a small,

courageous and poor country. In either case it is hinted that

we should hope to get the support of the United States, but why
they should fight for Tanganyika is not apparent.

Inevitably there will be modifications and compromises in

these policies. Some ofthe 'Good European' group would insist

on waiting until Italy has quarrelled with Germany. Some of

the Imperial group would include attacks on the French Em-

pire as a reason for war. Unfortunately all these complications

ought to affect our views about the main issues, and this leads to

an intolerable confusion.

The traditional English policy in the Mediterranean may be
re-stated very broadly, dividing it under three general heads for

the purpose of our analysis. The policy has been continuous
until very recently. Most of its features have therefore been
mentioned in connection with Gibraltar's history. The use of

headings and numbers may make this last chapter a little like

the speeches of one of our few completely honest Members of

Parliament, who was accused of talking about foreign affairs to

her rustic audiences as if she was taking a rather difficult and
inattentive class in geography. The academic method does,

however, seem to lend itself to the subject.
i. Diplomatically, England aimed at maintaining the balance

of power in the Mediterranean, at preventing it becoming the
mare nostrum of any one of the Powers bordering that sea. On
the same principle she strongly discouraged any other non-
Mediterranean Power, and especially Germany, from extending
her territory or influence into the Mediterranean basin, lest she
should claim a voice in its affairs, and upset a balance which
was often more apparent than real. The Mediterranean was
held to include the Black Sea.

With the object of keeping these waters Tree' we strove to

prevent any strong Power establishing itself near the different
straits. We worked to maintain Turkey in its position on the
Dardanelles as against Russia, and Morocco on. the southern
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side of the Straits of Gibraltar, first as against Spain, then as

against France. Finally, when Morocco disappeared as an

independent Power, we preferred Spain to Germany. When a

new and artificial Strait was made at Suez, we 'supported'

Egypt as against France, until we had in practice occupied
the country ourselves.

Up till the European war our diplomacy was, on the whole,
successful. No combination of Powers ever drove us from the

Mediterranean, or even seriously threatened our position there.

A combination of those two Mediterranean Powers, France and

Russia, might have made our position impossible at various

periods in the nineteenth century. Mr. Joseph Chamberlain

seems to have been an early believer in evacuation; in the case,

at least, of these two Powers joining against us. *|n such an

event he told the House of Commons in 1893, 'the British Navy
would have to cut and run if it could run'.

There must always be an element ofbluff in good diplomacy.
Even if our two-Power standard was not always maintained,
the fleet generally succeeded in looking its part. 'Showing the

flag' has been a very useful card to be p*layed by our Ambassa-

dors since very early days.

Your fleets meeting here is of no less admiration to other

foreign kingdoms (into which reports fly to them daily) than

to Spain, who much admire your quickness in such strength
and fresh supplies. So I believe in a short time the Spaniards,

through fear and love, will grow respectful to us.1

The great concentration offleets at Gibraltar, which so fortified

Sir Arthur Nicolson at the time of the AJgeciras Conference,

was no mere coincidence. We have also used the fleet to main-

tain our friendly relations with the smaller Mediterranean

Powers, and to give, at least, the illusion of establishing a Pax

Britannica in the Near East.

2. Commercially, England has always placed a great value on

,.,',',* The British Ambassador at Madrid to Admiral Blake in 1651. Sec

Elizabeth Monroe: The Mediterranean in Politics, 20.
'
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her standing as a Mediterranean Power. Possibly because it

was not wise to stress the strategic side of the Suez Canal route

to India, there is a tendency to exaggerate the importance of

this water-way as a channel for our trade. Political similes are

always dangerous, especially those taken from the human body.

It is absurd to talk about the Aden to Gibraltar route as if it

was
c

a main artery of British commerce'; an unhappy and

overworked phrase. The route is not even one on which we are

very dependent in war-time. All traffic can be diverted, and

much, as from Australia, quite easily. An 'artery
5

suggests the

possibility of death by strangulation. Less than a fifth of our

foodstuffs and raw materials come through the Mediterranean,

and less than half of those from countries east of Suez.

In peace-time the short cut through the Canal has a com-

mercial value to England, which is only partly due to our invest-

ment in the Company's shares. A more important commercial

interest which has always had an influence upon our policy and

strategy has been our investment of capital amounting to

about 500,000,000 in the countries bordering round the

eastern Mediterranean, and our trade with those countries,

which has usually been considered to depend partly upon our

prestige as a great naval Power.

3. Strategically, England has for over seventy years placed the

greatest importance upon maintaining and strengthening a

kind of 'All Red' route to India. In this connection it may be

noted that many of our Foreign Ministers have had Indian

experience, which certainly encourages this outlook. All, Lib-

eral as well as Conservative, have accepted the value ofthe line

of naval bases and protectorates between Gibraltar and Aden.

Perim was acquired by Lord Palmerston, Cyprus by Lord

Beaconsfield, and Egypt was occupied by Gladstone, each of

whom held divergent views about the Suez Canal, and the

Empire. The European War took England into Palestine,

primarily as a measure for defending the Canal.

The strategic line was undoubtedly considered originally as a

defence against Russia, as well as a practical measure for
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keeping troops easily available for imperial purposes in the

East. The Russian menace may have been exaggerated, half

unconsciously, by the British administration in India in order

to justify certain autocratic tendencies in the Government of

India. On the other hand the Russian Government learnt to

play upon this fear in order to make her path easier in Europe.

Thus the Mediterranean policy with regard to the Dardanelles

was inextricably bound up with that of the Indian frontier. It

is only necessary to read the Life ofLord Curzon to understand

the strength of this feeling even in the last days of the nine-

teenth century. Lord Kitchener was sent to India specially to

meet this menace, and Curzon's own 'study of Russian policy

in Central Asia and his personal observation of her methods,

had aroused in his mind serious misgivings regarding her in-

tentions.
3

If he ridiculed the idea of a Russian conquest of India, he

was profoundly impressed by the danger ofa Russian invasion

of her frontiers, not in the expectation, or, indeed, with the

intention, ofwresting the sceptre from Great Britain; but with

the purpose of disabling the British Government from check-

ing further her own ambitions in Europe. . . . 'She believes

that the keys of the Bosphorus are more likely to be won on

the banks of the Helmund than on the heights of Plevna.' l

It was not until the Russian debacle in the Far East, and the

Anglo-Russian Convention of 1907, that Germany was finally

regarded as the chief menace to our Empire. The general

strategic position was not, however, greatly affected by this

change in our prospective enemy. The Russian advance to-

wards Constantinople was now succeeded by the German Drffltg

nach Osten. Diplomacy and commerce worked closely together,

then as now.

Of Germany's pre-war investments, amounting in all to

about 1,250 million, not far short of 500,000,000 was

invested in Russia, Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria, Roumania,

1 Lord Ronaldshay: Life of Lord Curzon, i, 297, ii, 395.
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and Turkey. And by the system of 'peaceful penetration' she

gave these countries not only capital, but what they needed

hardly less, organization. The whole of Europe east of the

Rhine thus fell into the German industrial orbit, and its

economic life was adjusted accordingly.
1

Behind Turkey lay the Baghdad railway and the grossly

exaggerated possibilities of developing Iraq. Thus Germany
was merely pursuing another route to that old Russian objec-

tive, Constantinople. As Karl Helfferich wrote in Die Deutsche

Tiirkenpolitik:
c

lt was neither accident nor deliberate purpose
as much as it was the course ofGerman economic development,
which led Germany to take an active interest in Turkey.' It

was therefore a simple matter to transfer the old anti-Russian

arguments behind the British policy in the Near East to the new
situation caused by Germany's growing ambitions and trucu-

lence. The Dardanelles campaign in the European War was a

natural corollary to the traditional English strategy in the

Mediterranean.

There was little in the decade following the war to disturb

what some future Gibbon, describing the fall of the British

Empire, may choose ^o call
c
the fat slumbers of the Foreign.

Office
3

. The collapse of a century-old policy within a few years
must be ascribed chiefly to German rearmament, and to Mr.
Baldwin's decision to allow it to proceed in secret, without chal-

lenge and without counter-measures. The French Government,
also for reasons of domestic policy, acquiesced. The triple
structure ofour Mediterranean policy was suddenly called upon
to bear an immense strain. The Italian challenge of 1935 was

really a secondary affair. It would have been of little impor-
tance if, again, the Entente Powers had not confused the issue

with questions of party politics, and tried to run two incom-

patible policies at the same time.

The Italian problem has no independent existence ... It

exists only by virtue ofthe German problem. It was German.

1
J. M. Keynes: The Economic Consequences of the Peace, 15,
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rearmament that saved Italy in Abyssinia. It was German
rearmament that enabled her to intervene in the Spanish
Civil war. It is German rearmament which may give a cer-

tain reality to Mussolini's dream of an Italian hegemony in

the Mediterranean area. 1

The German challenge, combined with Mussolini's ambitions,
came crashing down upon the old-fashioned nineteenth-century

building of our fathers and grandfathers. Of the three pillars

which supported it the diplomatic has collapsed altogether, the

commercial is much weakened and certainly would not stand a

war. The strategic remains standing, but it seems probable
that it ought to be taken down and a completely new building

begun with the material left. Unfortunately it is still necessary
to persuade a very considerable proportion of Englishmen that

anything has happened. The Mediterranean countries seem a

long way off, and some care has been taken to deaden the

sound of falling masonry. We must, therefore, begin by ex-

amining what has happened to each part of the traditional

policy.
First of all the diplomatic balance ofpower was upset by the

rapid development of Italian air and naval forces. Since 1926
she has more than doubled the number of her effective des-

troyers, quadrupled her submarines, and developed a special

type of speed-boat which is well suited to Mediterranean con-

ditions, and the corsair-like attitude of the Italian towards the

sea. The Englishman is an ocean fighter, the people of the

inland sea prefer lighter craft.

Italian development would not have upset the balance if a

new Power had not been introduced into the Mediterranean.

In the last chapter we discussed the manner in which Germany
had established herself in various parts of Spain and Morocco.

She now holds a number of strategic points from which it had
been the constant aim of pre-war diplomatists to exclude her.

She is developing the port of Ferrol in North Spain, and has

been assigned the coast-wise traffic of the Atlantic ports under
1 F. A. Voigt: Unto Casar, 238.
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General Franco's nominal control. She has fortified Ceuta, and

both sides of the Straits of Gibraltar. Italy has also taken con-

trol of the Balearic Islands, and has troops at Malaga. On the

Atlantic side of Africa there is some evidence that the Canary
Isles and the Rio de Oro colonies are included in the German

sphere of influence.

There is no convenient yard-stick by which we can measure

the comparative importance of air and naval armaments, of

aerodromes and naval bases. But it seems clear that the last few

years have seen a new Power well planted in the Mediterranean,

and a possible combination the Rome-Berlin axis which

would upset the old favourable balance, at least in the western

Mediterranean and the adjacent parts of the Atlantic. France

has lost even more than England. Her usual African route is

dominated by the Italians at Majorca, and her alternative

route by rail to Casablanca and by sea to an Atlantic port, is

threatened by the Germans at Ferrol. 1

The growing strength of Germany may lead to changes which

will enable England and France to get Italy out of the Balearic

Islands and out of Malaga in accordance with the many
undertakings made by Signor Mussolini. There is not, how-

ever, the faintest reason to believe that Germany will withdraw

from territory that she is occupying, or that the weak dictator-

ship in western Spain will not remain subsidiary to the Nazi

regime. Whatever 'Hitler's Fifth Column' has or has not done

to influence public opinion and deaden public interest in Eng-

land, the basic facts remain. Germany has been allowed to

establish herself on both sides of the Straits of Gibraltar and

alongside the Cape route. This has happened without any

protest from Great Britain. Inside Parliament the subject has

never been seriously debated. Government spokesmen have

contented themselves with reassuring platitudes, usually quite

irrelevant. After two years of such apologetics from Cabinet

1 See map on p. 293. The east to west railway through the French posses-

sions in North Africa was constructed for strategic reasons, in order to meet

the Mediterranean threat.
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Ministers England is, as it were, 'estopped' from effective

action by future Governments. Germany is left to develop her

magnificently powerful position in Spain and North-west

Africa, It is a position which she can either use for applying

diplomatic pressure in time of peace, or for blockading both

France and England in time of war.

After this complete diplomatic collapse the threat to our

eastern trade seems less important. The question of merchant

shipping in war-time has been mentioned in previous chapters.

A few relevant facts must be recalled in order to appreciate the

new developments. During the European War an extremely

successful submarine campaign was carried on for three years

by a few U-boats, operating a long way from their base. Though
anti-submarine technique improved towards the end ofthe war,

and has developed since, its success was chiefly in the shallower

home waters. Nearly all the U-boats managed to get back to

Germany from the Mediterranean at the end of the war. One

ofthem sank a battleship in the Straits of Gibraltar as it passed

through.
The submarine as a raider of merchant shipping has now

been reinforced by the aeroplane, carrying bombs and torpe-

does, and the surface speed-boat, Recent experience suggests

that probably these new factors counterbalance the improved

technique in convoying cargo boats and in anti-submarine

precautions.
In a w^r against Germany, with Italy neutral or an ally of

England, the danger to shipping would be confined to the

western Mediterranean, but at first the menace to surface ship-

ping in the Straits of Gibraltar and in the harbour would be so

great that merchant vessels would have to be diverted, at least

for a time. Reasons have been suggested in the last chapter

why the clearing of the Straits might be a long and perhaps

impossible task. A few convoys might be got through, with

transports or urgent supplies.

In a war against Italy, with Germany nj^ffd, the danger to

shipping would be so intense in the Red Sea and in the narrows
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between Sicily and Africa, and around Pantelleria that it is

almost inconceivable that merchant shipping would even

attempt to get through.

If Germany and Italy were combined, then all the routes,

either through the Suez Canal or from the Near East, or north

and south, between France and Africa, would be impassable.

The two Fascist Powers could keep the inland sea empty of all

cargo boats except a few daring coasting steamers running the

blockade between little-known ports.

Even in the Abyssinian crisis it was thought necessary to

divert most of the normal Suez Canal traffic, and send it by the

Cape. If suitable precautions are taken before war begins this

diversion should not be a very serious matter. It is only from

the Persian Gulf and Bombay that the distances are increased

by as much as eighty per cent. From Malay and from the east

coast of Africa it is about fifty per cent. From Australia only

ten per cent. In ordinary times most of the Australian wheat

cargoes go around the Cape. Two measures are necessary. Ton-

nage on the important routes, such as tankers from the Persian

Gulf, ought to be increased to counteract the greater length of

the trips. Some improvements also seem to be needed at the

Cape for dealing with the increased traffic, and their convoys.

Under pressure of the emergency, part of the traffic from

the East, which normally passes through the Suez Canal, was

actually diverted round the Cape, and hurried steps were

taken to send out reserves to the bases along that route. But

it became clear that bunkering and port facilities would have

to be considerably enlarged ifthe whole traffic was to be sent

that way. Also that naval bases would have to be renovated

and developed.
1

Undoubtedly the Navy would be far more effective in

any sphere if relieved of the work of convoying merchant

ships through narrow seas by which no alternative routes are

available.

1 Liddell Hart: Europe in Arm, 104.
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Our analysis can therefore be simplified by accepting the

fact that Germany has established herself at certain points on
our trade and strategic routes to the East, and has been allowed

to do so without protest. It is also fairly clear that we need not

consider the protection of merchant shipping in the Mediter-

ranean during a war which brings Germany or Italy against us.

We are left with the purely strategic question. The three

territories which might have to be abandoned if we evacuated

the Mediterranean hardly form a different problem from that

of the naval bases. Cyprus and British Somaliland were both

acquired for strategic reasons. Palestine was occupied during
the European War as part ofthe defence ofthe Suez Canal. The
abandonment of Cyprus and British Somaliland would raise no

great difficulty. The Cypriots would gladly join with Greece,
and British Somaliland has small intrinsic value or interest. In

Palestine alone the inhabitants present a problem which vitally

affects a decision on the question of retaining our position in

the Mediterranean. Our commitments to international Jewry
may help to provide a moral basis for withstanding German

aggression, and certainlywin us support innon-Fascist countries.

During the Napoleonic wars, it may be remembered, England
withdrew her fleet to the Atlantic, and for eighteen months we
had no base and no men-of-war east of Gibraltar. 1 The case

is not particularly relevant to our present subject. The with-

drawal was chiefly due to the collapse of the old naval system,
a collapse ofwhich the mutinies at Spithead and the Nore were

symptomatic. We then had few responsibilities in the Mediter-

ranean, and no trade routes ofimportance to defend. The main

purpose of entering the sea was to blockade the south coast of

France. At any moment the fleet could sail back through the

Straits of Gibraltar and begin a new blockade from some tem-

porary base, such as Maddalena Bay. When the Navy was

ready, this was done.

The Abyssinian crisis first revived the idea of evacuation,
and a proposal that this should be part ofour normal strategy in

1 See above, p. 105.
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a future war was brought forward in a speech by Mr. Bywater.
Reference to this has already been made, and his suggestions
form a useful basis for discussion. Unfortunately he alluded in

such a very guarded manner to our possible opponents that it

is not clear whether he was thinking of a war in which England
and France would be fighting against Italy, or against Ger-

many, or against both together. From some oblique references

it seems that he chiefly envisaged a war against Italy, with

Japan probably joining her. Although he mentions the 'possi-

bility of Germany's obtaining a foothold in southern Morocco 5

he certainly had not accepted this as an accomplished fact.

This was in the spring of 1937, when it was difficult to get

people in England to appreciate the actuality and importance
of German intervention in Spain.
We may give Mr. Bywater's proposal in his own words. He

held that 'in certain circumstance' it would be advisable

to concentrate our forces at Gibraltar and at Aden, the two

gateways of the Mediterranean, to undertake no heavy naval

operations within the Mediterranean itself and to declare it

out of bounds for all our merchant shipping.
1

The chiefargument used by Mr. Bywater was that, as we were
in any case bound to divert our merchant shipping from the

'short cut', it would be better to concentrate on protecting our
interests in the Pacific, where they would be probably endan-

gered during a general European war.

And let us not forget that our interests in the Pacific are

incomparably more important from every point ofview than
those in the Mediterranean. What are Malta, Cyprus, Egypt,
Palestine in comparison with Australia, New Zealand, and
our insular territories in sum vast and far-flung whose
shores are washed by the Pacific Ocean?

Until recent developments in Spain the strategic arguments
for evacuation did not seem to have much validity. In war-

1 See International Affairs, May, 1937, 366,
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time, attack is as necessary as defence. If Italy was the main

opponent in the Mediterranean, then the aggressive opportu-
nities available to England and also to France were very great.
France is less dependent than Italy upon imported war mate-

rials, and the blockade of Italy at both ends of the Mediterra-

nean could be accomplished by England as easily as the

blocking ofthe east and west route by Italy. The chief Italian

industrial centres are in the north, and exposed to attack from
France. Italy had several hundred thousand men in her new
and partially unconquered East African Empire. These were

totally cut off from their home country except by the Suez
Canal hostages given to the fortune of war. Even with Ger-

many fighting on the Italian side the same weaknesses would
have remained until 1936. The arguments for keeping fighting

ships and naval bases in the Mediterranean as weapons of

attack were almost overwhelming, though it was also clear that

a war in, say, 1936, would have involved heavy casualties.

Malta would have been an 'unhealthy spot'. England would
have lost some capital ships.

When so many heavily armed powers are confined in so

narrow a space, each with their bases interwoven, and that

space is being continuously narrowed by the growth of
modern weapons, to start a war there would be like shutting
up a bunch of mad cats in a cage.

1

The odds, however, were heavily on England and France.
Gibraltar was still a valuable base for men-of-war, further re-

moved even than Alexandria from the nearest Italian base. It

is probable that the factor which persuaded Mr. Bywater to

advocate evacuation, although he then believed that Spain
would be a neutral area, was the chance ofJapan entering the
war. But the risk of losses in the Pacific would have been well
worth the probability ofknocking out Italy in the early rounds
of the fight.

1 Liddell Hart: Europe in Arms, 115.
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The defensive arguments against evacuation were also

powerful. England had her commitments and her friends in

the eastern Mediterranean her treaty with Egypt, her Man-
date in Palestine, her friendship with Greece and Jugo-Slavia.
Also Turkey might well be an ally instead of an enemy in the

next war. France had her Syrian connection, and both the

Entente Powers have their interests in the respective enjis of
the Iraq pipe lines. These last arguments still remain, but the

general position has completely changed.
Mr. Bywater's paradoxes, for so they seemed to many, in

early 1937, have almost become platitudes within the succeed-

ing eighteen months. Some of his arguments remain good.
Most of his premises must be altered. These new factors have
been suggested in the last two chapters. Perhaps it will be
best to restate them.

1. The effective intervention of Italy and Germany in Spain,
and the assignment of zones or 'spheres of influence' in the

Peninsula, and in the Spanish islands and possessions.
2. The subordination of Italy to Germany inside Spain. This

is based ultimately on the far greater resources at Herr Hitler's

disposal, but the difference has been accentuated by the poor
showing ofthe Italian infantry at Guadalajara and Tortosa, and

by the Spanish preference for the German character, military

qualities, etc.

3. The westward development of Italy's strategic hold on the

Mediterranean by her taking possession of Majorca and Ibiza,

and using them as centres for aircraft fighting and training.
These islands lie very near the French routes to Africa, and
their occupation by Italy reduces or destroys any previous

advantage which France may have had over Italy in the

Mediterranean,

4. The German occupation and fortification of the northern

coast of Morocco, and the opposite Spanish coast. This intro-

duced a completely new force into the Western Mediterranean,
and a new land control over the Straits.

5. The development of Spain into a martial country, with
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most of its younger men trained to arms. These are at present

divided into two warring groups, but there is no longer any
section well-disposed towards England, and the end of the war

may result in re-orientations favourable to Germany on both

sides.

6. The encirclement of Gibraltar by artillery within range
of the town and harbour, and by aerodromes on both sides

of the Straits. This precludes any likelihood of the English

seizing an area of land round the Rock, or of being able to use

Gibraltar as a naval base.

7. The Anschluss which brought Germany much closer to

the Mediterranean. This increased the general subordination

of Italy to Germany by bringing her powerful neighbour next

to her weakest spot the German-speaking area of the Tyrol.

The ultimate effect of this is difficult to foretell, but the growing

estrangement between Italy and France since the end of the

Ethiopian affair has been a very noticeable feature in European

politics during 1938. The Italians, on December 20th, 1938,

denounced the Agreement concerning Tunis, which had been

part of the terms which M. Laval had arranged with Signor
Mussolini in January, 1935, as a preliminary to the African

venture. 1 This denunciation followed a series of demands for

concessions elsewhere, demands made in the form of organized
demonstrations against France. Only a very optimistic person
would see in the Anschluss, and in German rivalry with Italy
inside Spain any grounds for expecting a combination of

French and Italians to resist further German aggression.
8. The development of Libya as a threat to Egypt and the

Sudan. This was the obvious and logical reply to the presence
of England, athwart the only practical line of communication
between Italy and her new East African Empire. There is much
talk in Italy ofthe 'iron pincers', Abyssinia and Libya, in which
she holds the long weak line of the Nile valley. Until the last

few years the huge Libyan desert was considered impassable for

even a small military force, but much has been done to im-
1 See above, p. 241.
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prove the north-western arm of the pincers. There is a four-

hundred-mile road across the desert to Jaghbub, running

roughly parallel to the Mediterranean the line of attack on

Egypt. To the extreme south-east of Libya the Italians have

found water at Sarra near the massif of Owenat, and may
develop a route towards Ethiopia.

The importance of this threat depends on a number of

questions connected with mechanized desert warfare, which are

too technical to discuss here. The reality of the threat was

shown by the establishment of a large British force round Siwa

during the Ethiopian crisis.

9. The increasing difficulties of the English in Palestine.

The activities of Italy in this country have already been men-

tioned. They were the natural counterpart to their military

developments in Libya, a threat to the Suez Canal from the

north-east as well as the west. The Arab rising may have been

due in some part to successful Italian propaganda. The struggle

is still continuing, and the final solution doubtful. It is enough
to note that the value of Haifa as a port,, and the safety of the

pipe-line are both threatened by the Arab movement, and that

the country is likely to need a strong garrison in time of war.

Palestine seems as if it may be a source of weakness rather than

a strategic advantage in connection with the defence of Egypt
and the Canal.

10. The economic and political development of Germany in

Turkey and the south-east of Europe. The activities of Herr

Schacht seem to have recovered much of that pre-war ascend-

ancy which has been recalled earlier in this chapter. Since the

partition and political absorption of Czechoslovakia after the

Munich settlement, the Drang nach Osten is again in full swing.

The tendency will be to bring such neighbouring countries as

Jugo-Slavia into the German orbit.

Here are ten new factors developed during the last few years.

All of them are tending in the same direction, and their accu-

mulative effect is very great indeed. The last is probably the
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most important, but has been no more than mentioned because

it is extremely controversial, and not directly connected with

the Mediterranean. They all foreshadow a German hegemony
over the Continent, with Italy forced into what is really a

subsidiary alliance, but her self-respect, which is essential to a

dictatorship, safeguarded by concessions in the Mediterranean

basin, and in North Africa. There will be other countries also

in a similar if rather inferior position Czechoslovakia, Spain,

Jugo-Slavia are obvious examples.
It is difficult to imagine any Government in France or

England advocating a policy of withdrawal from the Mediter-

ranean in peace-time. Mr. Chamberlain may have envisaged
the handing over of certain areas, such as British Somaliland,
and of pressing France to make other concessions to Italy, but

the French people show no signs of accepting demands so

brusquely made by Signor Mussolini. It is little more than a

subject for academic discussion whether it would not be better

for England to give back Cyprus to the Greeks, Gibraltar to

jome Spanish Government of the future, or Malta to its own
nhabitants, and whether Tunisia is a valuable asset to France,

[n neither of the Entente Powers have the people as a whole
been educated to make sacrifices of their own territory. We do
not know what would be the result of a direct demand for, say,
the return of the German territories under direct threat of war,
but we may exclude peace-time withdrawal as outside the

immediate sphere of practical politics.

If we think, then, only in terms of war-time measures, for

which some preparations will have to be made in time ofpeace,
the three possible alternatives may be considered either as re-

tention of all our naval bases and colonies, or withdrawal from
the Mediterranean strategically as well as for merchant ship-

ping, or an intermediate policy corresponding to the semi-

abandono which so many Spaniards advocated in regard to

Morocco.

It would seem that the first policy is still the official one,

though public utterances are obviously not conclusive proof.
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Memories ofthe last quarter of a centuryjustify the non-techni-

cal writer in daring to suggest doubts about the wisdom of ex-

perts when there are reasons for believing that their views may
be prejudiced. It has hardly needed the flood of war-books by
admirals, generals and politicians to prove that senior officers

in the Services were frequently wrong in their forecasts, and very
often at variance with each other. We can remember the dis-

astrous mismanagement ofcertain campaigns, like that in Meso-

potamia which was entirely organized by professional soldiers.

In later days the Cabinet seems to have been singularly ill-ad-

vised by the Committee of Imperial Defence about the likeli-

hood of another war. Once it is allowed that senior officers are

not omniscient, it is possible to consider the direction in which

their natural prejudices are liable to lead them astray. The
four most dangerous misunderstandings in regard to Mediter-

ranean policy would seem to be due to:

(i) The underestimating of air power, due to a great

majority of senior officers being 'two-dimensional' men by
instinct and upbringing. Over sixty per cent of British arma-
ment expenditure is on the surface boats of the navy, and "

those who live and work in such boats have a proportionally

large say in policy.

(ii) A complete misreading of the Spanish situation due to

the naval officer's quite natural prejudices against the Gov-
ernment on account of certain incidents in the Spanish navy
at the beginning of the war, and also to the only Spanish
'contacts' which most of them possess through Gibraltar.

(iii)
A contempt for Italians as fighting men, based on

memories of the European War, and on the 'ocean' sailor's

poor regard for Italian seamanship. There may be some

justification on both these grounds, but it leads to under-

valuing the importance of the Italian air force, and possibly
also of those light and speedy surface craft which suit the

Italian temperament.
(iv) The ingrained British preference for meeting emer-

gencies as they arise, instead of forestalling them. Our

'genius for muddling through' has been displayed in a slower,
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less mechanical, and more 'gentlemanly' world, in which
wars seldom began either very quickly or very ruthlessly. It

is not so well suited for the modern and far 'tougher' age of

Fascist aggression.

These are some of the reasons which might lead to a false

optimism about the vulnerability of Gibraltar and Malta as

naval bases, and about the possibility of keeping a surface fleet

functioning in the western Mediterranean. Politicians in Eng-
land would also be slightly prejudiced in favour of optimism.

They are forced to flatter their electorate, and Conservatives

have, especially of late, felt ill at ease in supporting a timid

policy with regard to Germany and Italy. It would be pleas-
anter to find themselves on the more familiar lines

Come the three-quarters of the world in arms

And we shall shock them.

Foreign Powers, especially Germany in Bismarck's time, have

often played upon the chauvinism latent in every democratic

politician in order to tempt England into some course which
will not be beneficial to her. When the Government-owned
Italian press talks about making 'the British lion scuttle from
Malta with his tail between his legs', it should not be assumed
that the extremely intelligent staff in Rome are just allowing
the wish to become father of the thought.
When Mr. Bywater recommended 'concentrating our forces

at Gibraltar and Aden' and 'undertaking no heavy naval opera-
tions within the Mediterranean itself, we should probably lay
some emphasis on the word heavy. The arguments against com-

plete withdrawal from the whole Mediterranean basis would
seem to be overwhelming. For political reasons it could not be
undertaken in peace-time, and would be an almost impossible

undertaking at the beginning of a war. To this argument
must be added those already mentioned the aggressive value
of our occupation of the Canal area, and the surrounding
countries ofEgypt, Palestine, the Sudan, and Cyprus; our com-
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mitments to theJewish community which has gone to Palestine;

the importance of the oil supplies, which if we could not use

them ourselves we should not allow to fall into enemy hands;
and a host of lesser reasons.

A possible compromise policy could be based on the following

arrangements in the case of a war in which our chiefenemy was

Germany, and Italy was either her ally or benevolently neutral

towards her.

(i) Gibraltar could be held as a fortress, but would be
almost useless as a naval base for surface ships. To some
extent the Rock could be used as a submarine base, and could

co-operate with the Atlantic fleet to make the Straits impas-
sable for enemy surface ships. The Spanish civil population
would have to be expelled, and, most of the remainder ex-

patriated.

(ii)
Malta might be held in the same way. The evidence of

the Spanish war certainly suggests that islands are not easy to

take. For two and a halfyears Majorca has been held by one

side, and Minorca by the other. There may be some political
reason for this surprising state of affairs, but it is an interesting
fact. In the case of Malta the views of the inhabitants would
be a pertinent factor. IfMalta was abandoned it would be of

no great use to Italy, even if she was an active enemy, as she

has already all the bases she needs on the mainland or islands

in the central Mediterranean.

(iii) The defence of the Canal area would chiefly depend
on the mechanized army and the air force. Egypt has no
desire to become part of Italy's East African Empire, and our

only 'local population problem' is the Arab quarrel with the

Jewish settlement scheme. The function ofthe fleet would be
to assist the land operations as against Libya, if any attempt
was made to apply the 'pincers'. It would also be necessary
to keep the Indian ocean free, because the Near East

can obtain reinforcements from India overland through
the Persian Gulf, without having to pass through the Red
Sea.

(iv) Cyprus would, presumably, be kept as an air base,

possibly a naval base as well. Every effort would be made to
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retain sea-control at the extreme east end of the Mediter-

ranean.

A policy based on this partial withdrawal from the central

Mediterranean would have certain advantages. It would apply
to Italy the same 'pincers policy' which she would like to em-

ploy against Egypt. She would be 'squeezed
9

between the block-

ading fleet round Gibraltar, and the blockaded Suez Canal.

Italy would be totally cut offfrom her East African dominions,
in which it would be easy to raise a revolt against her isolated

troops. The retention of forces in the Near East would en-

courage Turkey to remain friendly, and might even bring her

into the war on the British side. It would mean retaining
control over the northern Iraq oil supplies, even if the

abandonment of the central Mediterranean would make it

difficult to send the oil to Europe. It would avoid betraying
the Jewish colonists or disregarding our commitments to

Egypt.
Much would depend on our ability to send immediately a

sufficient and capable army to the Near East. The solution

seems to lie in a larger and far better-equipped army in India.

By the end of the European War a quarter of a million troops
had been raised and sent to Mesopotamia; the man-power for

a much greater force is available. The difficulty of a larger

permanent army in India is partly political and partly econo-
mic. Neither of these are insuperable objections. They exist

chiefly because Englishmen have not yet learnt, and no

politician dares tell them that they are living in a new and

dangerous world, and must 'scrap' most of their old prejudices

together with their out-of-date guns. When a crisis arises

which is so urgent that the rule of 'immediacy' applies, then the

Government can settle political problems quickly enough. This
was seen in the Egyptian Agreement made under the pressure of
the Ethiopian affair. A similar arrangement could be reached
with Indian politicians -7 some concessions about their status

and their autonomy combined with an agreement to pay for
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British troops in India would bring them willingly into a scheme
for a larger army trained to be an expeditionary force. With a

population increasing at the rate of three million a year, and a

real if secret dread of German and Japanese aggression, few in-

telligent Indians would object to a complete reorganization of

their military system. There are many Indians, besides definite

castes like the Khatri Sikhs, who have a natural aptitude for

mechanics, and a wider- net could be spread for recruiting a

mechanized army.
We have wandered a long way from the Rock in considering

some plan for rebuilding that Mediterranean policy in which
it has always played so great a part. Strategically the position
is not yet lost, unless, perhaps, it is lost in our own minds, be-

cause there is no longer the will to retrieve it. To-day it is the

classes who used once to be imperially-minded who now seem to

suffer most from those divided loyalties which are the bane of

England and France. Nowhere is this more apparent than in

the complacent attitude which they adopt towards events in

Spain, events of which they should best understand the real

significance.

The danger is so obvious that it is difficult to understand
the eagerness with which one of the most avowedly patriotic
sections of the British public have desired the rebels' success.

Class-sentiment and property-sense would seem to have
blinded their strategic sight.

1

There are signs that the English are gradually awakening to

this danger. It is really twofold. We have considered, perhaps
at unnecessary length, the strategic weakness of our position
which every German and Italian sucpess in the Iberian penin-
sula can only enhance. The threat to Gibraltar may well have
become a matter of great urgency before this book has been

published. But far more serious than any physical menace, to

be reckoned in guns and aeroplanes, is the mental paralysis

1 Liddell Hart: Europe in Arms, no.
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which has afflicted England when every effort was needed to

understand and adjust ourselves to the new circumstances in

Europe. Instead of insisting upon being told the truth we have

allowed ourselves to be beguiled by those who speak smooth

things, and prophesy deceits.

The purport of such false prophets is always the same. They
urge the people to put their trust in some outside Power rather

than in their own judgment, 'to strengthen themselves in the

strength of Pharaoh, and to trust in the shadow of Egypt.
Therefore shall the strength of Pharaoh be your shame, and
the shadow of Egypt your confusion,

9

Italy would seem to be

our Egypt, and her dictator our Pharaoh. This strange infatua-

tion has already led us into shameful betrayals, some of which
are half understood in England, but others are kept from our

knowledge.
Gibraltar has belonged for two and a quarter centuries to a

people who did stand for something in Europe. Whatever

may have been our failings, failings usually of an acquisitive
class rather than of our people as a whole, the British were

always given credit for a hatred of tyranny, a certain funda-

mental decency. Now in one country after another the inhabi-

tants are bitterly regretting that they believed in that old

traditional view of England.

It is not to be thought of that the flood

Of British freedom, which to the open sea

Of the world's praise, from dark antiquity
Hath flowed 'with pomp of waters unwithstood'.

That this most famous stream in bogs and sands

Should perish, and to evil and to good
Be lost for ever , . .

The most famous stream does seem to be rapidly losing itself

in bogs and sands. For this reason we cannot merely look on the

future of Gibraltar as a matter of strategy. Even if the key of
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the Mediterranean will hardly turn the lock, we should be at

some pains to choose our successor. There have been, at various
times in our occupation of the Rock, good and valid arguments
for restoring Gibraltar to Spain, but there are none for surren-

dering it under duress to be controlled by some other non-

Spanish Power.
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